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PREFACE

He looked east, he looked west,
To see what he could see. Child, 102

General Guidelines. Aa the foliowijig study contains many

abbreviations, phrases, and terms etc. which require explan¬
ation, the reader who pauses here for a moment may well find
his or her time well spent.

To begin, it is hoped that none will be offended by the
frequent use of given names in reference to David and Charles
Livingstone, as such informality is often necessary to dis¬
tinguish between the two, to avoid cumbersome sentences, and
to save space. Sirailarly, as the figure of John Livingstone
stands almost beyond the periphery of this work, the phrase "The
Livingstone Brothers" almost always refers to David and Charles
only. "Livingstone" may refer to either of the two, and every

effort has been made to prevent confusion in such cases.

It is hoped that the use of ink in underlining, as opposed
to the proper typewriter key, will not prove disconcerting:
this was deemed a neater if more tedious method of providing
stress. Permanent blue-black was chosen especially for its
characteristic of fading to a gentle medium shade of grey in
time, which should prove less harsh to the eye than would jet
black ink. And as tr.e typewriter used was not of uritlsh man¬

ufacture, jt was used wnen necessary instead of L, for aesthetic
reasons.

Due to the nature of the subject matter, which unfortu¬
nately must be based on a great deal which has been written be¬
fore, the full story of Charles Livingstone's work on the Zam¬
bezi could not be presented as a smooth-flowing narrative.
While pains have been taken to cover all the major and most of
the minor phases of tne work accomplished by the expedition as a

whole, there are no doubt occasional omissions which will in¬
dicate that some prior knowledge of the Zambezi Expedition
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would prove helpful. It ia hoped that the arrangement of the
text and the steady supply of footnotes will help to compen¬

sate for this shortcoming.

Footnotes. A great deal of space has been saved by following
the common practise of abbreviating sources which occur re¬

peatedly in the footnotes. As a general rule, such abbre¬
viations consist of four characters, which are usually capital¬
ized. These symbols usually refer to books or articles, or to
archives in which a manuscript may be found. The reader will
recognise the difference instantly, as abbreviations for books
and articles are always underlined, while those for archives
are not. In most cases, footnotes citing books and articles

provide the usual standard information the first time the
source is cited, and thereafter tne abbreviation is used. As
a furtner aid, the abbreviation is based upon the author's naase

and the work's title, which aid it is hoped will facilitate
recall. All such abbreviations are repeated for easy reference
in the bibliography. Arcaival abbreviations are not explained
in the notes, but are listed in alphabetical order at the end
of the Bibliography.

In a few cases, documents cited in the notes are not accom¬

panied by archival abbreviations. These include ail itemB
designated BO 2/ or FO 84/, etc., which are Foreign Office
lapers found in tne Public Record Office, London (PKCL); all
items designated 05/, which are in the National Museum, living-
stone, Zambia (NMLZ); and those in the latter category desig¬
nated LL - HUL are letters written by Charles Livingstone to his
wife, Harriett® 0. Ingraham Livingstone. Occasionally, tne
brothers are designated "CL" and "11" in the notes, again, as

always, to save space. D'cuments appearing, for example, as

"Henry Drummond to 4.M. Dawes" are letters from the former to the
latter, unless otherwise noted, all items in the School of
Oriental and African Studies (3CAS) are filed in that archive
under "Africa, odds, aooden Box of Livingstone's Letters." The



locations of original letters is not given in cases where the
letter nas been published. More detailed descriptions of all

«

of Lavid Livingstone's letters, journals and notebooks cited
herein, plus brief biographical information on his correspond¬
ents may be found in LLC!).

Spelling* An attempt has been made to reduce spelling
irregularities by adopting a few rules, eaon of whion, unfort¬
unately, has its exceptions. Portuguese place-names are usually
spelled as by the Portuguese: "Lisbon" for "Llsboa" is an ex¬

ception. African names are frequently spelled according to the
rules of modern orthography along the lines found in Professor
Ochapera's works: exceptions are "Linyanti" for "Dinyanti," and
"Kolobeng" for "Kolobefl." 2he spelling of "dinamani*s" was

taken from Kirk's journal (PiJK). When quoting from the men

concerned, their spelling is always honoured, but the same word
when used by the present writer may be spelled differently «

Livingstone's "Hyassa" becomes "liyasa." Again, as the lake of
that name is now called "Malawi," it is usually referred to as

suoh. However, the earlier "Shirwa" is preferred to "Chilwa"
or "Lhirwa," as modern sources are not uniform in the spelling
of that lake's name, as a general rule, names of places in

Mozambique and the ^omoros Islands have not been changed to con¬
form with very recent revisions, as again exact spellings remain
uncertain.

ihe Oxford Pocket dictionary has provided a constant guide
for words in English, and every attempt has been made to replace
habitual American spellings with more appropriate English ver¬

sions. Ho doubt occasional exceptions have crept in, for which
the reader's indulgence is kindly requested, and for typograph¬
ical errors overlooked in proofreading the reader's dispensation
is again importuned.
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The Child ballad8. The text of each chapter is preceded toy a

couplet which is designed to provide a theme for that cnapter,

and the reader should toe aware that while in some oases the

lines are meant to be literal, they are at times ironical, and
at other times require the imagination of the reader if their
function is to be realized.

Francis James Child (1825 - 1896) was born in Boston and
educated at harvard, Berlin, and Cottingen (which granted him
the Fh.l. degree in 1854) as a philologist and a linguist, he
spent over half his life collecting, editing, and annotating
the ballads of hngland and Scotland, and in all he listed 505
songs, most of which had so hiany versions that the entire col¬
lection numbered well into the thousands. Among scholars and
interpreters they are better xnown toy the number he assigned
to them than by any title or first line, and thus they are so
identified in this work, if course, most of these ballads have
horth American counterparts, but these were beyond the scope of
Professor Child's work.

That ancient British ballads may in a sense toe applied to
events and circumstances far from their point of origin is a

tribute to their timelessnees, which in the final analysis is a

most important ingredient in anything worthy of the name "Liter¬
ature," arid certainly tae value of an annotated collection of
ballads to the study of history cannot be overlooked. The quo¬

tations appearing herein are taken from Francis James Child,
The PrndLiah and Scottish Popular Ballads. 5 vols., new Torhi

Dover Publications, inc., 1965, an unabridged and unaltered
republication of the work of that title originally published by
Houghton, Mifflin and Co., of Boston, between 1882 and 1898.
Charles Livingstone, Professor Child, and the present writer
share an association with Scotland and Hew ungland which makes
the inclusion of quotations from this work seem singularly
appropriate.
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Visual nigs. All maps and tables were drawn and compiled by
the present writer; sources and/or copyrights of the illus¬
trations are given in every case.
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INTRODUCTION

Harken to me, gentle men,
Come and you shall hearej
lie tell you of two of the boldest brither
That ever borne were. Child, 51

To moBt readers of works on David Livingstone, his brother
Charles appears a rogue of low degree. Indeed, so few and far
between are non-derogatory comments about him that they appear
in high relief from the rest. Because the years of the Zambezi
expedition was the only period of their mature lives tnat the
brothers spent together, it is with reference to this enterprise
that Charles is usually mentioned in David's "biographies. In
recent years, greater attention has been given to this exploit
of David's - perhaps in the past it was skimmed over frequently
because it was the one part of his life which did not lend
itself easily to missionary propaganda. Greater concentration
on this expedition has brought about increased attention to its
members, and hence to Charles Livingstone, furthermore, in
recent years David's over-all posture as a semi-saint and the
redeemer of Africa has fallen to more human proportions, and
brother Charles no longer is dwarfed by the presence of hie
greater brother.

Charles' life is easily divided into four periods, which
parallel closely the divisions of David's life, after spending
his first nineteen years in Scotland, Charles went to the United
States in search of a liberal education. In this country he
lived for seventeen years - roughly the same years David spent
in Africa as a representative of the London Missionary Society -

before returning to Britain in plenty of time to join his bro¬
ther on tne Zambezi Expedition. When his work on tne Zambezi
was completed, Charles spent a brief interval with his family
in Massachusetts before spending the last nine years of his life
as H.M. Consul, the Bights of nenin and Biafra (Fernando Do). He
died there in 1675, the same year David died at Chitambo's.
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His life and work spanned three continents; his itfrican
service consisted of various duties in an exploring and
scientific expedition, and a host of responsibilities as an

official in the Consular Service, and in each case he Eiade
contributions which are at last deemed worthy of attention.
This study concentrates on hie work on the Zambezi Kxpectition,
and although an attempt has been made to evaluate his work in
West Africa, it must be noted that this final period of his
life is worthy of a serious study the length of the present
work or longer, if the whole truth of his experience there is
to be knov<n.

The following pages will indicate that which is already
known to many observers: David Livingstone was a major force in
his brother's life, and no biographical study of Charles can

avoid a plethora of references to the ideas and the work of
the giant of Liar*tyre. Thus although our protagonist is
Charles - to some extent thought to be the "black sheep" of the
family, student's of David Livingstone's career hopefully will
find much herein to provide food for thought. Keeping in mind
the words of the minstrel which provide the keynote for this
introductory chapter, let us turn to an examination of the life
and work of Charles Livingstone.



AoE'IRAO!

io those acquainted with Africa's greatest missionary/ex¬
plorer, the name of Charles Livingstone often invokes a host of
negative feelings. The younger brother of the great Living-
atone ia usually encountered somewhere in David's shadow, and on

those occasions when Charles stepped into his own light, David's
biographers treated him to a spate of invective and abuse not
often encountered in nistariesJL readings.

Careful reading and cautious analysis of the evidence, how¬

ever, indicates that Charles is worthy of better treatment than
he has yet been afforded, and it is the object of thia study to
present the man and nis career in a more realistic light. Aa it
was hia work on the Zambezi Expedition which has generated the
most controversy, that period of his life is here given paramount

importance. Chapters on his youth, his years at university, and
his work in West Africa are included to present a more complete
picture of the man.

While on the Expedition, Unariee served as hie brotner's
general assistant and secretary, and was intoned to encourage

the cultivation of cotton, to maxe careful readings of the
earth's natural magnetism, and to take photographs of the lands
and peoples of tne region, In addition, he did commendable work
in zoology, ©specially with the branch of ornithology. Each of
theBe tasks is treated in detail, and those who nave written or

have been led to believe that nothing came of any of his duties
may be surprised - pleasantly or otherwise - to see that although
his work in no field places him among the giants of th® nine¬
teenth century, hia work in every case was far more admirable
than anyone has yet imagined.

Shis, then, is a new look at Charles Livingstone, a man who
did his tasks and did them well, yet suffered the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune for his efforts. It ia hoped that
thia atudy will serve as a first step toward a general reapprais¬
al of the man's career, and will add %o the understanding of the
early contacts between Europeans and th© peoples of Africa.



CHAPTER I

EARLY YEARS IN SCOTLAND

There were three brothers in merry Scotland,
In merry Scotland there were three. Child, 250

Birthplace and Forbears. Of the four major periods in the

life of Charles Livingstone, the first is the most meagerly

documented. Many inferences about his youth can only be

made by examining what is known about his brother's upbring¬

ing, and many of these are dubious.

He was born on the last day of February, 1821, in Blan-

tyre, Lanarkshire, perhaps in the very room is which his
•i

brother was born in 1813. His parents were Neil Livingston

and Agnes Hunter, who married in 1810 and resided for a short

time thereafter in Glasgow.

Before the birth of their son John, the couple removed to
2

Blantyre, living for a time in Fore Row, and then moving into

the flat in Shuttle Row which had been the home of Agnes Hunter

in her youth, and where, according to tradition, David Living¬

stone was born. Agnes' mother had died around 1799, ana it is

unclear whether her father, David Hunter (who survived until

1834), resided with the Livingstons. Prior to his marriage,

1The family spelled the name thusly until 1852 or 1853;
see "Observations on the Spelling of 'Livingstone.'" in G. W.
Clendennen and I. C. Cunningham, David Livingstone: A Catalogue
of Documents. (Edinburgh, 1978), hereafter DLCE. The change in
spelling will be incorporated herein when the appropriate
period is reached.

2
R. J. Campbell, Livingstone. (London, 1929), p. 45; here¬

after CRJL.



Neil had been apprenticed to David Hunter, a tailor who served

the local gentry. According to one of David's earliest bio¬

graphers, Neil Livingston did not forsaxe nis trade as tailor

in favour of selling tea until after he had removed to Hamilton,

which according to Janet Livingston was in 1839. If this is

so, one wonders if residency in Shuttle Row was available only

to those employed by the firm of James Mcnteith, which had

"works" in Biantyre and Glasgow. Neil Livingston's father, also

named Neil, had held a position of some responsibility in the

mills, but whether or not he lived with his son and daughter-

in-law is not clear. It is possible that an older relative

lived with the Livingstons even after David was born, and this

may explain their continued residency in Shuttle Row.

Be that as it may, Seaver notes that when in their teens,

John and David went to live with their grandparents, who lived
/>

in a nearby cottage: this could only have been on the paternal

side, as their maternal grandmother had died long before they

were born. Do further complicate the issue, Smiles records that

the family moved to the Middle How, Blantyre, "a few years after
5

David was born." Thus it is possible that Charles was born in

Middle Row and not Shuttle Row.** Whatever, Charles was the

^Robert Smiles, David Livingstone. (London, 1885)» p. 13.
Janet Livingstone, "Notes for Dr. Blaikie," (1878-80), HIS MS.
10767, p. 17: hereafter LJNb. Janet notes her father sold tea
before they moved to Hamilton.

4
George Seaver, David Livingstone: nis Life and Letters,

(London, 1957), p. 16. 5 Smiles, op. cit., p. 14.

**In later years, Janet k Agnes Livingstone recalled clearly
tnat their youthful home had burned to the ground in 1839, but
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fourth of five surviving ciaildren, with his younger sister Agnes

joining the fold a few years after ne did.

Although little can be determined about the exact place

where Charles was born, it can be said with certainty that he

was at least the third person of that name. Hie father's eider

brother Charles was a clerk in Monteith's Glasgow office. Taken

one day by the press-gang, he was forced to serve aboard a Man-

o'-War, where he became the Captain's private secretary. While

serving in the Mediterranean he died, and was buried at sea.

The second Charles Livingston was a younger brother of

David's who died one October of scarlet fever, prior to his

third birthday, in 1817 or the following year. Whereas David

was named after his mother's side of the family, the name Char¬

les was taken from his father's side, and might have gone back

several generations, especially when one considers that his

great-grandfather fell at Culloden, fighting for "the old line

of kings." ^
Home Life. The family atmosphere in which Charles was raised

might well be described as strict but warm, for although dis¬

cipline was firm and nonsense discouraged, the children were

loved and well cared for by their parents. Religion and poverty

because neighbors disagreed, their memory was largely discounted.
If correct, the Shuttle Row shrine to David Livingstone is not in
fact his birthplace, but is a replica built immediately after the
fire. H. H. Johnston, Livingstone and the Exploration of Central
Africa. (London, n. d. (1912?J ), p. 51» n. This work was written
in 1890; (see p. 5Q)«.hereafter JHHL.

7
'David Livingstone, Missionary Travels and Researches in

South Africa, etc., (London, 1«o7), p. 3: hereafter LPHIT
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were the forces which determined the life style within the Liv¬

ingston home. The family attended the local parish church (Kirk

of Scotland), until around 1834, so Charles1 earliest religious

training was in the Established Church, it was here that all of

the Livingston children were baptised. By the age of twelve,
R

David was already reflecting upon his state as a sinner, and

thus it seems likely that Charles also had the fear of the wrath

of Cod arummed into him at an early age. Altnough strict in

enforcing religious beliefs within tne family, Neil Livingston

was not completely autocratic: after he himself began attending

the Congregational Cnurch of Hamilton (Independent) in the mid¬

life's, he permitted David to continue attending the Presbyterian

Kirk of Low Blantyre.^
Charles joined the church in Hamilton in 1839 as a commun¬

icant, by which time his father was a Deacon and his elder bro¬

thers both members. It may be that when David decided to become

a missionary, he also influenced his younger brother to seek a

vocation within the Church, for the younger had great admiration

for the elder. When one considers the circumstances in which

Charles Livingston was raised, his decision to become a clergy¬

man is hardly surprising.

6
William Garden Blaikie, The Personal Life of David Living¬

stone. (London, 1880), p. 11: hereafter BWGL.
a
"David said ne liked the Auid ivirk.LJNi. p. 14. Liv¬

ingstone's emphasis.



Lixe the majority of the families living in the Strath

Clyde during the early years of the nineteenth century, the

Livingstons were continually plagued by poverty. The family

dwelling on Shuttle Row consisted of one room roughly fourteen

by ten feet, and although it is not certain how many Livingstons

lived there at once, it is obvious that by today's standards

they were terribly overcrowded. Since the building was

adjacent to the mill, it must have been a noisy and dusty place

at best. Nevertheless, Shuttle Row conditions were generally

more favourable than the usual industrial communities of the

day, and Low Blantyre itself was a model community, known for

its floral display.

Whatever the blend of floral fragrance and industrial

pollution in the environment might have been, the poverty which

hounded the family was very real. Botn of Charles' brothers had

begun to work in the mill when still children. David began at

the age of ten, and his workday was from six In the morning

until eight at night. Whether or not Charles ever worked for

Monteith cc Co. is unknown, but circumstances indicate that he

would have begun working for wages as soon as was possible.

In his mid-teens he was employee in the lace warehouse of Henry

Drummond, in Hamilton, where ne earned a portion of the money

he needed to emigrate.^

^James 1. MacNair, Livingstone the Liberator, (London and
Glasgow, 1968), p. 33; hereafter MLTL. First published in 1940.

"His deportment in my service has been unusually faith¬ful..." Druiamond to Wm. Dawes, 17 March 1840, Archives, 0CL00.
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Growing Up. Very few incidents indeed have been recorded from

the early years of Charles Livingstone. The most well known

tells of the day he was fishing with David, who caught a salmon.

Since the prize was illegal, David had to get the fish home

without being detected. He concealed the catch in the leg of

Charles' trousers, where it made a rather unnatural bulge. As

the boye were walking through the village, David overheard one

1 2
woman say: "that laddie has got a sair leg!"

Often Charles would accompany John and David as they hiked

among the rills and dales around Hlantyre, a: d due to the

differences in tneir ages, Charles would often complain upon

arriving home that he had been kept away too long. At such

times his mother would suggest he remain home next time, but as

soon as the next jaunt was being planned, "Charles was as eager

1
as ever to get." Neil Livingston taught his children to

appreciate nature, and as a result tney would bring home piants,

stones, and other interesting items which they found, and on

occasion they made a pet of a sparrow. Like his more famous

brother, Charles always had an eye out for the wonders of nature.

Also like David, Charles could at times be a practical

joxer. In later years he wrote to his wife; "I have been hear¬

ing some of my early deeds: one married woman asked if 1 remem¬

bered giving ner a oira's egg and tnen squeezing her folded hand

on it ... another very-respectably-married lady asked if i

12LJNB. p. 12. 1 ~*roid.
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'minded' putting salt in her mouth. She was coming out of a

snop with a bowlful of salt and said some (thingj to me wh £LehJ
I considered disrespectful so I put a handful of salt in tier

mouth."1 ^
One further story from Charles' younger days has been pre¬

served, this one a reminiscence recorded by a neignbor several

years later. "Oh aye, I kent the Livingstane laddies - Dauvid

and Ohairlie - weel. And there was a queer differ atween them.

If they was walkin' along a road and cam' tae a puddle, Ohairlie
15

wud walk roon, but Dauvid - he'd stamp stracht through." y Per¬

haps tnis behavior was due to their age difference, or maybe the

memory was tempered by later events. Be that as it may, beyond

these few anecdotes, virtually nothing specific is known of

Charles' experiences during nis younger days.

Education. As might be expected, little can be stated with

authority about his education. He came from a family long

acquainted with books and letters: in addition to nis uncle and

namesake, tne sailor-scribe, nis grandfather Heil Livingston was

for many years an accounting cierk with Lonteith and Co. On his

mother's side, nis great-grandfather Gavin Hunter once ran afoul

of the authorities by writing a petition on behalf of a poor

Shotts woman: at the time, he was one of tne few literate souls

14CL - HCL, 12 November 1863, G5/6.
1 5
leaver, op. cit., p. 19: hereafter SGDL.
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in the parisn. -and it was said that his grandfather David hun¬

ter never begrudged his sons the price of a schoolbook, and

Janet recalled how he would let his grandchildren "rummage as

much as we liked among his books, of which he (had] a great
16

many." And nis older brotner David when very young failed to

favourably impress a farmer whose cattle he was tending, for he
1 7

was "aye lyin* on his bexiy readin' a book." Like his for¬

bears, Charles appreciated the value of books and education.

The actual circumstances surrounding Charles' early

'formal' education are shrouded in the mists of time, and much

must be deduced from his elder brother's experience. Prior to

the age of ten, when he entered the mill, David attended a school

which met in the ground floor rooms of Shuttle Row. Once his

workday extended to eight in the evening, David's schooling was

done between the nours of eight and ten, with studying at nom©

often continuing until midnight. Evidently Charles followed this
1 H

same route. David's schoolmaster, Mr. McSkimraing, was paid in

part by the company and partly by his pupils, and he was "so mod¬

erate in his charges that all who wished for education could

obtain it."1^
Much of David's early education came from books he read

16LJDh. pp. 3-4. 17MLTL. p. 35.
13

DL to Arthur lidman, 30 December 1647 in Ochapera, i.
Livingstone's Missionary Correspondence, 1841-1356. (London,
1581 J, pp. 114-3: hereafter SLXC.

19LDMT. p. 3.
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"on his own" so to speak, borrowed from any one of the many

libraries available. In addition to his grandfather's library,

David had access to the school library, the parish library, and

the village library. When he was more mature he gained, through

his father's connections, access to tne libraries of a nearby

methodist church as well as that of the Congregational Church of

Hamilton.

It must be noted, of course, that the collections in these

libraries were heavily weighted in favour of religion. Further¬

more, Deli Livingston actively censored the reading material
PO

which was brought into the home. Novels and works on science

were not permitted, as he considered the two antithetical. On

one occasion David was beaten about the shoulders with a stick

for reading a book of travel instead of the tome he had been
21

ordered to read. furthermore, when David announced his

intention to study medicine, his father was visibly upset, until

David explained to him the concept of the medical missionary.

Dcience thus cloaked was acceptable to Neil Livingston.

p. 15.

^ibid.. p. 16. This scene, the last time David was hit
by ills father, made an indexible impression on the mind of young
Janet, partly because it was unusual, and partly because she was
chastised for crying aloud in sympathy for her brother. Later,
wnen she wxiispered to David that he might not get to the "good
place" if he did not read good books, she was amazed that he
tnrew back his head and laughed heartily. David evidently took
the incident in stride as his due for disobedience and nothing
more: it seems likely that his father applied the rod with dis¬
crimination. Incidentally, the book in question was Wm. Wilber-
force, A Iractical View of the Prevailing Delicious System of
Professed Christians, in the higher and Middle Classes in this
Country, Contrasted with Heal Christianity. 3rd edition Glasgow,
1629). first published in London, 1797.
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it seems very likely That Charles Livingston's education
22

developed along tne patterns wnicn characterized Lavid's, with

one possible exception: in has eulogy to Charles many years

later, ^ir bartie i'rere mentioned that the younger Livingston
23

had been educated in scnoois in "biantyre and Bothwell."

bothwell lies across the Clyde from Low blantyre, and it may

well be that Charles dici attena a scnooi there.

Whatever tne exact circumstances concerning his schooling

in his formative years, this much is certain: the desire for

a more complete liberal education within his means motivated

him to leave his family and cross the North Atlantic alone, to

attend a college in the United States. When he left Scotland

he was a month past his nineteenth birthday, and well into man¬

hood by contemporary Scottish standards, ihe following chapter

will examine his experiences in the New World.

22
For example, the earliest surviving signature of Charles

Livingston is on the inside cover of an arithmetic textbook
which had belonged to his brother David, and perhaps John before
him. See James Cray, An introduction to Arithmetic, 22nd edition
(Edinburgh, 1823), SNMLL on display.

23
^Bartle frere, Address to the Hoyal Geographical Society of

London, 22 June 1874, rroceed. in^e of tne Loyal Geographical
Society of London, (hereafter PRGSLj, vol. xviii ^Cession 1873-
1o74), p. 312. ihis seems to be the only reference to any of the
Livingston children having attended school in Bothwell.



CHAPTER II

COMING OF AGE IN AMERICA

I'll not take with me my brither John,
Rut I'll gang along, myself all alone. Child, 25

The Atlantic Crossing. The hardy souls who contemplated cross¬

ing the North Atlantic early in 1840 must have been a very

determined group indeed, for the voyage was fraught with danger

from every quarter. Indeed, most chose to make the attempt

only because their fear of the known and its harsh realities

in Europe was greater than their fear of the unknown. Charles

Livingston was one of the few who was going because ne wanted to,

and unlike many others, he had a specific destination. Never¬

theless, even to him, the voyage could only have been regarded

as an ordeal to be contended with as best as was possible.

Although Robert Fulton had piloted a steam-powered craft

on the Hudson River over thirty years earlier, the use of steam

on the Atlantic had not yet become commonplace.^ And, in spite

of the continual improvements made on sailing ships over the

ages, the vessels were still (as they remain to some degree

today) largely at the mercy of the elements, especially in tne

North Atlantic, where winter often lingers into May or even

June. Mot only did this ocean deserve its ill reputation due

to the ferocity of its gales and storms, but icebergs were

always a threat to any vessel sailing during this season, and

^Livingston did not take a steam vessel. "When I crossed
it (tne Atlanti^J to America at about Charlie's age, I was in a
sailing ship..." C.L to his daughter Mary, 18 January 1873,
RMI2, G5/194. His son Charles was then 18-Jr years of age.
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of course, stricken ships were almost totally incapable of sig¬

nalling to other vessels for aid. The numoer of ships which

sailed into oblivion, instead of sailing into New York, Boston,

or Montreal, were legion; one of tne more famous was the "City

of Glasgow," which was lost with all hands and over four

hundred passengers in March, 1854.

If the dangers posed by natural phenomena were not enough

to intimidate the would-be passenger, those posed by his fellow

human beings might well have aone so. Ship owners packed the

emigrants below decks in a manner reminiscent of the methods

used in transporting prisoners from Britain and/or slaves from

West Africa. Some snips carried over a thousand passengers,

who were subject to mistreatment from crew members and fellow

travellers alike. Mood supplied by the lines was usually

putrid at best, and frequently the emigrants had no provisions

other than what they carried with them.

Mass seasickness was common, and conditions were ideal for

the germination and spread of contagious and fatal diseases,

especially thyphus and cholera. It has been estimated that one-

half of those who left Great Britain for North America in 1847

2
died of typhus either during or shortly after the crossing.

The situation was aggravated by the fact that many ships had no

physician on board, and the mandatory medical inspections for

passengers and crew at both ends of the voyage were usually

?
Terry Coleman, Passage to America, (narmendsworth, Middle¬

sex, 1974), pp. 186-167: nereafter GTPA.
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perfunctory. Those who dared attempt the Atlantic crossing

were taking their lives into their hands.

And were these not enough pitfalls, others - less horrible

but no less real- awaited the unwary sojourner. The major ports

of embarkation and debarkation were infested with scoundrels

anxious to fleece the money and possessions from the passengers

by every ruse imaginable. In New York City, for example,

tickets were sola for steamers and canal boats bound for Buffalo,

for seven dollars: the normal fare for the ride was 12.50. And

no matter wnat the individual had paid to board, it was not

unusual for him to have to pay an additional fare to avoid being

put ashore at the next port. Those with baggage (most travel¬

lers) had to pay exhorbitant fees to have tnem secured, or trans¬

ported from ship-to-shore-to-shlp, and imposters dressed as pol¬

icemen made easy prey of the innocent and the naive.

Thus when Charles Livingston went walking down the Waterloo

Pier in Liverpool in March, 1840, a veritable host of dangers

was lurking around the corner. Although he was well aware of

their nature, he would not have been preoccupied with them: he

was young, ambitious, and about to embark on the greatest adven¬

ture of his life thus far, and his mind would have been filled

with the sights of the present and the visions of the future.

His destination was the Cberiin Collegiate Institute,

^OTPA. p. 223. Until the completion of the New York Cen-
ral Railroad, wnich linxed New fork City with Buffalo in 1852,
the main route inland to the Great Lakes and beyond was the
Hudson River - Krie Canal route.
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located in Lorain County, Ohio.^ Gberiin was an experimental

college, whose main attraction (for Charles, at least), was a

program for providing students with manual labour, the proceeds

from which would enable them to pay for their educational and

living expenses. In a word, it was the road to education for

poor, Christian students. Livingston was also attracted by the

theology of the institute: one of the pilxars of the college

nad toured Great uritam in the late 1630's, and his message

had come to the attention of the elders of the Congregational

Church of Hamilton. When Livingston expressed an interest in

the college, his employer (Henry Drummond), himself an eider in

the church, gave full support; and when brother David also gave

positive advice, Charles was anxious to proceed.

Sxactiy when he left home is difficult to determine.

According to Drummond, he was to leave for New York on Tuesday,

24 March 1840, in the company of his brother John and family,

but Drummond does not indicate if Charles was leaving Glasgow
c.

or Liverpool. in his second letter home from North America,

The Preparatory Department of the Institute had been
founded in 1833f and two years later a Collegiate and a Theolog¬
ical Department were added. After 1833 students were admitted
without regard to racial origin, and it was the first college in
the United States to be coeducational. As such, it nardiy de¬
serves being called "one of the most rigid of American institu¬
tions." (V. L. Bosazza, Tnomas Baines on the Zambesi, unpublish¬
ed MS, NLS ACC 6621 , p. 136.}. (Hereafter 3TBZTH in Charles'
day, wberim was considered extremist to tne point of heretical,
and was furthermore a hotbed of Abolitionism,

c

.H. Drummond to W®. Dawes, 17 Marcn 1640, Arcnives, G0.uUU.
Dawes was an Gberiin representative then touring Britain, and on
19 March he added a postscript and forwarded the letter to Levi
Burneli, Oberlin's Secretary and Treasurer from 1535 to 1841.
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begun in Uberiin on 17 May and completed on 1 June, Livingston

mentioned that he landed in New York "on Sabbath 29 ult, at 5
6

oclk after 31 days sailing..." This date is obviously an error,

as 29 April 1640 fell on a Wednesday. That he landed on a Sun¬

day is not in doubt, as his subsequent activities in hew York

took place on Monday and Tuesday. If in fact Livingston landed

on Sunday, 26 April, his 31-day crossing would indicate that he

left Liverpool on 26 March, two days after Drumaona expected.

Whatever the date, it seems quite likely that he journeyed

alone, and not in the company of John and his wife Sarah (nee

Mackenzie). In later years, sister Janet recalled that her
7

brothers left Britain together in March, 1840, but in his

letter to his parents from Oberlin, Charles says nothing to

indicate that his relatives were with him. and. according to

Schapera, Jonn emigrated to Canada in 1838.8
In the event, this was as pleasant and fortunate a crossing

as one could imagine, as the normal eaiiing time was anything

6
CL to "My dear Parents and sisters," Archives, 16/5 "L,"

0CL00. A long extract is in Robert S. .Fletcher, "Cioing West to
Coixege in the Thirties," Oberiin Library Bulletin, vol. ii, no.
1 (1930), pp. 9-14. When in New York City Livingstone wrote
home, but apparently this letter does not survive.

7LJLB, p. 11.
8

Isaac Scnapera, Livingstone's African Journal. 1853-1356.
(London, 1963), p. 190, n. 2: hereafter SLAJ; and SLMC, p. 116.
n. 1. however, Scnapera, David Livingstone: Family Letters,
1641-1656, p. 32, n. 21 (hereafter OhFL) implies that John went
to Canada in 1841. The greeting on CL's letter in n. 6 above
implies that John had gone by mid-1840. SiffL p. 31, n. 12; SLAJ
p. 127, n. 1 arid SLMC p. 114, n.1 indicate that Charles went to
America in 1839. Schapera to Ciendennen, 27 September 1975, ex¬
presses regret that further details confirming that Charle3 went
to America in 1839 could not be provided.
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from 4 to 7 weeks, his ship^ did very well indeed: the 31 day

crossing included 3 days in a dead calm. In spite of cold and

foggy weather wnen crossing the Grand Banks, a group of grampi

were spotted, and stormy petrels (Hydrobat.es peiagicus) were

always around trie ship.

However, there were some problems in steerage, as the people

were mostly "wild Irishmen who kept bullying and fighting al¬

ways." As a result, Charles requested and was granted permission

to sit around the fire in cabin 2, where he enjoyed improved con¬

ditions for the remainder of the trip. His potatoes were regu¬

larly boiled for him by a friendly irishwoman (which suggests

that he was indeed travelling alone), to whom he sold his bed

upon arrival in Hew fork City. Out of a total of 271 passengers

on board, only 2 died during the voyage, a remarkably low per¬

centage: he had sailed a few years later, his cnances of exper¬

iencing such favourable conditions would have been very slim.^

On to wberlin. Livingston saw very little of New York City

(population in 1840 approximately 300,000), as he arrived on a

Sunday evening and left 48 hours later, his impressions were

•^Livingston never mentions his ship by name, and neither
PROL nor NAUS officials found nis name on any passenger list.

^Ali of the information on this page, including tne quo¬
tation, is from CL's letter home described in n. 6 above. All
subsequent details concerning his trip to uberiin and his first
weex there, unless specifically noted, are from the same source,
it is a remarkable document, consisting of only 4 quarto pages
(A 183 x 227 mm), but by using the tiniest handwriting possible,
Charles managed to fill the space with approximately 3000 words.
In all direct quotations from this letter, regularization of
punctuation and capitalization nas been necessary.
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limited: "It is a very pretty place but the houses are built

quite different from Glasgow or any of our towns. They are

mostly built of brick. The streets appeared very strange to me,

one house 3 or 4 storeys high and the next house only 1 in some

of the streets. I had not much time to look at the city."

This is his only observation: the remainder of his comments

concern his lodging and travel arrangements, and, of course, his

expenditures. In these matters he showed himself well prepared

for the trip. The amount of money at Livingston's command upon

arrival is difficult to determine, but it was not very much, and

he handled it wisely, ne had left Scotxand with at least ,

part of the gift of a Christian friend to his brother Lavid,

which David passed on.11 In addition to this, Charles probably

saved a small amount from his work in Hamilton, and might have

been given something by his employer, who had helped finance

David's first trip to London in 1838. 'whatever the amount, it

could hardly have been more than i"6: at this time, steerage cost
1 2

about ;f3 10/ in a sailing vessel, and after selling his box

and bed (for 2/6), Charles had jf2 \~5/ 6d remaining.1 ^
However, he had to pay 1/6 merely to nave his cnest trans¬

ported to the tavern where he spent two nights. On the second

night, two men came into the tavern (Franklin Hall Tavern and

^DL to (ihomas 1. Prentice^ , 17 June 1840, SCA3. David
had given Charles a part of his quarterly allowance from the
London Missionary Society, and upon receiving an unspecified
sum from Prentice, David thanked him for helping Charles.

12CI?A. p. 19-
13

DL to Arthur Tidman, Foreign Secretary of the London
Missionary Society, 30 December 1847. SLMC, p. 115.
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Boarding House) selling tickets to Buffalo for £7. An English
1 A

acquaintance paid the fee, and urged Charles to do likewise,

but having been warned about such practices while still in

Scotland, he refrained. On the next day, he purchased a ticket

to Albany via stealer for 500. Shortly after he boarded the

"DeWitt Clinton" at 5 p.m. on Tuesday night, Charles was bound

for the interior of Eorth America.

He arrived in Albany at six the next morning, (Wednesday,

29 April), and by eleven he had boarded a canal packet bound for

Lake Erie, 363 miles due west via the Erie Canal. To his par¬

ents he wrote: "In the canal boats all fare alike. There is no

distinction between rich and poor. All have the same privil¬

eges."

When he purchased his canal ticket, he offered a sovereign

and 250, and was informed that an additional 360 was required.

Upon explaining that he was from Scotland and that the cost of
1 5

travelling was very high, the remainder was waived.

When on board that evening, he noticed a young man examin¬

ing a map of Uhio, and he was pointing out the locations of

^At this time, he would have had about 113. How and for
the remainder of his life, Livingston converted from the dollar
to sterling at the ratio of 5*1. For tne sake of convenience,
this formula will be followed throughout the rest of this work.

15
This might not have been the example of generosity which

it appears to be at first sight. If Charles paid a sovereign
(a gold pound) pius 250, his fare cost about £5.25, far in ex¬
cess of the appromixate fare of 12. Small wonder that the re¬
maining 360 was overlooked! The fact that he had come all the
way from Scotland hardly made him unusual on the Erie Canal.
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various places to his fellow passengers, and upon enquiring,

Livingston learned that the man was a student at Qberlin. His

name was Sherlock Bristol, and his travelling companion was

Emily Ingraham, who was also enrolled at the college.1^ This

chance meeting proved a windfall for Livingston. Not only did

he at long last begin to get an idea exactly where Oberlin was

located, but he now had companions to go with, who were able to

provide him with a wealth of information on all subjects related

to the college and how to get there, etc. A great deal, of the

uncertainty and tension of travelling in an unfamiliar land was

removed, for he was now among friends. In time, as we shall

see, this chance meeting on the canal boat was to have an even

greater significance for Charles Livingston. Of it he wrote

understandably to his parents: "I was then considerably

releived (sic) as I could (prior to this] get nobody who knew
anytning about Oberlin." One would surraise that the young

scholar-to-be slept very soundly that night.

Next day (Thursday, 30 April) after the boat had moved

only 13 miles from Albany, its progress was halted indefinitely:

a section of the canal wail had collapsed due to the recent

heavy rains. Upon learning that it could not be repaired for

approximately eight days, Bristol and Livingston walked four

miles westward to the town of Schenectady, to see if a train

could take them 70 miles further to Utica, where they could

1^In later years, Bristol recorded a very different ver¬
sion of their meeting, and as it concerns to a limited degree
David Livingstone as well, it is discussed in Appendix A.
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again boara a canal boat and be on their way. They were

informed that the train fare was more than the cost of board

for eight extra days on the canal boat, eo they decided to wait

until repairs had been effected.

By this time Charles had only $4 remaining, and he was

reluctant to spend it on food, as he needed all the money he

could muster to pay his fare from buffalo to Oberiin. after

Livingston had practically fasted for 4 or 5 days, Bristol

asked him how his finances were holding out, and learned that
17

Charles was in dire straits. As Bristol himself had trav¬

elled "on a shoestring" in the past, he sympathized with his

predicament, and set about to help him out of it.

Calling a meeting of the passengers, Bristol preached an

impromptu sermon, requested Charles leave on an errand to the

upper deck, explained the young man's plight to the assembled,

and called upon the faithful to be generous in aiding the

young Christian's cause. The resulting offering netted $5.25
for Charles, and obviously relieved him of a great burden.

The canal wall was repaired in exactly eight days (a small

engineering marvel by today's standards: a public works project

17
Bristol and his companions always boarded with the boat

party, and he noticed that whenever the dinner-bell sounded,
Livingston left the boat and munched something by himself on
the shore. Upon investigation, Bristol found it to be "'ship
cracker* bought in Liverpool, not fit for a rat to eat." Sher¬
lock Bristol, The Pioneer Preacher, (liew York, 18^8), p. 322.
Of his biscuit and cheese, Livingston wrote: "They had got very
bad, but I was glad I had them."
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completed as estimated!), and the party continued their way

westward. Where the canal joined the Mohawk River, Livingston

observed: "The Mohawk was twice or three times broader than the

1 R
Clyde." Two days later the students' progress was once again

retarded, this time due to complications of an entirely differ¬

ent nature: students who travelled on the Sabbath were excluded

from Oberlin.^ Thus when on Saturday evening (9 May) the boat

reached the town of Canastota, 150 miles west of Albany, the

party disembarked, and in so doing forfeited the remainder of
?0

their fares to Buffalo.

That night Bristol found accomodation for them with a

storekeeper and nis family (a travelling circus was in town and

the inns were filled), and at their table Livingston enjoyed

the second substantial meal he'd had since leaving home. As it

1 R
Although the Hudson is a far greater river than the Mo¬

hawk (at the Tappan Zee it is well over 2 miles wide), Charles
fails to mention it, possibly because his trip upriver was made
under the cover of darkness.

19
Fletcher, op. cit., p. 14; V. 1. Bosazza, David Living¬

stone: Pilot and navigator, unpublished MB, notes that Charles'
four Sundays spent"on the high seas must have been excused.
Chapter VI, p. 6. (hereafter BLPN).

20
Livingston notes that Bristol and ±ngraham lost &7 while

he himself lost S3.30, which suggests that the fare of B2.50
from Hew York to Buffalo (p. 13» n. 5 above) is incorrect, which
in turn may indicate that Charles was not cheated in Albany after
all. why Bristol etc. paid full fare knowing they would disembark
on Saturday night - wall collapse or no - is difficult to ex¬
plain, unless some captains refunded money in such cases.
Charles felt they were cheated, and not victims of their beliefs.
Their request for a refund was not so unusual as it would be to¬
day: at least two packet lines (the Albany and Michigan Line and
the Troy and Michigan Six Day Line) did not provide service on
the Sabbath.
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happened, the family was Christian (Livingston calls them

"Dutch Reformed uutheran," evidently unaware of the contra¬

diction), and wnen the young people left to resume their jour¬

ney on Monday morning, their hosts refused to take payment for

two days' lodging. And if tnis were not generous enough, the

sister of the host took Livingston aside and gave him an en¬

velope which contained £2.25. Whatever he may have felt prior

to this, Charles now certainly felt that God's eye was on the

sparrow. To his parents he wrote very simply and matter-of-

factly: "Thus you see how the Lord provided for me."

The remainder of Livingston's trip to Oberlin is related

in much less detail. After passing 12 miles south of tne

Niagara Rails, the canal boat reached Lake Erie, from which

point a steamer took them to Buffalo. j-rom tnis bustling lake-

port another steamer took then soutnwestwards down the ia^ce to

Cleveland, where they arrxved on the afternoon of Saturday, 16
A J

May.^ Steerage passage on the latter cost £2.50; the price of

the former steamer was probably included in the canal ticket.

The final stage of Livingston's journey consisted of a

carriage ride for the final 51 miles to Cberlin, over the worst

roads Charles had ever seen. Arriving in Oberlin at 10 p.m.

that night, Livingston paid the driver 12 and took up lodging

^
ever 500 miles long and 100 wide, Erie is infaraous among

the Great Lakes for the suddenness and the ferocity of its
storms. The trip from Buffalo to Cleveland was hazardous: on
18 August 1841 a fire in a steamer on this route resulted in the
loss of 170 lives. B.. 8. Rletcner, a history of Qberlxn College
from its ioundation through the Civil 'War, (Oberxin, 1943"), p. ~
P41.
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in the local tavern, which did not "see any liquors." Although

it is impossible to determine Livingston's accounts upon his

arrival at his destination, it could hardly have been more than

£3, and was in fact probably much less. It is clear that the

migration from Blantyre to Oberlin required greater resources
22

tnan Livingston nad when ne left home, but he made it. Cer¬

tainly he received the help of many 3trangers along the way,

but he neitner begged, stole, nor behaved in any such other

unsavoury manner. Thus his very first major encounter with the

world had ended with success; his second such encounter began

on Monday morning, 18 May 1840, when Sherlock Bristol intro¬

duced him to Levi Burneli.

The oberiin Years: Early Days. When Livingston awakened on

that Monday morning, his mind must have been filled with many

things, he nad left his home and his family well aware tnat

his future survival and academic success would depend largely

upon nis own efforts, and by tnis time he must have gained a

good deal of self-confidence. As far as he knew, no one at
23

Oberlin was aware of his coming, and although he had an idea

22-
in his letter to lidman recommending Cha les to the IMS,

David said his brother travelled "either 3 or 700 miles" from
KYG to Oberlin. SLMC. p. 113. BWGL has the distance as 700
miles (p. 89), out Lcnanera. SLMC. p. 115, n. 2 says: "It is
actually about 550 miles." From Sew York, Charles went 150 to
Axbany, 363 on to Lake Erie, 30 on to Buffalo, 180 on to Cleve¬
land, and a final 31 to Qberiin, approximately 754 miles.

23
^Aitnough Dawes mailed Drummond's letter to nurnell from

London on 19 March, Charles could not have known tnat, and due
to the speed of his crossing, it is an open question whether the
letter preceded him to Gberiin.
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that hie fellow Christians would not turn nim away upon arrival,

there must have been times during his exodus when a flicker of

doubt flashed across his mind. His chance meeting with Bristol

erased a great deai of uncertainty from his mind, for he was an

41 upper-classman" at Cberlin (and hence well known in the commun¬

ity) and could claim, upon arrival there, some close relation¬

ship with Charles, as they had travelled together for over two

weeks, when he presented Livingston to Burnell, Charles'

immediate future was secured.

That very day, Livingston began his studies in Oberlin'e
24

Preparatory Department, and on the next, he began earning

money ior his keep. The preliminary financial report he sent

his family was very encouraging indeed.

Burnell gave him a certificate to present to the Principal

of the Preparatory Department, saying that Charles' tuition

would be paid. "I suppose this will not cost me anything," he

wrote. Arrangements were made for him to board in Burnell's

home for £1 per week, and his laundry charges were to be tnree

cents per item. Bristol had already told Livingston that he

would always be available to loan his money if needed; and upon

^4As Livingston was not yet ready for college-level work,
it was necessary that he spend a year in this department, to
prepare hira for the heavier studies that would follow! Wm.
Bigglestone, Archivist, Cberlin College, to G. V. Ciendennen,
30 December 1973. Incidentally, for the academic years 1840-41
to 1844-43, Oberlin averaged 328 students per year: The Cber¬
lin Dvangelist (.published from 1 November 1838 to 7 December
1862), vol. v±i, no. 19 (10 September 1843), p. 130. Charles
arrived at the middle of the second term of the 1339-40 aca¬
demic year. Bigglestone to Ciendennen, 29 January 1976.
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meeting fexlow Loot Alexander McKeliar, Charles was persuaded

to accept a doxiar with the advice to see McKeliar if he ever

needed money. On tne next day, Livingston began working in

in the college printing office, wnich fortnightly published

the Evangelist, as well as small books and tracts from time to

time. Onortly tnereafter tne bookstore manager told Charles

that he expected to add bookoinding to nis operation later that

year, and if Charles were abie to secure this position for him¬

self, hs would nave a steady income during the winter months.

Luring the following week, Livingston was able to earn

extra money by wielding a shovel on the public road between
25

Oberlin and Pittsfieid. And aa he was to be paid between

7 and 8 cents per hour for his work at the college, Charles'

financial problems suddenly evaporated. Indeed, he wrote home:

"As you see, I will earn more than I need." He went on, re¬

assuring his family: "This is quite an uncommon place; all are

so loving, so kind, f?o much brotherly love. All with whom I

am acquainted take a deep interest in my welfare."

Once established into the routine of Gberlin life, Charles
Of,found that his day was very full indeed, he arose at 4 a.m.,

25
'xistsfield is a village located about four miles south of

Oberlin. Every male over 21 years of age at Oberlin had to work
18 hours per year on tnis road, or pay someone to do tne service
for him. Livingston worked for Levi Burneli, and after the mis¬
erable ride he endured from Cleveland, he no doubt gained some
satisfaction from his task.

He noted that his sister Janet would laugh at this, when
she recalled the difficulty she bad in getting him out of oed in
time to be at the warehouse at eight.
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and wrote that by five "you may near the voice of prayer xn

every room." Chapel convened at 6, and after prayer and a

biblical reading, the breakfast bell sounded, usually at about

6:30. nis classes began at 7 with aritnmetic, followed by
27

geography at 8 and English grammar at 11 a.m. The midday

meal began at 12:10.

Between 2 and 6 (when vespers commenced) students went

about the work they required in order to support themselves.

During the summer months, many of them toiled at agriculture,

either raising vegetables on small piots of mand, or working

on nearby farms and orcnards. A few, such as Livingston him¬

self, were able to find work at the college, and feminine

students did very well by taking in sewing and doing similar

domestic chores which the ladies of that day were expected to
po

master before they reacnea tneir teens. ° Cupper began at 6:30
pa

p.m., after which Livingston and his roomate prayed together. y

from then until they turned in for the day, which was usually

at 9 or 10, each attended to nis own studies. With a schedule

27
He also had a class in rhetoric, but as he did not give

the hour of meeting, it can only be surmised that it met at 9
or 10 a.m. For a list of the probable courses he attended
when at Oberlin, consult Appendix B.

pa
From November to February (winter vacation) things were

harder. Work on the farms declined in regularity and volume,
and many of the male students had to venture forth into the
surrounding countryside, seeking posts as itinerant teachers
or preacners, often going far before finding a situation.

pq
The fact that his roomate was Welcome Bonham of Cheshire,

Conneeticut (from whence Bristol hailed), suggests that Bristol
was instrumental in helping Charles find a room. He must have
boarded with the Burnell's for a very short time.
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like this for 5 and most likely 6 days, the Sabbath as a day of

rest and scriptural study was a welcome necessity.

nitnough the food at Oberlin was simple, there was plenty

of it. isreakfast consisted of wheat or corn bread and milk,

often accompanied by applesauce sweeten d with maple sugar.

The noon meal was the largest of the day, raade up of masned

potatoes, eggs, apples, milk and cheese. Supper was simply

bread and milk. It came as a surprise to Livingston that al¬

though Burneii was vegetarian and had eaten no meat for over

two years, he was still in excellent health.

While the fare may seem Spartan to some, it is likely that

it was at least as nourishing as that he had enjoyed in Scot¬

land, and was probably more plentiful. Indeed, what Livingston

had seen of the United States convinced him that it was a land

of milk and honey, so much so that within two weeks of his

arrival he was already encouraging his parents and sisters to
30

emigrate to Ohio.

While a part of Charles' enthusiasism was obviously due to

the generosity and benevolent concern he had experienced among

30
Time may nave dampened his entlusiasism somewnat, and the

family's final decision to remain in Europe was influenced per¬
haps by a comment Charles made. Writing to Robert Loflat, or.
on 8 July 1850, DL commented: "Parents <sc sisters had fully made
up their minds to emigrate to tne United States in Lay last,"
ULPL ii, p. 81; but Ibid.. p. 114 has David writing to his par¬
ents on 4 December 1850: "Am sorry to near you have been detain-
in Scotland by Charles." Of course, tney may have been detained
because they sent Charles money they had saved for their fares.
On the other hand, by this time Charles was long out of Oberlin,
and conditions which seemed so promising to him in 1840 had
undoubtedly changed, and, of course, the same would have been
true in Hamiltom.
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American Christians, and to the iirst starry-eyed impressions

that accompanied everything in the new land, a great deal of

his encouragement was based upon tne economic realities of life

in hlantyre as contrasted with the economic potentialities of

life in Oberlin. According to .jevi Burneli, Charles' parents

could have purchased a farm one mile from the college, for 8

dollars per acre with four years to pay for it, and could find

a comfortable home on or near the land for £200. Charles

tnought that a 20 acre farm would suffice for the family; thus

house and farm would cost about /72. he had visions of his

fatner farming and dealing in tea, nis mother milking cows, and

his sisters attending the college and earning money sewing. No

doubt the eider Livingston's were at first sceptical of Charles'

report, and their inertia may have been increased by the fact

that they had recently completed a move from hlantyre to Hamil¬

ton. For the remainder of tne decade the family considered

emigrating, and Lavid even sent considerable sums from Africa

to encourage tne move, but it never came to pass.

As has been indicated above, Livingston's earliest days at

Oberlin were busy, frugal, and secure, and while the particulars

of his activity would have changed during his remaining years at

Oberlin, his basic way of life would not have changed very much.

It was early to bed and early to rise, with work loads morning,

noon and night, and a restful but regimented Sabbath. And while

almost everyone showed a willingness to help him get off to a

good start, (probably because he had come so far and arrived with
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bo little), his ultimate success and even survival would depend

upon his own character and abilities. He had walked into a sit¬

uation where he could earn more than his immediate requirements

necessitated, ne had no immediate worries about food and lodg¬

ing, and ne was given tne opportunity to receive an education

in addition to any numoer of practical skills which might serve

him well in the future. In this kind of society, Charles*

mettle would be put to the test: if he showed himself incompet¬

ent, dilatory, nonchalant or ungrateful, the helping hands would

quickly vanish. In a word, Livingston had to keep his nose to

the grindstone. It is with these thoughts in mind that we turn

to an examination of Charles* subsequent career at Gberlin.

The First Decree. It is unfortunate tnat Charles' later days

at Cberlin are not as well documented as his first two weeks,

ihis is partly due to the fact that the letters he wrote to

his parents and his brothers seem not to survive. Nevertheless,

from bits and pieces found here and fch^re, espeoialuy in letters

written by his famous brother, it is possible to get some idae

of the young man's progress.

There is no doubt that Charles made a good account of him¬

self during his year in the Preparatory Department, for in the

following year he was admitted into the Coliegiate Department.

This section of the Institute offered tne aB degree to students

who had successfully completed four years' of study in the

department, btudents were expected to prepare themselves in a

variety of fields, including the Classics, history, mathematics,
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literature, and the .oible - courses similar in many ways to

those Charles had encountered during his year in the Prepar¬

atory Department. Exactly how well Charles did in specific

areas cannot be determined, as grades were not recorded in

those days. And in spite of the saturation with religion and

soul-saving, there came a time when Charles reconsidered his

future in the church.

In 1843, David wrote to a friend and fellow missionary:

My brother is still at uberlin and pursues his
studies briskly. He wishes to be a missionary
but lately he declined considerably in spirit¬
uality of purpose by reading some of our poets
such as Shakespeare and indulging the idea of
giving up studies for the ministry for the saxe
of the pursuit of those of medicine. He has,
however, soen his error + commenced with renewed
vigour to press on in preparation for the work
of Christ and likewise attend more carefully to
the state of his mind in reference to growth in
grace.31

Shortly after this was written, a major development

occurred in Charles' life, which changed both his immediate

prospects and tne course and nature of his later life. During

his junior year at Gberiin (Aug. 1843 - Aug. 1844), Charles was

required to address the congregation in tne college chapel on

a number of occasions. Aitnough it was normal for students to

read their speeches verbatim from their notes, Charles requested

and received permission to deliver his from memory. In the

^ DL to David Cilkinson Watt, 27 September 1843, 80AS.
Watt (1817 - 1897) had been a student with Livingston in Lon¬
don, and at this time represented the LMS in Benares, India.
He subsequently took a pastorate in Northwich, Cheshire.
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process of preparing accordingly, Charles contracted pleurisy
'52

while rehearsing on the banks of a river. This was catas¬

trophic for Livingston, for not only were his lungs dealt an

injury from which they never recovered, but as he could no

longer engage in heavy manual labour, his main source of income

was destroyed. He was never again to have the excellent health

he had previously enjoyed, and much of the remainder of his

life was spent in an effort to provide self and family with an

adequate income, nnd no doubt this affliction also increased

his interest in finding a position in a warmer climate.

Although he was able to remain at Oberlin and continue his

studies, Charles' living conditions deteriorated considerably,

unable to command an income, he left his comfortable lodgings

in the village (against the protests of his landlady) because

he could not continue to pay his rent and did not want to go

deeply into debt. He moved back into a room on the campus,

where, from now on, he prepared his own food. His diet mainly

consisted of potatoes and salt butter. As he could no longer

afford to buy textbooks, he had to borrow them from his friends,

reading the books while they slept.

Unable to do heavy labour in the college and around the

village, he now nad to join the ranks of those who left Gberiin

^DL to Iidman, 27 December 1847 (cited p. 17 above). SLMC
p. 113. Beaver Creek rises on the western outskirts of Cberlin
and flows northwards to Sake Erie, while the West Branch of the
Black River rises south of the village and flows through Pitts-
field, then turns eastward before turning again and flowing into
the great lake. CL must have caught the disease on one of these
rivers.
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to seek temporary positions in the hinterland. In a land where

a man's status frequently depended upon his ability to heft axe,

plow, rifle or all three, Charles must have felt the loss of

his health keenly. Nevertheless, he successfully completed his

studies in the Collegiate Department, and was graduated from

Gberiin on 27 August 1845, being awarded the AB degree for his

efforts of almost 5t years. Early in that month, he received

material from his brother John, in Canada, from which he had a

33
suit of clothes made for the occasion. ^ He wore it to the

Commencement Exercises, where he delivered an oration entitled

"Christian Civilization," (the text of which, unfortunately,

seems not to have survived). In a report written over half a

century later, a close friend suggests that he graduated with
34

honour, which, all things considered, is hardly unlikely.

Theological Studies. Having received a reasonably broad iibeis^-
arts education, it was now for Charles to prepare himself for a

vocation. As the church had always been at the center of his

life, it was almost a forgone conclusion tnat he would enter

33
jNeil Livingston, to Henry Drumnond, 17 October 1845, SQAS.

34
xsaac C. White, Rev. Charles Livingstone: Biographical

Cketch. unpublished (Plympton, Massachusettes; 1898;, p. 3. Lee
Appendix F. Grades were not recorded, and prizes were not award¬
ed at graduation; perhaps only exceptional students were invited
to present speeches at the ceremony. Of the 16 males and 6 fe¬
males in Livingston's class, only 12 spoke: of these, two were
from overseas. The emigrant in addition to Charles was a black
student from Jamaica. Jberlin Evangelist. on. c.it. , (p. 24
above). It is significant that the Jamaeian lWilliam White-
horn©) was awarded nis degree 15 years before the American wivil
War.
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planned to become a missionary, he must have seriously wondered

about his ability to cope with the exceptional physical demands

of this work. He was gradually learning of the difficulties

involved, in letters from his brother in Africa, as well as

from those of missionary experience who occasionally came to
35

speak at Oberlin.

Following his first year as a theological student, he went

to visit brother John and his family in Upper Canada (Ontario),

walking most of the way. En route he visited the Niagara Falls.

Writing to a friend in early 1846, Livingstone mentioned that

he had to close his school (he was tutoring at the time) a

month ahead of schedule as his lungs had failed him, and that

he was leaving for John's farm tnat very afternoon. He also

said that he did not intend to return to Oberlin at the end of

summer, as he was thinxing of transferring to Auourn Theologic¬

al Seminary (in Alabama). Livingston's reasons for the move

were ooth physical and financial: the climate was warmer, and at

AuDurn ne could get financial aid and employment as a colport¬

eur. Nevertheless, this letter was accompanied by a ten

dollar note to reduce his debt to Oberiin.

35
-^Qberlin was connected with missions in Red Lake, Minn¬

esota, and Honolulu, Uahu, and missionaries returned from ail
points on the map visited the college regularly.

36
CL to Hamilton Hill, 20 April 184b, Archives, Box 8,

7/1/3, GCLOQ. Written from Rooneater (New York or Michigan).
Hill was uberlin's Treasurer.
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At any rate, when on John's farm Charles tried his ' and.

at heavy labour, with depressing results. Upon learning of

this, David Livingston chastized his younger brother: "You

worked a day or two on John's farm in got knocked up for sev¬

eral days after. Did you wonder at it?" ne goes on to comment

that Charles might have eased into physical labour more gent-

ly.37
In spite of his thougnts on leaving Oberlin, Charles did

return there in the autumn: evidently his move to Auburn did

not materialize. Furthermore, this 1846-47 academic year was

the sender (final) year at Cberiin for the woman who was to

become Charles' wife, and this may well have influenced his

decision to return.

During his second year at "seminary," Charles began taking

active steps toward becoming affiliated witn a missionary soc¬

iety in order to obtain a posting overseas. He was not in¬

terested in becoming connected with the American Board of

Commissioners for foreign Kissons, as this group was supported

by plantation owners from the Deep South. Instead, he wrote

his brother, requesting to be recommended as a candidate to the
7Q

Directors of the London Missionary Society.

*^DL to CL, 16 March 1847, SLFL i. p. 191. In this letter
David also thanks Charles for sending him books. Charles had
not forgot David's generosity to him, and in fact spent a
great deal of money sending books to David between 1846 and 1888.

■^CL to DL, 17 December 1846, SCAS. Written from La¬
fayette ^Onio or Indiana?).
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Charles was nainly interested in going to China, and in

recommending him, David wrote: "when I found...that he had re¬

solved to dedicate his life to the service of Christ among the
gq

heathen, I felt desirous that he should think of China..."

Indeed, it was David, who once had seriously considered going

thither himself, who gave Charles the idea of going to China.

As early as 1642 David had written: "yet however Mr. Moffat may

speak, I am fully convinced to send more missionaries here,

while the wants of India, China etc are so great, is notning

less than misplaced benevolence. Tell Charles so. He must not

come to Africa. Again to his father David wrote: "If I knew

his (CnariesjJ sentiments I might recommend him to our Directors
for China, where I long wished to go." and, "Doe3 he speak of

China? Would he go there? Ask him.""^
Whether or not Charles received these messages is not

known, but is most probable, and no doubt he received others
»

besides. After commenting about Charles' working too hard on

John's farm (page 34 above), David again suggested that his

brother consider going to China; "In China there is not much

bodily or rather manual labour, <x so in India." A few pages

to Arthur Tidman, 30 December 1947, SLHC, p. 114.

^DL to his parents, 26 September 1642, SLjL i. p. 66.
Robert Moffat (1795-1883) was the senior London Missionary
Society agent at Kururnan, and at this time he was touring
Great Britain.

/ 1
1)L to Neil Livingston, 17 January 1646. SLFL i. pp.

162-163.
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further, he adds:

Study thoroughly, my dear brother. If you become a
missionary you will have little time then. I wish
I had a thorough education. If your constitution is
not ruined you would be better in connection with
our Society than scnool keeping, because you would
nave both summer and winter for study. If you can
afford it, go to some eminent physician and request
his opinion on your health, also whether you may
think of missionary labour. Our Society has been
trying to get agents for China, Cc after trial of
several have come to the resolution of educating
sixteen expressly for that Mission. The funds are
at present depressed, but will come round again."^2
Upon receiving Charles' request for support, David wrote

to Tidman, telling of his brother's experiences, and request¬

ing that the London Missionary Society consider him as a can-

43
didate. Xidman replied to David just under a year later,

advancing three reasons why it would be almost impossible

for the LMS to accept Charles Livingston: the Cociety could

not send out more missionaries for the present as it was very

low on funds; a personal interview was required in all cases,

and the Society could not afford to pay Charles' fare from the

United States to London; and, the Society had an inflexible

rule tnat missionaries going to the East had to be unmarried.

When Charles received a similar letter from Xidman, his

thoughts of going to China came to an end, and he had to make
44

plans to find another line of work.

42
SLFL i. p. 191, 194. David posted this prior to receiving

CL's letter of 17 December 1846 requesting such an introduction.

^Most of this letter's contents have already been dis¬
cussed above. SLMC. pp. 111 - 117.

4idman to DL, 23 December 1848, ELMO. pp. 124 - 126.
SQAS has no copy of the letter Tidman sent to Charles.
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In his .letter to David from Lafayette in December 1846 (p. 34

above), Charles announced his engagement to Harriette C.

Ingraham. Of his bride-to-be, he wrote:

She is of a most excellent family, has a brother a
graduate of brown University (Providence, Rhode Is¬
land] , is sister-in-law to the Rev. S. Bristol.
Miss Ingraham is a member of the senior colxege
class, and by next August will have completed a
regular college education. She has charge of a
young ladies' academy at present (vacation). Is
twenty one years of age... She has already acquired
some knowledge of the four languages Hebrew, Latin,
Creek and Drench. Knows how to do household work, a
very indispensable item you know. But above ail,
I think she is imbued with a spirit of deep piety -
has & strong desire to do good, wishes to go as a
m~ss (ionaryj .45
Following Harriette's graduation (assuming Livingston

remained in Oberiin for the event), Charles took his final leave

from Oberiin. His second year in the Theological Department

was a difficult one, and of it nis father wrote to his old

friend: "Je had another letter from Charles lately, his health

ia still indifferent. He is trying to bring up last years'

studies along with those of the present year, and in this I

think he is quite wrong. I fear it will finish him."^'
46

SLFL. i, p. 224, n. 46 dates this letter as October, 1846,
but in SLMC. p. 116, n. 3, it is dated Dec. 17th 1848, even
though in the text above David gives its date as "Deer. 1846."
And, in note 5 on the following page, Pchapera acknowledges that
his date in OLFL is incorrect. Born in 1825, harriette hailed
from Louth Attieooro, Massachusetts. As Charles indicates, Lmily
and oherlock had married since he met them on the canal boat.

^Keil Livingston to Henry Drummond, 17 June 1847, SQAS.
As the uberlin catalogues for both 1846-47 and 1647-48 list OL
as being in the Middle Class of the Theological Dept., it seems
that he was not successful in this attempt. The latter catal¬
ogue lists him as Assistant Teacher in the Freparatory Dept.
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When aarriette went home after graduation to seek game-

fui employment, Livingston went to New York to continue his

theological studies.

Union Theological Seminary. in the autumn of 1847, Charles

entered Union Theological Seminary in New York City, where he
/ *7

was enrolled as a member of the middle class. here he no

doubt completed the worx left undone in Oberiin, and spent the

following academic year as a full-fledged member of the Senior

class.^ This was a very successful year, and at its comple¬

tion, Charles received a diploma for his efforts.^
In the meantime, it seems that Charles and Harriette en¬

countered a few problems concerning their future together. In

response to a letter from Charles dated 30 September 1848,

David wrote to his brother: "As to breaking your engagement,

you break brotherhood with me on the day you do." He goes on to

give Charles advice on how to deal with Harriette's parents, and

stresses the difficulty of missionary work ("Uphill cross the

Like Oberiin, Union was newly-founded: 13 men attended
the first lecture late in 1836; and like the LMS, it was non-
denominational. G.L. Prentiss, The Union Theological Seminary
in the City of New York, etc, (New York, 1889;, p. 24.

A
Union Theological Seminary Catalogue. 1849.

49
Alumni Catalogue. Union Theological Seminary, section

entitled "Class of 1849," p. 54. In its early days, Union did
not award degrees, but merely presented diplomas: Paul A. Lymes,
Archivist, to G. W. Clendennen, 10 November 1976. Other than
the fact that during his first year Charles resided at 67 W. 13tn
Street, and in the seminary buildings during his second, virtual¬
ly nothing is known of the time Charles spent at Union. He must
have given sermons somewhere in the city, but records are scarce
indeed, and those existing contain very little.
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grain work this is, Charles."), so that the reader gets some
50

idea of the problems Charles was facing. evidently, her

parents were opposed to the idea of her going to China as a

missionary's wife, believing that her life would be in danger,

and knowing that, in any event, they would probably never see

her again. Charles was apparently so determined to go to China

that he thought of severing his engagement if it interfered

with his call to serve God in the way he thought best. Rather

than jilt his sweetheart, David suggested he try more persuasion

with Harriette's parents. Tidman probably wrote Charles late in

1648 or early in 1849, advising him that there was scant possi¬

bility that the L.K.S. could send him to China, and it seems

likely that things between the young coujjie were smoothed out

long before David's letter arrived.

Into the Pulpit. Very little is known of the first position

Charles found after leaving Union. On 27 August 1850, David

wrote: "My brother Charles is settled as pastor of a church in

Lakeville, Livingstone County, New York. He was educated at

Oberlin and Andover. Indeed, he is a naturalized citizen of the
51

United States." Lakeville is a small community in the Finger

-^16 May 1849, SLFL ii, pp. 46-57. In his list of refer¬
ences on p. 298, Schapera cites a collection of letters from C.
Livingstone to David (without listing dates or giving the num-
of letters) as being in the possession of Miss D. L. Bruce. In
October, 1974, neither Schapera nor Mrs. D.L.B. Harryhausen
could recall such a collection.

51
DL to William Thompson, 3LKC. p. 164. No other document

indicates that Charles ever studied at Andover. lakevilie is in
Livingston County.
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Lakes region of Hew York, and it nay be that Charles' finding a

post there had some connection with his previous experience in

Rochester, or it may have come through sorae contact at Union.

At any rate, he was not there very long, for seven months later

David wrote: "My brother Cnarles has left Lakeviiie. 3 sermons
82

on Sunday and poor health was too much for him."

There is also some question about Charles' citizenship.

His grand-hephew has written that Charles became a U.S. citizen

in Boston on 21 March 1856, yet David's letters in the early

1850's are filled with references to Charles as "Yankee." That

he did take out American citizenship is beyond doubt, because

he later regretted it (on one occasion), fearing he would be

conscripted into the Union Army to fight in the American Civil
54

war.

After leaving Lakeviiie, Charles obtained a temporary

situation in Williston, Vermont, "to supply during a six months'

absence of the minister to the West; feels much better for the

change.This change had to render at least some improve-

52DL to Robert Moffat, Sr., 26 April 1851. SIFL li. p. 129.

^Henry S. Livingstone (John's grandson) to the NAR3, 10
March 1971. NAR Information File, 01/1/53/71. As tnis letter
contains a number of errors, 1856 may well be a typographical
error for "1850."

•^CL - HCL, 12 November 1863, 05/6.

^DL to Robert Moffat, Sr., 26 April 1851. SLFL ii. p. 129.
The Alumni Catalogue of the Union Theological Seminary (see p.
38 above)" indicates that Charles was at Williston from 1849 to
1851, and although the months are not given, he was certainly
there by the end of 1849. Williston is a village on the Win-
ooski River, seven miles southeast of Burlington.
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merit to Charles' physical state: situated on the southern side

of the Great Lakes, in relatively open country, Gberlin and

Lakeville were both subjected to severe continental winds from

central Canada, which freeze everything in their paths and

deposit enormous amounts of snow south of the Lakes every win¬

ter. And, of course, both places have much hotter summers than

those Livingston became accustomed to in Scotland. Although

wiliiston is furtner north, and has its share of severe win¬

ters, it is in fact somewhat protected by forested mountains

on all sides. The Adirondack range of northern New York sep¬

arates Wiliiston effectively from Lake Ontario, thus forming an

effective barrier to the harsh winds from the northwest. A

further advantage of Vermont was its relative nearness to

harriette's nome.

from Wiliiston, Charles again wrote to Hamilton Hill,

beginning his letter: "You have doubtless come to the con¬

clusion long ere tnis that I had forgotten the debt I owe to the
56

Treasurer of 0. College." Livingston goes on to explain that

he had not the money prior to this time to pay it, and estimating

the debt to be in excess of thirty dollars, Charles enclosed

forty, of which nine were to pay off a debt to a private

citizen in Oberlin.

Less than three weeks later, Charles again wrote to Hill,

56
Charles Livingston to Hamilton Kill, 12 December 1850,

Archives, Box 10, 7/1/5» GCLGQ
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in reply to the letter's query if Charles wished to receive a

diploma, and indicating that his debt amounted to 129.41.

Livingston replied that he had received his diploma five years

earlier at graduation, and that it was his belief that the dip¬

loma fee was included in the £29.41 mentioned by Hill, but he

enclosed an additional £5 just in case it was not. He adds:

"My own health is good. This climate suits me better than the

west. The mountains remind one of Scotland. We have about 3

ft. of snow - weather very cold." Then: "I am still in a state

of 'single blessedness'...thought it better to pay my debt be¬

fore I got a wife." While in the process of paying old debts,

Charles didn't forget his elder brother; "I am sending off

aoout £40.00 worth of American books to S. Africa to my bro¬

ther. It gives me great pleasure to send tnem." And his work

at the church was progressing favourably; "Our prayer meetings
57

are rnucn better attended tnan when I came here."

At this point, things were going well with Charles once

again. Abie to earn a living, he first set out to free him¬

self of the various creditors he had accumulated during his

quest for education, thus establishing a solid financial plat¬

form from which to buiid a secure and successful marriage. Not

only was he honest and hard-working, but his judgement was

sound, and nis work in the church was bearing fruit. Further¬

more, his health wa3 reacting favourably to the climate of

57
-"Livingston to Kill, 1 January 1351, Archives, Box 10,

7/1/5, QCLGO.
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northwestern New England. Unfortunately, his position in Will-

iston was only temporary, and with the return of the church's
58

wayfaring pastor, Livingston was forced to move on. His

next position was to be the longest he held in North America.

Massachusetts and marriage. On 13 September 1851, the Congre¬

gational Church in Plympton, Massachusetts ''voted unanimously

to give Rev. Charles Livingston a Call to settle with us as our

minister." Five days later, the first Parish of Plympton

"voted unanimously to give Rev. Charles Livingston Six Hundred

and fifty dollars a year, to be paid semi-annually allowing him

three Sabbath3 a year as a vacation to convert to himself...,"

and that his "baiary shall commence the first Sabbath after his
59 60Ordination."^ As his ordination took place on 15 Octooer,

Charles' ministry began almost at once. With his career and

his financial position seemingly secure, Charles felt he could

now provide properly for Harrietts. Their five and one-half

year engagement, which must have endured some very trying

58
exactly when Charles left Willieton is not clear, but it

was sometime in the first half of 1851.

"A true copy of minutes, Congregational Church in Plym-
pton, and minutes, first Parish in Plympton." Attest, Wm H.
Louie, Parish Clerk, and Clerk of the Church. The Louie Coll¬
ection. oNMDL. Piympton is a tiny village on Cape Cod, only 7
miles west of Plymouth, wnere the Pilgrims (Separatists) landed
in 1620. The salary stated above is at variance with LLDI. p.
304, n., wPiere Charles supposedly received ^750 (13750) when
he was in Lakeville, New York.

k^Lee Appendix F.
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circumstances, terminated with their marriage in Plympton on

29 January 1852, with Sherlock Bristol officiating.*^
As the parsonage was being constructed at this time, the

newlyweds were invited to occupy the upper chambers of the home
62

of William Soule and his family. While guests in this home,

Charles tutored the Joule's teenage son, and as Harrietts was

herself a schoolteacher, she might have done so as well. In

this house, on 15 March 1853, the couple's first child was born.

As the baby was a daughter, they named her Mary Agnes, perhaps

after their own mothers. By the time their second child,

Charles Henry, was born on 6 July 1854, the Livingstones were

63
living in the church parsonage.

Beyond this sketchy information, little can be said about

the four or five years Charles spent in Plympton. No clue to

his reasons for leaving are evident, but papers in the Soule

Collection indicate that the Livingstones and the Soulea were

on good terms at least as late as 1864.

Whatever may have been the case, Charles next assumed the

position of Acting Minister in a church in Mattapoisett, Massa¬

chusetts. It seems he could have served in this latter position

61NAES, C1/1/53/71. See n. 53, p. 40 above.
62

As Charles was the seventh minister of this church since
its founding in 1698, the church must have been in the process
of constructing a new parsonage. It may be of further interest
to some that one George Soule signed tne Mayflower Compact, and
a grandson of this William Soule was given the name George.

6^5
See n. 1, p. 1 above. It seems likely that Charles did

not change the spelling immediately, but the existing evidence
is not conclusive.
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for no more than eighteen months, for in April, 1857, Living¬

ston left Mattapoisett on three months' leave of absence, from

which he never returned to his pulpit on a permanent basis. It

was here that he learned of his brother's heralded arrival in

London in December, 1856,^ and it was here that his and

Harrietts'b last child, a daughter Hattie (Harriett©?) was born

on 21 February 1857. With his departure from Mattapoisett,

Livingstone's active ministry, and with it his period of per¬

manent residence in Worth America, came to an end.

Accomplishments in America. As the above information clearly

indicates, Charles Livingstone achieved his full maturity in the

United States. In addition to the abstract and philosophical

knowledge he gained at Oberlin, he personally experienced the

virtue of hard work sustained over a long period of time, and

enjoyed the particular kind of satisfaction only known to those

who have to struggle against great odds in order to achieve

their goal.

in spite of a sudden affliction which nearly cost him his

life, Charles was able to earn his college degree, and then at

considerable hardship went on to complete nis course in semin¬

ary. bever having nad money to burn, he exhibited considerable

fiscal responsibility and even generosity in the years after

^Among the papers in the Eoule Collection, one finds a
copy of The British Daily Mail (Glasgow. 18 December 1tJ56),
addressed to Charles at "Mattapoisette, Mass," in an uniden¬
tified hand, probably that of one of nis sisters. Two long
columns on page one tell of David Livingstone's arrival and
reception in London.



his departure from Gberlin, and when due to circumstances

beyond his control he was forced to abandon his long-cher¬

ished vocational dream, he made an effort to succeed in one of

the very few related fields, one in which he had really never

shown very much interest. Like nis brother, he had long

entertained thoughts of carrying the gospel to new territory,

but his betrothal and subsequent marriage placed the usual

limitations upon his freedom of movement.

He must have been a very pleasant and engaging young man,
65for wherever he want, strangers were Kind to him. Until

further evidence on his stay in Plympton comes to light, (in

which post Livingstone might well have remained for the rest

of his life had ne chosen), it seems fair to say that his main

drawback was his weakened physical condition, the result of

his fateful attacK of pleurisy during his junior year at uber-

lin.

Before examining the subsequent course of Charles Living¬

stone's career, it remains to consider his relations with his

famous brother, who during the period Charles was in North

America had himself gone from being a missionary candidate to

an ordained minister, and on to become the most dauntless

missionary-explorer Africa and the world has ever seen.

65
-During nis later years on the Zambezi and in Vest Africa,

Charles Livingstone occasionally exhibited a temper which at
times got the be tter of him. 'while there is as yet no shred of
evidence suggesting this were the case when he was in the
United States, it was probably present, and may have been behind
his decision to leave Gberiin, Plympton, or both.
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The Livingstone Brothers, 1640 - 1857. It should be noted at

the outset that the eight years' difference in the ages of the

two probably increased the amount of respect each had for the

other: had they been of an age, they might have been plagued

by a kind of divisive competition. There can be no doubt that

L'avid admired the courage his younger brother exhibited in his

determination to receive an education which would enable him to

follow David's footsteps in the service of bod and the church.

Somewhat in this context, it should be rememoered that Charles

had crossed the Atlantic Ocean and travelled a considerable

distance inland at a time when David had never been farther from

home than London.

And it was certainly no coincidence that Charles wanted to

go as a missionary to China, and thus vicariously bring his

eider brother's frustrated dream to fruition. Throughout his

years in the United States, Charles continually sought David's

advice on matters of all kinds. Both were pleased when

Charles' theological training brought him to where they could

seriously discuss matters which were of vital import to them.

To his brother on 6 February 1853, David wrote:

The Bioiiotheca Sacra and New Englander & some other
theological works have given me a high idea of Yankee
attainments in that science. They seem ahead of the
British in several departments, and 1 am proud to
think that I have a brother capable of standing among
such giant8 as a companion in arms...66

66
SLFL ii. p. 207. David was not exaggerating, for Charles

had sent to hin a number of works written by Oberlin and Union
professors and faculty members.



On an earlier occasion, David had considered allowing his

third son to be named after Charles: "We had another son born

to us on the Banks of tne Zouga, and his mother insists on

calling him Charles. If it had been left to me, I should have

called him Zouga; so you need not thank me very fiercely for
cn

the honour thrust upon you." A further token of his esteem

for Charles can be found in a later letter: "I need not tell

you to be kind to my children if I never return. I give you

Agnes if I am cut off. The Directors (of the London Mission¬

ary Societyj will take care of Mary and the other children...
The tenor of the latter compliment is more marked when one

realizes that Agnes was always David's favorite child.

There is no doubt that Charles felt similarly about David.

David himself told him: "You think much more highly of me than
f. a

I deserve." And we have seen that once it was within his

means, Charles regularly sent to David parcels which David

valued far beyond their cost, and the great traveller passed

many a mile in an ox-drawn wagon relieving the monotony of the

endless landscape by reading from a book Charles sent him.

Although Charles' final years in New Dngland ar» uncertain,

it seems very likely that when he boarded the "City of New York"

^DL to CL, 8 October 1851, in "Lighting the Dark Contin¬
ent: Newly Discovered Letters of David Livingstone." The Atlan¬
tic Monthly, vol. 130, no. 1 (July, 1922), pp. 5-6. The loca¬
tion of the manuscript is unknown. Shortly after writing this,
the baby was renamed "William Cswell," but David always called
him "Zouga" anyway.

68DL to CL, 10 September 1852, Ibid., p. 9.

69ibid.



on Saturday, 11 April 1i5b7, bound for ulasgow, his main reason

for returning to oreat Britain (in addition to seeing Bis

mother and sisters once again), was to consider wnat his elder

brother had to say about his missionary travels and researches

in bouth Africa.



CHAPTER HI

THE YEAR OF DECISION - APRIL 1857 TO MARCH 1858

I have a brither o mine ain,
He's newly come from sea; Child, 62

On to London, The "City of New York" reached Greenock at noon

on Sunday, 26 April 1857, after a passage of 14 days, 19 ho .rs.

As one of the blades on the ship's screw had been broken off

while she was at her berth on Manhattan, "Che crossing time was

considered very good indeed.^ For Charles, it was luxurious

when compared with his first crossing, made 17 years earlier.

He paid full cabin fare of $15 (jf15)» and was very comfortable

except for one day (15 April), when he was seasick. During the

voyage he preached to the steerage passengers, and was chosen

by his fellow cabin passengers to draw up a paper expressing
2

his thanks on behalf of them all to the captain. On the day

after reaching Greenock, the ship went on to Glasgow, and that

evening Charles was reunited in Hamilton with his mother and

sisters. Three days later he journeyed to London to meet his
3

brother David.

1Ihe Glasgow Herald. 29 April 1857, p. 7, c. 1.

2CL - HOD, 18-25 April 1857, G5/21.
3

which brother suggested they get together is not certain,
but plans were being made prior to their reunion. To John Mur¬
ray, David wrote on 10 April (1857] ; "He has lost his health
and wishes in consequence to go out with me to Africa." Arch¬
ives, JMPL. Upon arrival in Hamilton, Charles wrote his wife:
"David has applied for me. If I get the situation I shall have
a pension for life after I leave Africa..." CL-HCL, 27 April
1857, G5/20. Charles* entry in DD'ni. his obituary by Frere (see
p. 10 above), and COMG. pp. 25-26 all present tne view that
David summoned Charles to join him.
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In December, 1856, David Livingstone returned to London

after an absence of sixteen years. For trie first naif of that

time ne was an agent of the London Missionary bociety, station¬

ed north of the Grange River. He began his work at Kuruman,

and gradually worked his way northward until he reached the

region of the Tropic of Capricorn, here, at Rolobeng, he

founded what was to be his last mission station. From this

base he continued to indulge his penchant for seeking out new

regions into which the gospel could be spread: after making

excursions eastward into the Transvaal in 1846 and 1348, he

again turned northward in 1849, acting as interpreter and

local authority to the four-man European party which confirmed

the existence of Lake 2igarni.

To Livingstone, reaching tne lake was of secondary import¬

ance compared with the discovery which followed; the River

Tamunskle flowed into the lake from the north, indicating that

a well-watered country lay in that direction. He returned to

the region in 1850, and the following year, in company with his

friend and fellow explorer William Cotton Oswell, pushed on

north to the Chobe River, where Linyanti, leading town of the

Xalolo people, was located. From here the two men went on to

the Zambezi River, which they found to be over a mile wide and

flowing through a region widely supposed to be desert.

From this point, the two men rode southward all the way to

Cape Town, where in May, 1852, Livingstone put his family on a

vessel bound for Great Britain, and promptly retraced his steps
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to the center of the continent. His most heralded feat of

African exploration followed: Livingstone traced the course of

the Zambezi northward to a point near its source, then turned

northwest and again west, across the Portuguese colony of

Angola, arriving at the sea at SSo Paulo do Luanda. He was

accompanied by many of tne halolo and their subject peoples,

for whom he was hoping to blaze a route to the sea through

which trade and Christianity could be introduced into the central

Zambezi valley.

Satisfied that this route was impractical, Livingstone led

them back the way they came, rested a while in the capital (now

located at Sesheke, on the Zambezi), and led another party down

that great river to the Portuguese colony of Mozambique. En
route he became the first European in modern times to visit the

4.
great falls of the Zambezi, which he named for Queen Victoria.

This trip from Cape Town to tue Indian Ocean via Angola

occupied Livingstone for almost four years, and the exploits

of this itinerant missionary and his band of African followers

captured the imagination of the British public. Although he

was tiiusly assured of the fame and temporary novelty naturally

due any explorer, Livingstone had sometning to offer which set

him apart from most of the rest: the accuracy of his astronom¬

ical observations were such as to excite the admiration of

^Consciously or otherwise, Livingstone the Scot was hereby
proclaiming his loyalty to the British sovereign, a gesture
which could not fail to be appreciated by the official and the
social (usually one in the same) London of the day.
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geographers in Britain, the Continent, Cape Town and hew York as

well. They enabled mapmakers to add a considerable amount of

information to that previously known about southern Africa,

and wnen Livingstone arrived in London, he was heartily wel¬

comed by persons from ail walks of life.

By the time his brother reached him four months later,

David had decided to leave the missionary society and accept

government sponsorship for a return trip to Africa. When at

^uelimane early in 1856, David received a letter from Arthur

T idman, advising him that henceforth the Society could not

spend money on wanderings "connected only remotely with the

spread of the gospel."^ This was perhaps the most unfortunate

letter Tidaian ever wrote, and Livingstone was enraged, for it

cut to tne quick his entire philosophy of missionary enter¬

prise. He had come to think of himself as a sower of Christian

seed in wild, untamed places, to which traders and more conven¬

tional missionaries would follow and harvest a dual crop, as a

result of this letter, Livingstone was planning to leave the

Society even before he reached Lngland. To the leading Society

agent in Cape Town, he wrote: "the proposition, to leave the

untried remote and aifficult fields of labour as tney have been

ever since our Saviour died for tne poor sinners who inhabit

tnern, involves my certain severance from the L. M. S..," and

he went on to add that although he was considerably poorer than

%'idmaw to D. Livingstone, 24 August 1855. 3LMC. p. 277.
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when he landed at Cape Town in 1841, "I shall leave you without

abuse of any sort."^ His reception in London, especially that

by tne Royal Geographical Society and its President, Sir Rod¬

erick Murchison, only strengthened this resolve.

On 27 January, 1857, Livingstone wrote a letter to Murch-

ison which was meant for the eye of the Earl of Clarendon,

Seoretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in which he "disen¬

tangled himself from his commitment to the Missionary Society

on the grounds of it© limited resources to promote his ideas of

'the special development of the commercial resources of the

country drained by the river Zambesi.' He then offered himself
7

to the government..." If the missionary society was still in

doubt, Livingstone was not: to the Secretary of the Royal Geo¬

graphical Society he confided that although the L.M.S. had made

his salary for 1857 available to him, he had no intentions of
Q

accepting it. Tidaan, due to an unfortunate choice of words

badly timed, had lost the greatest man ever connected with his

Society, and with him went his most successful fund-raiser.

It should not be assumed that in leaving the missionary

DL to Wm. Thompson, 17 September 1856 (from Mauritius),
SLMC. pp. 322-3. It may be that David was not yet ready to burn
his bridges, for in two letters to Tiaman from the Indian Ocean,
he failed to speak so frankly.

7
Northcott, Cecil. David Livingstone: His Triumph, Decline

and Fail. (London, 1973), p. 56. This was not, however, his"
first overture to Clarendon: see p. 71 below.

Livingstone to Norton Shaw, 3 March 1857, RGSL, DL
2/15/3. Only a typescript of a fragment of his letter of
resignation from the L.M.S. seems to survive, in SGaS, Africa,
Box 10, folder 3. It was sent to the L.M.S. from the SNMDL.
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society in order to work for the government, Livingstone was

sacrificing tne goals of the church for those of the state.

^uite the contrary, he expected that the resources of the

government could be used to further the cause of both church

and state in central Africa. As early as 1843 he had begun to

feel that the traditional missionary effort oy itself was not

enough to aid the African to assume his rightful place among

the world's peoples, but that the introduction of commerce and

Christianity together would bring about the dawn of a great

day in Africa.

Nevertheless, when the two brothers met in 1857, David was

stiii in a quandary concerning his relationship with the L.M.S.

he was certainly worried about what churchmen would say wnen

it became known that he was planning to accept a government

appointment, and he was willing to remain nominally connected

with th Society. Evidently, the Directors were interested in

more than Livingstone's name. Prior to Charles' arrival, Clar¬

endon had advised David that his sphere of operations would be

enlarged by an "official connection," and Charles promptly

advised his brother to take up the statesman's offer, as it

would enable him to do that which he intended doing anyway, and
Q

would provide him with means to support his family adequately.

^GL - HOL, 5 Kay 0857J , G5/22. in almost four years since
she and her children had arrived in .Britain, Mary L. had lived
from hand to mouth while being pushed from pillar to post among
relatives and friends. Always short of money (she used alcohol),
David said her mind had been affected ever since a paralysing
stroke followed the death of her fourth child: CL - HCL, 14 Jan¬
uary 1858, G5/47.
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Although David had probably niade up his mind before Charles

arrived, he doubtless would have been gratified to receive such

reinforcement.

While David was thinking less and less about the problems

with th»* L.K.S., Charles was thinking more and more about the

possibility of his going to Africa. In his very first letter

to his wife from London, he wrote: "D wants me to go out with

him, if he can arrange matters so that I can have Govt pay and

also pay from the Chamber of Commerce in Manchester. It is

best he says to have as many strings to my bow as possible."10
As he was due to return to Massachusetts in early July, Charles

had a great deal to consider in a short time. Among the many

things which could intervene between Charles and his brother's

wish to have him with him in Africa were his future career as

a minister, 1 is state of health, and the circumstances concern¬

ing his wife and family. As Charles was both sensible and

cautious, he was not about to drop everything and rush off to

the ends of the earth on a rash venture. With this in mind,

it is necessary to examine the factors which influenced

Charles' final decision concerning Africa.

Factors Influencing the decision. During the seven-and-a-half

years that Charles Livingstone was employed as a minister, he

served at least four congregations, and had ample time to be¬

come acquainted with the career opportunities which his chosen

1 °CL - HCL, 5 May [1857) , G5/22.
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profession had to offer. It is evident from many of the letters

which he wrote to Harriett© in 1857 that he had become disen¬

chanted with the ministry. After he had been in Britain

slightly over a month, he contemplated "the fickleness of

churches. A minister is turned off for any or for no reason

and not seldom because he is faithful and then if he has no

resources, why what is to become of his little ones who look

to him for their bread and the education which is to fit them

to do their part in life?"11
When in London he preached frequently, but while he was

pleased to make a contribution now and then, he usually paid

the price of some personal discomfort. "1 preached for Mr.

Binney last Sat. eve - had about 800 or 1000 - could not sleep

after it."12 As he was not enthusiastic about his preaching,

it is hardly surprising that Charles had an eye open for a way

out of it. When the opportunity presented itself, he justified

his action on the grounds that his health could not stand the

strain of preaching.

The idea that poor health was as good a reason as any for

leaving the ministry - no doubt a realistic appraisement - was

supported by Lavid himself. David "thinks that the state of

my health is a sufficient reason for wishing to retire from

11CL - HCL, 30 May 1857, G5/27. This makes one wonder
again about Charles' reasons for leaving Plyrnpton.

12CL - HCL, 15 May 1857, G5/24.
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1 ^5
the ministry." ^ In subsequent letters, Charles wrote: "My

health will not stand preaching." and, "I can't stand preach¬

ing, that is clear..."14 By the latter date, Charles had begun

to assume that he would not be returning to his congregation in

Mattapoisett. To his wife he delegated the unpleasant task of

breaking the news gently to the church fathers: "Perhaps it may

be well to say to the people that I cannot come back as soon as

I supposed when I left. My health is very little better, I am

not strong yet and to return even shd I return to meet the hot

weather of July and Itugust g.t] would prostrate me at once."
Toward the end of this same letter he advises Marriette more

directly: "You might tell the people that if my health is no

, 1 R
better I shall probably go out to Africa with my brother."

It seems likely that his wife was not about to take this

without some disagreement, for in another letter, after chas¬

tising her for scolding him in her last (she probably questioned

his decision to leave his calling), he uses even stronger lan¬

guage, exclaiming that if he continues preaching, it might well
16 m

cause his "end in a madhouse." This was perhaps something

more than a mere outburst of temper, for long after Charles had

13CL - HCL, 7 May 1857, G5/23.
14C1 - HCL, 15 and 30 May, 1857, G5/24 and G5/27.
1 5

Ibid., the latter. Subsequent letters reveal that he was
very reluctant to leave his congregation under such circumstan¬
ces, but the opportunity to provide for his family, as well as
deal the slave trade a hefty blow at its source, was a chance he
could not forego.

16CL - HCL, 22 June 1857, G5/30.
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made up his mind and the issue was closed as far as he and

Harrietts were concerned, he wrotei "I think that I have had a

narrow escape from a permanently broken down constitution if

not from insanity. A few months more at the rate in wh. I
17

was (going) before I quit would have finished the matter."
While it is clear that Charles was convinced that his

physical reaction to the act of preaching and to the Hew Eng¬

land climate as well was such that it threatened both health

and sanity, it is not so clear from exactly how many afflic¬

tions Charles suffered. Certainly his lungs continued to

bother him, and it has been noted that following a sermon in

London he suffered from insomnia. In fact, the latter problem

manifested itself every time he preached in London. A hint

that there were other physical problems as well appears in a

letter to which reference has already been mac.e: Charles

believed that, all things considered, it would be unwise for

him "to return to Mattapoisett, preach a while and breakdown

and then have you to nurse an irritable patient as this nervous

1 ft
difficulty does make one very peevish and irascible."

Thus he suffered from nervousness, which doubtless con¬

tributed to nis insomnia, and would tend to make him bad tem¬

pered at times. Indeed, he was stifficiently concerned about

his temper to mention it again to Harriett© over two weeks

later; "I ... fear that to return to the work of the ministry

17CL - HCL, 4 September 1857, 05/37.
18CL - HCL, 30 Xiay 1857, 05/27.
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might make it {his temper] worse, and certainly it would not
be agreeable to have wife and children all with me safe in a

1 Q
better world because i was so cross and snappish in this." ?

And if all tiiis were not enough, Charles may have suffered

from a circulatory problem: "The past two nights I have Jnad]
tne old difficulty - could not sleep, had to jump up and rub

PO
my limbs."* While unending speculation on the origins and

causes of tnese several afflictions may prove interesting, it

might also prove futile, since further evidence is not avail¬

able. What is evident is that Charles wa3 so plagued by the

pulpit and personal physical discomfort, he was ripe for a

change in any direction.
Consi dtttCi

It may well be that Charles never seriously/whether Africa

would Improve his health or not. No doubt he felt at times

that his health probably couldn't get worse, and anyway, when¬

ever David spoke of Africa, he spoke in the most glowing terms,

furthermore, Charles knew that no matter where he went in

Africa, his brother the doctor would be nearby. Only two

weeks after meeting David, Charles wrote to Harriett©: "I

regard T^his present cnance as one which may prevent a complete
21

ruin of my health." Not long thereafter he wrote more pos¬

itively: "D proposes to locate on the healthy ridge and get

the makololo tnere. It is their country. There is another

19CL - HOI, 17 June 1857, 05/29.

2v)CL - HC1, undated (May - June 1857] , 05/31.
21 CI - KCL, 15 May 1857, 05/24.
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lake to be discovered north of that also in a healthy region."

Later in this same letter, he gets to the point in no uncertain

terns: "The climate of the region we go to in Africa will not

be near so trying to health as that of the states with the
22

great extremes of heat and cold." and it was around this

time that he also wrote: "So you see that if I go with him it

is not to an unhealthy fever region but to the most healthy in
23

the world." Thus Charles not only felt that a return to

North America would have a continuing negative effect upon his

health, but that a trip to Africa would provide a great deal of

relief from the illnesses which plagued him.

The final mental obstacle between Charles and Africa to be

considered at this time was the situation with regards to his

family. This force Charles removed with ease. Writing to

harriette as early as 7 May, he said: "Plenty of gents would

like to go out with D, but he is anxious to have me go as he

wants one in whom he has confidence... I shall only go, however,

provided I can get enough for you my dear and the little dar-
O /

lings."'" Light days later he wrote: "I think that in the event

of getting employed by Govt i shall accept.... I shall probably

have the opportunity of being able not only to provide liberally

22CL - HC1, 30 Kay 1657, G5/27.

2^CL - HCL, undated {Kay - June 1837) , 05/32.
24CL - HCL, 7 Kay 1857, 05/23.
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25
for my own family but mother and sisters as well." Charles

returned to this theme a month mater: "my mind is made up so

far that I shall go if I can get enough salary from Govt or

Chamber of Commerce (Manchester) or 1) to support my family

nandaomely even independently of what I can earn by trade
?6

while 1 am abroad." So instead of depriving hie family by

leaving them and going to Africa for an unspecified period of

time, Charles was going there in order to make their lives

more comfortable.

luring the period when Charles was contending with these

ideas and their ramifications, he and his brother were also

wondering how they could convince some body, most likely a

branch of tne government, tnat Charles was qualified to fill

a position of responsibility in Africa. How they went about

this is, from Charles' viewpoint, the most important develop¬

ment during his year of decision.

5CL - HCL, 15 may 1657, G5/24. while David's sisters
were constantly experiencing financial difficulties, from which
they olandly expected David or nis influential friends to
extricate them, at this time their situation was particularly
acute. In a letter to a friend, David related how hard Agnes
and Janet had worked during his fatner's final illness (he died
in i'eb. 1656), starving tnemselves and becoming ill while try¬
ing to retain control of their cottage. David and Charles
naturally wanted to relieve tneir financial pressure. DL to
J. Bevan Braithwaite, 27 April 1857, NLS MS.Acc.65Q9.

^CL - HCL, 17 June 1857, G5/29. Charles' contention that
he was going to Africa to improve his family's security was no
mere convenient rationalization designed to assuage his con¬
science or cioax otner motives: nis letters for tne rest of
his life are replete with similar references, and thus his
sincerity in this matter is above question.
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King Cotton. It has been shown that prior to Charles' return

to Britain, he had received an adequate general education, and

had undergone intensive training and study to prepare him for

the work of the ministry. As this was hardly enough to qualify

him to fill an official government post, David set about

stringing his brother's bow. The first tune played was to be

"King Cotton." Little time was wasted; Charles wrote home

toward the end of May: "we must go to Manchester to get some

ideas about cotton growing..," and the machinery used in
27

preparing the raw cotton for the mill.

In the course of his travels -Prom Cape Town to Qv.elimane,

David had noted dozens of plants and minerals which he believed

could be turned into profit, and he was quick to advise the

Governors-General of both Portuguese colonies, and even King

Pedro V himself, how he envisioned this could be done. Ke

continued this form of praselytization when in Britain whenever

he had an audience, which was frequently.

The chief crop of his dreams was cotton, which he had seen

growing uncultivated almost everywhere in the Zambezi Valley.

Nor was he slow to see the potential strategic importance of

the fibre: evexxts in both North America and the Asian sub-con¬

tinent were becomining more ominous weekly, and if the supply

of raw cotton imported for British mills were threatened, an

alternative field of production would be a boon to all concerned.

It probably didn't require a great deal of prompting for the

21CI - HCL, 30 May 1857, G5/27.
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brothers to realize that here was Charles' official reason for

going to Africa.

In the meantime, however, David had other things on his

mind, foremost of which was the writing of a book of his ad¬

ventures, with which Charles helped him considerably, hut by

mid-July, Charles could write to his wife:

we have written Mr. Ely of Manchester to see if ne
Knows of any wora on the cultivation of the cotton
pxant, etc. wh would give directions, etc. I want
to read such a book as it would make quite a dif¬
ference to be able to answer the question 'Does he
understand raising cotton?' in the affiraative."28

In subsequent letters he kept Harrietts informed, mentioning

that he nad ordered 2 or 3 booKs on cotton from Manchester, and

more importantly: "I am invited by Thomas Ciegg Esq. to visit

Manchester and stay with him a little in order to get acquaint¬

ed witn the practical worKing of the machines for cleaning and
29

packing cotton." Inus Charles' preparation was about to

begin in earnest, as soon a3 David's book was completed,

Charles wrote again: "We go to Manchester tomorrow to spend a

"50
week there.'

While there is only scanty evidence indicating what

Charles did during his week there, it seems reasonable to

assume that things went as planned, and that Clegg and nis

28CL - HCL, 15 July 085lj , G5/33.
29CL - HCL, 26 July 1857, G5/34.

50CL - HCL, 4 September 1857, G5/37.



associates guided Charles through a general impression of the

processes and problems of the cotton industry, and taught him

the ability to distinguish between superior and inferior

species of the plant, certainly this experience and the
information received from books would have enabled him to

converse intelligently on many phases of his subject. If he

were to face a session of questioning by government represen¬

tatives, Charles undoubtedly would have made a good account of

himself.

It has been seen tnat as early as 17 June, Charles spoke

of earning money by trade (p. 62 above). Further along in that

same letter, he commented somewhat dreamily: "I expect that in

2 or 3 years that noble river [the Zambezi] will be ploughed by

monthly steamers bringing down valuable cargoes - hope to have

some little share in (the) profits.Five days later he was

writing that his sisters' financial situation was such that

they needed financial help, and thus: "both D and I must make

some money. I think you carry 0;ne] joke too far when you

speak of 'looking upon money and fine things as trash,' because
32

it is not true. Xou always like some of both..." Evidently,

31 OL - HCL, 17 June 1837, C5/29. Others were interested
in David's oandwagon; Charles wrote: "tMy old friend henry Drum-
mond called today - he would like to get David to load a snip
for him with ivory and oil etc. etc." CL - HCL, 14 September
1898, 03/38.

32CL - HCL, 22 June 1857, 05/30. Charles was dazzled by
the opulence of London: tne homes and gardens, and the beauty,
mode of drees, and manners of the ladies entranced him. His
letters to Harriette (15 July 1837, 05/33; pny-June 1857],
05/31, etc.) make it clear that he now realized how enjoyable
mife could be if one nad much money: he had sipped at the golden
cup of champagne and had obviously enjoyed it.
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uarriette had registered her disapproval at his apparently in¬

creasing tendency to concern himself with things temporal as

opposed to things spiritual, which he, like his brother, would

have considered "the most unkindest cut of all."

And yet his letters continued to talk of trading schemes.

,>ne mentions the potential of the coal seams along the Zambezi

(which no doubt interested James Young immensely), tells of the

buaze grown there which is, according to a company in Leeds,

worth £2-300 per ton in England, and mentions the case of "A

coloured man of Mauritius [who] cleared £20,000 last year by
a single crop of sugar even on the poor soil of that island,

with the improved machinery for it."^ As time went on, Charles'

dreams became grander, and on 30 September he wrote: "Won't you

come on next year and see how you like it after I get a house
34

for you and fa] steamer and ply the Zambesi?"
Up to this point, most of Charles' dreams of himself as

trader concerned the money ne could make on the river in con¬

cert with his brother, and it seems from his letters to Harri¬

etts that it was only with some reluctance that she came to

accept his idea of leaving the ministry and his family to turn

trader - only his repeated assurances that the country was

healthy and that his brother knew best mollified her. Never¬

theless, his .letter of 24 October must have struck her like a

thunderclap:

-^UL - HQL, 20 august 1837, 05/36.
■^01 - KCL, 30 September 1857, 05/39»
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Angola. By the way, there is a possibility that I may go
to Angola instead of the East side. Angola is
by far the best country and cotton is raised very
extensively now. A Portuguese gent there said to
D 'If I had a few hundred dolxars I would cause a

revolution in the market. I would purchase all
the cotton the people raise this year - next year
they would raise more and the third year 1 should
be a rich man.* D put this down in his journal
before he knew how much cotton was wanted in Kng.
It is the finest country of any he saw and heal¬
thy. Then it is nearer Ang and Mr. Roger Bar-
stow* s ships call at loanda - its sea port - get
palm oil, etc. so you could easily come and call
on me. We have not yet decided on any step.35

Once Charles had prepared himself to raise cotton on the

Zambesi, it dawned upon the brothers that he could turn this

knowledge to greater profit in Angola, which in addition to

being a healthy country (according to David), was much more

developed than was Mozambique. Two weeks after writing the
above, Charles had another surprise for nis wife. He explained

how Mr. Lindsay, K.P., had recently received from Portugal per¬

mission to run a line of steamers to Loanda. As he was seek¬

ing an agent, David recommended Charles to him. his salary

would be 700-800 annually, plus 2rJi of the profits from the

cargo, and on the side Charles would be free to engage in any

trading ventures he wished. Furthermore, "We hope that in

addition to this agency that I may get the Consulship at

Loanda..." as the present consul was sent home by Mr. Gabriel

CL - HCL, 24 October 1857, G5/42. The Portuguese gent
was Or. Antonio do Canto e Ca3tro, Commandant of the District
of Goiungo Alto (SLaJ. p. 192), and this is probably the origin
of David Livingstone's plan to use cotton and ivory trade to
replace the slave trade in eastern Africa. Barstow was appar¬
ently a merchant or shipowner of Boston, Massachusetts.
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for drunkenness. Certainly Charles was willing to consider

anything which would bring real money into his hands for the

first time in his life, but there was another side of him, of

which we should not lose sight: "In Aabaca, one of the dis¬

tricts, all the natives can read and write. I mean to get some

•57
oibles among them and do some good."y Again in the style of

his brother, Charles felt ne could coordinate his activities

so as to remain a preacher/missionary while attending to other

duties.

Concerning this situation in Angola, Charles had more to

say in subsequent letters. He refers to Lindsay's as "The

company for whom I expect to act as agent..." but goes on to

say that David has begun to have his doubts about this par¬

ticular firm. Charles then added that he would like to go

with his brother to the east coast for many reasons, and con¬

cluded the subject saying: "It is possible I shall go to

Loanaa.Clearxy, Charles didn't know if he was coming or

going.

He was no better off a month later. Cn Christmas ave,

from his mother's home in Hamilton, he wrote uarriette that Mr.

*^CL - HCL, 5 November 0857J, 05/43. William S. Lind¬
say (1816 - 1877) was at this time a shipowner representing
Tynemouth and North shields. George Brand (d. June, 1360)
was retiring as 7ice-Consui at Luanda, which post he had held
since December, 1844. The office of Consul had been vacant for
at least 14 years, but in late 1857 Watson Vredenburg was
appointed to this post.

•^CL - HCL, 5 November 1857, 05/43.

CL - HCL, 25 November 1857, 05/44.
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Lindsay was not to be trusted unless everything were written

down on paper. Yet on the next day, after David's arrival the

nrght before, he wrote that David "thinks I say do well in

Loanda not merely in the agency but in buying up ail the cotton

of the country and in other things." After thus indicating

that he may go to Luanda after all, ne writes: "on the Last

^oast there is not so good a prospect of steady returns or good

trade for a few years as on the West. I shall be nearer to you

by a good deal too find hope to make more money and quicker than
39

on the east."

fhis is the last comment that Charles made concerning Vf.

3, Lindsay - for some unknown reason, he passed up the oppor¬

tunity. Probably David continued to doubt Lindsay's honesty,

arid anyway, it was around Christmas time that David was called

upon to make final decisions concerning the personnel he was to

take with him to Africa.

nevertheless, Charles was not through flirting with An¬

gola. Toward mid-January he mentioned another job opportunity

i had a very tempting offer to go to the west to super¬
intend a Lalachite mine. The company offered me seven
hundred and fifty pounds a year (S3750) with a free
passage out, a house when I got tnere, bedding etc. and
rations or 120 a month and a passage back, in ail about
s.4000 a year, to sail last Tuesday. I went so far as
to have the articles of agreement drawn up, made alter¬
ations to suit myself.40

^01 - hCL, 24 - 23 December 1037, 03/46.

^UGL - hCL, 14 January 1638, 03/47.
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Jut this opportunity, which seems so good on paper, was also
41

turned down. ' Charles went on to say that neither he nor

Lavid knew what to do, but that David felt that Charles should

accompany him up the Zambezi. Furthermore, David's closest

friends advised Charles that angola was very unhealthy, and

Charles concludes this vital letter by announcing to Iia: riette

that he was to accompany his brother on the government-sponsored

expedition to central Africa. The period of indecision ended.

The Zambezi Expedition. Exactly when this expedition had its

origin is a matter of conjecture, but its formation was cer¬

tainly one of a logical sequence of events following the first

European visit to lake Ivgami in 1849. Cn returning southward

from visiting tne Zambesi two years later, Livingstone wrote

to Tidman before he even reached his home in Kolobeng:

41 r
a part of the charred remains of an undated [8 February

1858) letter from David to Whltwell Elwin apparently reads as
follows: "He felt that large salary ~(jT?50 per an with
*4 per month ration to much influence in his

c when he spoke of doing natives there
it was ne for the larger salary." (clwj, a 348/a5,
partially destroyed by fire in 1931). Evidently Charles felt
that the salary was so high that he would not feel free to spend
time on the side spreading the gospel.

To Edmund Gabriel (d. 1862), H.M. Slave Trade Arbitrator
in Luanda, in an undated fragment (7 October 1858) , David wrote:
"my brother...was offered /800 a year if he would take the
situation Monteiro got." (BLJZ, Book no. 6754).

In January, 1858, Monteiro was hired by the Western African
Malachite Copper Mines Company. He led a party of 12 men under
a Cornish mining captain to investigate ancient malachite mines
in the Bembe Valley, 120 miles northeast of Luanda. 7 men took
fever the day they arrived in Bembe; 8 died within 9 months, the
company folded, and in 1860 Monteiro was back in London. Joachim
John Monteiro, Angola and the River Congo, 2 vols. (London, 1875)
pp. 160-1. Obviously, Charles did well in avoiding Angola.
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Since it is found profitable for those engaged in the
coast trade to pass along picking up ivory, beeswax,
<xc etc, would it not be much more advantageous to come
up the Zambesi, and receive those articles from the
producers themselves? 1 venture to put this forth,
though entirely ignorant of the commerce on the
coast, hut I feel assured, if our merchants could
establish a legitimate commerce on the Zambesi, they
would soon drive the slave dealer from the marKet..."42

Livingstone continued on with this long paragraph, suggesting

that he should return to find "a spot of known healthiness" to

wnich commercial men might be invited.

Four and a half years later, after he had seen a great

deal more of the country with his own eyes, Livingstone decided

to bring the matter directly to the attention of the government.

Un 19 March 1856, from Tete, he wrote to the Earl of Clarendon,

telling him of his travels across the continent, his estim¬

ation of the wealth of the land, and stressing the existence of

a ridge north of the Zambezi where Europeans could live in good

health.^
Once he was in London, Livingstone's influential friends,

especially Murchison, saw that he had access to various officials

in high places. After the letter to Murchison mentioned above

(p. 54) was passed on to Clarendon, Livingstone wrote the For-

DL to Arthur Tidman, 17 October 1851, Banks of the Zouga,
SLMC. pp. 184 - 185. David wrote similarly but in greater de¬
tail to his family at this same time; SLFL ii, pp. 117-149. No
doubt this was in Tidman's mind when he wrote about "plans only
remotely connected with the spread of the gospel."

^Parliamentary Papers. Session 2, 1857, vol. xliv: "Accounts
and Papers " (20), The Slave Trade, (212), Class A, "Correspon¬
dence with the British Commissioners, etc.," Loanda, pp. 62-6.
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eign Secretary once again. In this letter he repeated much of

what he had said earlier, and went on to say that the Portu¬

guese authority in Mozambique was a far cry from what it was

claimed to be, implying that there were sufficient grounds for

a British counter-claim, he followed this with what was to be

his greatest miscalculation with regards to the Zambezi Exped¬

ition: "I think I am right in conjecturing that the Portu¬

guese would lend a willing hand in developing the resources of

a large fertile country from which they at present derive no

benefit whatever. Were they induced to engage heartily in the

work of promoting lawful commerce they would materially advance

the interests of both Portugal and England." However, he went

on, he wanted the beginning venture to be very small-scale,

wishing to take only a few ploughs, cotton gins, nut presses,

cane rollers, and gifts for "the king Sekeletu, who is so warmly
A A

attached to the English."

Six days later, Livingstone met with Clarendon and was

given the opportunity to expound further upon his views. That

Clarendon agreed with much that Livingstone had to say is in¬

dicated by a note Livingstone sent to Lorton Shaw of the R.G.S.

on the following day, in which he mentions that the Foreign

Secretary approves of his getting a copper-plated boat of the

44
19 March 1857, BLOx, Clarendon deposit, c. 30. Tne state¬

ment that the Portuguese "derive no benefit wnatever" reveals
more about Livingstone than it does about the Portuguese: with
over 350 years of experience in the region, the Portuguese must
have been getting some benefit out of their colony, whether or
not it was obvious to a passing traveller. The full implica¬
tions of this were never evident until Livingstone's die was
irretrievably cast.
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type which Burton took out to Africa. Evidently, Livingstone

would indeed return to Africa as a servant of H.M. Govexvunent:

it was just a matter of time.

When pxans oegan to move too quickly, Livingstone had to

take action to slow matters down somewhat. Writing to Mureil¬

lson on 15 April, he expressed his approval of a plan to

provide him with a consulship to the Kaloio and other tribes of

internal Africa, but requested that the date of the appointment

be delayed until the time of his departure drew near, in order

to reduce the amount of adverse publicity which he expected

such an announcement would bring from those in the Mission
u 46house.

There the matter seems to have rested until the following

autumn. With his book completed, Livingstone was only re¬

strained from leaving Britain by the climate in the region of

the Zambezi delta. Here Europeans were less likely to contract

malaria in the aontns from April to July than during the remain¬

der of the year, and David felt tnat .February was the ideal

month to leave Britain. Thus after his writing was finished,

David had six months in which to prepare for his departure, and

also to travel around the country visiting family and friends,

^DL to Norton Shaw, 26 March 1857, RuBL, DL 2/15/15.

^DL to Thomas Maciear, 13 May 1857, NARS LI 1/1/1, pp.
665-673, written a month later, indicates however, that Living¬
stone would not accept a government appointment if it were going
to curtail his missionary operations. Extract above, DL to
Murchison, 15 April 1857 found in NARS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 658-664.
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and making speeches seeking support for his venture.

his first trip out of London was to Lublin to attend the

annual meeting of the British association. While he was there,

Ceneral Edward Sabine injected a new idea, as far as the govern¬

ment was concerned, into Livingstone's thinking on the Exped¬

ition. He asked Livingstone if he had any objection to taking

a government steamer up the river. David replied that his only

objection was that it could not be done without Portuguese
- 47

approval.

The following week, the Cotton Supply Association of

Manchester also came out in favour of such a plan, and suddenly

an idea advanced by Prince Albert earlier in the year - that a

special emissary go to Lisbon to confer with Portuguese author¬

ities on the entire project - took on a renewed importance.

What prior to this had probably been envisaged as a small ex¬

pedition of three or four men, with any number of African

bearers, now took on an entirely new dimension.

After spending most of September in Scotland, Livingstone

visited the Chambers of Commerce in Leeds, Halifax, Liverpool

and Birmingham in order to drum up support for his expedition,

and to arrange markets for wnatever products might be collected.

47
Although he and his brother had talked of steamers ply¬

ing the Zambezi, David made it clear that he wanted a small op¬
eration. (he may have exaggerated in order to help Charles
make up his mind.). According to JTLi (pp. 189-90;, Livingstone
hinted in his speeches that a steamer was desirable, and Sabine
merely took the bait. While this can be argued both ways, it is
worth noting that Livingstone was not a man given to dropping
hints. Tim Jeal, Livingstone, (London, 19737, hereafter JTLi.



His words spoken at Manchester concerning the economic

importance of Africa had produced at least one sceptic. This

person noted that Livingstone saw cotton growing wild wherever

he went, but "did he see it good and cheap enough to be conveyed

from the interior of Africa, without roads or means of trans¬

port, to the workshops of Manchester?" In a similar manner, it

was notec that Livingstone saw indigo "of the kind called silver

indigo" growing in abundance, but to assume "that this particular

unidentified species of indigo could in fact be cultivated and

that it would then produce adequate dye was an entirely differ¬

ent matter, ^inalxy, tne unidentified writer asked a very

telling question: even if the glorious j>reriictions of wealth

from -n-frica could be realized, how could it be accomplished

without the use of slave labour? The commentator continues:

"The only commodities which a country with so rude and anarch¬

ical a population as tiiat of Africa is capable of producing for

exportation are simply such as nature yields almost spontan¬

eously, and with small help from the industry and ingenuity

of man," such as bees-wax and ivory, neither of which were very

vital to the British economy.While few people indeed were

^8"I)avid Livingstone's Africa," .Edinburgh Scotsman. 29
September 1897, p. 4, c. 1. The arguments and especially the
phraseology used by this writer suggest very stronglythat it
was written by John Crawfurd, Council Member of the R.G.S. (See
his questioning of Livingstone, PRS3I. vol. i, Session
pp. 317-8). While Livingstone knew that much time and effort
were necessary before his predictions could be realized, tne
writer of this article was addressing himself to the not-so-
dist&nt future, realizing well that most of Manchester's in¬
vestors would not be around to reap the profits about which
Livingstone was constantly talking.
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inclined to disagree with Livingstone so directly, it seems

that the merchants were listening, for it appears that none of

the Chambers of Commerce nor the Cotton Supply Association

actually paid eitner of the Livingstones for representing their

commercial interests in central Africa.

On 24 October a meeting of the Zambesi Committee was held

in the Royal society to consider tne pros and cons of sending

a steamer (and hence an enlarged expedition) up the Zambezi.

Present were Livingstone, Murchison, Sabine, Macgregor Laird,

henry Rawlinson, a Rev. Dr. Robinson, with Dr. Humphrey Lloyd
49

m the chair. As a result of this meeting, Livingstone

concluded that his expedition was indeed to be larger than he

foreseen, and two days later he wrote to Dr. Joseph Dalton

Hooker of the Royal Botanical Hardens, requesting his aid in
50

the recruitment of personnel.

At about the same time, Clarendon suggested Livingstone

contact Captain John Washington, liydrographer to the Admiralty,

who was to be in charge of the organization and logistics of the

expedition. Livingstone also asked Washington to join him in

the search for qualified personnel, especially with regards to

a suitable naval officer to serve as second-in-command. Such

^Unfortunately, no detailed record of wnat transpired at
this meeting seems to nave been kept, but a short report is
found in volume 0MB 6 in the RSL. Nothing on this gathering
appears in Minutes of Council of the Royal Society from Decem¬
ber 10tn, 1846 to November 30th, 1856, and they only met once.

*^26 October 1857. RBGK, "English Letters, 1865-1900, LIL¬
LYS, vol. 92," ff. 150-131. Hooker was Kew's Assistant Direct¬
or.
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a person would be able to navigate the steamer, and make a

survey of the delta and river as well. Macgregor Laird, himself

an explorer of the Niger turned shipbuilder, was alerted to the

various types of ocean and river crafts that the expedition

might require, and, of course, Lurchison would seek suitable

personnel, especially a geologist.

While these sen were going about their work behind the

scenes, Livingstone was planning to visit Lisbon, and was

expecting to go in early November. When a wave of yellow fever

hit the city, Livingstone altered his plan so that he would

leave for Lisbon on tne 27th of tnat montn. On that morning,

his bags were packed and he was ready to leave when a message

from the Portuguese embassy arrived, recommending he again post¬

pone his visit, as the epidemic had not subsided as was anti¬

cipated. Phis was a disappointment to Livingstone, as he had

hoped while in Lisbon to secure for himself recognition as

H.M. Consul to Queiimane, Sena and lete, and for all nations

the right of free navigation on the Zambezi. Although moment¬

arily frustrated, he still planned to visit tne Portuguese

capital before returning to ^frica.

With some unexpected free time on his hands in November,

Livingstone prepared for Clarendon a memorandum explaining his

specific plan of operation, in the light of recent developments.

Basically, he reiterated the points he had been bringing to

Clarendon's attention for the past 20 months, and added consid¬

erations whicn had been caused by the inclusion of tne steamer,
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such as tne necessity of a complete survey of the delta, river

and rapids above Tete (which up to this time he was apparently

planning to bypass on land). The presence of the steamer he

saw as giving even greater importance to the cultivation of

cotton, as it would enaole the transportation of greater quan¬

tities of the fibre. After including his usual statement on

tne introauction of Unristianity and the suppression of the

slave trade, he added that he could envisage "nothing but frhe]
51

prosperity of all parties concerned."-^

From this point onward, events began to move more quickly.

The chancellor of the Exchequer in a brief speech in Commons on

11 December announced that the Government expected to borrow

;f50Gu from the civil contingencies fund to finance the forth-
5?

coming expedition of Dr« Livingstone. At a reception given

at 10 Downing Street on the next day, Palmerston advised Liv¬

ingstone that the Government had "managed your affair very

nicely," and added that perhaps Clarendon could arrange matters

with the Portuguese so as to relieve from Livingstone the

necessity of going to Lisbon himself. Clarendon confirmed

this when entertaining Livingstone at dinner on the 17th, and

though Livingstone did not completely give up the idea of such

511 December 1857, FQ 63/842, ff. 1 - 8.
52

hansard's Parliamentary Deoates: Third Series, Commenc¬
ing with the Accession of William IV, vol. cxlviii (1357-58),
pp. 5d8-d39. The "Chancellor at this time was Sir George Corne-
wail Lewis.

53SGDL. p. 301.
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a visit, he put it to the back of his mind and occupied the next

three weeks making final plans for his return to Africa.

At the request of the Earl of Clarendon, John Washington

on 18 December drew up his plan for the Zambezi Expedition, in

the light of his conversations with Livingstone and the latter's

letters to both Clarendon and Washington. Washington emphat¬

ically recommended that the number of Europeans on tne exped¬

ition should not exceed six, to include; a Master or Second

Master, R.N., plus a physician/botanist, a geologist, an artist/

storekeeper/trader, and an engineer, in addition to the Command¬

er. He went on to propose three alternative plans by which the

expedition's personnel and gear could be transported from

Britain to t he Zambezi, costing /7000, /200Q, and jf1000 respect¬

ively. So advised, Clarendon chose the least expensive of the
c J

three options. A copy of Washington's plan (which was ob¬

viously based on guidelines laid down by Livingstone himself)

was sent to Livingstone for his consideration, and on 7 January

1838 he sent his amended version to Clarendon.

Livingstone tended to agree with Washington's plan, and

made only one significant amendment thereto. He recommended

^Washington to Clarendon, 18 December 1837, 10 63/842,
ff. 15-17; MS copy in MDKL, MSS 120. Many of Livingstone's
biographers have assumed that Washington submitted three dis¬
tinct plans for expeditions on large, medium and small scales,
and that Livingstone modestly chose the smallest of the three.
Cf. Blaikie, DWGL. pp. 232-3; Coupland, OXoZ. pp. 76-7; Camp¬
bell, JlRJL, p. 244; Macnair, Mill, p. 213; Leaver, 8DDL, p.
302; Wallis, WZEL, xxvii; Foskett, X'ZJK. xiil-xiv; Kartell!,
mG-LK. p. 34; and Jeal, Jlhi. p. 191. The difference in Wash¬
ington's figures reflects various methods of placing the exped¬
ition on the Zambezi, and has nothing to do with its size.



that one further post be created for a European, who would act

as "General Assistant and Moral Agent." He then went on to

suggest the names of persons to fill the various posts,

oecond-In-Command was to be Commander Norman Bedingfeld (1824-

1894), who was to pilot the steamer, survey the river, and take

observations for the survey of the earth's terrestrial magnet-

Asm. Livingstone had met Bedingfeld when in Luanda, and he was

recommended by Edmund Gaoriei. Next in tne chain of command

was John Kirk (1832-1922), Medical Officer and Economic Botan¬

ist, recommended by Sir William and Dr. Joseph Hooker, both of

the Royal Botanical Gardens; Professors George Wilson and J.H.

Balfour of the University of Edinburgh; and Dr. David Christison

of the Edinburgh Infirmary.

The Geologist was to be Richard Thornton (1838-1863)» who

was strongly recommended by Sir Roderick Murchison, and was a

graduate of the Royal School of Mines. Fourth on the list was

Charles Livingstone, recommended only by his brother, "as gen¬

eral assistant. He understands cotton, and the machinery used

in its preparation. He has travelled much and having great

experience is fully qualified to act as moral agent. I place

entire reliance on his temper and judgement in dealing with the

natives during the temporary absence of other members from the
r 6

central depot."

Sx CI

"^Washington thought Bedingfeld's rank too high and his past
too uncertain to warrant his appointment.

56DL to Clarendon, 7 January 1838, FO 63/942, ff. 60-68.
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David had not yet decided who would fill the post of

Artist/Storekeeper, but he was "disposed to suggest Thomas

Baines." Baines had spent eleven years in South Africa, the

last five of which found him in the eastern part of the Cape

Colony, where he had served as arti3t during the second phase

of the War of the Axe (1850-53), between colonist and Xhosa.

From 1855 to 1857 he was a member of Augustus Gregory's

exploring expedition in northern Australia, where he apparently

served with distinction. He was recommended to John Washington
57

by Murchison and the elder Hooker. At this time, Livingstone

had no name to suggest for the post of Engineer.

The Commander went on in this document to once again set

down his plans, which by now could hardly have surprised anyone.

In fact, it may well be that Clarendon merely wanted David to

prepare a copy in his own hand so that a concise statement

would be on file in the Foreign Office.

Basically, the expedition was to proceed up the Zambezi

to Tete and deposit all of their gear at a temporary headquarters.

While David visited the chiefs above ^ete to conclude treaties

of friendship and induce them to grow cotton, the other members

57
Baines amso produced letters on his behalf from Gregory,

Sir Wm. Denison (Governor of New South 'Wales), and Henry Labou-
chere (Secretary of State for the Colonies). Murchison said he
was recommended to nim by Sir George Cathcart (Governor of the
Cape Colony), and Wm. 0. Oswell, Livingstone's friend and
fellow explorer. In spite of these impressive testimonials,
botn Livingstone and Washington hesitated over Baines' appoint¬
ment. In fact, he rray have been appointed by default: Murchison
announced his name at a meeting of the R.G.S# on 11 January 1858,
after which it was too late for anyone to suggest another name.
(See PKGSL. vol. 2, (1857-58), p. 101.
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would set about their specialized tasks in the region around

Tete. When the first stage was completed, all would proceed

together inland to the Batoka (BaTonga) highlands south of the

Xafue and north of the Victoria Falls, where a prefabricated

iron house would be erected to serve as the central station.

Experiments in agriculture would be carried out nearby, the

local people would gather around to sell their products and

receive religious training, and once again the men would set

about their specialized tasks. Livingstone would again contact

the Kololo, and endeavor to persuade them to move up to the

highlands.

At the end of one year, the steamer, loaded with cotton,

would proceed to Tete to reestablish communication with Britain.

During the second year, while the men went about their chores,

Livingstone would explore the highlands and waterways to the

north. When this year ended, all would return to Tete to

receive further ins'-ructions from the government, and allow any
KQ

members wishing to go home to do so.

As so much work had been done by so many persons behind

the scenes, governmental acceptance of the plan was a forgone

conclusion. It now remained to organize the personnel and

58
In 1855 Livingstone considered this ridge as depopulated,

as most of the BaTonga had moved northwards in the face of
attacks by Mzilikazi. Lo conflict was thus anticipated between
Xololo and Tonga for this land.

59DL to Clarendon, 7 January 1858, FO 63/842, ff. 60-68.
oomeone in the Foreign Office, perhaps Clarendon, wrote in the
margin: "This seems a very business-like plan."
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aupplies and arrange for their smooth transport to Africa.

While Washington and Livingstone were seeing to these natters,

Clarendon was attempting to clear the way diplomatically. Cn

15 January 1858 Livingstone received his commission as H.K.

Consul to Quelxmane, Sena and Tete. However, txiis was not

agreeable to the Portuguese, who complained that Sena and Tete

v;ere not open to foreign commerce, adding that they could not

grant Livingstone their exequatur unless his commission were

revised.

Three weeks later his appointment was amended, and he was

advised that he could function as Consul only in Quelimane. As

the Portuguese were intractable on this point, the Foreign

Office decided it better if Livingstone did not visit Lisbon at

all, fearing no doubt that something he might say could possibly

endanger the prospects of the venture even further. In order

to increase ^ivingstone's freedom of movement, his commission

was revised for the last time on 22 February, when a clause

was added to the effect that he was also recognized as Consul

to several peoples of the interior, including the Kalolo.

Meanwhile, the Foreign Office prepared for Livingstone a

longer version of his plan of 7 January, which was resubmitted

to him on 20 February as his official instructions.^0 These

instructions inform him officially for the first time of the

°The draft of this document is found in FO 63/842, ff.
204-220, and curiously enough, it indicates that Livingstone
was perhaps not tne nousehold word he is usually portrayed as
having been: it is addressed to "Andrew Livingstone, Esq.,
H.M. Consul at Hiximane."
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61
name of his Engineer, J and go on to recommend that the men

look to their health, treat the Africans well, etc.

Toward the end of February, Livingstone was daily expect¬

ing word that the departure from Birkenhead was imminent, but

inevitable decays in the construction of the steamer and the

collecting of all tne supplies at the point of embarkation

pushed forward slightly the departure date. By 1 March, most

of the stores were in Birkenhead, and the members were advised

to proceed to Liverpool immediately. The Zambezi Expedition

was about to set sail.

Charles' Final Preparations. when in early January it became

clear that Charles would be going out to Africa with his brother

after ail, nis official duties were to consist of acting as his

brotner's assistant, raising cotton for export, and imparting

religious instruction to the natives. In addition to these

contributions, Charles had undertaken to learn other skiius

which might make him useful wnen the time cane.

as earuy as September, 1857, he had written to harriette

from hossie Priory, telling of how their host, Lord hinnaird,

had demonstrated his hobby of Thotograpny to the Livingstones,

and added: "We mean to get a little practice in London and take
6?

out an instrument with us." in his next letter, from

61 \

George Rae (1831? - 1865) had served on ships making the
Atlantic crossing, and was lately employed by Tod a Macgregor of
Glasgow. How he came to the attention of Livingstone or Wash¬
ington remains a mystery.

L - HCL, 26 September 1857, G5/40.
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Birmingham, he mentioned that in London he would receive in-
63

struction from Prof. Lyon Playfair. He evidently made some

progress, for a month later he could write: "I am taking lessons

in photography. Can now take very good likenesses.Sub¬

sequent letters tell of further progress, and of taking lessons

also from a photographer in Kendal, until finally he informed

his wife: "I have got a large + complete Photographic apparatus

in 5 boxes wh I nope to make pay well. Have two stereoscopic

cameras. The whole costing several hundred dollars is the gift
65

of Mr. Young to me." In slightly over four months, Charles

had become a competent photographer.

jsot was this the last of his efforts at preparing himself

for the work wnich lay ahead. Once his presence on the exped¬

ition was confirmed, he began (along with Thomas Baines) to

receive instruction in the taking of geophysical measurements

("magnetic observations" in the documents of the day), to

enable him to render aid to Bedingfeld with this particular

phase of the expedition's work. From Richmond, where he was

receiving this instruction at the Royal Botanical Gardens, he

wrote iiarriette that he was learning to observe the dip and

force of the needle (of a special compass), and that he had

further intentions of becoming competent in taking latitude and

65CL - HCL, 16 October 1857, G5/41.

^GL - HCL, 25 November 1857, G5/44. In this letter,
Charles also indicates that he has been studying Portuguese.

65C1 - HCL, 12 February 1858, G5/51.
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longitude with the sextant.^ Clearly, Charles had not only

made it a point to prepare himself in areas where his com¬

petence was expected, but he went further and developed skills

which he himself thought might prove useful. He had no inten¬

tions of riding along on his famous brother's laurels.

Snags Begin to Appear. It has been pointed out, with justice,

that "the Expedition was doomed to failure even before its
67

members landed in East Africa." This is because the Port¬

uguese were not prepared to open the Zambezi to trading vessels

of all nations, and thus the anticipated results could never

see fruition, furthermore, the extent of the rapids above

Tete, which Livingstone had never seen but suspected might

prove formidable and had somehow placed in the back of his mind
68

during this crucial year, were a factor which made the success

69
of the expedition as Livingstone visualized it impossible.

But there were other factors which appeared prior to sailing,

which also greatly impeded the smooth functioning of the

66CL - HCL, 14 January 1858, G5/47.
67

George Martelii, Livingstone's River, (London, 1970),
p. 53 • Hereafter MGLR.

68
In this context, Siddle very astutely refers to Living¬

stone's 'willing suspension of disbelief,' indicating that with
reference to geographical phenomena, Livingstone could conven¬
iently overlook obstacles in his path. D.J. Siddle, "David Liv¬
ingstone: A Mid-Victorian Field Scientist," Journal of tne Royal
Geographical Society of London (hereafter JKGSL). vol. 140, no. 1.

^At an R.G.S. meeting on 9 March 1857, John Grawfurd asked
if David considered the river navigable for four or five hundred
miles from the sea. Livingstone replied: "With the exception of
those first rapids." PRGSL, vol. 1, p. 317.
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expedition, and two of tnese warrant consideration at this time.

Late in February, Charles informed his wife that he and

Bedingfeld were taking 7 chronometers from Greenwich to Liver¬

pool, adding: "1 would as soon take as many babies down and will
70

be glad to get them safe off our hands."' During this trip,

two of the chronometers fell off the seat of a railway carriage

and were damaged. This incident was not reported by either of

the parties directly concerned.

Even more serious was a situation described by Livingstone

in a letter to Murchison dated 15 February, 1856. Baines had

complained that his pay (/2Q0) was too low. Thornton, just

over one-half Baines' age, was earning /350, and in addition to

being artist, Baines was expected to act as storekeeper and also

aid in the taking of magnetic measurements. Livingstone com¬

mented : "He is such a good fellow that I must try to get him
71

/350 too and allay all cause for grumbling on that score."

On that same day, Livingstone advised Baines:

I think you were quite right in declining to draw at
the rate of £200 a year. I am sure you deserve /350...
When the salaries were put down by Capt. Washington,
Sir Roderick and myself £200 were named for an artist
without any reference to you. When I subsequently be¬
came acquainted with you, Dr. Shaw thought you had got
i250 in the Australian expedition, but I was elsewhere
informed that it nad been but £200, so I could say no¬
thing, except that I felt it to be too little. Rest
assured I shall do all I can for you.72

700L - HCL, 26 February 1858, G5/53-

71NAR3, LI 1/1/1, pp. 739-742.
72

Maggs Bros. Christmas Catalogue, 1918, item 2401. Loca¬
tion of original unknown.
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Two days later, Livingstone brought the matter to Wash¬

ington's attention, expressing his "hope that the matter may

73
be comfortably arranged with Baines." Unfortunately, Liv¬

ingstone neglected to recommend that Baines' salary be in¬

creased to /350. Next day Baines put his case before Washing¬

ton in no uncertain terms: he had spent eleven years in Africa,

and two in Australia ^wnere he earned /300), while tne youngest

officer of the expedition had never travelled and yet was get¬

ting ^150 more, he added: "1 cannot accept a rate of pay which

would place me below those officers with whom X have a right to
r? a

consider myself on equal terms."

Baines' request was modest: he had left Britain when

Thornton was four years of age, and had roughed it in the bush

of two continents, making a good account of himself in both

cases. Many men of his experience would have been insulted

at the thought of being treated as Thornton's equal, which was

all Baines was asking. Washington, who appears to have had the

moat practical mind of all who were concerned with the expedition,

committed a serious error at this juncture: after thinking it

over for almost two weeks, he wrote Edmund Hammond at the

Foreign Office, requesting Baines' salary be increased to /300
75

per year. When Hammond wrote back two days later, advising

7517 February 1858, MDNL, MBS 120.

7^Baines to Washington, 18 February 1858, MDNL, MSB 120.

752 March 1856, FO 63/842, ff. 237-8.
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Washington that Lord Malmesbury approved, the deed was done.

From the tone of Baines' letter to Washington, it is clear

that any solution short of parity would have been unacceptable

to him, and if the expedition had not sailed so shortly there¬

after, it seems almost certain that he would have written an¬

other letter of protest.

Yet already a number of unanswered questions arise with

regard to Baines, such as why both Livingstone and Washington

hesitated over his appointrsent, even though Livingstone had met

him in November 1897 (before Livingstone met Xirk, Thornton,

and Rae), and had seen nim occasionally before the turn of the

year; why Baines was placed below both Charles Livingstone and

Thornton in tne chain of command, despite his experience; and

why Washington did not recommend a salary increase to i390,

which would have been only /90 more than Baines had received

on his previous expedition?

It may be that Charles and Thornton were better educated

and could present their views more articulately than could

Baines, and yet his letters indicate that he could write at least

as well as either of them. Also, they were backed by Livingstone

and Murchison, respectively, and while Baines was armed with an

impressive sheaf of letters on his behalf, his influence was not

as powerful as theirs.

Neither possibility is very convincing, and wonders if

' Hammond to Washington, 4 March 1898, MBNL, MLS 120.
Lord Malmesbury had just replaced Clarendon as Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs.



Baines had a personal habit which proved a severe liability -

such as alcoholism - which his only olographer to date chose
77

to ignore. Whatever iaay have oeen the case, the treatment

Baines received in London was apparently either unjust or at

best ill-considered, and it was to have repercussions in

Africa, for only six days after Washington learned that

Baines' pay increase was accepted, the Zambezi Expedition

left Britain.

77
J.P.R. Wallis, Thomas Baines of King's Lynn, (London,

1941), hereafter WTBK. At this writing another biography is
said to be in preparation in Cape Town, which will hopefully
be free of the obvious bias manifested by Vallis.



CHAPTER IV

THE COMMANDER'S ASSISTANT, 1858 - 1859

PART ONE: INTRODUCTION

All folks believe within the shire
This story to be true. Child, 35

A Review of the Literature. Although Charles Livingstone was

appointed to the expedition to serve as his brother's general

assistant, by the end of 1859 the European nucleus had been

reduced from seven to four persons, and was about to be reduced

to three with the departure of Rae for .Britain in March, 1860.

This decrease in personnel altered the nature of Charles'

duties, for now the strict interpretation of his office gave

way before the necessity of the remaining men to lend a hand to

wnatever needed be done, with little regard for the content and

implications of their original instructions. Thus it seems

reasonable to emphasize Charles' role as assistant during the

first two yea.rs of the expedition, and to give it less import

as time went on.

Most writers have tended to portray Charles as having been

the maxn cause of tne dissention which plagued the men from the

very beginning. Coupiand, for example, who wrote mainly from

the viewpoint of John Kirk, portrayed Charles as being lazy,
i

untruthful, ungentiemanly, and something of a "dandy," and

goes on to blame him completely for the differences which arose

between David Livingstone on the one hand, and Thornton and

*R. Coupiand, Kirk on the Zambesi; a Chapter of African
history, (oxford, 1928), p. 133 et passim, nereafter CaoD.~~
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Baines on the otner. In fact, throughout his book he treats

Charles to what today would be considered a generous portion

of character assassination. This interpretation was under¬

scored by Wallis in hie biography of Baines. Once this die

had been cast, few seemed willing to challenge this inter-
2

pretation.

hence while Debenham concentrated on David's skill as a

geographer, he could not resist commenting on Charles en

3
passant: observing that there was in the narrative^ the

"complete suppression of the names of those who did valiant

work," he conjectures that this is one element of the book

which was forced on David by his brother Oharles, "of whom no

good thing could be said." Coming from a man of Debenham's

obvious stature, such an evaluation of any human being is

rather surprising, but he goes on to refer to Charles as "the

real black sheep of the party."^
Two years after this was published, Seaver repeated many

of Coupland's conclusions, but he noted another side to Charles:

2
Boeazza points out that the "earliest published accusa¬

tions" against Charles were made in H.H. Johnston, Livingstone
and tne Lxpioration of Central Africa, (London, N.if. [1 912 Yj ,
hereafter JLCa), but his approach is mild and specific compared
with the all-encompassing accusations of Coupland and the vit¬
riol of Wallis. BLPI3. Chapter VI, p. 16.

3
David and Charles Livingstone, Narrative of an Expedition

to the Zambezi and its Tributaries, (London, 1865)7" LND2 anon.

^Brank Debenham, The Way to Ilala, (London, 1955), pp. 202-
203. Hereafter jjWtl. ^he only European whose name is completely
suppressed from the Narrative (of the original 7) is Bedingfeld,
and no one has yet suggested he did "valiant work" on the Zam¬
bezi.
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he gives him credit for introducing the cultivation of cotton

into south-central Africa, and points out that there must have

been a gentle side to his nature since his niece Anna Mary

(David's daughter) recalled in later life that her Uncle Char¬

les was axways attentive, kind, and playful with her during his

furloughs home from Africa - something her own father had not

been.

In his excellent work on Charles Mackenzie, Owen Chadwick

has much to say about Charles Livingstone. He was a "calamitous

choice... the spark which ignited the flame fuel of bad temper...

unsuitable as an officer of the expedition." His "nervousness

of colleagues... rendered him aggressive," and he "concealed his

uncertainties by a veneer of roughness, self-elevation, truc-

ulence, dogmatism, and assertiveness." The "evil genius of the

expedition," David "accepted his often inaccurate and unbalanced

judgements on persons and situations, took note of his gossip
6

about the crew, and thereby committed some of his mistakes."

To continue this brief examination of works dealing with

Charles Livingstone, which information presented later in this

chapter and indeed throughout tnis entire study will prove not

to be irrelevant, attention will now be given to a small but

5^SG-DL, pp. 387 and 456 respectively. See A.M. Livingstone
Wilson, "Recolieotions of David Livingstone," Cnamber's Journal.
Eighth Series, vol. vii (December, 1938), pp. 969-967. A sim-
ilar point is made in a letter from Dr. Hubert S. Wilson to
K.J. Campbell in OKJL. p. 261, n.

^Cwen Chadwick, Kacxenzle's Crave, (London, 1959), p. 26.
hereafter jCuHG. His judgement of Charles Livingstone is a rare
flaw in an otherwise excellent work.
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vital work on the expedition, the edited version of Livingstone's

Ruvuma notebook. In tnia work, Charles is portrayed as David's

"awkward if not malevolent brother" who "for reasons of health

or simply through weakness of character... brought so much dis-

cord, to the Expedition." Ihus the reader is given the option

of considering Charles either awkward and unhealthy or malevo¬

lent and weak of character, and the concept that Charles might

have been anything other than evil and sinister, is a more

8
contemporary echo of an observation made earlier by Carapoeil.

Nevertheless, in tne following year, another work appeared

which dealt with Charles in a most contemptuous and scathing

manner. Hansford calls Charles "the curse of the whole enter¬

prise... the vindictive eminence grise of the expedition," and

"the dandy of African exploration." Not content, he goes on to
Q

call Charles "Livingstone's demented brother."-7

In his history of the expedition, Kartell! perpetuates the

"traditional" interpretation of the role Charles played in

Central Africa. When discussing the Expedition's personnel, he

n

Ceorge Shepperson, David Livingstone and the Hovuraa, (Edin¬
burgh, 1965), p. 15, hereafter 3PLR.

8
"Charles Livingstone was... never free from fever from

the first week of landing in Africa... the same may apply to
Bedingfeid, Baines and the rest, and perhaps explains every-
thing." CKJh. p. 261. Indeed, as has been suggested in the
Introduction, it was this curiosity of Professor Shepperson*s
which led him to suggest that a serious, full-length study of
Charles Livingstone and his Zambezi work was long overdue.

a
-^Oliver Hansford, Livingstone' s Lake: the Drama of Nyasa.

(London, 1966), pp. 84-5 and p. 95, reepeotlvely. Hereafter
R-ultN.
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writes: "Individually, with the possible exception of his

brother Charles, they were all men of character and ability,
10

well qualified to serve the purpose of the Expedition."

He gees on to depict Charles as the "laziest of the party,"

"always the weakest link in the chain," who often behaved like

a "vicious guttersnipe."1''
In his very controversial biography of David Livingstone,

Tim Jeal continues the trend of deprecating Charles Living¬

stone. With Reference to the theological division among the

members of the Universities' Mission to Central Africa (UMCA),

he writes: "Charles did his best to try to set the Low Church

section of the mission against the High Church section," iraply-
1 2

ing that Charles wrougnt such navoc out of sneer delight.

He also quotes from a letter Charles wrote his wife, in which

he mentions the hot and humid lodgings in the "Pioneer" which

David and Kary were compelled to share, and comments: "the un¬

fortunate couple are nearly melted." Jeal writes that Charles

noted this with "relish," again implying sadistical tendencies

1 %1GLR. p. 36. 111bid,. pp. 76, 124, 143 respectively.
1 ?

'JToi, p, 238. Everyone enjoyed setting Rowley against
the others on topics such as Cromwell and Charles I, etc. kirk
wrote: "We must amuse ourselves so we have grog before going to
bed and a discussion either on politics or theology..." (letter
to his brother Alexander, 26 June 1861, in Reginald Foskett. The
zambesi Journal and setters of Dr. John Kirk 1856-63, (Edinburgh
and London, 1965), p. 554; hereafter fZJK. Waller noted: "A good
heavy argument is a fine thing in these Climates, it exercises
the mind," journal entry for 26 July 1863, quoted in COLO. p.
156. Chadwick commented: "The arguments never transgressed the
limits of friendly provocation..." ibid., p. 40.
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to the man.

Listowel takes a passing shot at Charles by referring to

him as "an inveterate gossip, who intrigued freely and worked

little,"1^ and it is further discouraging to note that in hie

excellent work on the Africans who contributed so much to the

European exploration of Africa, Simpson, when discussing the

Europeans of this expedition and of the U.M.C.A. who later

returned to work in Africa, completely ignores Charles Living¬

stone and the nine years of his life he dedicated to the
u 15

service of K.M. Government in west Africa.

This then, is a composite character sketch of Charles Liv¬

ingstone as represented by the various writers mentioned above:

he was a weakling, a liar, lazy, ungentlemanly, a malicious

gossip, awkward at best, demented, nervous, aggressive, rough,

truculent, dogmatic, and assertive; a man who pulled the wool

over his brother's eyes due to familial connections, and who

was in addition sadistical, the black sheep of the party, the

weakest link in the chain, of whom no good thing could be said.

^^JTLi. p. 252. The entire excerpt from this letter (CL -

HCL, 28 February 1862, G5/79) reads as follows: "These hot nights
the unfortunate couple are nearly melted, have now to open the
door leading to our den. Dearly though I love my own wife, I
should regret to see her in this hospital ship." Charles hardly
"relished" the Livingstones plight, but was rather sympathetic.
Incidentally, Chadwick published this entire extract (COMG, p.
126) 14 years before Jeal published Livingstone.

14 /x

nistowel, Judith, The other Livingstone, (London, 1974;,
p. 174. Hereafter LTOL.

1 5
Simpson, Donald, Dark Companions, (London, 1975), p. 52.

Hereafter SDDC.
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and who was possibly only worthy of being ignored. Indeed, this

is the Sdward Hyde of Africa.

However, to anyone acquainted even superficially with the

world at large and the record of its history, it Eight seem tnat

all of this simply cannot be true about one individual, at least

one with no record of criminal activity or crimes committed

against mankind on his record. Nevertheless, the evidence must

be examined to determine how well Charles Livingstone fulfilled

his role as hie commander's assistant.

It should be noted from the outset that this is not easily

determined, because it is not always easy to ascertain exactly

wnat David required of him. In his letter of instruction to

Charles dated 10 May 1858, David makes no mention that Charles
1 f\

is to function in any way as his assistant. However, from the

time of their arrival in the Zambezi region, Charles did a great

deal of copying of letters and dispatches for nis brother. No

doubt David felt Charles was the only person he could impose upon

for tnis task, due to their relationship, and because of the

sensitivity of the raaterial being copied, he undoubtedly felt

that his brother was the best choice for reasons of security.

In this area, Charles' duties as assistant were adequately per¬

formed in a non-controversial manner. He duly witnessed documents

1 6
Original among "Autographs" in GCLOG; David's copy pub¬

lished in J.P.R. Wallis, The Zambezi expedition of David. Living¬
stone. 1858 to 1865. 2 vols. (London, 1956)~, (Central Africa!
Archives, Oppenheimer Series, Number Nine), pp. 431-2. Here¬
after W2KL. It should be remembered that all documents quoted
from this source are David's copies, which often differ from
originals.
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relevant to the Bedingfeid affair, he copied much of David's

correspondence into the Commander's private journal, and he

rendered further service by copying Government dispatches. In

a way, Charles was from the first penalized - not favoured -

for being the leader's brother, in that as a result of their

relationship, his duties were increased.

Many are those who have believed that Charles used his

position as the Commander's Assistant in order to elevate him¬

self at the expense of others, by securing or contributing un¬

fairly to the dismissal of other Europeans from the expedition.

Even had he desired, Charles would have found it difficult to

remain neutral to the affairs of others, because his role as

scribe exposed him to information which the others could not

possibly have known. Many times one cannot be certain if his

words and actions are his own, or are in general conformity with

his brother's expectations. And, as so many of David's instruct'

ions to him would have been given orally, written clues are few

and far between.

We have seen above (p. 80) that in recommending Charles,

David placed "entire reliance on his temper and judgement," (al¬

beit when dealing with Africans), and on 1 December 1859» when

the original two-year period of the expedition was waning, David

wrote; "The Botanist and my own assistant have fully answered
17

my expectations..." If very close to the end of the period

under discussion the assistant received his commander's appro-

17WZ£L. p. 136.
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bation, there should be little snore to say on the subject, nut

as we shall see below (p.189), David shortly thereafter changed

his mind dramatically, and the writers mentioned above who

assailed Charles tend to concentrate their attacks on his be¬

havior during 1858-9, while justifying tneir conclusions using

opinions recorded by David and others during 1860 and later.

In order to fathom the labyrinth of charge and counter¬

charge, it is necessary to examine carefully and in maximum de¬

tail the dismissals of Norman Bedingfeld, hichard Thornton, and

Thomas Baines, with emphasis on the role Charles Livingstone

played - or did not play - in each.



PARI1 TWO: KuRMAN BELINGPEID

he took leave of hie fellows all,
And quickly he was gone. Child, 271

Embarkation and Dismissal. The "Pearl" left Birkenhead on 10

March, 1856, bound for Asia, with major stops planned for Cape

Town and the Zambezi delta region of Mozambique. In addition to
the members of Livingstone's expedition, the "Pearl" had on board

the 24 pieces of the expedition's steamer, which were to be

unloaded and assembled upon arrival. After an exploration and

Burvey of the delta had been completed, the two vessels were to

proceed upriver to Pete, where the remainder of the supplies were

to be unloaded. These tasks completed, the "Pearl" was to con¬

tinue on its journey to Ceylon (Sri Lanka), while Livingstone

and his party turned their attention inland.

On 14 May they arrived at the delta region, and after

slightly more than two weeks' exploration, the "Pearl" entered

the Zambezi via the newly-discovered ivongone Canal, a natural

channel which permitted large ships to enter the river proper.

When it quickly became apparent that the "Pearl" could not navi¬

gate the river as far inland as Tete, the expedition's gear was

deposited on Nyika Island (renamed "Expedition Island"), some 40

miles from the sea, and on 26 June the "Pearl" departed. Not

until 8 November were the bulk of the supplies transferred to

Tete, and by tnat date, heaingfeld was no longer connected with

the expedition. On August 28 he had left Lhupanga in the company

of Colons^ Gualdino Nunes and a guard of Portuguese soldiers,

bound for Ouelimane and eventually, London. He had been
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dismissed as Second-in-Command of tne Zambezi Expedition.

The reasons for Bedingfeld's dismissal are too numerous and

varied to list completely at this time, mainly because they had

little to do with Charles Livingstone. Among the many advanced

by lavib are insubordination, egomania, temper tantrums unbecom¬

ing an officer, and a lack of sufficient interest in the

success of the expedition.* And there was another, less pub¬

licized reason: Bedingfeld was victim ^according to Living-

stone) of a particularly obnoxious form of syphillis. further¬

more, Livingstone believed that Bedingfeld wrote letters to the

official bulletin of the government of i.ocaabique which were dam-
3

aging to expedition prospects. ahis being the case, it would

have been most unusual nad nedingfeld not been dismissed. Gb-

viously, there was more to his departure than could be laid at

the door of any one expedition member, but as there was one

serious cause of contention between Charles and Bedingfeld, it

should be examined at tnis time.
<TJO

*
these charges are discussed at length in the various bio¬

graphies of Livingstone.
2
DL to W.E.A. Gordon, 3 November 1859 (a postscript to an

earlier but as yet unknown letter), copy in DL's hand enclosed
in DL to John Washington, 4 February 1S60, KDNL, KSS 120; also
referred to as "sypniliis" in DL to J. Bevan Braithwaite, 7 Feb¬
ruary 1860 (postscript to 26 January 1860), NL8, MS.dep.237. T®
Frederick Gray (21 September 1858, KCSL MS. Sc 99)» Livingstone
calls it "irritation of bowels and bladder," and in his journal
on 1 December 1859 it is "venereal irritable bladder," WZEL 136.

3
A brief perusal of the Boletim do uoverno Geral da Provin-

cia de Mozambique, relevant issues (hereafter BGPMi revealed no
eucn "let ters~,out printed herein are many of DL'a letters to per¬
sons and government officials in London and Cape Sown, tor some
of these letters, the location of the original is not known.
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chronometers. It was briefly mentioned above (p. 87) that

prior to the sailing of the "Pearl," the two men were taking

chronometers from Greenwich to Birkenhead, when two of the

watches fell off a seat in a railway carriage and were damaged.

£ver afterwards, chronometers continued to provide a cause of

discord between the two men. As a general rule, one or more

of the chronometers would be allowed to run down, and Beding-

feid, who was responsible for keeping them going, would attempt

to evade responsibility, usually at the expense of Charles.

Lavid later wrote that on 30 June 1858 a small chronometer

leaned to the expedition by the R.G.S. (called "Old Traveller")

was "purposely allowed to run dowrs."^ Ke also wrote Thomas

Xaclear (Astronomer Royal in C&pe Town) that Bedingfeld had let

2 chronometers run down, and had got them going again without

telling anyone or noting it in the chronometer journal."*
After his dismissal, Bedingfeld returned to London, where

he was questioned on many subjects by Admiralty and Foreign

Office officials. In defence of his role with regard to the

chronometers, Bedingfeld raised four points, as follows: 1) two

of the chronometers had been allowed to fall off the seat of a

railway carriage "while in the care of Mr. Charles Livingston;"

2) "several" were allowed to run down on the "Pearl" while Bed-

4
1L to Thomas Maclear, 6 October 1853, LARS LI 1/1/1, pp.

904 - 927.

''MARS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 689-92. This journal, which is appar¬
ently lost today, was left on tne "Lady Lyassa" in Bombay in 1864-
65, and was sent to Raclear shortly thereafter: see DL to Kaclear,
4 February 1867, NARS LI 1/1/1, pp. 2224 - 27.



ingfeld was absent exploring the river, and hence not respon¬

sible; 3) wniie the group headquarters were on Expedition Is&

land, Bedingfeld was frequently absent, and upon his return

he "always found their errors and during my absence Mr. Charles

Livingston had the care of them and also the Chronometer jour¬

nal," and finally; 4) "Cn Sunday morning 23th November during

a dense fog... I remonstrated against going - Dr. Livingston

abused me and my mind occupied with insults... the Chronometers

were forgotten and allowed to run down. On returning to the

island 1 informed Kr. Charles Livingston of the circumstance

and I of course thought he would have entered the fact in the

Chronometer journal in his charge."^
For the moment, no further mention of the railway carriage

incident will be made. Bedingfeld's accusation in 2) is vague,

and evidence to corroborate his charge is not available. This

could only nave transpired between 15 hay (when the "Pearl"

entered the West Luabo) and 26 June (when she sailed for Cey¬

lon.). ho mention of chronometers' running down during this

period is made in David's journal, Kirk's journal, Thornton's

journal, Baines' journal, Skead's journal/report, Charles'

letters to his wife, David's letters to John Washington, his

dispatches to the Earl of Maineobury, the existing correspond¬

ence oetween David Livingstone and Commander Bedingfeld, nor,

^nedingfeld to Kalmeabury, 29 January 1859, FO 63/871, ff.
14-21. It is to be noted that Bedingfeld's date of 25 November
in 4) is incorrect, as he was out of the region by then. The
date should read "25tn July."
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most incriminating of all, Bedingfeld*s "log" of events during

this period - which Livingstone was certain Bedingfeld wrote at
7

a later date using Baines' journal as a guide. Since Beding-

feld's main antagonist at this tine was John luncan, Master of

the "Pearl," Bedingfeld may have made this unsubstantiated

statement in order to discredit him.

Bedingfeld's charge in 3) is similar to the previous one,

except that it covers tne period from 27 June to Bedingfeld's

dismissal on 31 July. In a letter to Washington dated 26 March,

1359, Bedingfeld wrote that when he gave up charge of the chron-

ometers on 31 July, they were running well and steadily. How¬

ever, when writing to Harriette on 22 June, 1858, Charles said:
q

"I have 7 chronometers to take charge of." It is obviously

difficult to determine which of tne men had charge of the

watches on which days, and none of the sources mentioned in the

previous paragraph provide further information. Certainly, Bed¬

ingfeld blames Charles in no uncertain terms.

In examining Bedingfeld's final point, it seems that he is

not blaming anyone for the fact that the chronometers ran down

Cunless it was Livingstone's fault for distracting him), but he

doe3 seem to blame Charles Livingstone for failing to maice a

7
Livingstone to Washington, 13 bepteaber 185&, MBBL, MSS 120.

all of tne sources referred to are described in the Bibliography.

8MDHL, MBS. 120.

^CL - HCL, 19 May - 24 June 1858, G5/8. However, para. 2
of Charles' instructions (WZBL, pp. 431-2) indicates that he was
to take charge of the chronometers only after Pete was reached.
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relevant entry in the Chronometer journal, it wao probably this

incident to which Lavid referred in his letter to Kaclear oi 10

September (p. 102 n. 5 above), which he brought to bedingfeld's

attention on 12 august, and to the Earl of Mialmesbury'8 on 16

August.10 Although Livingstone seems nowhere to give the date

of the incident, Bedingfeld's 25 November/ (July] seems to fit,
and by his own words, he had charge of the chronometers until

51 July.

In explaining his dealings with the chronometers in his 4

points listed above, Bedingfeld seems to be responding to the

question "Why did you fail to report immediately the fact that

2 chronometers fell off the seat of a railway carriage?" Bed-

ingfeld said that it would have been unpleasant for the Pr. had

he done so, "as his brother had alre&ay stopped one chronometer

by jumping out of an omnibus with it in his pocket," ana as

there was a long voyage ahead to the Cape, and as the chrono¬

meters had not stopped, there was time to get them steady again."'*
Two days later he wrote Washington again, telling him that

another reason he did not report the incident was tnat the "ieari"
1 2

was expecting to leave immediately for Africa.

The reference to Charles' jumping off the omnibus is unique:

no other source mentions it. But it does call to mind the fact

1pp. 27-29, and p. 280, respectively.

1*Bedingfeld to Washington, 26 March 1859, MDJKL, MBS. 120.
1 2

Bedlngfeid to Washington, 28 March 1859> MDNL, M3S. 120.
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that Charles was involved in yet another chronometer contro¬

versy before the expedition left .airland. Livingstone wrote to

Washington on 12 February 1858:

"he complaint of Mr. Welsh about the chronometer having
run down was frivilous. I wrote a sharp letter to Mr.
Charles Livingstone on receiving the report and on
further investigation felt asnaiaed that X had done it.
The watch did not run down but stopped and evoked the
ejaculation "Hallo! have I. forgot to wind it up?" On
trial with the key it was found wound up. Captn naig
asked if it had been neglected and received the reply
^o. i,r. Welsh overhearing this infers + the inference
is gravely reported to you as fact. I was very much
annoyed by the idea that my brother was careless in the
performance of urns duty. He walked all the way from
Highbury to this around midnight and back again after
receiving my note and after spending a sleepless night
(X was out til 12*) was nere early this morning to
explain.13

Shis is another incident for which further information is not

available, but it does appear as if Oharles acquitted himself

of the cnarge. jln addition, this extract does reveal one side

of the working relationship established between the two brothers

from the very start; David was not about to overlook Charles'

errors, and Charles could not depend upon his brother to treat

him uncritically, indeed, David Livingstone was never one to

pamper his brothers, sisters, or any other relatives: his

letters and journals show he was severe in his criticism of even

his parents ana children when he disagreed with their actions or

ideas, indeed, only nis wife mary and his daughter seem to have

always been exempt from his quick eye and sharp tongue.

1 5
MDN1, EBb. 120. As this was written from 18 Hart Street,

bloomsbury, Charles' waxk was in excess of ten miles.
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Having thus examined various bits arid pieces concerning

the chronometer controversy which dogged Bedingfeld and Charles,

let us attempt to assess it all. Evidently they were both

clumsy when handling the delicate instruments, out it does seem

that whenever Lorman .nee ingleId had the slightest hope of

sailting responsibility for maltreatment or malfunction to

Charle3 Livingstone, he attempted to do so. ihis would certainly

contribute to the less-than-ideal relations between the two,

although it should be noted that since many of Bedingfeld's

accusations were made after he had left the Zambesi, it is just

possible that Charles never knew he had been cast as the naval

officer's scapegoat.

John Washington, with much of the evidence and one of the

two antagonists before his very eyes, was not inclined to acquit

Bedingfeld. In his 17 page report on Bedingfeld's resignation,

Washington notes that Bedingfeld lays blame for the railway

carriage incident on Charles, "who is not here to a .swer for Him¬

self," and goes on to say that 7 chronometers were placed under

Bedingfeld's charge at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, on 2

March 1858; and if in fact it was Charles Livingstone ("a3 we

now learn for the first time") who allowed the two chronometers

to fall, why was it not reported to either David or Washington

by Bedingfeld?

Rejecting Bedingfeld's reasons advanced in his letters of

26 and 28 March (p. 105 above), Washington notes that on 5 March

1858 he himself visited the "Pearl" at Birkenhead, spoke of the
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chronometers, and was shown where they would be stored, during

the voyage (he implies he was shown by Bedingfeld), yet no men¬

tion was made of the accident. There was ample time to have 2

replacements sent from Greenwich; the time ball at Liverpool

dropped daily (an aid to mariners from which corrections could

have been made); and corrections certainly could have been made

at the observatory in Cape Town. Washington goes on to say that

Bedingfeld was chosen as Laval Officer of the Zambezi Expedition

"for the express purpose of taking charge of the chronometers

and ail astronomic and magnetic observations, as stated in the

25th par. of tne foreign Office Instructions, and as repeated

more pointedly in the 20th par. of Br. Livingstone's Special

Instructions to this Officer."

After noting that "Omdr. Bedingfeld states that he found

some difficulty in getting a correct rate for the chronometers

owing to the cloudy weather at the Cape," Washington concludes

"This short sentence betrays entire ignorance of the management

of chronometers...," and "Commander Bedingfeld failed to clear

himself of this charge." i.e. (dereliction of duty with regard
-» 14-

to the chronometers].
It may be that had Charles been so charged, he would have

oeen unable to clear himself, but it must be noted that except

for the charges advanced by Bedingfeld, there is no evidence tuat

Charles mishandled the chronometers prior to Bedingfeld's

1^John Washington, "Keport on Commander Bedingfeld's re¬
signation of his Appointment to tne Zambesi Expedition under Dr.
Livingstone," 31 march 1859, MDNL, MBS. 120.
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dismissal. In fairness to Bedingfeld it must be noted again

that a main piece of evidence - the chi'cnometer journal - is not

available. However, until that volume coiaes to light, Captain
15

Washington's judgement must be allowed to stand.

Charles' hole in Beaingfela's Dismissal. it remains to consider

how crucial a role, if any, Charles played in Bedingfeld's dis¬

missal. Wallis wrote that when Bedingfeld ran afoul of Living¬

stone and Duncan, "brother Charles rushed in, making the affair

a personal quarrel, eagerly testifying to the naval officer's
1 fl

use of insubordinate language." While there is scant evi¬

dence that Charles "rushed in" "eagerly," Kirk noted that
17

Charles had made a "private quarrel" of it. Perhaps Charles

could be forgiven if he knew how Bedingfeld regularly tried to

place blame on him, and anyway, one can hardly expect that

Charles would have supported Bedingfeld in his dispute with the

expedition's commander, wnich no other Kuropean (with the

possible exception of Baines) did.

A close examination of Charles' testimony against Beding¬

feld ^written six weeks after the dismissal and hence nardly a

"rushed" action) reveals said testimony to be notning more than

a very reasonable account of what Charles heard Bedingfeld say

15
'Washington was no stranger to chronometers and similar

instruments. In hi3 younger days he took astronomical obser¬
vations in many of the exotic places he visited, and his pion¬
eering work in Morocco was published: "ueographical Notice of
the Empire of Karocco." JKCBL i. (1831).

p. 136. ^PZJfC. 3 August 1838, p. 61.
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xo Joan ~uncan on one occasion and xo David on another: Charles

uses no emotive words or pnraaes, implies no more taan what ae

actually recalled hearing, and gives no indication of any kind
1 8

that he harboured a personal grudge against Bedingfeld. In

fact, judged from his position as Commander1e assistant, Charles

did an admirable job... his report is concise ana surprisingly

disinterested. kirk's similar Xestimony is more vague, and

Thornton goes farther than anyone: "Having been a good deal with

opt. Bedingfeld in the Launch, it is my opinion that his ceasing

to be a member of the expedition was decidedly for the good of

the Expedition. Mot only was he dissatisfied himself but he
1 9

tried to make other members of the Expedition so..."

While John Duncan had many quarrels with Bedingfeld, his

version of the one which led to Bedingfeld' s second and filial

resignation is again a reasonably calm assessment of what

actually took place.^ And although there seems to be no doc¬

ument in Rae's hand against Bedingfeld, he was none the less

involved in the controversy. Livingstone wrote that aedingfeld's

first major quarrel was with "the Engineer, and but for Captain

Duncan's kind interposition we should have been deprived of the

best man that Tod + Macgregor could give ua. He offered to go

1^CL to DL, 14 bepteraber 1858, FQ 63/643 ii, f. 58. Waliis
dates it erroneously as 1st September in WLEL, p. 278. Charles
is in fact much fairer to Bedingfeld than Wallis is to Charles.

^Both items are found in WZKh, pp. 278-280.

p. 19»
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as a stoker in the "Pearl" rather than be abused by iieding-

feld's tongue...Although we do not know in what way Dun¬

can intervened, it may well be that this was the genesis of

Bedingfeld*n antipathy toward ^uncan. In the same letter from

which the previous quote was taken, Livingstone notes that

Bedingfeld, upon watching Jaines run the launch aground, "said

to Mr. Pcae 'I saw that... do you think they could do without

me?" Hae's mentioning this to him certainly irritated Living¬

stone considerably, for he mentions this attitude of Beding¬

feld' 8 in many of his letters from this period.

Ihus Charles was not alone in presenting testimony which

faithfully witnessed Bedingfeld's unfavourable conduct - as we

have seen, his report was among the most restrained - and he

can hardly be considered responsible for Bedingfeld's dismissal/
22

resignation.

21
David Livingstone to John Washington, 13 September 1858,

fn, m•»>.>. 1 20.
22

Although there is little to indicate that Baines was
offended by Bedingfsld, Kirk wrote as early as 10 June that Bed-
ingfeld. quarreled with Baines, Kae, Skead and Duncan, noting
that nedingfeld "comes out perhaps as the great man and forgets
tnat he is but the equal of others when tne Dr. ia present."
(f/,JK, p. 40). Baines seems to have been the only one with
whom jscdingfeld patched up the disagreement, and ironically
enough, it appears that the only person with whom Bedingfeld
did not nave an open altercation was Charles Livingstone. Per¬
haps Charles' journal will tell a vastly different story, when
it becomes available to researchers.



PART ThRSE: RIChAHD THORNTON

Yonder comes a good fellow, said our king,
That cares not whether he lose or win. Child, 273

Various Opinions. Altnough few writers nave been willing to

implicate Charles Livingstone very seriously in the dismissal

on Bedingfeld, this has not been the case with regards to the

failure of Richard Thornton. Debenham wrote: "rlis dismissal...

was Drought about in a most awkward way and with accusations

tainted by Charles' malevolence toward the youth.Appar¬

ently speaking ex cathedra, Hansford commented: "The dismissals

of Thornton and oaines can with certainty be traced to Charles'
2

trouble-making..," and the editor of Thornton's papers echoes:

"Charles Livingstone brought against Raines and Thornton the
•st

charges on which they were dismissed,a comment which yields

itself to slightly broader interpretation.

Martelli sees Thornton and Baines (it is interesting to

note how frequently writers lump these two cases together) as

being "victims of Livingstone's prejudice and his brother's

spite," ana further states that Thornton's better qualities

only emerged after he had escaped Charles' "baneful influence."^
Jeal adds that Charles "worked hard to discredit Thornton," but

1DWtI. p. 155. 2RLIN, p. 85.
•5
-'idward C. Tabler, The Zambezi Papers of Richard Thorn¬

ton, Geologist to Livingstone's Zambezi Expedition^ (London,
19b3i» 2 vols., (Robins series T<o. 4), xiv. hereafter TPHT.

4KC1R. pp. 115 and 117, respectively. As Martelli fails
to indicate which brother was prejudiced and which was spite¬
ful, the reader is free to ascribe either quality to each.
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in an unusual moment of self-restraint, Jeal admits: "The

precise part Jharies Livingstone played in Thornton's dismissal
5

is not entirely clear...iiven J.P.ft. Walxis, whose continual

unrelenting and unsubstantiated attacks on Charles soon become

boring, shows unaccustomed circumspection by merely noting: "The

evidence points to Charles Livingstone as the source of much of
g

the personal difficulties in the party." Coupland, one of the

earliest of writers to address himself to this problem, wrote:

"The mainspring of these quarrels was the mischief-making of
7

Charles Livingstone."

While all of tnese, and others as well, freely accuse

Charles of ill behavior, few bother to present specific motives

for his alleged ill-treatment of innocent men, and the charges

of those who do seem to lack conviction. Thus Tabler writes:

"Charles' motives are not difficult to uncover. Thornton states

that he was jealous of the attention and favours lavished upon
Q

himself and haines by the Portuguese." According to Jeal,

"Thornton's sin in Charles' eyes was that he 'sneered at Scotch¬

men' and laughed at religiously-minded men for their serious-
9

ness." Even if true, such hardly warrant assumption that

Charles was so angered by such trifles as to demand - and get -

5JTLi. pp. 227-228. 6WZEL. xxxix.
7OKoZ. p. 181. 61?RT. p. xv.

9JTLi, p. 228.
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Thornton's dismissal from the expedition.1^ Jeal's comment is

illustrative of a phenomenon all-too-frequently observed in the

works of 20th century writers concerning the Livingstones,

namely the assumption tnat because they were religiously orient¬

ed, they were by definition narrow-minded, intolerant, and anti-

Rpicurean. Thus Kartell!, in criticizing David for disapproving

"skylarking" (drunkenness11), refers to him as a man who "except
12

possibly with his wife, never had any fun in his whole life,"

as if to imply that drunkenness was merely recreation which could

hardly retard government service. Charles was indeed trained

thoroughly in religion and theology, but he was not as narrow-

minded and serious as his critics make him out to have been.

His letters to his wife and children from 1857 to 1873 are filled

with levity and good humour - much more so than are David's - and
15

he was not above having an occasional drink with the Portuguese.

Thornton's Charges. After reflecting upon his dismissal, Thorn¬

ton placed blame on Charles, but surprisingly he also advances

no convincing motives to substantiate his claim. Charles:

10 n-

Actually, it seems that Hae toqk Thornton's anti-Scottish
remarks much more seriously than did Charles: on one occasion
when Thornton referred to "Scotch brutes," "Mr. Rae put him in
bodily fear by telling him if he repeated the words he would
drub him as he would not have either his country or his country¬
men disrespectfully spoken of." DL to Murchison, 7 February
1860, NAR3, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1099 - 1102.

11
See DL to Catherine Ridley, 26 February 1841, NMLZ on dis¬

play. 12 MCLR, p. 118.

1^CL-HCL, 15 November 1858 describes celebrating the birth¬
day of Pedro V (16 September), 05/10; and OL-HCL 26 June 1859
does the same with regards to Victoria (24 May), (*5/18.
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had an old grudge against me because I would not let him
have all his own way in the 'Pearl,' and have not since
shown him quite as much respect as he liked. Since
Christmas he has (except wnen the Br. was at Tete) been
commanding officer at iete: he has lived in state at one
end of the house whilst Mr. flainee and myself have lived
in one room at the other end. We only saw each other at
meal times. Well, neither the Br. or his brother are
liked by the Portuguese, so that he got no visitors
while lots came to our end, so he got spiteful, and set
the ii&kololo to spy after ail our doings indoors and
out. Now the Makololo get lots of cloth, etc. from Mr.
L., whilst if they come to our end of the house, I
always turned them out, so they wld exaggerate any of
our doings and 'the long one,' (pharles) who keeps the
public journal, added his own exaggerations and writes
all off to Senna for the Dr. Things have been going on
in this way since Christmas, fly the time the Br.
arrived in June the 'long one' had a long bitter account
against flaines and myself, the result of which was that
the Dr. wrote me an official letter, stopping my pay
from the 3rd of May, so that I am now no longer a member
of the expedition, and was told that if I continued to
work it wld be better for me.14

Bo further evidence is available concerning a disagreement

between Charles and Thornton wnile on the 'Pearl,' but as the

two men spent free days wandering around together in Freetown

and cape Town, it was either insignificant or occurred there¬

after. It may also be that it made a deeper impression on the

young Thornton than it did upon Charles, for the former wrote

in his journal on 23 July 185& - after the 'Pearl' had sailed -

"Mr. Q.L. brought me a lot of geological specimens, (lie wa0
nearly knocked up with the heat which this day has been some-

1 5
thing tremendous." furthermore, in early 1859 when Thornton

^Richard Thornton to his sister Helen, 22 July 1859* in
WZEL, pp. xli - xlii.

1 ^IPliT. p. 29.
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was recovering from illness, but was anxious to get back to

work, Cnarles "recommended me to stay a few days longer and get
1 6 rp

quite strong." ^his obvious concern on Charles1 part must

have impressed inornton, for he recalled it over 6 months later,

arid it may indicate that whatever differences tne two men may

have had, oharles certainly bore no virulent grudge against the

young geologist.

as far as Thornton's cnarge concerning the Portuguese is

concerned, there can be no doubt that Thornton and Baines were

on a more intimate social level with the Portuguese than was

Charles. David continually railed against their "frightful

immorality," and Charles probably thought in similar terms. Yet

he was congenial with tne Portuguese, and in addition to making

an appearance at their celebrations he on occasion sp^nt hours
17

translating letters from Bngiish into tneir own language.

however, in addition to his religious convictions, Charles

approached the Portuguese in a different frame of mind than did

the other two men. For example, he was married and they were not,

and he wou-td have some social occasions at which they would have

been present. Again, he was Acting commander at tne temporary

headquarters of an expedition under the aegis of the British

government, and there is evidence to indicate tnat he took this

responsibility very seriously. Indeed, with a brotner like David

^Thornton to his sister, 22 July 1859, WZEL, p. xl.

^OL - HCL, 15 November - 21 December 1858 (including jour¬
nal entries from 14 September to 21 December 1858), G5/10;
entries of 6 and 7 October.
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Livingstone, he hardly had a choice. As such he would have

considered some social gatherings among the men of Tete as

beneath his dignity and as unbecoming an officer.

.uri this sense it may be significant that one of Kirk's most

often-quoted attacks on Charles' mode of dress was written on

the day when he and David arrived in Tete (and over ten weeks

since Xirk had last seen Charles): Charles "presents a first

rate specimen of a respectable individual to the Portuguese.

I am afraid most of us are not too particular about appearances
1 S

when there is work doing." It may well be that Charles

dressed that morning in a manner he deemed suitable to receive
19

his Commander in the presence of tne Portuguese.

If so, he judged well, for at a later date he may have

inadvertently offended the new uovernor of Tete (AntSnio lavares

de Almeida) because his mode of dress was not deemed suitaDle.

Phis official visited the "Ma-Robert" somewhat unexpectedly at

a time when the vessel was in a state of chaos, and only Charles

was there to receive him. Charles informed narriette:

The uovernor had a black dress coat, white trousers and
a blaok nat, gxoves etc. I went out to rec. them on board
in my usual full dress trousers shirt with black belt,
shoes on of course. Told him it was a very small steamer,
he went off again without staying - left two cards. We
hear tnat ne was not quite pleased with my receiving him
witnout a coat.20

1c*PXJK, 3 November 1858, p. 115.
19

According to Ransford, Charles "saunters along the winding
native paths of Africa in a clean well-cut suit..." RLLN, p. 85.

^CL - HCL, 28 November 1860, 05/61.
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Furthermore, Charles was a missionary at heart, and it is

small wonder that the Portuguese became more familiar with

haines and Thornton, and sent them food and presents from time

to time. Also, this may nave been a local application of the

ancient and almost universal "divide and conquer" principle,

and if so, it worked well. If this were indeed the case, Baines

and Thornton were guilty of being duped. At any rate, Thornton

implies that because he and Baines found favour with the Portu¬

guese, Charles was perhaps jealous or "spiteful," ana as there

is no other evidence to support this charge, it is still an

open question.

Just how "familiar" xhornton became with tne residents of

fete may never be known, but years later Livingstone wrote:

Thornton told some of the members of the expedition as a
fine joke, that he had been at a feast in so + so's
house, and he did not know how it ended for when he came
to nimself he was lying in nis own bed next morning.
This debauchery was put a stop to by the Medical Officer
of the expedition telling him from muscal volltantes and
other symptoms in his eyes tr.at if he did not give up
those feasts he would lose his eyesight.21

One wonders to wnom Thornton would have related this anecdote -

certainly not to Charles Livingstone, and the only otner exped¬

ition members in Tete at the time were Baines and hae. The

reference to eyesight may imply syphillis or crudely-distilled

alcohol, and while Thornton (unlike most residents of Z&mbezia)

21
Journal, 28 January 1866 - 14 March 1872, quoted from Feb¬

ruary, 1868 642-644), LhMDL. emitted by Horace Waller, The
■hast Journals of Bavid Livingstone in Central Africa, 2 vols.,
(London, 1874), hereafter WLOZl Although Livingstone'a mind
wandered in later years, at this early date it was sound enough.
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may have been free from any danger of contracting the former,

no one has yet accused him of total abstinence with regard to

liquor. This, however, was hardly more favourable as far as

David Livingstone was concerned for earlier, upon seeing

Africans become drunk on Expedition rum, he wrote: "I resolved

never to allow anything of the kind again. The English shall

not appear by this Expedition to be a set of drunkards making
22

others drunk." Perhaps instead of being castigated for

supposedly being anti-social, Charles should instead oe commend¬

ed for his caution.

In the letter to his sister quoted above (p. 115), Thorn¬

ton cnarges Charles of bribing the Makololo to spy on the otners,

but he may merely have been paying them wages. No douDt they

gossipped to him and he listened, either out of petty curiosity

or as an acting commander concerned with his responsibility for

the behavior of the men under his charge. The "long, bitter

account" allegedly given to David may have been verbal (and it

may have been given by Kae and not Charles), and the public Jour¬

nal into wnxch Charles wrote his exaggerations has yet to surface,

so verification of these points is not possible. Until further

evidence coines to light, Thornton's charges will retain their

hollow ring, partly because they are unsupported, and partly

because they were written after his dismissal.

22
Journal entry, 28 June 1858, WILL, p. 16. on this

occasion, Livingstone followed Bedingfeld's advice in issuing
the rum, ana the results he observed could oniy have lessened
Livingstone's opinion of Bedingfeld's counsel.
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Relations between Charles and Thornton, -from this brief exam¬

ination of Thornton's accusations, let us turn to a study of

the interaction which took place between the two men in Tete

from November, 1858 to June, 1859.

In the early part of the former month, the two men were

alone together for five days while the rest mad© a preliminary

reconnaissance of the Cabora Jdassa rapids, and upon the return

of the others, Kirk wrote in his journal: "Things are not going

on well between young Livingstone and the others. On the one

side, they have been sick and are more sensitive on that account,

on the other, he is one who never had any one under him and is
"23

awkward and ungracious in his dealings.

While Kirk fails to note that Charles had also been ill

frequently, and might himself have been sensitive on that

account, his point is well taken, accustomed to one kind of

leadership role in his several American pastorates, Charles

probably found it difficult to make the transition to a pos¬

ition of responsibility in an exploiting expedition. For his

part, Thornton's record prior to his dismissal makes it clear

that he found it difficult to adjust to anyone's leadership, a

trait hardly uncommon among youths of nis age then and now.

During trie following month, the expedition was engaged in

the serious examination of the rapids, most of which time the

men were usually either ill or exnausted. iifter returning to

Tete and resting a week, Thornton began mining coal on the

15 November 1858, p. 123
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Revubu Eiver^ on 16 December, 1858, aided by a list of 99 out¬

crops of that mineral provided by Major Tito Sicard, Commandant

of the military garrison at Tete and the regional Governor.

Four days later, David Livingstone, kirk and ftae left Tete to

explore the Dhire Liver. Stopping to visit Thornton on the

Revubu, they learned that he had located three promising seams

on the Murrungose River, a tributary of the Revubu. Charles

was left in charge of operations in Tete.

After having spent 8 days in mining operations, Thornton

returned to Tete on Christmas eve due to illness, although it

would not have been amiss had ne returned to spend Christmas in

this strange land with nis companions, as mentioned above

(p. 116), around 10 January 1859 Charles recommended Thornton

tarry at Tete a while longer until his strength was completely

regained; and on 18 January Charles and Kaines left the village

to go upriver to examine the rapids at hign water, as ordered.

Baines and the younger Livingstone arrived back in Tete on

3 February, the day after David and his party returned from the

first exploration of the 8hire. Thornton was in Tete to welcome

both groups: he had again taken ill while in Tete, and did not

return to the coal face. In the 48 days since he had begun

coaling operations, Thornton had spent only 8 at the site of

tne mine. As the "Ma-Robert" consumed the fruit of 1-j- days'

OA
The mouth of the Revubu was on the north (left) bank of

the Zambezi a few miles below Tete. However, most of Thornton's
actual mining took place on the Murrungoae, which flowed into
the Revubu from the north, six miles from tne latter's conflu¬
ence with the Zambezi. Travel from the mine to Tete took about
4 or 5 hours under normal conditions.
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woodcutting, David wanted as much coal as could be taken from

the mine ae soon as possible and this work record, illness or

no, would not have impressed him very favourably.

on tne other hand, there was evidently no discord between

Cnarles ana Thornton during this period, vn 14 march navid and

-virk again left xete for txie Dhire, and did not return until

23 June, inis time, iiae remained in iete. bince no evidence

suggests disharmony between Charles and Thornton between 3 Feb¬

ruary and 14 -'larch, when David was in charge, with Charles often

ill and Thornton frequently out In the field, let our attention
25

be directed to the period from 14 Marcn to 23 June.

When David Livingstone left Texe for the Shire a second

time, Thornton was busy coaling on the Tlurrungose, fortified in

nis resoive by a sharp verbal reprimand received from nis Com¬

mander. On 21 march, Thornton wrote to Charles at fete, com¬

plaining about tne conduct of four men Oicard had loaned him

for help with the mining, and requesting "an overlooker" lor tne
p J

men. inornton'a notebook for this period, parts of which were

not published by fabler, indicates that from 11 to 19 March

Thornton spent much xime in his tent writing and reading (a part

of the writing was a report demanded by David), only occasionally

going to the mine xo check on the raen and exhort them to mine

25^Thornton left i-ete to go exploring on 14 February; on 2
March he arrived to do serious work at the mine on the Kurrun-
gose, and next day he returned to fete. TFMT, pp. 93 - 99 •

26
ihe location of this letter is unknown: its contents are

surmised from Charles' reply, and from Thornton's journal entry
of that day. I'Ph'i. p. 101.
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coal, or to supervise the required blasting.

On the 19th he began to feel unwell, on the 20th he had a

bad headache and no appetite, and he wrote accordingly to

Charles. at Thornton's request Charles immediately advised

hicard that his men would not work unless constantly super¬

vised, and in his reply to Thornton, Charles noted that Baines

was having similar pro oleics with Sicard'a carpenters, who w re

helping Haines work on one of the expedition's boats. After

expressing regret that Thornton was ill and hoping that his

condition had improved, Charles advised: "Perhaps, if the

ground is suitable for your tent nearer the mine, by removing

it to the mine your presence might keep them at work." It is

noteworthy that Charles does not upbraid Thornton for not work¬

ing harder, nor does he order him to move to the scene of oper¬

ations and apply himself with greater diligence. He follows

this gentle advice with: "We are all well here at present al-

though we have all had 111 turns of headache, etc."

The second day of April saw Charles writing to Thornton

again, sending him requested supplies, commenting with concern

on Thornton's ill health, and noting again that Africans tend to
29 ,

work better if directly supervised. ahis letter is as polite

^Thornton's notebook, 13 January-15 July 1039, RHLG MSB.
Afr. s. 32. While Xabier pubxiah.es some notes Thornton made
during this period, those in this notebook differ somewhat, and
at times the difference is significant.

po
uharies Livingstone to Richard Thornton, 22 March 1859,

AmPL.

29
C. Livingstone to R. Thornton, 2 April 1859, XmPL.
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ay the xast, arid reveaxs not tne slightest hint o" animosity.

The following day (2 April) Thornton returned to Tete,

where he remained for 10 days: on the 13th he returned to the

coal mine. evidently the worx went weix for a whixe, for on

22 April dnarxes was again writing Tnornton, sending supplies

pxus a goat presented by Heard, commenting on tne scarcity of

provisions to be expected during the following 4-5 months, and

closing with "Had to hear you are well and expect to finish
30

mining by the middle of next week."-^ Toward the end of April,

xnornton again oecaxae ill, and on the 29th Charles wrote again:

Dear Sir, your note has just coa« to hand - 3orry to
hear that you have again taken cold.

Your remark that "you do not think it is maxing the
best use of your time overlooking natives" etc. and
express a wish to return to Tette before the work to
wh you were appointed to do is completed. How as that
worx is what tne Commander of the expedition requested
you to do and as you do not say what better use you
would maxe of your time were you in Tette 1 really do
not feel authorized to interfere with Dr. L's arrange¬
ments.

I want you to go North with me as soon as you have
finished wnich i suppose will oe 3oon. we are to move
out of this house in a few days. Notice will be sent
you so tnat you may come + see to packing etc. of your
own things + the Expedition property under your charge.
Tito tninks his men are harshly treated - Try kindness
with them. yours etc.31

Evidently Thornton did not treat Africans well: at a later

date he noted in his journal that he sprained his toe in kicking
32

beguati, nis personal servant. although this final letter

30
C. Livingstone to K. Thornton, 22 April 1859, xaPL.

31C. Livingstone to k. Thornton, 29 April 1859, KmPL.

32TPRT. 25 October 1862, p. 272.
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indicates some irritation and perhaps exasperation on Charles'

part, and nay have offended. Thornton for that reason, it seems

a reasonable enough reply when one considers ail that had gone

before.'''* At any rate, four days later (3 May) Thornton sent

to o-ete for a raachilia to convey him thence, and he evidently

did not return to tne scene of his coal mine.

.vfter spending a month recuperating from the ailing leg

which prevented his returning to Tete on foot, he "by order"

began "a survey of the district about Tete, leaving tne coal to

be finished by the men under Mr, C.L. who twice went over

34
there." Whereas some have assumed tnat Charles was sneaking

to the site behind Thornton's back in order to gather infor¬

mation which would incriminate him, Thornton's own words make it

clear that Charles (perhaps at David's written order) was merely

going to continue for the good of the Expedition the work which

Thornton had abandoned. ^

Cometime - perhaps in late May - Charles wrote to David to

report on the state of affairs in Tete, for by this time David

had been away for over two months, and evidently knew little or

nothing of the progress made in Expedition Headquarters. Little

is known of the contents of this letter, and even less of David's

reply (vaguely alluded to in the last sentence of the preceding

3'5
"^Charles wrote at least one other letter to Thornton at

this time (TIT-tT, 31 March 1S59» p. 102), and. perhaps there were
otners.

34
mornton to hia sister, 22 July 1359, Jkhh, p. xli.

35 ,

Wallis seems to take tnis attitude: WTxik, p. 169.
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paragraph, and perhaps by Thornton in the first sentence of that

sane paragraph), for the location of the originals is not known,

and David apparently copied neither into his journal.^ Xirk,

however, made a general summary of what he heard of uharles'
37

letter in his journal, but he did so in Turkish! Kirk in¬

dicates that Charles reported Thornton as spending most of his

tine eating, drinking and sleeping, but fails to mention

whether or not 0harie3 mentioned the state of Tnornton'3 health.

On 23 June 1859 David arrived in Tote himself, and no doubt

questioned Charles on Thornton's conduct, but again no record

seems to have survived indicating their trend of conversation

on tnis day. here again, writers have been close to unanimous

in condemning Charles for "tale-telling" behind Thornton's back

(yet Thornton was in ^ete at this time), but virtually none

observe that as officer-in-charge Charles was to some degree

responsible for the personal conduct and occupational progress

of those placed under him, and was furthermore responsible to

report the facts as he saw them to the Expedition Commander upon

his return to headauarters after an absence of over three months.

Virtually no evidence has yet indicated there was any real ani¬

mosity between Charles and Thornton prior to the letter's

Foskett calls Charles' note "a long and bitter letter
which contained complaints about haines and Thornton..." but gives
no indication that he saw either the original or a copy. rZJX,
xviii.

37
EC JX. 2 June 1S59> p« 208. Facsimile, transcription into

modern Turkish, translation into English, and interpretation in
light of the context are found in appendix C.
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dismissal: Thornton's journal as publianed ana nis unpublished

notebook referred to above (p. 123) contain not one entry

speaking ill of -haries Livingstone from the day they met in

early 1838 until Thornton left the expedition on 27 June 1«59.

•assuredly, Charles may nave nandled nis responsibility

and the men under xiim awkwardly (altnougn nis four letters to

Tnornton quoted from above do show discretion and a spirit of

cooperation), and evidently became irritated with Thornton oy

the end of April, but this hardly indicates that Charles made a

vendetta of the relationship. 2ven if he and Thornton were

close, Charles would nave been hard put In late dune to explain

to David's satisfaction why Thornton had penetrated an exposed

coal seam only 13 feet 9 inches in a period of over 6 montns

when accomx^aniad by an intermittent crew of four Africans to do

most of the manual labour, especially when David himself had

reprimanded Thornton in early ilarch for insuffient progress.''®
in fairness to Thornton, he could not nave been expected to be

at the mine every day for 6 months as he was also ordered to

make a general geological survey of the region, but one must

wonder if David would have taken tnat into account.

•Thornton's health. Thornton's first line of defence for his lack

13 feet 9 incnes is taken from WZEh. p. 113; Tabler ren¬
ders this as "only about tnirty feet" (TPKT. p. 102). The dif¬
ference may well represent the work accomplished by Charles and
tne men after Thornton aoandoned tne project, for when David him¬
self inspected the mine, he noted the opening was 6 ft. high, and
29 ft., 9 in. in depth, adding "The men have worked much better
since Thornton left them. They complain that he struck and kicked
them." a'TLL. "1st July 1839: Bay 30 June," p. 114.
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of progress was the continually deteriorating state of his

health. Even prior to his taking up raining on the Murrungose,

Thornton, like most of the other European members of the exped¬

ition (and tne Krumen frora Sierra leone), had suffered from

malaria plus a variety of other minor tropical ailments. We xrave

seen above how frequently he returned to Tete, feeling himself

to oe physically incapable of working.

When he returned at Christmas time, 1858, he was suffering

frora "a very bad cold and prickly heat."^ Upon recovering but

while still in Tete in January, he contracted "fever and cold,"

which lasted 10 days and was accompanied by "prickly heat" and

"burning headache," for which he took what he later learned -were

"dangerous quantities of opium." Instead of returning to the

coal mine in February, he went off on a geological expedition

wriere the going was rough and he was "knocked up" from the exer¬

tion, and he had to go to the hills to regain his health. While

on tnis excursion, the "wet dew in the morning and the burning

sun in the afternoon," plus a bad foot (perhaps a recurrence of

an ailment suffered months earlier in Shupanga) ended this junket

and sent Thornton back to the Murrungose to resume coaling oper¬

ations. one day after pitching his tent there he was unwell,
A A

and he returned immediately to Tete.

On 10 March he returned to the coal mine, but he took ill

39
'V.. X'nornton to his sister, 22 July 1859, WEIL, xxxix - xli.

^Ail quotations in this paragraph are taken from the
source cited in note 59.
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nine days later iaee p. 123 above}, and returned to Tete on

3 April, he was back at the coal on 12 April, and alter taking

ill sometime toward the end of the month, he returned to Tete

on 3 lay with his legs covered with festering sores which

resulted from his scratching mosquito cites, .'or three weeks

he aid not wear a shoe, and in that period again took a bad
21

cold and had a slight attacx ox fever.

uii 3 June he was again (by his own testimony) well enough

to work, and as the healthy (dry) season had begun, he was

apparently in good health for the remainder of the month.

Again, there seems to be no way of knowing what Charles

told David about Thornton's health upon David's arrival in Tete

on 23 June 1899, but the entry in the private journal kept by

the expedition's Medical Officer is not insignificant:

Thornton has no doubt been sick but he is no,/ in excellent
health and although he often complains, yet I could not
venture to prescribe for his most anomalous symptoms, many
of which are only expression- of one giving in to the
feeling of lassitude which all have felt and if once
yielded to become daily more difficult to overcome. His
geological work has been very limited indeed and he can
say very little, even in respect of tne coal fields which
it was his especial work to examine minutely.42
Thus Kirk, who was an excellent medical officer and certain¬

ly in no league with Charles Livingstone, felt that many of

Thornton's oomplaints stemmed from the mind rather than the

body. Thornton had little to show for his raining, and his pleas

Thornton to his sister, 22 July 1859, WILL, xii.

KJT, p. 213. -this was written sometime between 23 June
and 11 July 1859.
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on the grounds of illness failed to convince Dr. John Kirk.

It now remains only to examine the relationship between Thorn¬

ton and the man ultimately responsible for his dismissal.

David Livingstone and Hichard Thornton. It has previously been

indicated that in the light of available evidence, Thornton's

accusations against Charles seem not to ring true, and this is

even more obvious when one considers the character of David Liv¬

ingstone. a man of such strong will and independent spirit is

hardly to be swayed by others, and those wno use David's filial

connection with Charles to summarily surmount this dilemma over¬

look the fact that brotherhood, as we have seen above and will

see below, does not always imply blind loyalty.

Because 1856 was such a busy and traumatic year for David,

ana as he was partly distracted from other things by the dispute

with Norman Bedingfeld, his journal as published has little to

say about Hiohard Thornton. However, upon returning to Tete in

early .February 1859, and learning that Thornton had spent only

8 days in seven weeks working on geological pursuits, he began

to express an opinion. Thornton later wrote to his sister:

"a few days later (after Haines returned to Tete on 3 February]
I got a blowing up from the Dr. for not having gone on another

geological excursion..." Thornton quickly went into the field,

and while on this jaunt, he received another "blowing up from the

Dr.," this one in the form of a note.^

43
*\both quotations in Thornton to his sister, 22 July 1859»

W2EL, xl.
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At tiiis time, Livingstone wrote to Roderick Murchison, who

was Thornton's chief sponsor and mentor, saying that Thornton

"is terribly lazy," and "I can't get any work out of him at all."

He "is very clever as far as books go," but not "a field geol¬

ogist." iiirk, David and several Portuguese all discovered

fossils, but he has discovered nothing. "I send him where I

know coal + matters of interest exist but he is soon back sleep¬

ing," and "I hope he will behave better after he becomes accli¬

matized - told him this is his chance to distinguish himself."44
Livingstone's journal entry five days later was much more

laconic: "Thornton went off to geologize Monday: has been in¬

efficient of late."4''
Thornton returned to Tete on 3 March, and on the 9th com¬

pleted a written geological report which Livingstone required

of him. His notebook entry of 10 March is interesting: "Dr. L.

spoke to me abt my provisions in ways tnat a manner inexcuse-

able - the report would not do - he wanted a geological report."4^
Livingstone's journal entry for the same day reads: "Send

(Thornton) off to make a shaft in the coal: Thornton evidently

disinclined to geologize and has done next to nothing last 3

4415 February 1859, NARS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 985-992. Such
criticism at such an early date makes one wonder if Charles nad
special instructions to keep Thornton from loafing when David
left a second time for the Shire. If so, Charles showed restraint.

4^WZ£L. 20 February 1859, p. 82.
4.6

See n. 27, p. 123 above. The strikeover is Thornton's;
this entry is not published by Tabler. Perhaps Livingstone's
attitude disheartened Thornton, as it did so many others.
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months, Corges himself with the best of everything he can lay

hold of without asking. Baines sent for four bottles of Brandy

to the launch. 1 was obliged to speak sharply to him about it.
A *1

He receives i1 a day and does next to nothing." Although

Livingstone *s use of personal pronouns is confusing, it seems

that he spoke sharply to Thornton (whose pay was closer to

t'han was Baines') about the four bottles he and Baines intended

to share in the launch. At any rate, Thornton immediately

returned to the coal, rewrote his report, and submitted it to

Livingstone on 14 March.

Thereafter, Livingstone presumably neard little about his

geologist until when in Sena he received the note which Kirk

recorded in Turkish. He wrote to Washington on 25 Mays "I have

had Thornton mining coal at Tette but he does very little, and

lays all the blame on the people employed under him. He cannot

be trusted out of sight and is frequently ill." A month later

Livingstone was bacK in Tete.

Thus it is not only clear that David Livingstone considered

Thornton lazy prior to nis return from the second visit to the

Shire, on 23 June, but that he recognized this to be the case,

in his xetter to Kurchiaon, almost a full month before he even

left on that trip. .Furthermore, when David, ivirk and Rae

47WZKL, pp. 85-86.

48DL to Washington, 25 May 1859, MDNL, KSS 120. The quote
concerning Ihornton and the men 'under him suggests tnat David
received the "Turkish" note from Charles somewhat earlier than
Kirk recorded it in his journal, or there was an earlier letter
of whicn absolutely nothing is known.
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returned to Tete from the first exploration of the Shire on

2 February, a day before Charles and Raines returned from their

trip to the Cabora Bassa, Thornton was there to greet them.

As David indicates in his journal, both Charles and Raines

were ill with fever for most of the following week, thus Thorn¬

ton was able to present hia case while Charles was removed from

the scene. The idea that David Livingstone formed his opinion

of Richard Thornton solely upon the testimony of Charles Living¬

stone, and dismissed him from the Expedition accordingly, is

categorically false, and cannot be maintained in the light of

available evidence.

Dismissal and Aftermath. After he arrived in Tete on 23 June,

David wrote in his journal: "Thornton does nothing: is inveter-
"49

ately lazy and wants good sense. Four days later he gave the

geologist the letter of dismissal, noting in his journal on that

day that Thornton:

has been incorrigibly lazy, seeoxa to nave no taste for
geology and works none. It is absolutely necessary
for me to act, for he will go home without any materials
and then the blame will come back on rae for allowing his
salary to run on. pie] came nere on the tnird of May,
and nas done nothing since but take magnetic bearings of
some heights.50

The letter of dismissal contains one new element: "Hearing that

you were remaining here idle, I sent an order from Senna for

you to go on with the geological examination of the district.

49WLEL. p. 109.

•*°WZ5L, p. 112.
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This you have not attended to." Less than a month later,

Livingstone again wrote to Lurchiaon. After reiterating

Thornton's iasiness, he wrote: "I bore witn him til March, then

almost forced him to the coals." His shaft penetrated 13'' 9" -

after he retired, the men "went on to 29 feet." When he

returned to iette in my absence, "my brother spoke to him very

seriously, but he only laughed at what was said... Tr. Mirk

spoke to him again and again, urging him to work, but the least
"52

illness - even prickly heat, laid him up!

Since Thornton's journal reveals no ill concerning Charles

Livingstone, the oft-quoted letter to his sister of 22 July 1859

represents the earliest document in which Thornton sees Charles

as the cause of his dismissal. It has been suggested above that

the charges Thornton shared with sister Helen in tnat letter

have a hollow ring, as indeed does his sister Octavia's charge

that Charles Livingstone exercised "brutality" toward her
53

brother.

In the months that followed, Thornton continued to blame

his failure on Charles Livingstone. He repeated his charges in

a letter to "My Lear A.I." dated 10 March 1861,and again in

one to David Livingstone. In the latter, Thornton accused

51
DL to Thornton, 25 June 1859 (delivered two days later),

tfZEL, p. 113.

5222 July 1859, DAKS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1029 - 1036.
53^Octavia to Richard Thornton, 1 December 1859, MARS TH

1/1/1, p. 9. See JTLi, p. 228.
5k _

NLS, MS.2618, f. 258. "A.I" is unidentified by Tabler.
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the Commander as follows;

.First» that you condemned (iae] mainly on the evidence of
your brother 0. Livingstone, without making a proper in¬
quiry into tne truth of that evidence, and without
giving me an opportunity to defend myself. Second that
you condemned me for having done no work without even
asKing me what I had done. To this day you do not know
what geology I did or did not whilst a member of the
Expedition.55
According to Thornton's journal, the two met in privacy on

14 July 1862 to discuss these countercharges. At length Liv¬

ingstone agreed that Thornton's second point contained merit,

but Thornton failed to convince him of the veracity of the
86

first, simply because he could see for himself that Thornton

was healthy enough and that the work had not been completed.

There yet remain four pieces of evidence to be examined

concerning Thornton's behavior during his first two years on

the Zambezi. The first two are letters from Thomas Haines to

Thornton's brother George, and concerning Richard's digging

for coal, he wrote;

the Doctor was not satisfied with the progress he made or
with his manner of dealing with the natives who said that
he beat some of them. This may be true for anything 1
can tell... (Xnen, in Ma^J Mr. Livingstone went over to
view the works and was dissatisfied with their progress.
He I suppose reported this to the Dr. on his return and
your brother was dismissed.57

•^Thornton to DL, 7 May 1861, original unknown. WZKL. pp.
177-78.

^X'PRT, pp. 253-54. Livingstone makes no mention of this
in his journal from 9 November 1861 to 1 May 186'3. SKKDL, on
exhibit.

67
T. Haines to G. Thornton, April 1860, JoPL.
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Not long tnereafter, Baines wrote again:

At first he (hichard) was of course deficient a little
in the experience which would enable him to turn his
scientific knowledge to the best account - and he also
had to learn that many duties and much actual drudgery
are demanded of every officer of an expedition beyond
the mere acquisition of knowledge in his department.56

The first quotation is especially interesting for Baines* use of

"I suppose," (after all, it could have been Rae who gave the

Commander the most incriminating verbal report), and for the way

he implies that Thornton's dismissal was a direct result of

Charles* testimony. In the second case, he applies circumven¬

tion to indioate that Thornton was lazy, which, after all, is

why Livingstone dismissed him.

Thornton's apologists have accused Livingstone of leaving

the young and inexperienced geologist to much to his own devices,
59

or unsupervised, J and yet we have seen that David himself

directed Thornton by word and note, and encouraged him to pre-

reports indicating his progress, and two senior staff members

(Kirx and Charles, of course) repeatedly attempted to move

Thornton into action, by advice or order. This encouragement

(as far as coal mining was concerned) continued over a period of

six months. The Commander knew well that Thornton needed a

guiding hand, and even after he felt he had no cnoice but to

dismiss-^the young man, he remained open to the idea of Thornton's

rejoining the Expedition at a later date. And it was the result

of Livingstone's attitude that John Washington, when reviewing

-""1. Baines to G. Tnornton, 19 July 1660, JoPL.

"^JTLj, p. 226; /1GLR, p. 115 to name only two.
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Thornton's dismissal, wrote that oecause of Thornton's youth,

inexperience, and tne possibility of his eventually rejoining

the expedition, "I recommend utmost leniency.""^ nevertheless,

it must not oe overlooked that Thornton signed on to do a man's

job, and it is unrealistic to expect that Livingstone should

nave led him by the nand in order to ensure that Thornton's

tasks were completed successfully.

■clnal Evaluation, In conclusion, it seems that Thornton was

both brash and headstrong: he apparently disobeyed Charles Liv¬

ingstone's written order (albeit in the form of a suggestion)

of 29 April that he stay and work at the mine until further

notice (although perhaps he was reamiy ill at the time); he

disobeyed David's order from Sena that he complete the geolog¬

ical survey of tne region around fete; he mistreated the Africans

working unaer nim, wnich even his friend Tito Sicard admitted;

he felt it was beneath his dignity as a trained geologist to do

his share of the tedious and difficult labour which any such

expedition requires, which even his friend Thomas Baines admit¬

ted; and no doubt he failed to show Charles Livingstone, his

superior officer who was temporarily in charge, proper respect -

and he may have shown him no respect at all; and he failed to

follow tne advice of the Medical officer, whom he apparently

tried to convince he was more ill than he really was. This is

hardly model behavior for an officer of the Crown.

60John Washington, "Report on tne Cases of Thomas Baines,
Storekeeper, + Richard Thornton, Geologist." 30 March 1860,
MDNL, MBS. 120. Copy in JO 63/371, ff. 293 - 295.
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A letter from Thornton to Murchison written before the

Expedition sailed hints at Thornton's impetuosity:

I... express my gratitude to you for all your great and
continued kindness to me, in obtaining me the appointment,
in helping me - often undeservedly - out of all the
difficulties I got into - and on every opportunity giving
me advice, instruction, and encouragement, not only
concerning my public duty, but private life.61

One wonders about the difficulties Thornton mentions - what¬

ever, they may help to explain why Murchison apparently never

for a moment wavered in his support of David Livingstone in this

controversy.

finally, in justice, it may be fair to add that this side

of Thornton's character is in a sense irrelevant, simply because

he was not dismissed for insubordination or tempestuousness, but

rather for dereliction of duty, or laziness, and David Living¬

stone's premise tnat Thornton was chronically indolent is more

in keeping with the available evidence than Thornton's belated

countercharge that he was dismissed due to unjust accusations

brought forth by Charles Livingstone.

^Richard Thornton to Roderick Murchison, 3 March, 1850,
ULdL, 143. room, Gen. 523/4.



PART FOUR: THOMAS BAINSS

Whether thou be thief or true man...

I'm weary of thy company. Child, 273

The Traditional Viewpoint. Of the three men here considered,

the case of Thomas Baines is by far the most controversial.

The others were accused of insubordination and laziness respect¬

ively, either of which could be attributed to the heat of the

moment, the climate, the state of one's health, etc. But uaines

was accused of theft (among other things), and this implies a

cnaracter deficiency whicn is exempt from ail existential cir¬

cumstances. Baines resisted the crxarge with considerable and

continual vehemence, and never wavered in his conviction that he

nad been treated unfairly. We have already seen (above, pp. 112-

113) the position taken by some writers, and now let us turn to

some opinions registered by others, as they tend to oe nearly

unanimous in their conclusions, only a few will be considered.

One of the least accurate and most inflammatory accounts of

what transpired is presented by Tim Jeai, who mixes a number of

quasi-facts with a great deal of hearsay and his own personal

imagination to conclude that Baines was a sociable, outgoing man

who worked hard and honestly, but was set upon by Charles Living¬

stone like the wolf on the fold, who exaggerated Baines' every

move and drummed up patently false cnargea in order to nave

oaines removed from tne Bxpedition. ho motive for Charles'

alleged behavior is offered. Among other things, Jeal writes:

"There was no shred of evidence to accuse Baines of theft."1

1JTLI. p. 227.



Kirk's Camp at Nyeka or Expedition Island: the
Ma—Robert and Pinnace of the Hermes being loaded
with stores to be taken up to Shupanga, 1858.

by
Thomas Baines

Copyright, the Rational Archives of Rhodesia
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In stating nis case, Jeal directxy or indirectly accuses

Charles of narrow-mindedness, prejudice (against Portuguese),

ingratitude, vanity, chronic complaining, egotism, gossipping

and backbiting, bribery, false accusation and false witness,

almost as if his main thrust toward whitewashing Baines is to
2

blacken Charles, a tactic also used by Waliis.

Almost 50 year8 earlier, Couplana saw Charles as the cause

of Baines' problems,^ and just over a decade later, Baines*

biographer amplified these interpretations. Martelli also sees

all good in Baines and all evil in Charles,4 as do virtually

all other writers on the subject. Bince the most influential

exponent of this theme was J.P.R. Waliie, considerable space

below will be granted to his contentions. Prom this apparently

black-and-white background, let ua begin by examining the

relationship between the two men.

jftanes Livingstone and Thomas Balnea. Prior to July, 1858,

when the Expedition was temporarily centered on Nyika Island,

there is little to indicate any hostility existed between the

two men. The month of July was characterized by the illness of

both: they suffered severely from malaria, although it affected

tnem in different ways. Kirk noted that Baines had an additional

2
Jeal'e treatment of this controversy, found between pp.

226 and 229 of nis book, constitutes a classic case of how
easily the record of history may be distorted. Among a host of
inaccuraoies, he mentions that Baines was "ten years older than"
Charles. Baines was born 27 November 1620; Charles 26 Feb. 1821.

j0KoZ. pp. 159, 181 etc. 4MGLR, pp. 115 - 121.
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problem: "He has queer notions about hardening himself.

Baines continually worked in the sun without a hat, and refused

to take the advice of the medical officer by working when

counselled to rest.*'
After two days of working in t he sun without a hat and

against Kirk's advice, Baines became delirious and continued so,

muttering incoherently for the next two days - yet he still

refused to cover his head wnen in the sun. Meanwhile, the

fever made Charles quarrelsome and easily irritated, as he him-
7

self recognized and admitted to Kirk. On 5 August, Kirk noted

that Baines suffered "his old complaint from too much exposure

in the sun," and whenCon to write that although Baines was

"knocked up" from too much hard work, he complains against
B

Charles and Thornton for being lazy. Baines' continual sick¬

ness and irrational Dehavior finally caused Kirk to conclude:
q

"He is decidedly queer in the head."

David Livingstone also suspected that Baines was subject to

occasional bouts of mental instability: His "head is a little

touched by the sunstroke of the island," and "He is to be

5FZJK. 9 July 1856, p. 51.

^This may appeal to the macho-oriented, but has no place in
an expedition where the health of every member is vital.

^FZJK. 16 July 1858, p. 53. Actual medical details of the
2 caseB are in: David Livingstone and John Kirk, "Remarks on the
African Fever in the Lower Zambesi," July, 1859, William Monk,
Dr. Livingstone's Cambridge Lectures, (London, 1860), pp. 370-75.

^FZJK, p. 61. ^Ibid.. 15 August 1858, p. 65.
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watched, as it is known he formerly had brain fever. In a

footnote to the latter statement, Wallis writes: "ho far as the

present editor has been able to learn, Baines had never been so

afflicted;" yet in introducing the same volume, he refers to the

"cruelties of close cross examination of a brain-sick man," with

Baines as the unfortunate victim.^
Livingstone's pnrase "he is to be watched" is curious - one

wonders if he means spied upon, or given constant medical atten¬

tion for his own protection, or both? Earlier, Kirk had written:

"nothing but watching him like a child will induce hia to avoid
1 2

fresh exposure," and Bedingfeld later testified that due to

overwork "in the midday sun his head was very much affected, and
13

he was obliged to be watched in his tent."

At any rate, very early in the Expedition's fortunes the

Commander (who happened to be a medical man) and the Medical

officer felt Baines had a mental problem which was induced by

exposure to the sun, fever, or both, and was a recurrence of an
1 A

earlier condition. i'his was not lost upon the other members

of the expedition. Later, Baines mocked Charles for occasionally

10WZSL, 5, 6 November 1858, p. 5*.

1^Ibid., p. 59, n. 2, and xxxviii.

12ff2JK, 13 July 1858, p. 53.

^Discussion, R.G.S., 28 November 1859, PRGSL. vol. iv,
no. 1, Session 1859-60, p. 25.

14
Baines attributed his illness to cessation of active em¬

ployment, exposure to the sun, and night air during the watches.
Journal, 18 July 1658, copy BLJS; excerpts published in PRCS, vol.
iii, no. 3> Session 1856-9, pp. 99-102; hereafter BJnl.
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carrying a green parasol, which among other things prompted

Ransford to refer to Charles as "the dandy of African explor¬

ation."^ WLile Charles missed enough days from work due to

malaria and other complaints, no one has yet accused him of

suffering from overexposure to the sun. BaineB was perhaps

anxious to prove his toughness by driving himself too hard - he

resented Thornton's age, salary, and both Thornton's and Charles'

lack of experience in the bush, and perhaps their education as

well. Already aware that his health was not his strong point,

Charles learned to tread softly once he saw the ferocity of the

African climate.

from 1 July 1858 until the Expedition members were all

reunited in Tete on 3 November, Baines and Charles saw a great

deal of each other, for the first 18 days of July, they were on

Nyika island and ill most of the time, although during the

respites from the ravages of malaria they worked together at

many of the required tasks. From then until 14 October, when
17

Baines arrived in Tete, they were intermittently togetner, and

while little is known of their interaction during tnis period,

one incident is worth mentioning.

1 ''Baines to G. Thornton, 19 July I860, JoPL.
1 f)

RUAv, p. 85. Speke used an umbrella for shade in Uganda
(J. H. Speke, Journal of the Discovery of the Source of the
Nile, (Jidinburgn and London, 1663] . o. 326. nereafter SPSffT. and
Stanley's men used parasols when crossing Tanganyika (Richard
nail, Stanley, Glasgow, 1974J, p. 33, hereafter HRSt).

17
'CL - HCL, t1ournal/ietter 14 September - 21 December 1858,

G5/10. Charles arrived at Tete on 8 September.
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After the "Ka-Robert" left Expedition Island on 2 August

bound for Bhupanga with Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk on board,

Baines left the accomodation he shared with Charles and Thorn¬

ton and moved into Bedingfeld's tent. On one of the next three

days, when naines was busy tearing down the house in which they

worked and ate, Thornton told him to desist in his destruction

for tne time being. When Baines proceeded undeterred, Thornton

went to Charles (who was in charge), and succeeded in getting
1 ft

him to order Baines to stop.

he did, but he almost certainly resented Charles "inter¬

ference" as well as his authority, and it was this incident

which prompted naines to accuse Charles and Thornton of being

lazy (p. 141 above), however, Charles and Thornton had good

reason for wanting the house to remain standing until the launch

returned: in addition to working and eating there, tney appar¬

ently slept there as well. The day the "Ma-Robert" returned,

Kirk commented on Baines' hard work and the others' laziness,

indicating that by this early date Baines' had gained Kirk's
19

sympathetic ear, probably because he was such a hard worker,

ostentatiously or otherwise, hext day, the rest of the house

was taken down. This was perhaps the first clash between Baines

and Charles Livingstone, and it raay not be irrelevant tnat it

took place the very first time that Charles was in charge of

the others.

16TPRT, pp. 35-6. 19FBJK, 6 August 1858, p. 61.
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During November and December, 165&, the men of the exped¬

ition were engaged in consolidating their position in Tete and

exploring the bulwark of Caborra Bassa. While it may be that

Charles and Baines retained antipathy toward one another, there
20

seems to have been no major incident between them at this time,

on 20 December the bulk of the expedition departed from Tete

bound for the Shire, leaving Thornton on the Revubu and Baines

and Charles in Tete.

While they were waiting for the river to rise and enable

them to examine the rapids in full flood, the men had several

tasks to keep them occupied. In addition to his painting and

sketching, naines was always working on the expedition's boats,

and no doubt there was a great deal of reorganizing of tne

stores to be done. Charles had his photography to attend to,

in addition to keeping the public journal, experimenting with

cotton growing, collecting birds and insects, and dealing in an

official capacity with the local residents. The river rose on

the night of 17 January, and on tne following day the two men

went upriver.

They were absent for 16 days, not returning until 3 Febru¬

ary, after which date both men were so ill that they spent most

of the next ten days resting and recuperating. According to

Wallis, the two men clashed sometime during this trip:

20
Luring the second half of October, when Baines was ill in

Tete, Charles nursed him regularly, noting on one occasion when
he got worse: "he is very careless of himself." CL - HCL, jour¬
nal/letter 14 Dept.-21 Dec. 1858; 25 October entry, 05/10.
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Naturally neither included any reference to an unpleasant
clash between tnem jin tneir reports of the trig) when
they first took to the land, but Mrs. Baines gave a
sufficient account in a letter to her married daughter.
Baines was busy upon a drawing of the turbulent rapids,
while Charles reclined under a tree beneatn the shade of
his green umbrella. 'He never hurt himself with work'
writes the indignant widow,' but expected to be waited
upon, til your brother told him he was not there as his
servant but as an officer that had duties of his own to
attend to.21

This passage is intriguing for several reasons, among them the

fact that Martelli (p. 109) and Jeal (p. 226) both repeat the

statement attributed to Baines, and like Wallis, fail to give
22

the date of the manuscript. Nor do any of the three question

the impartiality of the source.

In addition to wondering why Charles needed his umbrella

if he was reclining under a tree, one wonders what it was that

he asked Baines to do under what circumstances. After all, it

may have been vital to the Expedition's work (such as application

of a chemical at a crucial stage in the photographic process),
and in fact Baines* reaction may have been one of selfishness

rather than independence. On the other hand, perhaps Charles

did expect too much from the artist. Unfortunately, no source

offers any further information on this curious incident.

However, the men did have a disagreement, or at best a

series of misunderstandings, while on this assignment, and

21WIBK. pp. 161-162.
22-

«ater in this same work, Waliis quotes from a letter
from Mrs. Baines to ner daughter dated April, 1867 (p. 242),
and it may be the above information was taken from the same
manuscript.
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a detailed account of this trip was recorded by Charles living-

stone. luring the first week or so the sen had very hard

going, and often the two split up (Baines always staying with

the boat), as Charles wanted the land on botn sides of the

river examined very carefully. When the boat could go no

further, they went overland, and when Baines "fell behind,"

Charles (both were accompanied by Africans) pushed on alone to

the river. Here he waited an hour, then climbed upon the rocks

to see if Raines nad reached tne lamoezi furtner upstream, hot

seeing him, Charles waited another three hours, and took fever,

wnich incapacitated him tne entire following day.

Meanwhile, Baines remained back away from the river, and

Charles tnought it "excessively stupid" of him to have done so,

ratner tnan follow the only path to the river, which Charles had

taken. When recovered, Charles retraced his steps to uaines and

the others, and lea tnem down to the river over tne path he nad

previously taken. In time, Charles became worn out, and as the

river had fallen, and since orders called for tnem to observe

the cataract at high water, he decided to go no further.

Baines, however, wanted to go on, and although Charles at

first was reluctant to let him go on alone, he changed his mind

and allowed two Africans to accompany Baines. Charles then

wrote vaguely: "I dropt slowly down. B. returned ill with fever...

tnis night we reached the boat." Next day they went to fete. ^

^All of the above from CL - HCL, 5 February 1859, C5/11.
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The two men had rough going all the way - rain, heat, rocks,

and stingless bees which got into the eyes and caused soreness

when rubbed, all took their toll. No mention is made of the

quarrel mentioned by Mrs. Baines, and Charles refers to only

one sketch made by Baines on this trip, a sketch of the rapids

oaines made during the time he went on alone. Other than the

come nt on Baines' stupidity, Charles raade no derogatory refer

ence to his partner.

Nor does he say any ill of Baines in a letter to his

friend Frederick Fitch, in which he describes their exertions on

this trip "as if all the houses in London were knocked down and

you should try to walk over the ruins.The long letter to

his wife on tnis subject effectively refutes the statement that

Charles Livingstone "never hurt himself with work."

Kartelli adds his interpretation to this scene:

Charles as usual collapsed as soon as he became tired,
and Baines then went on alone, and after several days
of very difficult travel succeeded in reaching the high¬
est of tne rapids and making a sketch of it. On his
return two days later to the place where he had left
Charles, he found that the latter, tired of waiting,
had gone off in the ooat, leaving only a note. Baines,
already exhausted, ill with fever, and without provis¬
ions, had then to struggle on for another two and a half^ .

days before he reached the boat tnd found food and rest.25

Leaving for the moment the question of how Baines could have gone

on alone through "several days of very difficult travel," but

returned to the point of departure "two days later," we must

instead examine Kartelli's evidence. His source is the letter

2414 April 1659, NARS LI 3/1/1. 2^MGLR, p. 117.
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from Richard Thornton to his sister Helen, so frequently

quoted in tne previous part of this chapter:

Raines, after some very hard travelling, returned on
the third day, ill with fever and found that Mr. C.L,
had got tired of waiting, so had returned to the boat
2j- days below with the Makololo - leaving only a note
stating the hour and minute at which he left - so
poor Baines, ill with fever, and witnout provisions,
had 2t days walk to the boat, where he found Mr. C.L.
all well.^6

Oharxes implies that he and Baines reached the boat together,

and whatever may have been tne case, there was certainly cause

for disagreement between the two men.

There was also a marked difference in t he reports the two

men submitted to their Commander upon their return. Charles'

report, dated 16 February, is very brief, ana tells aoout the

river, the landscape, and the people, and the main point it

makes is that local Africans assured him that the rapid 2 miles

above Mt. btephanie disappeared when the river was full, and

they reported likewise of the great cataract Morumbua, which
27

Baines went on ahead to see and sketcn. '

Raines' report was submitted four days later, and is

valuable not only for its content but also because it was

written in the form of a journal. Almost three times as long

as Charles', it contains detailed descriptions of the river

currents, locations of rocks, and potential navigability, as

well as mentioning the movements of the two men and their eight

2622 July 1659, WZKL, xl.

27CL to DL, 16 February 1859, RG3L, 131 3/4/5; published in
JRCrSL, vol. 31 (1661), pp. 266-67.
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African companions. Charles' report is optimistic in that it

encourages the hope that the river could be navigated at certain

times of the year, while Baines* advances a number of reasons

why this would be a very dangerous, if not impossible, under¬

taking. bach man reported on what he observed: Baines saw more

of the river, and had had more experience with boats and

currents, etc., than had Charles; his report is therefore much

more valuable to one concerned with the state of the river and

its potential for being navigated, as indeed David Livingstone
28

was.

Baines also makes it clear that he did not meet Charles

until he reached the boat, and that he did in fact travel 2t

days with only one African (Macomocomo) as a companion. One

must again wonder why Charle3 did not wait for Baines: he may

have been ill himself (and recovered by the time Baines reached

him); he axid the Africans with him may have been out of provis¬

ions; or he may simply have abandoned Baines to his own devices.

It is worth noting that according to Baines' account, he left the

campsite slightly above and opposite Kt. Stephanie 24 hours after

Charles and the others, but arrived at the boat only 5 hours

after they did. Thus in 2jr days travel over incredibly rough

country Baines made up almost a full days' time, and it is no

wonder tnat his health was below par in the weeks that followed.

to DL, 20 February 1858, RGrSL, DL 3/4/5; published in
JRGBL, fol. 31(1861), pp. 287-290. The fact that Baines' report
was written 4 days after Charles' may indicate that David was
dissatisfied with his orotner's, and gave Baines details on the
kind of report he expected.
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Or, he may have been the victim of his own desire to drive him¬

self, or he may have been truly desperate and felt that he was

in danger of being completely abandoned. On the other hand,

we have seen that Charles wrote that he "dropt slowly down," and

maybe this more than anything made it possible for Baines to

almost overtake the party.

Whatever may have been the case - and clearly further evi¬

dence is required, - on the surface it appears that Charles

committed a serious error of judgement in not waiting for his

partner, or in not sending back a man with provisions as soon as

the boat was reached. For all we know, the trip may have cost

Baines his life (what if he had broken his leg among the rooks?),

and one cannot expect that Haines would have had nmch respect for

Charles Livingstone after this. The entire two weeks also

indicates that David was wrong when he wrote that Baines (and

Thornton) "could not rough it."2^ Had Baines not been so sus¬

ceptible to illness, contracted partly due to his own careless¬

ness, he could have "roughed it" with the best of any age.

Neither laziness nor physical weakness were flaws in his makeup.

Baines was not again placed under Charles' direct super¬

vision until 14 March, and this situation was in effect until

23 June. With the men were Rae, an undetermined number of

Livingstone's "Makololo," the Portuguese and African residents

of Xete, and on occasion, diehard Tnornton. This is by far the

most crucial period in the career of Thomas Baines, at least as

2%i> to T. Maclear, 31 July 1839, NAHS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1041-4.
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loss to researchers that none of the journals kept by Rae,

Baines, 31iarles Livingstone, nor the public journal are avail¬

able for consultation. A very high percentage of the "facts"

relating to this period are gleaned from letters and documents

written much later, when the simple passage of time compounded

by the interjection of self-interest and heated emotion un¬

doubtedly introduced a great deal of distortion into the contro¬

versy. Nevertheless, there is no choice but to try to recon¬

struct events from the scanty evidence at hand.

Work and health of xhe Men at Tete. We have seen above (p.

145) that the men had plenty with which to occupy themselves

when in Tete. Virtually nothing is known of the activities of

Rae during this period, with the exception of one sentence

written by John Kirk: "Mr. Rae has been very busy at a hun-
30

dred little jobs." It is a pity tnat no record of David's

advice or orders to Charles before departing is available, for

it would provide a basis with which to judge the men during

this period.

Two expeditions were planned for this period: Charles was

to lead the "Rakoloio" back to Sesheke; and they were all to go

on an excursion up the Mazoe River to examine the gold-producing

region, but both plans had to be scrapped for various reasons.

Perhaps because of this, the men were more idle than they should

3°FZJK. 23 June 1859, pp. 213-4.
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have been.

In addition, we must consider the state of the mens'

health, and to aurn it up in a word; ail four of the Europeans

were ill for a great deal of tne time. We nave seen how

-"■hornton frequently considered himself too ill to work, and

Kirk recorded tnat Kae "has had many touches of his old fever,"
31

and 'Vir. L. has nad the same." Gharles also suffered from the

painful deterioration of a wisdom tooth, whicn Kirk extracted
32

for him on 25 June. naines, who due to his lack of self-

concern was probably tne moat seriously ill tne most frequently,

will be considered in detail below.

iio doubt tnere was nardly a day, especiaiiy in Karen and

April, wnen one of tne men was not ill, and the journals and

oooxs concerning tne expedition are ranx with paragraphs

stressing now irritable and unsociable the fever made one. "S

earay ae 19 November 1356 the expedition's medical officer

wrote; "it is a curious fact that every one I have met here,

witn tne least fever or sickness of any sort, becomes very

irritaole, and tnus 1 can now tell the state of health and guess

33
a coming attack." Horace Waller, .uay superintendent of the

FZJK. 23 June 1859, p. 214. It is curious to note that
although Kae was sicx, and during this period 2ete was in a
state approaching famine, in July Sr. Ferrao of Sena was aston¬
ished to see Kae arrive "fat and stout." GL - KGL, 30 July
1859, 05/12.

52CL - HCL, 26 June 1859, 05/18.

■>JiZJK. p. 124.
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U.M.C.a., stated succinctly: "lever poison has the tendency to
XA

sake men quarrel in the most remarkable decree.And a

distinguished tropical physician of our own day has written:

"No matter what reasons are given for the differences between

David Livingstone, Thomas Baines and others, there j.s no doubt
55

that tempers were frayed because of the fever." Earlier in

his career, the Expedition's Commander had written:

The fever makes me perfectly useless as far as mental
work is concerned. I cannot perform a simple calcu¬
lation or lay in a few new words though I try for hours.
I have been reduced so low by it I forget the days of
the week, the names of those about me, and think had I
been asked I could not have told my own.36

Indeed, those not exposed to tropical malaria have difficulty

imagining its over-all effect on the numan system: social inter¬

course must have been strained among the Europeans in Tete on

those days when two or more of them were ailing. Baines was

among the worst affected, and as early as 9 May 1859 David Liv¬

ingstone wrote of him to Kurchison: he "becomes heady when he
57

has fever and we may be obliged to send him home."-^

Baines' Dismissal. When Livingstone returned to Tete in late

June, 1659» he w;ote in his journal: "Baines had been heady for

^H. Waller to ? Black, 22 May 1875; Sheila Brock, "James
Stewart and David Livingstone," in Bridglal Pachai, Livingstone:
Man of Africa, (London, 1973)t p. 107. Hereafter PLMA.

-^Michael Gelfand, "Livingstone's Contribution to Malawi:
Dome Aspects of the Medical factor," PLMA, p. 178.

36SLAJ. 2 May 1854, p. 1'55.

57NAH8, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1014 - 1017.
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three weeks and made away with Expedition goods to a large

amount while so affected, asked them to put him in confine-
38

ment." Two points are noteworthy: Livingstone seems to

accept the state of Baines' health at the time as the most im¬

portant contributing factor, and he indicates that Baines asked

"them," implying that more than one other person was concerned.

That the first of these two points is valid is underscored by

Kirk, wno wrote in his journal on tnat same day: "Poor Baines

has had many touches (of fever) and his head seems often to
have been quite out of equilibrium, he has done many things,

which without this excuse, would have been very difficult of
39

explanation."

Livingstone makes no further mention of Baines' behavior

until 9 July, over two weeks later, and it would seem that,

recalling David's capacity for immediate action, nothing he

learned from either Charles or the public journal necessitated

drastic action against Baines. Although Kirk seems more

sceptical of Baines' record than does David, both apparently

accepted the fact that Baines was to be excused due to the

effect of fever upon his mind. If Charles' testimony against

Baines had been as severe as it is often described as having

been, the Artist/Storekeeper would have been dismissed instantly.

On 9 July, Baines "expressed sorrow for goods having gone

astray, and his willingness to pay what was missing,which

38WDEL, 23 June 1859, p. 109. ^PZJK. p# 215#

^WZKL. p. 114.
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seems by implication an admission that the goods were in fact

missing and that Baines was responsible. Livingstone, still

accepting the idea that Baines was not in his right mind, told

the storekeeper that payment was not necessary, but that if he

lost his head in the future, he should appeal to Tito Sicard

for help.

However, two days later, David Livingstone wrote Baines a

letter of warning, indicating that while he will overlook the

quantities of public property given away "by your own confession"

on the grounds of fever, should it happen again, Baines1 pay

would be stopped and he would be sent home, furthermore,

should Baines again go off "skylarking with the Portuguese,"

taking the whaler without authority and "very materially dam¬

aging" it, or if you spend Expedition time and materials paint¬

ing Portuguese portraits, you will be dismissed.

He goes on to say that Bedingfeld twice complained about

Baines1 storekeeping, and "now, having seen the |?goods) left
to anyone who chose to steal them, and Thornton even allowed to

take what he liked in your presence," he cautions Baines to look

sharp to the stores or be separated. Livingstone closes by

telling Baines to do paintings of the natives, birds and anim¬

als, and categorically orders him to do no boat building, noting

that he had given him verbal orders before leaving last time

(14 March) not to do it, but to merely show the carpenters (who

were supplied by Sicard) how to do it.44

41¥ZEL, 11 July 1859, pp. 115-116. Brackets in text.
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At this same time, Livingstone wrote in his journal:

I find from Mr. Rae, that while Baines made so free with
the goods of the Expedition, he took very good care of
his own and was both sharp and mean. Gave soap to every
one that asked for it; made away with the wine of the
Mess,42 treating the Portuguese with it, yet held back
from paying more than his share; wished to make Rae pay
half of his washing, Baines having 90^ pieces and Rae
only four. Has a piece of serge in his possession be¬
longing to Rae, gave away some dozens of bottles to
Generoso, etc, so that, while I gave him the benefit of
the doubt as to his sanity while squandering Expedition
property, not many would have been so indulgent.44

That very day, Livingstone and the rest (minus Thornton and

Baines) left Tete and proceeded down the Zambezi. On 28 July

Livingstone again wrote in his journal:

Found that a piece of serge belonging to Mr. Rae had dis¬
appeared and was in Baines1 box. He gave away the mess
wine to the Portuguese whenever they called on him. I
saw him once myself and then, when he had finished it,
declared it had been fairly drunk at the mess table. He
uniformly took precious sharp care of his own things
while secretly giving away the goods of the Expedition.
Painted the portraits of Generozo, Pascoal and Albino
without authority and then, when he had quite destroyed
the whaler, declared that she was none the worse -'not
a whit.' On reflecting on the matter I resolved to send

4-2
Mess provisions were paid for by all members as a unit,

for their private use, hence Baines was giving away common pro¬
perty. Two-and-a-half years later, Livingstone repaid the other
men (who still remainedjfor their losses from funds realized
from the sale of ivory in Mozambique (city). See Livingstone to
Washington, 6 Lecember 1861 (p.s. of 20 Dec.) in Gary W. Clend-
ennen, "David Livingstone on the Zambezi: Letters to John Wash¬
ington, 1861 - 1865." Hunger Africans Library Notes, vol. vi, no.
52 (January, 1976), pp. 25 - 26. Hereafter GLLW.

^Original reads "93," and not "90" as published.

^WZEL, p. 116. This follows immediately the letter of warn¬
ing to Baines, and in spite of the several references to Rae,
Wallis writes of the letter: "written in the DrsI most angular
official manner (It] seems to betray the presence of Charles at
his elbow." WTBK. p. 171.
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the following and did so by Augustius, requesting Dr.
Sicard to take charge.^ (august iU3 » Augustino}.

The "following" was the letter dismissing Balnes.

Obviously, these passages present a great deal of food for

thought, leaving for the moment the disappearance of expedition

property, let attention be directed to other charges raised by

David Livingstone. "Skylarking" with the Portuguese or anyone

else was not to be countenanced by Livingstone, as we have already

seen (p. 114 above}. In later times, when Livingstone was more

frustrated with Baines and hence perhaps prone to exaggeration,

he elaborated: at fete, Baines "fell before the moral atmos¬

phere of the place, was dishonest, diseased, +c."4^ Two months

later, he wrote to his friend, Edmund Gabriel: "our painter
A 1

joined their orgies." one must wonder what Livingstone meant

by "orgies',1 and Bosazza's suggestion that Baines may have had

syphillis may not be irrelevant.4^
Livingstone's opinion of the Portuguese with whom Baines

4.1}
"skylarked" also deteriorated with time:^ to Murchison he

4S
WZBL, pp. 117-8. V/aliis goes to great lengths to credit

David's change of opinion to Charles' whispering in his ear,
overlooking the fact that David was regularly learning things
from Rae; that Charles had no way of knowing Rae's material was in
Baines' box; and that during this trip downriver, Charles was
continually incapacitated due to fever. WTBK. pp. 172-3.

4<*DL to Braithwaite, 26 January 1860, NL8, MS.Dep.237.

4^25 March 1860, BLJS, Book no. 6754. 4aBTBA, p. 135*
49

One oomraentator astutely points out that Livingstone's
opinion of the Portuguese deteriorated severely only after he had
seen Lake Malawi. James Duffy, Portuguese Africa, (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1959)* p. 178.
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wrote on 8 August 1859 J "Baines had associated with some Port¬

uguese convicts in my absence," (implying that Baines would not

have done go had David remained in fete, which seems a reason¬

able enough assumption), and two months later they were "ticket
50

of leave" men. It does appear that Livingstone believed that

Baines had taken part in immoral activities.

Then there is the charge that Baines took the whaler with¬

out permission and damaged it materially. Charles wrote to his

wife: "Baines the artist began to lend the boat etc. without
51

asking leave of me.., an indiscretion with which he was not

charged. Wallis offers his interpretation of the whaler inci¬

dent: "For the damage to the whaleboat, she had been capsized

at her moorings by a sudden squall, and when Baines, hearing of

the mishap, went down to the water, he was too weak with fever
52

to go in and salve the craft." To believe that this was the

case, and that Charles accordingly blamed Baines for damaging

the boat, assumes an a priori belief that Charles had far less

judgement and sense of fair play than the average human being.

David Livingstone himself puts this incident in its proper

perspective: Baines "left it with the mast standing and, a storm
55

coming on, it was swamped and left almost entirely useless." '

"^NARS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1046-9> and DL to Washington, 20 Oct-
ober1859, MDRL, MSS. 120. A "ticket of leave" was a paper
granting parole to a convict.

51CL - HCL, 26 June 1859, 05/18.
52

■rt'ZBL. xxxvii-xxxviii; paraphrased by Martelxi, LOLR. pp.
1 20-1.

p. 336
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Evidently, it was Baines' responsibility to lower the mast after

he had used the boat. Concerning the specific damage to the

boat, Livingstone wrote in hie journal at a later date:

Mr. Eae [is) mending the whaler broken by Baines. One
plank rent up about four feet, and at another part
there is breakage right across boat. One plank was rent
by using it as a fulcrum for lifting boat round by mast.
he is obliged to put a patch along about six feet on one
side of keel, and patch the rest of it with copper
sheeting and canvas. The mending which Baines inflicted
destroyed the whalers more than saved them.54
As for the Portuguese paintings, Kirk noted as early as

18 November, 1858: "Baines has begun a painting of one of our

5b
friends, which will be a troublesome precedent."^ Two days

later, Livingstone wrote in his journal: "Sr. Manoel Gomes

being very anxious to have his portrait taken, I gave orders

to Baines to take it in oil. This is a mark of respect to a

friend who treated me well when, poor and lonely, 1 wended my
k A

way down tne river." Livingstone also gave Baines orders to

paint a portrait of Sicard; the otner three (p. 157 above J

Baines did on his own. While tnls is hardly the moat serious

of offences, it bothered Livingstone on at least three counts:

it wasted expedition time and property, and it was done without

authorization.

Kirk was indeed correct in foreseeing this as a bad preced¬

ent, due to the possible snowball effect, which could result in

rivalries among the Portuguese which were not in the British

^WZEh. 31 December, 1859, p. 144.

55FZJKj p. 124. 56WZEL, p. 63.
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interest. Furthermore, one must wonder what Baines received for

his services; was he merely showing gratitude for Portuguese

"hospitality," or was he receiving goods and/or services which

Livingstone might have found distasteful? She contemporary

evidence is mute, but many years later Livingstone wrote that
57

Baines received 2 gold chains and a gold ring for his paintings.

One of the two most serious charges advanced against Baines

was of faulty storexeeping, and from all accounts, dairies was a

thoroughly incompetent storekeeper. A major piece of evidence

supporting this interpretation is the Storekeeper'3 Journal, in

which Baines was to keep track of the Expedition's stores, -this

interesting but disappointing journal contains little more than

a rather disorganized list of items which were loaded on board

the "Pearl" at Birkenhead. In many cases, Raines listed a box

or a case as being from a certain British merchant, but gives no

information concerning its contents. Occasionally, one sees a

list of the stores in a certain place at a certain time, such

as "Senna, July 1858," and "Shupanga, August 3, 1858," but the

lists are carelessly made and do not inspire confidence. Also,

there are a few scattered and vague entries of items consumed,
58

which are of limited value.^

59
"Baines is not cut out for storekeeper, that is certain,"

wrote Kirk in his journal, and few nave contested that opinion.

^Journal, February, 1868, ff. 628-34. (See n. 21, p. 118).

^Privately owned (see Bibliography), hereafter B2SJ.

JK, 5 June 1659> p» 210.
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^evertneless, it must be noted that even the most competent

and conscientious quartermaster would have had difficulty

keeping track of his stores had he been with David Living¬

stone on the Zambezi. Livingstone himself tended to be dis¬

organized, thus he hardly set a good example. Furthermore,

by the time the party had been on the river for 6 months, its

gear was scattered from Expedition Island to Jete, with deposits

in Shupanga, Sena, and some still on the "Ma-Robert." It is

probable that once the launch made its first trip upriver, the

supplies were never in one place again, and accurate accounting

would have been impossible. No effective security system could

have been devised under these circumstances, and to further

complicate matters, expedition members traded with local people

frequently, and this tended to make statistical control almost

impossible.

In 'fete there was no place to store supplies under lock

and key, and pilferage would not have been surprising. Living¬

stone's warning letter to Raines of 11 July (p. 156 above)

mentions that the goods were "left to anyone who chose to steal

them," a situation which may or may not have been Baines' fault,

'.v'aixis adds a new element: "Apparently the "Expedition's goods

lay about for anyone to come at who might choose, for Charles

Livingstone refused Baines a place where they could have been
60

kept under lock and key."

whether or not such accomodation was available is doubtful,

6QWTBK, p. 169.
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since the Expedition had to borrow sheltered space in lets

Had such a place been available, it would have been David's

lot to designate it, since he was in Tete from the first

moment that supplies arrived (Charles was still on Nyika

Island), and, after ail, he was the Commander, fto evidence

suggests that such a secure room was available, and tnat

Charles "refused" to let Baines put the Expedition's stores

there, had he done so, he would nave had to answer to the

Commander, for brother or no, David Livingstone was always

on the lookout to account for government property. At any

rate, the lack of a storeroom made Baines' task no easier.

Kirk saw the futility of this position early on, when he wrote

with reference to Baines: "I should not like his post of store¬

keeper.

In addition to being lax as a storekeeper, Baines was also

accused of dishonesty. The entries from David's journal repro¬

duced above (pp. 154-5, and p. 157) charge Baines with "[making}
away with Expedition goods," and having given away soap, wine,

etc., but Livingstone advanced no further specific charges.

In a letter to Kurchison of 22 July, Livingstone added "pro-
62

visions" to wine and soap, and in a letter to Washington on

20 October he elaborates, listing -f-ive- cr six barrels of white

sugar, butter, cheese, hams and wine." Livingstone may have

61EZJK, 19 November 1858, p. 124.

6224AKS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1029-1036.

MDNL, MBS. 120. Livingstone *s strikeover.
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struck over the number of casks due to uncertainty, and felt it

best not to over-estimate without further evidence.

In the meantime, Livingstone had sent Kirk and Rae to Tote

to examine Raines' boxes and question him about the difficieneies.

On 31 October Kirk wrote David, informing him that he had ques¬

tioned Baines, and concluded that only 1 cask of sugar was

entirely unaccounted for. he added that Baines' replies to his

questions were recorded in the Storekeeper's journal.^4
In that book, Kirk wrote that according to naines, there

were 6 barrels of sugar, each containing seven loaves. Of the

total 42 loaves, those expended plus those remaining equalled 33

loaves, and by adding one or two loaves given to 3r. Rapozo by

Livingstone, one barrel remained unaccounted for. Me also asked

Baines about five missing jars of butter, which Baines believed

had ail been used at table or in cooking, except for three jars
6 5

at least which were useless due to saturation with salt.

Directly below tnis entry is another one, which indicates

that on 2 May 1659 (22 pages earlier) Baines recorded having 2

casks of sugar, one of which contained only four loaves, and on

the opposite page (as was his custom) he records their expen¬

diture. This should have exhausted his stock, yet on the first

page (the left-hand page) he records five loaves remaining in

store.

64John Kirk to DL, 31 October 1859, NAR3 LI 1/1/1, p. 1071.
65" yBZSJ, 26 October 1859. The questions were asked in Rae's

presence, and both he and Kirk signed the document.
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Partner details are in Kirk's journal entry of that same

date, where he records tnat Baines made no account of the butter

in the storebook, and that one cask of sugar is missing, he

then adds: "He denies the particulars of his former confession,

he says he gave two boxes of sardines to Rapozo and gave several

things to Tito, when he was on the way up in the pinnace, not

since.

After the men were all together at Kongone again, David

wrote that Baines "has cooked the book of store expenditure,

making it appear as if 4 lbs. of sugar had been consumed per

67
day." Having already suspected that Baines helped Bedingfeld

forge a "log" of events (p. 104 above), this certainly increased

the Commander's mistrust of his artist.

Greater detail is provided in a letter Charles wrote to his

wife, after he learned of Kirk's report, and five days after

David himself had examined Baines:

The rascal Qiainea] has made away with one fourth of our
2 years* loaf sugar. Can ^ive no account of it and tnen
cooked (David's very word] his accounts to square the re¬
mainder making all of us consume about three times more
than we did. According to his account 4 of us used a
loaf, 16 lbs, in six or 8 days in pur tea + coffee + we
used a good deal of brown besides."®

David obviously believed that Baines' storekeeping problems

were caused by more than mere inefficiency. The fact that

Baines took good care of his own things only served to further

incriminate him.

66i4JK. 26 uctooer 1859# p. 26*5. 67WZEL. 22 Nov. 1859, p.

68
OL - HCL, 28 November 1859# Co/16.
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If dishonesty with regards to government property were not

enough, Livingstone had enough evidence to charge naines with

dishonesty at the expense of his -eliow Expedition members. we

have already seen tnat he gave away tne mess wine, and was

charged with having taken a piece of serge from Hae's boxes, and

naving also tried to cneat Kae witn regards to laundry fees.

lirk noted in his journal on 26 October 1659 that in exam¬

ining; Baines' boxes, he found (in those examined so far) "hardly

any propex'ty which 1 can claim, but there is an enormous amount

of artist's materials said to be private, also shirts which seem

go
to be like those worn by other members of the expedition."

hext day he had more to relate;

Having completed examination of private boxes, find no
expedition property which I can at once claim. The piece
of canvas has the blue stripe and seems very like that we
had. fhia, 1 shall take down to be examined hy those
competent to decide, as Mr. Baines thinks it is his but
does not know how it came to be in his possession, unless
it might be a remnant of the Australian Expedition stores
which had not been taken up.70
The artist's stores present another problem for our con¬

cern. Kirk noted a very small expenditure of such items, a

surplus in several cases, and "a very considerable surplus in

the case of painting canvas." He presumed these came from

69
?FZJK, p. 263. One wonders whose shirts they were? While

it seems absurd that one under these conditions would steal and
secret another's personal property in his own boxes, it should
be recalled that Bamuel Gamble of the U.M.C.A. was dismissed in
disgrace for this very reason.

70
Ibid.. p. 264. Kirk's extreme circumspection makes one

wonder if he saw more than he wrote, and relayed information to
Livingstone orally. "Those competent to decide" could only be
David, as Kirk outranked everyone else.
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71
.uaines' private supplier. In order to cnecic Bainea' story,

uavid Livingstone wrote to Washington, informing him that it

was Baines' claim tnat several such articles were presented to

him by ./indoor and Hawton (of Spring hardens), or that he got

them from tne Australian Expedition, and asking that he check
72

into the matter.

and as far as outright theft is concerned, tnere was one

further charge, this one advanced by the Commander without

consultation with anyone: "We found a large parcel of hollow

brass armlets which he had stolen from ay private property, in
73

his box." in committing this to his journal, he gave further

details: "A parcel of hollow rings, presented to me at Birming¬

ham, has been appropriated oy Baines and is in his caest. Ihey

were shown to Mr. Bae as mine, ana he twice asked if I wished

to take them out of his charge. Yet he told Dr. kirk that he

had bought them at the Cape. Brass chains are gone."7/* This

is open to any number of interpretations, but it hardly puts

Baines in a better light, and Jeal'e "There was no shred of

evidence to accuse Baines of theft." (p. 139 above) must be

considered as unduly generous.

71F£JK. 27 October 1859, p. 264.

^20 February 1860, I-DKL, MS3 120. So record of Washing¬
ton's investigation aeexas to survive. Livingstone must nave
wondered how Baines could nave legally come into possession of
government property left over from a previous expedition. Also,
Bainea was ordered not to bring any personal artist's supplies
on the expedition.

75DL to T. Maclear, 22 February 1860, KAR3, LI 1/1/1, P. 1107.

7^WLBL, 7 February 1860, p. 150.
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When all of these charges are considered, it seems highly

unlikely that Baines was framed, and equally unlikely that he

was completely innocent. Where there was so much smoke, there

was certain to have been some fire. However, it must be noted

that most of the specific items raised against Baines were men¬

tioned by Livingstone only after Baines had been dismissed, and

it is now necessary to digress to examine the actual dismissal

and its aftermath.

We have seen that Livingstone, after talking with Rae,

gave Baines on 11 July a letter of warning that any of the

repetitions of his past behavior would not be tolerated. Kirk,

who up to this time (and even thereafter) had shown great sym¬

pathy for Baines, wrote: "Baines is left with the things but he

is under restrictions such as his state renders absolutely

necessary for the preservation of the Government goods."

Obviously, Kirk saw no reason to doubt whatever charges had

been advanced against Baines up to that time. Slightly over

two weeks after leaving Tete on that day, Livingstone copied

into his journal the letter dismissing Thomas Baines.

This letter contains no new charges against Baines, but

informs him that he was separated from the Expedition, and that

his salary war stopped as of 30 July.7**
It seems that up to this time, Baines wrote neither denial

nor defence to Livingstone, for had he done so, Livingstone

75FZJK, 11 July 1839, p. 213.

76DL to Baines, 21 July 1859» WBB'L. p. 118.
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would certainly have copied it into his journal and sent it on

to the ioreign office, as he had done with Bedingfeld. Later,

Baines was to write many letters on his own behalf, by why he

did not do so prior to hie dismissal remains a mystery.

The letter of dismissal finally moved Baines to react on

paper, but he did so in remarkably calm fasnion, mentioning that

of the five portraits he painted, "those of Manuel and of Major

^icard were by direct order, the request from Mr. Pascoai was

referred to yourself,..." and indicating that Sicard had given
77

Baines a written testimony to his honesty, which nad been

translated by Prancisco Antonio ueneroso. this was a very

mild reaction indeed, and it should be noted that the two who

wrote in Baines' defence were among the chief recipients of his

generosity. There the matter rested until Kirk and Rae arrived

in fete to examine Baines and his possessions.

While maiij voices have been raised in praiBe of Kirk's

diplomatic and gentlemanly behavior on this sensitive occasion,

few have botnered to consider Baines' actions. Kirk's first

impression of Baines upon arrival in Tete came from Sicard;

"Baines has been toucned in the head since receipt of dismiss-
"78

al. What Sicard told Kirk may never be known, but it appears

Baines to BL, 10 September 185$, BO 65/871, f. 224. Baines
wrote to Thornton: "I fancy it is rather a novelty too for a man
to be tried, on the 26th of July and sentenced to dismissal and
stoppage of pay on the 50th and in happy ignorance of all this to
be quietly doing duty till the 6th of September," and his point
is well made; 19 October 1859, JoPL.

7aPZJK, 25 October 1859, p. 265.
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that Baines' erratic Behavior continued even when he was in

Tete "on his own" so to speak. ?ivs days later, kirk wrote

with obvious irritation: "After completing the accounts, etc.

etc., call on Tito, along with Lae. Baines came in immed¬

iately after, knowing that we were on business." kirk knew

well why Baines intruded, for a few sentences later he wrote of

Cicard: "He sides strongly with Baines, when dairies is present."

next day kirk noted: 'Mr. Baines informs me that he will not
79

take down his his boxes." while this statement is open to a

number of interpretations, it seems to imply a reluctance to

follow orders, and could well imply an attempt to suppress

evidence, since some of the goods secreted therein were alleg¬

edly not Baines' property. (Indeed, Livingstone did not dis¬

cover the brass armlets in Baines* boxes until he himself went

to Tete in February, 1860.).

Also, the people of ^ete were almost unanimously defiant

in the face of Kirk's efforts to get a boat's crew to take them

downriver, and it is not unlikely that Baines played a major

role in this attitude, had David Livingstone wished, he could

have interpreted this as treason, for in his journal on 22 Nov¬

ember 1889 he wrote: "Baines has set the Tette people against
80

us." j-his rankled in Livingstone's breast, for he wrote in his

^This and the above are in FZJK. 29 - 26 October 1859, h.
265.

8QWZFL. p. 152.
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journal a snort time later: "he (LaineijJ shewed what he was

capable of in trying to stir up the Portuguese at Tette against

me and the Expedition." Perhaps Livingstone's disenchantment

with tne Portuguese at this time had more to do with Baines

than it had to do with ilia first sight of Lake Malawi in Sept¬

ember (see p. 156, n. 49 above), and Baines' behavior with Kirk

and Rae in Tete during the last week of October did nothing to

elevate his position in Livingstone's eyes; in fact, the contrary
. 81

was true.

hainee' hearing and Departure. The tnree men joined Livingstone

at Kongone on 21 November, 1659* and on the 23rd the Commander

examined Balnea on many points, but as Kirk noted in his jour-
HP

nal, x>aines "has no presence of mind in making replies." The

exact questions and replies Livingstone recorded in his journal

are too long to present herein, but they do indicate that Baines

became somewhat insolent. More importantly, new charges against

Baines' conduct were brought forth at this time.

Livingstone asked why Baines "had given Ceneroso an order

upon me to pay £1 - 15» he being perfectly aware that I had no

authority to draw his salary," to which Baines offered no explan¬

ation. David also "shewed Mr. Baines a piece of canvass which he

had appropriated and offered to exchange for a drill with Mr.

Rae," which canvas Livingstone saw Baines take out of the launch,

and could not have been in the Australian Expedition a$ the

81
quotation above in WZEL. 7 December 1859, p. 138.

82P2JK. p. 270.
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Government mark on it was not in use then. Livingstone did not
0*2

consider Baines' replies satisfactory.0

Livingstone then brought up the question of the missing

sugar, asking Charles Livingstone ana Lae if they had consumed

the amount of sugar charged to them, and both replied negatively,

adding that they had often been siok and ate nothing at all

during tnose times. On this issue, Livingstone concluded:

After long and patient investigation and listening to
confused explanations it came to this: one barrel of
loaf sugar wholly unaccounted for in the book and the
greater part of four barrels placed to the members was
made away with without being touched by them.

Apparently totally unconvincedby any of 3aines' comments,

Livingstone allowed his anger to get the better of his Christ¬

ian charity, and he refused to allow Baines to join them at

table, and the poor man had to live apart from the others in a

whaler, using a sail to protect himself from the elements.

Kirk and Rae, to be sure, fared little better, for they had to

share the pinnace with a sail as their only protection - there

was simply no accomodation at Kongone for the men, as the "Ma-

iiobert" was beached, for repairs - but at least they were not

^WZEL, 23 November 1859* pp. 132-3. Livingstone wrote to
Admiral r. Grey: "Navy canvas which we got from Lynx was found in
his box and he had tried to exchange it for private property..."
10 December 1859, RCSL, MSS. 8c 99.

84Ibid. Lhe fact that he records Charles' and Rae's pres¬
ence for the sugar question implies that they were not there dur¬
ing the entire hearing; Kirk's sole comment on 24 November (BLJK
p. 270) implies he was present throughout. In the letter to
Grey (n. 83 above), Livingstone wrote that four barrels of sugar
were gone, and that Baines was seen opening them at various
times. Kirk's opinion that only one barrel was missing (p. 164
above), treated Baines to maximum charity.
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ostracised which, after ail, is man's most severe punishment

to his fellow man. Perhaps it was an act of mercy to JBaines

that H.M.6. "ujynx" arrived on 23 November, and on 12 December

1659 ae was able to sail away from the Zambezi Expedition,

bound for Cape Town, before departing he left no letter of

complaint or plea of any kind.

Sequel. Of the original members of the Expedition, Baines was

probably tne hardest working, and with the exception of tne

Commander, he might have been tne most independently-minded of

the group. Whereas he obviously respected David Livingstone,

he apparently had no respect at all for Charles, refusing to

regard his advice or his communication of David's orders when

at Tete.

Bainas also refused to take Nirk's advice, and he seems to

have shown no respect to kirk during late October and early

November when they were in Tete. It is interesting to note

that while prior to thi3 time kirk rarely passed an opportunity

to praise Baines in his journal, his entries on this occasion,

on tne hearing in Kongone, and finally upon Baineo' departure

in the "Lynx" are laconic indeed, and he reveals absolutely no

regret over the man's departure. That Kirk thoroughly believed

Baines* dismissal to be justified seems beyond question. J

85
kirk later wrote to his brother Alexander: "Baines was a

very queer fellow. I don't understand him at all. He was very
low, that's a fact .and for a storekeeper, quite Incompetent..."
30 January 1860, FZJZ, p. 546. It would be interesting and per¬
haps relevant to know exactly what JCirk meant by "low."
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nefore he left, naines tolcl Livingstone that "the imputation
86

would stick to him for life if not prosecuted." Io this

obvious truth Livingstone was unsympathetic, and no doubt this

was on naines' mind frequently as his snip made its way west

by south to oape Town.

shortly after his arrival there, Haines wrote a long letter

in nis own defence to the "Principal secretary for foreign

Affairs." in it he deals with some (but not all) of the

charges advanced against him, and for the first time, he implies

tnat it was Oharles Livingstone who made tne charges, he wrote

that nr. Livingstone "cnarged me with having given away the

property of the expedition in such a manner as to lay myself

open to prosecution, this I of course at once denied," but

during his next illness "I believe that in a moment of partial

delerium 1 made use of some words which tor. Livingstone nas

interpreted into a confession of everything he charged me with

but which as far as I can remember were in many respects little

more than a repetition of tne words he himself used in accusing

me." iit longone David examined Laines and made "assertions

which 1 believe to be untrue because I cannot call to remem¬

brance at a moment's notice many things which happened about the

time of my illness," and which Laines could not contradict.

He goes on to assert that when .<irk relieved him of the

atorekeeping chores, "a surplus of five loaves [of white sugar]
remained," contrary to what Kirk entered in the storekeeper's

b6W2£L. 7 December 1859, p. 138.
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journal. (Whereas Baines told Kirk that there was one barrel

of sugar which upon opening contained only 4 loaves of sugar,

he writes here that two barrels upon opening had 5 loaves

removed, i.e. only four loaves remaining, since th< sugar was

packed seven loaves to the barrel).

Baying he hardly knows what is meant by "skylarking with the

Portuguese," he challenges Charles to say whether he was ever

absent without leave from his duties for a whole afternoon, and

to make a statement which Baines will then refute. Concerning

the destruction of the whaler, he wrote: "I made no secret of

{sailing] it, and when I thought it necessary, I referred to
Mr. Livingstone who did not object to my doing so until the

accident took place," that accident being the capsizing of the

boat in a storm.

With regard to tne paintings, Baines notes that he was

ordered to do portraits of Br. Manuel and Major hicard, and

referred Pascoal's request to the Dr. "who told rce to 'do as I
87

liked' or words to tnat effect'.' Commenting that only one of

the portraits was done on Expedition canvas, he notes that in

returning the stores to I)r. Kirk's charge he found that he had

taken out 12 pieces of canvas (from Expedition stores), having

returned 25 or 26 in the form of pictures "more or less reach¬

ing completion."

in his journal on 7 Deoercoer, 1859, Livingstone wrote:
"i asked what he (Baines] had to say to wasting Expedition's
time and materials in painting Portuguese portraits. Baid i
had left it to himself (this is untrue). X never answered the
note of Pascoal at all." wZBh, p. 138.
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Concluding tnat he gave "trifling presents" to Sicard and

Sr. Reposo in return for their help and hospitality, Baines
CO

ends the letter. In addition to being filled with countless

inaccuracies (probably the result of his having left his jour¬

nal in Tete), this letter obviously contains information pres¬

ented in a very different manner than it was presented to Kirk

and David Livingstone, it also requested an official examination,

which was refused.

In a pique over this refusal, Baines again wrote the For¬

eign Office, this time more briefly: noting that the Commander

has the right to dismiss those "refusing to obey any reasonable

order," he challenges Livingstone to prove this against him "if

he can," and goes on to say that Livingstone is limited in his

power to dismiss Baines according to paragraph 9 of his own

instructions to Baines, and even if he has the power, "any Brit-
QQ

ish subject" deserves "an opportunity of defending himself." ^

Receiving no reply and reluctant to let the matter rest,

Baines again wrote to "Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of

State for Foreign affairs," to wit:

In the month of January last I applied by letter to your
Lordship for an investigation of the Slanderous and Mal¬
icious charges brought against me by Mr. Charles Living¬
stone on which without the slightest proof being brought
forward Dr. Livingstone grounded my dismissal from the
Zambezi Expedition.

8819 January 1360, PO 63/871, ff. 214 - 222.

8919 May 1860, FO 63/871, ff. 334 - 353. The instructions
appear in V.'ZEL. pp. 434-5, but paragraph 9 is not included.

9015 October 1960, FO 63/871, f. 447.
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This letter is obviously the source of the change in Charles

Livingstone's reputation: up to this time, Baines only mention¬

ed Charles once (in the letter to the Foreign Office of 19 Jan¬

uary, 1860), where he was portrayed as reporting Baines' words

and deeds to the Commander, which word3 and deeds Baines claims

were either taken out of context or misinterpreted, how, over

a year after his dismissal, and more than 6 months after Baines'

request for an official hearing was turned down, Charles Living¬
stone becomes "Slanderous and Malicious."

And this letter has more - Baines went on to request a

discharge from Expedition, with full pay, plus mess expenses

when on board H.K.S. "Lynx," plus expenses accrued in Cape Town

from 7 January (1860, the date of his arrival there) to the date

of the discharge, including repayment of medical cnarges during

the same period, and compensation for the loss of his private

equipment (which equipment, incidentally, he left in fete of his
own volition and perhaps in contradiction to Kirk's order].

Obviously implacable, Baines wrote the Foreign Office on one

further occasion, and noted: "I was not dismissed for disobed¬

ience to orders but for xneft and this not only without proof

but without a hearing, in my absence and on the unsupported

accusation of Mr. Charles Livingstone, the Commander's brotner,"

and he wgnt on to request a fair trial as a British subject.

As can be readily detected, these letters contain a great

deal of apparent fact and outright fiction. The exact nature of

919 January 1861, F0 63/894, Part 1, f. 21.
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Baines' behavior when in Tete, ae outlined in his first letter

to the Foreign Office, may always be the subject of controversy,

since concrete evidence either way will be difficult to produce.

However, Baines' statement that he wa3 dismissed "without the

slightest proof being brought forward" is true only if one

assumes, as Baines apparently did, that nothing is "proved"

unless the plaintiff appeared in person before a British court

in Gape Town with irrefutable evidence literally in hand. Ae

far as missing sugar, wine etc., damaged whalers and "skylark¬

ing" were concerned, Livingstone could not do this, and Baines
92

knew it.

ftor was Baines dismissed without a hearing: Livingstone

tried to hear him out, telling him, " £l] Wished him to explain
and clear up the matter. I had no wish to find him guilty. It

was a black burning disgrace to the expedition to have to turn

out a dishonest member and I wished if possible to avoid it,"J

but Baines, as we have seen (p. 171 above) had "no presence of

mind in making replies."

Furthermore, the charges attributed to Charles Livingstone

were not "unsupported" - even John Washington, though far remov¬

ed from the scene, recognized that, for in a memo on the subject

92
Livingstone was not averse to so doing, however, as he

wrote to Gir George uray, the Governor of the Cape Colony:
"Were we within the jurisdiction of courts of law I would cer¬
tainly deliver Baines over to justice." 20 October 1859, AuPL.

•^WBEL. 25 November 1859, p. 153»
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of Bailies' letter to the Foreign Office of 9 January 1861, he

wrote: the dismissal of Baines was corroborated "by the evi¬

dence of Mr. Charles Livingstone, Dr. Kirk... (an§ Mr. Rae."^
It is interesting to note that in his report on the Baines and

Thornton cases almost a year earlier (p. 137, n. 60 above),

Washington wrote that although the facts are hard to get at,

the evidence presented seemed to favour "Dr. Livingstone, Dr.

Kirk and Mr. Rae, who appear to agree that Baines was at fault
QC

and really did make away with the stores of the Expedition."^

He didn't even mention Charles Livingstone, and perhaps had no

reason to until Baines wrote the Foreign Office much later.

Having thus at length examined Baines' case through his

dismissal and its aftermath, and his "hearing" and its sequel,

let us look back one last time to examine the role Charles

Livingstone played in the dismissal of Thomas Baines.

Charles Livingstone's Role. In what is apparently the only

written statement by Baines in his own defence, his letter to

the Foreign Office of 19 January 1860 (pp. 174-6 above), he

lists only four cnarges allegedly brought against him by

Charles Livingstone. They include the giving away of Expedition

property (which in spite of denying, Baines goes on to justify

94
John Washington, "Memo on the letter of Thomas Baines,

dated 9 January 1861," 19 March 1861, MDRL, KSS. 120.
95-

it is often overlooked that David Livingstone himself
could have testified on the Government's behalf: he advised
Tnomas Haclear (albeit over two years later) that twice he had
seen Baines stealing; 21 June 1862, NAR3, II 1/1/1, pp. 1436-54.
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on some occasions), and. specifically white sugar; "skylark¬

ing" with the Portuguese and leaving his duties to do so;

taking the whaler on occasion without permission (to which

Baines implied admission in saying that he requested permission

when he thought it necessary) and damaging it; and painting

Portuguese portraits, some of which he admitted he did without

permission (he failed to add that he had done them after David-

Livingstone specifically ordered him not to do so^). That

these charges were neither "slanderous" nor "malicious" is by

now quite obvious: in fact, they were only the tip of the ice¬

berg.

Although Livingstone accused Baines of all of these when

dismissing him in July, when he questioned him on 23 November

David only referred to two of them: the sugar, which by now

Kirk had investigated carefully and found Baines wanting; and

the portraits, which were a clear-cut, if relatively minor,

breach of conduct.

However, at this "hearing," David Livingstone confronted

Baines with a host of other charges of which no connection has

yet been advanced toward Charles Livingstone by Baines or any¬

one else, in fact, the texts of David's and Kirk's journals

make it unmistakably clear that they were brought forward by

Kirk and Kae. Purthermore, we know not how many charges

against Baines the Commander never brought up at all, but there

was at least one - his own personal brass armlets were found in

96
Baines "painted Portuguese portraits with Government time

and materials, after I had ordered him not to do so." WZKL,
23 November 1859, p. 133.
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Baines' private boxes.

There remains yet one slur to Charles Livingstone's char¬

acter upon which comment must be made in conclusion. In his

letters to the Foreign Office, Baines takes the position that

he was duped into a confession by Charles while his mind was

affected by fever. There is no doubt that in his delerium

Baines revealed something to Charles (and perhaps Rae was

present), and delerium or no, it was deemed significant enough

to bring to the Commander's attention.

Exactly what Baines confessed may never be known, but to

his wife, Charles wrote:

One evening at ten he sat muttering a little to himself
then said 'Mr. Livingstone I want to say that X gave
Tito 20 boxes sardines, Raposo 2 etc., I also gave away
cheese, hams, oil' and he was about to confess something
worse when he stopped and said 'Oh dear, I wish you would
put me in confinement!' Why? 'Because I have such
thoughts and feelings.'97

What Charles told David that he did not write to Harriette is

anyone's guess.

Those who have accused David of dismissing Baines on the

flimsy grounds of a second-hand report of a delerious confess¬

ion do the great missionary-explorer a monumental injustice, for

he knew better. While be was returning inland from SSo Paulo do

Luanda in 1854-5, one of his porters became insane on the march

between Coiungo Alto and Cassange. Livingstone had earlier

noticed that the man often laughed loudly and at the wrong time,

97CL - HCL, 26 June 1859, G5/18*
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and he now wrote:

the madman Is well but set them all at loggerheads yester¬
day by something he had said when insane. I made them
state the case in full in solemn assembly and set all
right by ignoring the words of a madman. They seemed to
agree to the justice of the decision tnat such words
must never be repeated.38

Livingstone did in fact have the words repeated to the ass¬

embly, and then he threw them out of court; and he was not one

to forget his experiences in life.

Charles, who was concerned lest he fall in his respon¬

sibility as temporary officer-in-charge, did repeat the words

to his brother - perhaps recalling how Bedingfeld failed to

report various chronometer problems. It could be tnat he

revealed a side of Bailies' character which has yet to come to

light, but true to his common sense, Livingstone listened to

the report with caution and a large grain of salt. Charles

would have mentioned this to David on 23 June 1859 at the

latest, yet on 9 July in his journal and on 11 July in his warn¬

ing letter to Baines, David dismissed all of the charges men¬

tioned in the confession or otherwise, on the grounds that

Baines' head had been affected by fever. !o repeat at this time

wnat has been written above: if David Livingstone were to dis¬

miss his artist/storekeeper because of the charges brought

forth by Charles Livingstone, he would have done so immediately,

or at least prior to 11 July (well over two weeks later).

^®DL to Edmund Gabriel, 4 February 1855» BLL, Add. Mas.
34710, ff. 81-84.
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Nevertheless, in his letter of dismissal dated 21 July,

David accuses dairies of giving away expedition stores "by your
QQ

own confession."7 Kirk on 26 October 1839 recorded that

Baines "denies the particulars of his former confession.

And to Washington on 20 October 1859 David Livingstone wrote:

"He confessed to some breaches of trust, but we don't know all

he has made away with."^^
on the surface, it does appear that for reasons unknown

Livingstone changed his mind and accepted the details of the

confession relayed to him by Charles Livingstone, but this was

not David's way, and apparently not the truth either. In his

journal on 23 November 1859, toward the end of the record of

tne hearing he had just given Haines, Livingstone wrote: "Mr. 3.

tried to quabble about his confession and to take refuge in his

head having been effected. Witnesses thougnt he seemed on the
102

second occasion as well as he ever was."

This strongly suggests there were two occasions when Baines

"confessed" certain wrongdoings - the first he made to Charles

which David by and large ignored, and a second, repeated in the

presence of more than one person, on a day when Baines was in

good health. The second almost certainly came between 23 June

and 11 July1859» and wnile Livingstone dismissed it at first,

99^JWZF.L. p. 118. Bvidence suggests that this letter was
written at a rater date, perhaps 27 July.

10QrLJK. p. 263. 101MDNL, MSS. 120.
102

WBEI, p. 134; present writer's emphasis.
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in time he came to accept it. This is because on the latter

occasion, Baines was not plagued by malaria, and it is this

second confession, of which almost nothing is known, that pro¬

vides the key to Baines' dismissal. It might have included

Baines' offer to pay for whatever was missing, from his own
1

pocket, and also his request to remain with the Expedition

without salary, both of which were made before Livingstone ever

suggested that Baines might oe dismissed.

Some might be disposed to assume that here wa3 the offer

of an honest man, and that in so doing Baines gave testimony to

his own innocence, but Commander Livingstone assumed the exact

opposite, and the frequency with which Livingstone mentions

these two points in nis later correspondence makes it perfectly
106

clear why Baines was dismissed.

Finally, in spite of all of the above, it should not be

readily assumed that Baines was indeed as evil as Livingstone

would have him painted. Certainly Baines' conduct was far from

being unstained, but it should be remembered that once a person

ran against Livingstone's grain, that person was deemed guilty

not only with regards to whatever issue might be at hand, but

wa3 considered 30 in any and every question which had arisen

103kZSL. 9 July 1859, p. 114.
^ ^Ibid.. 23 November 1859, pp. 133 - 134.
105

^Bee iefcers of DL to: Lord John Russell, 7 December 1859,
(Inclosure 1), Vi'LKL. pp. 336-7; Admiral Frederick Grey, 10 Decem¬
ber 1859, R03L, MSB. Be 99, Jose M. Kunes, 24 December 1859, copy
in MRS, LI 1/1/1, ff. 1086 - 1088; etc.
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between the two within Livingstone's memory. It was one of the

ma,1or flaws in David Livingstone's personality that molehills

assumed the proportions of mountains when he dealt with those

who had disagreed with him by word 02' deed. Kirk hit the nail

on the head when he wrote: "Dr. L. if he once takes an ill

opinion of anyone, makes jthera] up into a devil very soon, by
1 Ofi

working together all imaginable things." Bainef* nay not

have been a thief (in the usual sense of the term), and Living¬

stone no doubt beat him with every stick within reach, but the

fact remains that Daines was not an honest man, and his word,

wnether given under the onslaught of malaria or otherwise,

could not be relied upon.

It would appear, then, that the Commander's evaluation of

the work done by hi3 assistant in 1858 - 1859 was indeed just¬

ified and must be allowed to stand as written: "ray own assist-
107

ant... has fully answered my expectations."

1^John to Alexander Kirk, 7 January 1862, ffZJK. p. 552.
This letter is either erroneously dated or erroneously publish¬
ed as "7th January 1861."

107»rZBL, 1 December 1859, p. 136.



CHAPTER V

AELATMo BETWEED CHARLES ART) DAVID IK 1360

What bluid's that on thy coat lap,
Son Davie, son Davie? Child, 13

Marking Time, As 1859 came to an end, David Livingstone clearly

saw that his expedition was approaching a temporary standstill.

The existence of the Oabora Bassa rapids on the Zambezi and the

Murchiaon and other cataracts on the Shire blocked the way for

steamers attempting to reach the Batoka (BaTonga) Highlands and

Lake Nyasa (Malawi) respectively, and although Lt. Henry Berk¬

eley of H.M.S. "Lynx" had very recently directed Livingstone's

attention to the Ruvuma River, Livingstone knew he could not

seriously move in any direction until he had another steamer.

To use the time on his hands, he decided to return on foot

inland to the land of the Kalolo, taking with him those Africans

who had descended the Zambezi in his company in 1855-56, and who

had remained in Tete or worked with the Expedition since that

time. By so doing, Livingstone would keep faith with both the

men and their chief, for Livingstone had promised to bring the

men back in due time. Such a promise could not be broken,

especialxy in a land wnere those led away by strangers virtually

never came back,

Livingstone doubtless enjoyed planning for the trip.

After over a year and a half filled with frustration caused by

ships, rivers and men, he was to travel in his favourite fashion

for his favourite reason - overland by foot (or beast of burden)
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to explore new lands and contribute to establishing trade

routes and to the spread of the (rospei. Before he returned to

Mozambique from Linyanti/Sesheke, he intended to visit his
brother-in-law and fellow missionaries in Katebeleland, from

which he would have returned to Tste by crossing Lashonaland

and Manica, enjoying the while an examination of the gold

producing region. Inere would be plenty of new country to

observe, old and new friends both black and white with whom to

visit, and as a bonus there would oe a second visit to the great

falls which he had named after Victoria. It was to be the kind

of trip tnat agreed with Livingstone completely.

Preparations. However, he could not leave immediately after

H.M.3. "Lynx" sailed, becaiise time was required to make adequate

preparation, and furthermore, it was necessary to delay until

the rainy season had passed. The latter was important because

unless plants were blooming along the river above the rapids and

in the central highlands, the party could possibly starve to

death.

The Commander used the first four months of 1860 for pre¬

paring: final dispatches were written and posted; available

provisions were collected and necessary gear was packed; Rae

was sent home to supervise the building of a boat for Livingstone?

and arrangements of all kinds were made in Tete, the point of

departure and return.
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At least one of the two Europeans who were to accompany

him lacked David's enthusiasm, as early as 11 December 1859

Kirk wrote xn his journal: "It seems I can do very little on a

tramping excursion of such duration,"^ reminding one that as a

botanist, he felt he could accomplish much more in the bhire

highlands or near Lake Malawi than he could in the crier cen¬

tral region, especially since David planned to be back in fete

in November, by late January, Kirk had not changed his mind:

in honour we are forced to undertake a journey which other¬
wise I should mucn ratner avoid. I see little but fatigue
and hardship, perhaps sickness and all for nothing tan¬
gible... In fact, this seems to be lo3t time.

Nevertheless, his attitude was healthy rather than surly:

However, I am pitched in upon it and I suppose sometuing
good may come of it. It is a clear bit of 'Kismet* and
must be taken as tnat and patched up as best I can do
into something useful.2
And according to Kirk, Cnarles didn't want to make tne trip

either. "Mr. C.L. is sore against going up to bekeletu [chief
of txie Kalolo) . He is for risking notnmg in the way of health
for the men, although they did bring the Dr. down."^ Ihis

comes as something of a surprise, for in the years before and

after the expedition Charles continually showed an interest in

going new places and seeing new things - in this respect, as in

so many others, he was his brother's brother, and indeed he wrote

1FZJK. p. 271. 2Ibid.. 31 January 1660, p. 283.

lb id. Jeal wrote: "Charles made it perfectly clear to his
brother, before leaving lete, that the trip was a waste of time
and energy." JTLi. p. 231; the original basis for this state¬
ment is not known.
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to narriette on 26 March 1860: "We are on our way up to take

the '"^akoiolo back to Uekeletu... This journey will be a pleasant

one but rather long."4 Perhaps Kirk was wrong; perhaps Charles

hid his true feelings from his wife for her sake, or perhaps in

the interim Charles changed his mind. It seems most likely that

ne looked forwaru to making the trip.

First Cigna of Strain. Unfortunately, by the time the men and

their African companions set out, on 15 May 1860, Charle3 may

well nave been in another frame of mind, for on 15 May his bro¬

ther recorded in his journal:

My brother informs me that the members of the Expedition
did not get orders what to do, and were always at a loss
how to act, tnat, so far as it has failed, I am to blame
in having rejected the "3ann." All were willing and
anxious to help if I only would have told them. He never
told me this before... As he seems to let fthisjout in a
moment of irritation, a long pent-up feexing, 1 am at a
loss how to treat him.5

Much of what Charles said was true (it is interesting that he

gives hedingfeld, Thornton and Baines credit for good inten¬

tions), but as Livingstone was extremely sensitive to criticism,

he counterattacked: "as an assistant he nas been of no value.

Photography very unsatisfactory. Magnetism still more so.

Meteroiogical observations not creditable, and writing the

40L - HCL, G5/60.

ft'ZLL. pp. 105-4. The "hann" was a small vessel proposed
for tae Expedition by John Washington, but rejected by Living¬
stone on beaingfeld's advice. Charles was implying that the
"banr-," due to its shallow draught, might have succeeded where
the heavier "Ma-Robert" faiied, and he may have been correct.
as David nimself xong suspected this, Charles was touching a
tender point.
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journal in arrears. In going up with us now* he is useless, as

he knows nothing of Portuguese or the native language. He

often expected me to be his assistant instead of acting as

mine.

We have seen (p. 13j above) that just a few months earlier,

David was very pleased with Charles' work as assistant, but now

that Charles fad dared to criticise, truthfully or otherwise,

his previous work was suddenly "of no value."

Leaving Charles' "Magnetism" ana photography for detailed

examination in subsequent chapters, we must remain in doubt

as far as his meteorological observations and journal writing

(personal and public) are concerned as the relevant documents

are not available for consultation. Certainly Thornton and

Haines felt that Charles wrote too much in the public journal,

and four years later David relied heavily on Charles' private

journal when writing his book on the Expedition, so David may

well be in error on this point.

It has been indicated above that Charles knew enough Portu¬

guese to attempt to translate letters as early as the first

week in October, 1858 (p. 116), and that he had begun .studying

that language when still in London (p. 85, n. 64). I'urtnermore,

he must have known a modicum of OeTswana, since Livingstone

held classes in that language for his men on the outward voyage

of the "Pearl," and, as we shall see below (p. 289), Charles

taught the Xalolo religious items in their own language.

6WZr,h. p. 164.
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And language skills or no, Charles could not have been "use¬

less" - an extra man who could shoot could always hunt, etc.

and free the others for other chores. And perhaps Charles did

expect David to act as his assistant occasionally, but this

sounds very much like a charge David levelled against Beding-

feld.

hut David was not finished, and he wrote on, naming the

cause of the disagreement:

This ebullition happened because I found fault with his
destroying my pillow. It was, he said, ail my fault.
1 rejected the "Bann" and every evil followed that as a
matter of course, he was perfectly blameless, as if my
act had destroyed hie individual responsibility.7
Today, a pillow may seem a trifle over which to nave such

a row, but fevered disagreements often stem from insignificant

beginnings, and in those days, a pillow was a prize:

Turned in on Kirk's bed. What a luxury it was after
sleeping for some months on hard bare ground, or boards,
or tin boxes, but the greatest luxury of all is the
pillow. No matter how hard the bed, if I have only a 8
good pillow I care for nothing & scarcely for mosquitoes."

Again, one must wonder in what manner David found fault
q

with Charles. If he spoke in a manner less than polite, as he

did frequently, Charles would doubtless replied in kind. Once

again, Charles found himself somewhat the worse for being the

Commander's younger brother, for under these circumstances,

^WZKL. p. 164.

^Thornton's journal, 12 September 1858, TPR1. p. 72.
qKirk later wrote: "I could not easily see why the old pil¬

low should raise Dr. L.'s indignation, but if I remember aright,
it was over Mr. C.L.'s reply." FZJK. 20 November 1Q60, p. 307.
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their long-standing familiarity did not encourage restraint on

Charles' part (as Commander, David could be forgiven for not

exercising restraint). Kirk never approached David in a spirit

of confrontation, instead confiding his wounded feelings and

his severe criticisms to his papers, and one wonders if he

would have endured so aiuon had the Commander been his elder

brother.

It is of further interest to note that David's last journal

entry mentioning Charles before this date, and his first such

entry thereafter, proclaim Charles' contracting and recovering

from fever, respectively.1'"* Indeed, as both Kirk's and David's

journals attest, all three had been subjected to repeated bouts

of illness ever since Baines left in December. By May, tempers

would have been short, and this probably contributed to the

problem.

Problems on the Journey Inland. Unfortunately, this was far

from the end of it, for on 9 June David wrote in his journal:

"People very obstinate since we left Tette, and my brother keep¬

ing up his sulks ever since we left Tette."11 Livingstone's

actual entry reads: "People very obstinate and my brother keep-
1 2

ing up hie sulks ever since we left Tette." Although the

1°WZ£L. 8 May 1860, p. 162 and 21 May 1860, p. 166.
11 Ibid., p. 174.
1 2

Journal, 1 December 1859 - 25 March 1861, Wilson Family
Archives. The strikeover is of course Livingstone's.
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discrepancy between the original and the published version may

be merely academic, it seems relevant that David did think the

phrase about Charles too strong, and struck it over.

Nevertheless, only two days later, Charles criticized his

brother once again:

Manners of a cotton spinner, of the Boers; didn't know how
to treat men. An old filthy pillow that I got the benefit
of it; that I cursed him, that I set the devil into him,
etc., and asked if it was not his work to take time for me,
and repeated aGain and again that X had cursed him. What
part of Botany is Sunday cursing. Seemed intent on a row,
would be but a snort time in the Expedition; regretted that
he was on this journey. Would rejoice when he could leave
it.15

Little elaboration can be offered upon a one-sided story sucn as

this - Charles was certainly irritated with his brother for

cursing him, and left no doubt of it in David's mind. By this

date everyone who had originally joined the Expedition had

either regretted doing so or at least rejoiced at the thought

of leaving, except perhaps David himself.

Still neither content nor appeased, Charles evidently com¬

plained to David a few days later: "I have to do all the hunting

and carry the game too - C.L. 1'hey eat the meat fast enough but

it is impossible to get them to go for it - Do.

Most of the complaints registered by Charles to date were

done while the party was traversing the rough country on the

north bank of the Cabora ^>assa wilderness. Once the group had

13W2£L. 11 June 1860, pp. 252-5.

^Ibid.. 18 June 1860, p. 254. It would be illuminating to
discover what Charles wrote in his journal about David at this
time.
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left this rough country and emerged on the fringes of the

central plateau, where the weather was more comfortable and the

going easier, Charles apparently had no further outbursts until

they were on the return trip. Sixty miles east of the great

falls, in the village of Sinamani, Charles completely lost

whatever vestiges of self-control ne had retained.

The Orand Row. At a later date, John Kirk wrote: "Ihe grand row

came off at Cinamani's about Mr. C.L. kicking Lishovi (or Lesh-

ore, etc 7) , the head man of (the] Makololo with his boot."
He also adds that on earlier occasion, Charles used "most im¬

proper expressions" to a superior officer, speaking of his ser¬

vice as "the service of the devil," and implying that David was

no Christian gentleman, an obvious reference to David's Journal

note of 11 June. A week after he wrote this entry, Kirk went

into much greater detail:

I trust that if I am sent on an overland trip, I may not
have C.L. for a comjmnion for if he can break out and
abuse, tearing with nails so as to draw blood and tear
clothes, his brother saying he was serving the Devil, in¬
dulge in epithets such as "the cursing consul of Qulllimane"
repeated over and over again, act before the men in such a
way as to make them look upon him as mad, which if 1 could
only sa^i that I thought he was, would be the most charitable
thing I could do. hut under one who loses his temper
suddenly so as to change from joking to kicking with iron
nailed heavy boots the chief man sent by a powerful savage
chief, to conduct us safely through his dominions and ask
assistance in the chief's name in front, is one upon whom
no reliance could be placed. Dothing but the high personal
regard for Br. L. averted bloodshed in that case - I never
expected so much moderation among savages.16

^ ^jLJK, 20 November 1e60, p. 507.
1 6

Ibid.. 27 November 1860, p. 310. as Kirk lost his journal
kept from 28 April to 13 November 1860, these passages were
written from memory.
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Although Kirk's accounts are not perfectly clear, they are

clear enough, and it seems that when the party reached Sinamani,

Charles attacked David, tearing his clothes and scratching him

so as to draw blood, and also kicked Lishovi, the Makololo

headman who was their guide, with hob nailed boots. In addition,

he spoke disrespectfully and carelessly to David, and the only

charitable excuse kirk could suggest was that Charles had taken

leave of his senses.

Kirk's treatment of Lishovi in these two passages is

curious, for he gives no hint that he was evidently one of the

Africans wno went downriver with David in 1855-6 and remained in

Tete until 1860, and wa3 now evidently returning as far as

Oinamani. On 9 January 1860, Livingstone "gave 2 pieces of

{cloth of] 30 yds [each] to each of Makololo." and one of the
17

names listed as a recipient is "Leshove. Then on 16 May,

the day after they began their trek to the interior, he wrote:

"Takelan and (name illegible) wished to remain with their rela¬
tives but Kakasaka went back and brought them on the I6thl'18

1 9
The illegible name is "Leshove." J A paraphrased version of this

notebook entry appears in Livingstone's journal under the Bame

20
date: here Takelan's companion is rendered "Leshore." Evi¬

dently Charles and Lishovi were not strangers to one another,

17
WZKL. p. 147; original in the Wilson Family archives.

13 1Q
vIbid., p. 249. 'Original in the Wilson Family Archives.

2QW2KL. p. 165.
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and they may have had disagreements in the past which contrib¬

uted to Charles' rash act. Or, there may have been two men of

the same name.

Only in one other document does one get a hint of this

dark episode, and that ia in the introduction to ^allis* edition

of the journal of James Stewart. The editor wrote that Stewart

"tells a story of hiia jpharies] assaulting his brother and tear-
21

ing his clothes," but nowhere in the volume does one find the

story. Since Stewart did not arrive on the Zambezi until 1862,

one and a half years after the event, one wonders how he was in

a position to tell such a story. His manuscript journal holds

the answer;

At Linyanti he [Charles] behaved disgracefully: Dr. L.
saved him from being assegaied. He returned the kindness
by sxriKing and tearing the coat off his back. So K...
in his letters home who was an eye witness."22

Stewart adds: "Let me keep ail this in mind when 1 meet him," a

line which did not augur well for future relations between the

two men.

Stewart wrote this while at sea, before ever landing in

Mozambique, and he makes it clear that he learned it from
George Rae, who was returning to the region on the same vessel,

evidently, Kirk wrote someone in Britain, who relayed the story

21" J.P.ii. aaliis, The Zambesi Journal of James wtewart.
1862 - 1863f (London, 1952), xiv, (Oppenheimer Series Lumber
Six), hereafter WLJB.

2p
"18 January 1862, MRS, ST 1/2/1. Stewart's emphasis

and ellipsis.
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to Rae, who In turn reported it to Stewart. This no doubt

accounts for the use of "Linyanti," which place Charles never

visited.

Kirk's letters to his brother Alexander, as published,

give no such details. One such letter, dated 10 December 1861,

mentions that Charles* conduct when inland "was like tnat of a

madman," and in another he refers to Charles' "rum fits of anger

23
which he came out with on the journey to Sekeletu's." It may

be that Kirk wrote someone else in greater detail, or if to his

brother, the letter was not published with the others, and since

neither of the brothers most directly concerned seems to have

made any record of the incident, Kirk must remain the only

source.

As Kirk wrote from memory after that particular journey

was completed, he does not give the date of the action, but

Livingstone's notebook of astronomical observations contains

an entry for 7 October 1860 written at Sinaraani'e, which notes

simply that the chronometer was carried over a "very rough
O A

road" and at this place entered a canoe. No doubt the

quarrel took place within a day of this date, as the party was

not long in that village. Further relevant information is

found in a letter David wrote to John Washington on 26 November

10 December 1861, p. 558; and 7 January 1862, p.
555. The date of the latter as published (& January 1861} is
incorrect.

24Notebook, 7 April 1859-8 November 1860, 3ALC, M3S.
8.A., Sect. A.
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1860, after reaching Tete:

The heat became excessive too at Siniraane's. The soil was

136° at 3 PM - not a single shower had fallen and the
country had suffered one of its periodic droughts. A
tnermoaeter held in the shade of tne body + 3 feet above
the soil was 102° at that hour and during a march our
blood even became 1j° hotter than tnat of the natives or
99°.5.25

hot only was the road a hard one to travel, but it was hot and

dry, so much so that David recalled it over three years later,

when he wrote in his notebook:

Remark. A curious effect of great heat + exposure to the
suns perpendicular rays, was remarked in my own case in
1860 in returning from the Kakololo country + getting in
canoes or marching on land where the temp, rose as high
as 102°- the imaginatior pictured a possible event and
then confirmed it as an accomplished fact + only by a
process of Blow reasoning could I bring myself to see it
was nonsense.26

As we have seen, the heat affected Charles differently, and

there were still other factors affecting his behavior. At a

later date, Kirk wrote in his journal:

Mr. C.L.'s anus not impure, much under caustic. He ought
to be operated on but Dr. L. don't like the idea. At
Sesiaeke, he said, when I spoke of cutting the fissure,
that he (Mr. C.L.) would find out what it was, if a knife
was put in there. I believe there is no other cure.27

Concerning this entry, Dr. Michael Celfand expressed the opinion:

"There are, of course, a number of possibilities, but most likely

25KDNL, MSS. 120.

^Notebook, 22 September 1863 - 25 March 1864, privately
owned, microfilm copy in NLS, MS.10771. As this entry appears
after the entry for 25 March 1864, along with several other un¬
dated items, its date cannot be fixed with accuracy.

JK, 26 January 1861, pp. 323-4. Kirk's double neg¬
ative must be an error.
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is a fissure-in-ano. This is a common disorder, painful, and
28

I should imagine this is what he actually suffered from."

Dr. Gelfand later explained that in this common affliction,

feces contaminates the fissure until the fissure must either

be cut out and sewn, or another cut must be made in the
pa

sphincter to release the strain. ^

For six other possibilities, Dr. Gelfand advanced reasons

why he considered them unlikely, including homosexual practices,

which "as far as I know is not a painful condition, but is
'50

further characterized by papillomata around the anus."^

Whatever cauie of this condition is not known, as furtner

evidence is not available, but if Xirk recommended an operation

at Sesheke, we can be sure that Charles was ruffering through¬

out the return trip.

Among the other revelations of this confrontation between

the brothers, one that bothered Xirk the most was David's

comment that Charles would not like to hear repeated some of

the things he had said about other members of the expedition.

This so disturbed Xirk that he mentioned it twice with emphasis

28
Letter to the present writer, 15 March 1974. A senior

staff member of Harari Hospital in Salisbury, Dr. Gelfand is a
leading authority on the diseases of south-central Africa.

29
Conversation with the present writer, Salisbury, 25 May

1975.
30Letter quoted in note 28 above. Diseases of the anus

were apparently not unusual in tropical Africa: David describes
one on 4 <*pril 1856 (. p. 450), which is discussed in Mich¬
ael Geifana, Livingstone the Doctor (Oxford, 1957), pp. 112-3*
hereafter GLtD: and Xirk describes another on 20 March 1859,
PZJX. p. 159.
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in his journal, adding that it merely confirmed his earlier
31

suspicions, indeed even before the men embarked for the

interior, Kirk had written of the effect of "brotherly insin-
32

nations. ~ He seemed to conclude at this point that Charles

was responsible for many if not most of the personality clashes

which had occurred between the men ofthe expedition, nut to

this remark of David's, Charles responded by berating his

brother for allowing R&e to go home with a good reputation,

implying that hae had duped Livingstone, but the significance

of this seemed to be lost on Kirk.

Certainly ^avid was correct - Charles would not have liked

to have had his words repeated, but neither would Hae, Haines or

Thornton have appreciated having tnsir privat; conversations

about other members repeated, and kirk would not have wanted his
33

journal or his letters nome read to the others in assembly. ^

The men found each otner personally objectionable, ana they

talked about it - but as far as we know, only Charles and ^ae

talked to the Commander.

In spite of the many accusations to the contrary, it seems

that Charles Livingstone did not quarrel with anyone but his

brother David. We have seen above (p. 111, n. 22) that he was

^FLJa. 20 and 27 November, 1860, pp. 307 and 310.

*^Ibiti.. 19 April 1860, p. 302.
33

is interesting to note that many writers have taken
the stand that Charles Livingstone snould not have repeated to
nis brother the details of Haines' first confession," no one nas
yet suggested tnat the words exchanged between the Livingstone
brothers at Hinaraani's should not have been repeated or recorded.
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apparently the one European member of tne expedition who did not

have a scene with Bedingfeld, and although he disagreed with

Thornton and Baines, there is no evidence that they had unpleas¬

ant episodes. Charles seeias to have had no difficulty with Xirk

or hae, in spite of the fact that from the very beginning, Kirk

did not like Charles at all. Kirk later wrote to his brother:

"With his brother Charles, of course] , X never had a word of
•34

difference."

The Breach Healed. shortly after the brothers left Tete, in

November, 1860, David and Charles must have worked out their

differences, because Kirk again noted in his journal: "Mr. G.L.

seems again to have smoothed over the quarrel with the

Commander. It is quite as weil."'^ This may well explain why

Charles did not leave the expedition at the end of 1860. The

time was opportune, for he had remained one year beyond his

original committment; he had done most of the tasks required of

him (and, as we shall see a few others as well); and a ship was

expected to appear on the coast at any time. However, he remain¬

ed, and made further contributions to the enterprise which just¬

ified his retention, and, as a general rule, he rose slowly in

Kirk's estimation.

v^John to Alexander kirk, 7 January 1862, PEJK, p. 553.

^Ibid.. 27 November 1860, p. 309.
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Relations between Charles, David and Kirk, 1861-1863. On the

last day of 1860, David and Charles had a "pass of words,

wuieh suggests that each of the men still retained some of his

individuality. Ten days earlier the "Ma-Robert" finally gave
37

up the struc_;le and sank in the Zambezi above Sena, forcing

the bedraggled men to salvage what supplies they oould and

spend the night on a nearby island. On the last day of the

year they left Sena and sailed to an island opposite the mouth

of the ohire, where Livingstone made no mention of a quarrel

with Charles, but noted "Great rain."*^ from here the men made

their way to the sea.

As he had not impressed Kirk favourably from the very

beginning, and as he had alienated his brother very severely

(rapprochement or no), it would have been very difficult for

Charles to have made any positive progress in the estimation of

either, whether or not the performance of his duty improved.

Ro doubt both men would always take Charles with a large grain

of salt, but into these relationships a catalyst was introduced

which had a very positive effect on the others' opinion of

Charles. That catalyst was George Rae.

We have seen that when angry with David in mid-1860

Charles taunted his brother with having allowed Rae to go home

3bfZJX. p. 317.
37Charles noted the event with wry humour: "Thousands of

cockroacnes, red ants, spiders, lizards, scorpions ... and rats
went down in her." CL - HCL, 13 January 1861, Gb/64.

>0*ZK1. p. 177.
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with a good "character," and this say have been the first

intimation bavid had that something was amiss with his crack

Engineer. In early 1861 the men received some papers from

Rape lawn, and one of tnem contained a letter from iiae to

Raines reading approximately as follows: "I do hereby give you

my word that I have never seen you give away any of the stores

belonging to the Expedition, neither have 1 any reason to think
•*q

that you did so." Of this Kirk wrote: "While he was accusing

balnea of stealing iiis things, it now appears from a certifi¬

cate publisned in the Oape papers, that he knew of no such

thing. Altogether nis conduct is very strange and will require

explanation.

leohnicaliy speaking, Rae was correct - for he never

accused oaines (as far as we know) of giving away Expedition

property - that complaint was raised by Charles. Rae did

charge ^aines with stealing his personal property, a fact which

he did not deny in the letter to Raines, and this distinction

was apparently not noted by Kirk, bavid seems to have realized

tnis, for in his journal he wrote that nae:

has behaved with great duplicity, accusing Raines of naving
stolen his goods then giving him a certificate that he had
no reason to believe he nad stolen any public property. I
shall use him but be wary of trusting to him in the least
degree.41

■^Copies in naines* hand are in 20 63/871, f. 225f» and FO
97/322, £. 341.

^John to Alexander Kirk, 10 December 1861, j'KJa. p. 358*
^

Journal, 1 January 1862, SRICDL, on display.
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Nevertheless, it was obvious to all that Rae violated the spirit

if not the letter of his testimony, and as Rae dropped in Kirk's

opinion, Charles was elevated.

After mentioning Rae's duplicity to his brother, Kirk wrote

on, sayin^ that he and Charles get on smoothly, having never had

a word of dispute, and he goes on to say:

we have got on very well during the whole expedition. We
were never half so much together and we do get on very well
indeed. Now I wonder whether it may not have been through
words taken by Rae that we did not seem to come together
before. I know now of more than one occasion on which Kae
said things, meant for my hurt and we all suspect him of
being the real cause for a good deal of the differences
among members of the expedition.^2

Four months later, Kirk was more definite on the last point:

"Dr. L. seems to have dismissed Baines chiefly on the evidence

of Rae."43
Rae at this time was labouring under another difficulty

as far as his standing with the other members was concerned, for

while en route home in early 1860 he lost track of several cases

of specimens which were to be taken to Britain in his charge.

"i'he men behind were very upset about this - indeed, some of the

oases were not accounted for until 1883 (see p. 269 below), but

as Kirk wrote, this problem was soon "cleared up:"

jfou were quite right to surmise that Rae might be doubted
on his return here and so it was but all was soon cleared
up. I don't know how he and the Dr. settled tne certifi¬
cate licences he gave to Baines, for it quite nonplussed

j 2
John to Alexander Kirk, 10 December 1861, FZJK, p. 699.

43FD«JK, 15 April 1862, p. 438.
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the whole proceedings and set Baines in a different light,
for I believe it was on Rae's evidence partly that Baines
was accused of dishonourable dealings. I now make a very
wide allowance for Kae's statement's. He states things as
his stomach may be for the tine. Things seem to change
their aspect very rapidly to his imagination. He is a nice
fellow, once you know that failing. When we went to £ette,
there was no doubt of a deficit among the stores, but I
should be very unwilling to accuse him (JiaineqJ of dis¬
honesty, taking the naxure of evidence into account.44
Charles was thus not the only one to profit by the revel¬

ations of Kae's perfidy, as time went on, Kirk retained his

improved opinion of Charles, testifying: "His brother is very

quiet and seems to have profited by his time here. There are

no shows of temper nor does he meddle in other people's business
4b

now as he did." Indeed, it seems that after his disastrous

clashes with his brother during 1850, Charles withdrew into

himself, becoming more quiet and detached in his dealings with

others, and it appears that from this point onward the inixiat-

ive he had previously shown was curtailed: he continued the

work he had begun with birds, magnetism, cotton and photogra¬

phy, and he always hunted, led wooding parties, and did other

similar chores, but for the remainder of his time on the Zam¬

bezi, he did his work quietly and kept to himself.

This to some degree accounts for the distance he kept be¬

tween himself and the men of the U.M.C.A. Kirk would occasion¬

ally write disparagingly of Charles after this, but on almost

every occasion it followed a diatribe against David, almost as

^John to Alex. Kirk, 25 August 1862, SZJK, pp. 574-5.
A k

John to Alex. Kirk, 7 January 1865, Ibid.. p. 589.
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if Charles were guilty by virtue of being David's brother.

On the other hand, Kirk's later reaiarks about David's op¬

inion of Charles makes one wonder if the rift had been completely

healed. "He has become a nuisance to me," wrote Kirk after he

learned of David's comment to Kae (which says little for David's

administrative discretion), and he later wrote that David was

"sick tired of him as ever any man could be."^ Nevertheless,

those are relatively isolated remarks, and on the whole, the two

brothers got on very well during the last 3 years on the Zambezi.

When Oharies left tire region, one year ahead of his brother,

David wrote well of him to H.M. Government, and while he did not

recommend him directly for another post (David may nave thought

this to be in questionable taste), he certainly asked Murchison

to do so. Furthermore, the fact that he chose to collaborate on

the Narrative with his brother is a fair indication tnat David

thought well of his brother in spite of their differences.

While perhaps the rift between them was never completely overcome,

it did in fact heal to the point where their relations were

mutually respectful and beneficial.

^PZJK, 13 October 1862, John to Alexander Kirk, p. 578, and
ibid., July 1863, p. 595.



CHAPTER VI

SBOPHYSICAL MEASUREMARTS

He practised all His youthfull prime
That exercise most rare. Child, 154

The Earth's Magnetic Field. The modern study of terrestrial

magnetism may be said to have begun with the publication of

he Magnete in 1600, by the English Scientist William Gilbert.1
In this work, Gilbert advanced his belief that the earth be¬

haved in fact as would a huge magnet, and thus created its own

magnetic field which had an inestimable effect upon the earth's

surface and its atmosphere. By the mid-nineteenth century, a

number of methods for measuring varying characteristics of this

magnetic field had almost been perfected, and throughout the

entire century naval missions and exploring expeditions to the

far corners of the earth had personnel assigned to take tnese

measurements.

In Great Britain, the leading man in this field was

undoubtedly General (later Sir) Edward Sabine (1788-1883)# who

took part in the first magnetical survey of Britain in the late

1830's, and repeated that task in the light of new knowledge

and with more modern instruments from 1858 to 1861. Sabine and

his colleagues in the august Royal Society were intensely

Nevertheless, Chinese magnetic compasses date from as
early as the 11th Century A.D. As the present writer is only
vaguely familiar at best with the sciences of geology and geo¬
physics, this chapter is designed as a "Layman's guide" to
Charles Livingstone's geophysical labours, rather than as a
serious, detailed study of terrestrial magnetism.
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interested in organizing the data taken from all parts of the

globe, and completing the magnetic survey of the entire earth.

Once completed, this survey would yield no end of keys which

would unlock the secrets of the earth, solar system, and even

the universe. For example, they pinpointed the locations of the

north and south magnetic poles, without which knowledge exact

navigation by land, sea and later air would have been impossible.

On a more localized scale, magnetic measurements indicate the

nature of the earth below the surface, which is vital for the

construction of dams, irrigation projects, skyscrapers, bridges

and other such wonders of civil engineering. And, because

accumulations of ore underground produce anomalies in the

earth's magnetic field, such data reveals the existence of

minerals and hence are vital to the mining industry, i'hus in

addition to revealing clues to the secrets of the origin and

extent of the universe, the study of the earth's natural mag¬

netism is a first step toward modern industrial development.

Of the many measurements which could have been made, the

most important from a practical point of view was the "declin¬

ation, " which represented the difference between the directions

of true and magnetic north, as detected on a compass needle

which was free to rotate only in a horizontal plane. ?his is

of course the most common type of compass, and this difference

is vital to all accurate navigation and mapmaking. In his

writings, lavid Livingstone almost invariably referred to it as

"variation," which is a scientifically-acceptable synonym.
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Another was the "dip" of The compass needle, or "inclin¬

ation," which recorded the angle at which any feature in a plane

is inclined from the horizontal, by reacting to the vertical

component of the magnetic force. A third was the "vibration,"

which allowed one to measure the force of gravity by observing

carefully the vibrations of a thin wire placed under tension by

the weight of a known mass; and lastly, the "deflection," which

recorded the deviation from the vertical of a vertically-

rotating compass needle. The needle of a deflection compass

would indicate true vertical only wnen placed directly over the

magnetic pole.

Preparation and Early Problems. As soon as it was certain

that a Government-sponsored expedition was bound for south-

central Africa* the Secretary of the Royal Society wrote to

the Foreign Office, expressing the hope that someone accompany¬

ing Or. Livingstone would make magnetioal observations "needed

to supply the almost entire deficiency of such data in the
2

interior of Africa."

Of the personnel on the Zambezi Expedition, Charles Living¬

stone was chosen for this task, and paragraph 3 of his in¬

structions reads as follows: "3« You are required to make

observations on Terrestrial magnetism of different points and

on different days at this station. You will also make use of

2 ,

W. Sharpey to the Earl of dhelburne, (Undersecretary of
State for Foreign Affairs), 15 January 1858, F0 63/842, ff. 78-9.
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certain Meteorological Instruments and carefully note the results
3

for comparison with other observations at a distance."*^

as we have seen above (p. 85)» Charles prepared himself for

these tasks by taking instruction at the Royal Botanical Gardens,

lew. This study, which could only have lasted a few weeks, was

supplemented by suggestions from Gabine himself, which mixed

advice with instruction:

The great continent of Africa presents a remarkable con¬
trast to almost all other parts of the globe in the
deficiency - it may be said in the almost entire absence
absense of materials for magnetic maps... The time that
would be tnus occupied would be that of a single obser¬
ver about 4 hours on each occasion, at distances which
might be 80 or 100 miles apart.4

2So doubt Charles met Babine sometime before the "Pearl" sailed,

and would have certainly profited by his advioe.

While en route to the Zambezi, Charles continued his pre¬

paration for taking scientific observations: "I have been out

to the Observatory getting some instruction. I got so far as

to be able to take the latitude on board the "Pearl" and will
fa

soon be up to the longitude,, etc."^ Two months later, Charles

was on the Zambezi, and as soon as he had recovered from his

5DL to CL, 10 May 1858, "autographs," 00LOO; WZBL. pp. 431-
432. Bedingfeld wa3 also instructed to "make suoh magnetic and
meteorological observations as the nature of the service will
admit" (Ibid.. p. R17); and Baines "in conjunction with Mr. Liv¬
ingston (sic) (was to) make... magnetical and meteorological
observations." (Ibid.. p. 435.).

4
Edward Gabine, "Suggestions for taking Magnetic Readings

on the Zambesi Expedition," n.d. (January, 1858], KDNL Mes. 120.

-*GL - aCL, 27 April 1858, Cape Town, G5/7. Like his bro¬
ther 17 years before, Charles learned the use of the sextant
while on a ship bound from England for Cape Town.
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first serious round with malaria, he unpacked his instruments,

and began this phase of his work. The earliest relevant refer¬

ence is in Kirk's journal for 21 July 1856: "Mr. 1. goes at

Magnetism, chooses a site near the middle of the north end of

the island."6 iiext day Kirk tried his hand at it: "Today I

take a set (of observations] . It seems simple enough but a

deal of botner."'

Simple enough it may have been, but it was rendered in¬

finitely more complicated by the state of the instruments,

their packing, the effect of climate and terrain upon them, etc.

Thornton wrote:

After breakfast helping Mr. I. with the vibration instru¬
ment. Dr. X. soon joined us. had a good deal of
difficulty with it, could not get it properly levelled
from the wood having warped. Then set off with Dr. X.
to burn some grass a little before dinner time. Mr. L.
came back, he had broken the torsion threads.8

Although this instrument was repaired a few days later,

Charles and his companions were continually plagued by broken

instruments. Kirk wrote of other problems:

1 open meteorological instruments today, find that the
Standard barometers are only marine ones and one of the
Mountain Barometers is smashed beyond redemption, both
tube and thermometer. I cannot praise the packing.9

6TaJK. p. 55.

7
Ibid. This seems to be the only time that Kirk took mag¬

net ical observations when on the expedition.

BIPRT. 30 July 1858, pp. 29-30.

9FXJK. 28 June 1858, p. 48.
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Just over a week later, Kirk wrote of another problem;

There has not been much done to Magnetism here but a good
deal of smashing among the instruments and one they can't
get to work at all. The Doctor asks me to go and see it,
as it seems impossible to get it to shew anything. A
little reflection on the sort of lenses soon shews that
they had been looking all the time through the wrong end
of the spyglass.10
In a letter from Thornton to David Livingstone much later,

we learn of other misfortunes which befell Expedition instru¬

ments :

The Kew Standard Thermometer was accidentally broken in
service by Dr. Kirk at Expedition Island. The glass face
of the aneroid barometer was broken Deer. 9, 1859 by the
native who carried it. Again on Deer. 29th the barometer
was for some time entirely under water, owing to the canoe
in which it was, being swamped in a gale of wind.^

From the writings of Thornton one final example may be taken;

When the theodolite arrived, found that the reading lens
[was] burst from its socket, which was much bent other¬
wise damaged. Found that the niggers must have been
examining it, then could not put it back again into the
case properly A broke it trying to force down the lid
of the box. 2

And of course there were always additional problems in trans¬

porting delicate instruments over river, swamp, mountain, plat¬

eau etc. in central Africa. And while it is granted that all of

the mishaps above did not happen to instruments specifically to

instruments required in measuring "magnetism," they do indicate

some of the problems scientists had to face.

FZJK. 6 August 1853, p. 62. According to Bosazza, Kirk
was in error, as the spyglass could not have been inserted
"wrongway around" BLPJM, Chapter VI, p. 7, an opinion fortified
by the fact that all of the men were familiar with the instru¬
ments, and no two would have made such an elementary mistake.

116 Feb. 1860, TPRT. p. 178. 12TPKT. 14 May 1860, p. 190-1.



Part of Tete with the Zambezi River in the

Distance, looking N.W. from tne Elevated
Foundation of a Ruined house, 1859.

by
Thomas Bainee

Copyright, the Rational Archives of Rhodesia.
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.first Results, In spite of many drawbacks, Charles persevered

with hie geophysical measurements when on Nyika Island, so that

when the expedition abandoned temporary headquarters there,

David could leave a letter saying that wnile on that island,

Charles took a set of magnetical observations for dip, deflection,
13

vibration and declination. And in his next letter to the For¬

eign office, David mentioned that Charles had carefully made the

required observations while on Expedition Island, and that he was

now at xete working on another set, Doth of which would be sent

home by the earliest opportunity.^
Charles worked on them at fete whenever his other duties

permitted. His journal/letter to his wife contains the follow¬

ing entry for 22 September, 1856, a week after David left Charles

in xete and proceeded downriver in the "Ma-Kobert:" "fried the

magnetic work today - took a set of observations under a tree
« 1b-

in the yard, Thermometer 93 in the shade at 2." In the

following days Cnarles no doubt took other sets, and on 26 and

27 October he recopied his findings.^ In his dispatch to the

Foreign office after having examined the Cabora Bassa rapids,

David wrote: "I enclose two sets of magnetical observations
17

made by Mr. C. Livingstone for the Royal Society. ' One set

^DL to "Commander, H.M. Chip, ' 13 August 1858, 3KKDL, on
display. This note was placed in a bottle and buried in the sand.

^DL to Lord Malmesbury, 5 October 1858, FO 63/843, part ii,
ft. 111-112.

150L - HOL, 14 Cep.-21 Dec. 1858, G5/10. 16ibid,
^DL to Lord Kalmeabury, 17 December 1858, WZBL, p. 299.
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was from the island, and the other from fete. As the table at

the end of this chapter indicates, he continued his magnetical

work at fete, but exact dates are not available.

Having made observations at these two important locations,

there was further work to be done, and the next important spot

was the cataracts of the Dhire, which were reached in January,

1859. Charles of course remained in fete until mid-July, ana

upon first reaching the cataracts ne had no time to maxe obser¬

vations, as the party was en route north to seek the great lake

known to be there. When they arrived bacx at the ship in early

October, Charles was again suffering from malaria. Anticipating

his recovery, David wrote again to the Foreign Office:

I enclose also a series of Magnetical Observations for the
Royal Oociety by Mr. 0. Livingstone. Ihey were made a few
miles below the cataracts of the Ohire. It was impossible
to carry the instruments overland to the lake, /kalawfj

Indeed, Charles recovered and carried out his work before the

month was out, so tnat David had ample time to enclose them with

his dispatch before it was sent in December.

Dot only did Charles do tne work, but he did it well.

Upon his return from the trip inland in 1860, he wrote with

obvious pride to his wife: "oaw a notice of my magnetic labours

in London Dews. 'The Royal Society has just rec. from Dr. L.

18DL to Lord John Russel, 15 October 1859, WZBL, p. 335.
Unfortunately, Charles' actual magnetic manuscripts are tempo¬
rarily lost, as they are not with the dispatches in the PROL,
nor in the R3L. A century ago they were in the "Mag. Office,"
but that has long been disbanded and its documents scattered.
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some valuable magnetic observations, etc.' and General Sabine

writes of those of the Magnetic Force and lip that 'nothing can

be more satisfactory.1 I'he Declination owing to some things
1 Q

breaking & errors in our watches is not so reliable." 7

Charles was not exaggerating, for on 29 October Sabine himself

wrote to the Foreign Office, probably with reference to the

first two sets to be ^ent house, acknowledging receipt of mag-

netical observations directed to him by Russell from the Zam¬

bezi expedition, and commenting: "I have examined these obser¬

vations and find them to have been made with an intelligence
20

and care which cannot be too highly commended." ' Such praise

from such a distinguished source can only have been merited.

Mew Problems and Further Efforts. In the light of this accom¬

plishment, David's journal entry of 13 May 1860 (p. 189 above)

is indeed curious: "Magnetism still sore so (unsatisfactory] ."
David wrote on: "He allow (ed] jf100 of Magnetlcal Instruments to

21
be completely destroyed by damp, but must not be blamed."

fie have already seen evidence indicating that Charles work was

quite satisfactory, and David's charge that Charles was respon¬

sible for the destruction of the instruments is equally false.

John Kirk wrote in his journal on 9 February 1860: "On

coming aboard, I find all my boxes of specimens down in the

19CL - HCL, 28 November 1860, 05/61.
20

Sabine to V/odehouse, (Undersecretary of State for Foreign
Affairs), FO 63/871, f. 142.

21WZEL, p. 164.
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forehold, the place which has just destroyed all the magnetic
22

instruments." Exactly one week earlier, David Livingstone

had written in his journal: "Sprung a leak in forahold and found

it full in the morning: prevented sinking by the other compart-
23

merits." And later that month David wrote to Washington, ad¬

vising him that "our craft has nearly ruined most of the Magnet-
0 A

ic Instruments besides provisions and private property..,"

and on that same day he wrote Russell that the instruments were

2S
"seriously damaged by damp." Charles himself adds the final

piece of evidence, written later in the year, upon his return

from Sesheke: "Coming up from the sea last March a leak spoiled

this lot of instruments..."

Pardoning Charles for being amiss by a month with his mem¬

ory, we can see that the instruments were either seriously dam¬

aged or destroyed by damp caused by a leak in the forehold oM

the "Ma-Robert," where the instruments were stored during the 2

month trip from the Kongone to Tete. Three months later, when

angry with Charles (and perhaps suffering from fever himself),

David placed entire blame on his brother. We have no way of

determining who put the instruments in the forehold upon whose

orders, but it seems less than fair to blame Charles for havoc

wreaked by a leaky craft struggling against an uncooperative

22F2JK, p. 285. 2"V/2EL, p. 148.

2420 February 1860, MDNL, KSS. 120. 25WZ£L, p. 348.

26CL - HCL, 28 November 1860, G5/61.
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river in a hostile climate. This situation brings into sharp

focus one of the most serious faults of this undeniably great

and distinguished missionary/explorer, and Justifies a state¬

ment made by Professor ohepperson, who referred to Charles as a

"man who was made the whipping boy for the Zambezi Expedition
27

by his more distinguished brother." how many other times

this happened, with either David or Kirk, no one can say, but

this time the evidence is clear. It has been noted above (p.

185) how completely David would turn against anyone who dis¬

agreed with him, and Charles was to be no exception.

This situation explains why Charles was unadle to continue

his .search for pieces of the earth's magnetic puzzle when near

the Victoria Falls in mid-1860; most of the instruments were

disfunctional, and had been left behind. This may go far to

explain why so little in this field wa3 accomplished through¬

out the remainder of the Expedition, but it must also be noted

that for most of his remaining three years in southern Africa,

Charles was working and travelling in areas from which he had

already obtained the readings he required, and further study

so soon might have been superfluous.

To this generaliam there are at least two exceptions - tne

trip along the west shore of Lake Malawi in 1861, and the second

attempt to ascend the Ruvuma River, in 1862. When at the lake

in 1859, Charles took no measurements because David decided not

2*4 or 5 May 1973, David Livingstone and Africa. (Edin¬
burgh, 1973), p. 112. Hereafter DlaA.
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to attempt to take the instruments over such a long and unknown

road. Two years later, with a such smaller party accompanying

them, Charles attempted to continue his magnetic research.

This seems obvious from a note written on the very interesting

map David compiled during the trip: "Variation on the South

end of Lake 14° w*, on the rest (?] 13*W; in Lat. 15°3, var. 15°-
in 16 var 16° +c,f Although Livingstone18 journal as published

gives no indication that anyone took any kind of magnetic obser¬

vations while the lake was being explored, Kirk's does: "The

magnetic variation since entering Latitude 12° has changed to 6°
+ 4° w formerly being 14° w."2^

considering that the declination in the region was usually

measured between 13° and 16°w, these figures are very unusual,

and may indicate the presence of severe magnetic storms or some

otner disorder, but what is more important is the confirmation

that at least one phase of the work continued. Since Kirk and

Charles (with John Neil) were always in the boat together, while

David often travelled overland, it seems most likely that

Charles took the measurements.

Nor did Charles neglect his tasks when on the Kuvuma a

year later, for according to Livingstone's notebook, the var¬

iation at Michi, a place about 100 miles from the mouth of that

pQ
Ail extremely good tracing of this map is in the UCTL.

By the "rest," Livingstone may have meant the entire west shore.

2^P2JK, 22 September 1861, p. 381.
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river, was 11° 30* W. Since the figure for variation (or

declination) was the most important required by the Royal Soc¬

iety, Charles did well to persevere with this measurement, in

spite of the fact that most of his instruments had been destroy-
31

ed. Perhaps other men would have given up altogether.

Pinal considerations. In addition to Sabine's opinion recorded

earlier in this chapter, there is one further indication that

this great geophysicist thought well of this particular phase of

Charles Livingstone's work on the Zambezi Expedition. On 15

June, 1676, three years after the Livingstone brothers had died,

Sabine read a paper to the Royal Society on the subject of the

terrestrial magnetism between south latitudes 10* and 20°. When

the tables and charts with which he illustrated this talk were

published in the following year, they included Charles' work

done at expedition Island, Tete, and Lakanamoio Island (near

the cataracts of the Shire) in 1858 and 1859."52
Thus over 17 years after ne had done his "magnetism" in

southern Africa, Charles' work, along witn that of many other

amateur and professional field scientists, contributed to the

completion of the magnetic survey of the earth.

50SDLR, 4 October 1862, p. 101.
31

ho evidence indicates that the instruments were ever re¬

placed, although Livingstone reauested same from Washington on
20 February 1860; KDNL, MSS. 120.

32
See table at the end of this chapter. It is worth noting

that Sabine's maps indicate no declination or other figures for
the region around Victoria Palls, Lake Malawi, the Ruvuma River,
nor the Luangwa River, which Thornton explored in 1859.
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In recent years, a first-class geological/civil engineer

decided to check a portion of Charles' geophysical measurements,

he went to some of tn© places where Charles did his work, and

used modern instruments to take similar readings. V.ith regards

to the all-important figure of declination, Dr. V.L. Bosazza

wrote:

there has been a decrease in the declination, over the
period of 1820 to 1969, along the whole east coast of
Africa of 4' to 6' per annum eastwards. If this figure
is applied to Charles' figure of 15.1* W, then the declin¬
ation for fete today should be about ?*V, which is what I
found it to be between the fort and the bank of the Zam¬
besi in Beptember, 1969.33

He also provides a further check of Charles' work at Tete, this

one concerning the inclination, or "dip:"

at Tete in 1898 Charles obtained a value of 48.2°s, and in
1884 Ivens and Gapello found it to be 48*39.5'0. The
difference of 27' could easily be due to a real change
over 26 years, together with the small instrumental errors
possible.34

Br. Bcsazza closes his brief study of Charles' magnetic labours

with a helpful evaluation:

Curing my student days I carried out measurements with
practically the same type of instruments as Uhar'es had for
his work... [and] Charles' work commands my respect, there¬
fore, and now it must be generally accepted that he carried
out his duties competently and under considerable diffi¬
culties. 35

To this final word expressed by an experienced professional from

our own day, nothing need be added.

^V.L. Bosazza, "The Hero's Brother - Charles Livingstone,"
DLaA, p. 107. To Dr. Bosazza goes the credit for writing what
appears to be the first article in a century giving credit tc CL.

34Ibid. 33ibid,, pp. 107-108.
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CHAPTER VII

COTTON AND OTHER TRADING PROSPECTS

0 will ye go to the Highland hills,
To see my white corn growing? Child, 84

Preparation and Beginnings. we have seen (in Chapter III

aoove) that as early as Kay, 1857, Charles Livingstone took an

interest in cotton, for the specific purpose of supervising the

cultivation of that crop in the Zambezi River region. Later

that year, he showed interest in a number of profit-making

schemes in Africa, in each of which he had his brother's

support, as the mills of the Midlands were dependent upon

cotton grown in India and the southern United States, each of

which was undergoing a period of political instability, the

organization of a major cotton-exporting enterprise in south¬

ern Africa would have yielded high strategical and financial

rewards to both entrepreneur and nation.

In spite of his being removed from the British capital for

some sixteen years, the significance of this was not lost on

Livingstone. Slightly over a month after he returned home, in

January, 1857, the missionary/explorer placed his opinions of

Zambezi cotton prospects before Roderick Kurchison, wno had

agreed to relay them to Lord Clarendon (p. 54 above).! Claren¬

don was impressed, and Livingstone had official support for his

plan.

*D. Livingstone to Roderick Kurchison, 26 January 1857,
BLOx, Clarendon dep. C. 80, ff. 224-9.
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fhis was one of the main reasons that Charles found a pos¬

ition on the Expedition; he had studied cotton, and the

machinery required for its preparation. Yet surprisingly, hiB

written instruotions give cotton a decided lack of emphasis:

4. You are hereby authorized to purchase with some of
the calico furnisheo to the Expedition as much buaze as
can be procured, with a view to developing the trade in
that article, and also whatever cotton may be offered _

for sale, in order to foster the growth of that tissue.

Throughout 1657 and during the early years of tne expedition,

Livingstone (David; had hopes that buaze would become a major
5

crop, and indeed at various times during the venture he had

ideas of establishing thriving trade in indigo, sugar, coal,

coffee, seed oil, malachite, ebony, Lignum vitae and, as we

snail see, ivory, to name just a few. he was never one to

underestimate the value of anything the land might produce.

In his oapacity as expedition cotton specialist, Charles

lost no time in studying the crop as he found it in Africa.

Within a month of arriving in the Zambezi delta area, David

wrote in his journal:

Cotton of excellent quality was found by Mr. 0. living-
stone in one of the gardens, and one of the people with
whom 1 conversed said that they would gladly cultivate
it for sale.4

^DL to CL, 10 May 1858, "Autographs," 00100; WZEL, p. 451•
3

Buaze is a fibrous plant from which Africans made fine
but strong thread for their fishing nets. Livingstone had hopes
that it could be manufactured into cloth and rope, and in add¬
ition to bringing samples home with him in 1856, he sent a box
and 2 barrels of the fibre home at the end of July, 1859.

^WELL. 9 June 1858, p. 11.
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And in a letter to his wife, Charles mentioned that he had

"found cotton of a very superior quality, firm and long staple,

growing round different huts - have got a lot of seed to plant
5

up the country." As the men continued to penetrate ^frica,

they continued of course to note the presence of cotton. From

lete on 14 September, 1656, David wrote:

we meet some very fine cotton growing wild wnerever it has
once oeen sown. It is long in the staple, and has been
introduced, as its name imports. The other has a short
staple which clings t9 the seed, and is more like wool in
the hand tnan cotton."

^his suggests that the Portuguese of an earlier day had tried to

introduce cotton into the region but enjoyed only limited

success, and indeed Laceraa noted an abundance of cotton grow-

7
ing wild around 3ena when he was there early in 1798.

Africans themselves told Livingstone why cotton production

was difficult in the delta region: "all complain that wars ruin
U

tneir cultivation." ThiB is not surprising when one considers

the turmoil which embroiled the entire lower Zambezi during most

of the nineteenth century. Anyway, since the Expedition was

bound inland, serious consideration could not be given to the

-*CL - HCL, 19 May - 24 June 1858, G5/8; entry for 22 June.

^DL to ? {James foun&R, unidentified newsciipping fulas&ow
Herald, 5-10 January 1859'{J, m KPNL, MS3. 120i 14 dep. 1858.

7
M.L.D. Hewitt, Portuguese Jettle/aent on the Zambesi, (Hew

fork, 1973), p. 135; hereafter JiFSZ. however, Thornton wrote
that if the Portuguese had planted corn or cotton near Maruru,
their tribute to the Landeens would increase: TPRT, p. 47.

^D1 to ? jjames foungj] 23 dune 1858; details as in note 6
above.
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cultivation of cotton in the delta region. Nevertheless,

Charles was not content to wait until headquarters were estab-

iisnea beyond the Kafue to begin his serious study of African

cotton, for when in let© he wrote his wife; "wot a piece of

land on which we mean to experiment in planting cotton to see

what it may cost."^ Two weeks earlier he had already begun,

in a friendly spirit, to encourage cotton cultivation;

Sr. Kanoel called - he leaves for his home at his Uncle's
stockade (Bongs's) tomorrow - gave him cotton seed and
directions now to have it planted, hope it may lead to
a Detter state 01 things.

The Shire Highlands and lake Malawi, while Charles was so

experimenting, the Cabora Bassa rapids deflected the thrust of

the expedition northward instead of westward, and it was essen¬

tial to the overall success of the endeavor that tne new region,

among other tnings, produce cotton. The first inkling we have

of this possibility comes from kirk's journal, into which he

wrote the day after the "Ka-Robert's" progress was halted by

the Bhire Cataracts:

I have got a fine collection of the cotton of the place,
both raw arid spun and the instruments used which are few.
I should like a good specimen of the cloth, which is very
good.12

Q
Charles' taking seed to the central highlands was akin to

taking coals to Newcastle, for cotton cultivation and spinning
in south-central Africa had ancient roots indeed: Andrew Rob¬
erts, A xiistory of Zambia, (hew fork, 1976), p. 55.

10CL - HCL, 14 bep.-21 Dec. 1858, U5/10; entry for 7 Nov.
^ *

ibid., entry for 27 September.
12

TIJa., 10 Jan. 1859, p. 149. Cloth from this and the lake
region had been esteemed by peoples and traders throughout cen¬
tral Africa for several centuries: p. 42.
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Upon his and Kirk's second visit to the Shire region a few

months later, Livingstone saw a great deal more of the region.

The party ascended the ridges and crossed the plateaux east of

the river, becoming thereby the first Europeans known to have

visited Lake Snirwa (Chiiwa). Although tneir visit to the

highlands was necessarily brief, they were favourably impressed

by the topography of the country, and especially by the pleth¬

ora of fresh, swift-running streams. They also saw cotton:

"People (around the lake) cultivate an immense quantity of
cotton. The further we went, the more important did the crop

1 3
appear. All spin ana weave it." Earlier, David had written

in his journal: "The valley was most extensively cultivated witn

sorghum and cotton... People must export their cotton as few men

are clotned with it, though so much is grown."14
Livingstone was also deeply impressed by the beauty of this

new land, and he realized that due to the altitude, it could

eventually become a major area of European settlement. Prom

the little that he saw, he assumed that the indigenous peoples
1 5

would willingly engage in trade. To the Earl of Malraesbury

he wrote: "The people of the Lhire... brought several small

1-*BL to John Washington, 25 May 1859, MDHL, MUS. 120.

14WZEL. 13 April 1859, p. 100.
15-

This was an erroneous assumption; see J .Pi. Uchoffeleers,
"Livingstone and the Kang'anja Uhiefs," in PLKA; nereafter
JhKa. This article provides an excellent study of the factors
inherent in tne Shire political scene which Livingstone failed
to comprehend and which contributed to his general failure to
achieve his goals.
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bags of cotton for sale on our second visit, though no time had

elapsed to allow planting since we informed them of the exist¬

ence of a market. The Cotton Trade is quite ready for
16

development among them..."

„->.fter returning to Tete to gather up the loose ends of his

expedition, Livingstone returned to the Shire Valley a third

time, determined this time to examine not only the highlands

once again, but also to see for himself the upper part of the

river valley, and the lake from which tne river flowed. This

was to be the first real journey of exploration of which

Charles was a part, and he must have been quite excited by it.

He used the opportunity to begin his attempt to convince the

local people to grow cotton for profit. As David wrote:

in all probability sea island - the dearest of all cot¬
tons - would flourish [her*Q , for specimens of common
kinds were found superior to the Egyptian. The indig¬
enous variety feels more like wool than cotton, but for¬
eign seeds were eagerly accepted by the people from Mr.
C. Livingstone.17 &

By mid-September they were in sight of the great lake, and on

the 17th the Livingstone brothers, John Kirk and George Rae
4 D

reached the southern tip of Lake Malawi.

Livingstone immediately grasped the immense advantage to

be gained by such a systeta of water comr-unications, for from

1^31 lay 1859, WILL, p. 322.
17

DL to Lord John hussell, 15 October 1859# ibid., p. 333.
^

They were not tne first to visit the lake, as its exist¬
ence nad long been known. It appeared on the map Livingstone
included in ilLvI as "Lake maravi or Nyanjaj" and appears on tne
1623 world map of tne Portuguese cartograpner antonio Lances.
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the distant and unknown tip of Lake Malawi to the Kongone canal

there were adequate water communications (given a vessel of low

draught) for most of the year, except for the 35 mile stretch of

cataracts. Whatever reservation Livingstone previously had

about the commercial potential of the region and its people now

went by the boards, lor one time in his life, he abandoned his

usual circumspection and allowed his enthuaiasisni to show in his

letters. In one to John Washington he wrote: "a great deal of

cotton is cultivated and indeed tne Lake region opens up the
1 9

finest cotton + sugar country in the world." ^ And five days

later he wrote to Russell:

We have opened up a cotton and sugar producing country of
unknown extent which, while it really seems to afford
reasonable prospects of great commercial benefits to our
own country, it presents facilities for commanding a
large section of the slave market on the East coast and
offers a fairer hope of its extirpation by lawful comm¬
erce than our previous knowledge of the country led us to
anticipate.20
Thus in addition to tne founding of a successful commercial

establishment would be the satisfaction of dealing a lethal blow

to the slave trade of eastern Africa. It was to him a vision

in which Briton and African alike would benefit, with only the

slave dealer failing to profit, and this vision, as we snail see,

provided Livingstone with a great deal of motivation.

1^10 October, 1839, MBNL, MS3* 120.

20
13 uctober, 1839. WZEL. p. 352. Livingstone failed to

take cognizance of the fact that there was a great deal more
involved in "opening up" a region than there was to merely
reaching and seeing it by a small overland party.
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Cotton Prospects and Colonial Dreams. Up to this time,

Charles' work with cotton was mainly confined to examining and

noting the types and amounts of cotton grown in the areas he

visited, experimenting with the plant itself in fete, and en¬

couraging Africans to continue to cultivate by distributing

seeds among the way (somewhat reminiscent of the early nine¬

teenth century American "Johnny appleseed" (John Chapman, 1774 -

1845] , of whom Charles certainly would have heard in Ohio), and

collecting the fruits of their labour. Now, after having seen

for himself this new land and its potential, he wrote a report

which he presented to David for transmission to it.K. oovern-

ment. in part, it said:

This is a great cotton growing country. The cotton is of
two kinds "Tonji Kanja" or foreign cotton and "Tonji
cadji" (native cotton). The former is good quality with
a staple from 5/4 to art inch in length, it is perennial,
requiring to be planted only once in 5 years.

The native cotton is planted every year in the high¬
lands, is of short staple and feels more like wool tnan
cotton. Every family appears to own a cotton patch wnich
is kept clear of weeds and grass. Te saw the foreign
cotton growing at the Lake and in various places for 50
miles south of it, and about an equal number of miles
below tne cataracts on the lower Ohire. Although the
native cotton requires to be planted annually in the
highlands, the people prefer it because, they say, "it
makes the stronger cloth." It was remarked to a number of
intelligent natives near the Lhire laxeiet "You should
plant plenty of cotton and perhaps the English will come
and buy it." "Truly, tne country is full of cotton," said
an elderly man who was a trader and travelled much, our
own observations convinced ua of the trutn of tnis state¬
ment. Everywhere we saw it. Cotton patches of from 2 to
3 acres each were seen abreast of tne cataracts during the
first trip when Lake Taaandua jchirwaj was discovered,
thougn in tnis journey, on a difierent route, none were
observed of more than half an acre. They usually con¬
tained about a quarter of an acre each. There are exten¬
sive tracts on tne level plains of both the lower and upper
bhire where salt exudes from the soil. Lea island cotton
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night grow well there, as on these the foreign cotton
becomes longer in the staple. The cotton growers here
never have tneir crops cut off by frosts. There are
none, both kinds of cotton require but little labour, 21
none of tnat severe toil requisite in the United States.

Let but a market be opened for the purchase of their
cotton, and tney can raise almost any amount of it, and
the slave trade will speedily be abolished.

on the day that he wrote his report, Charles also wrote

'Thomas Olegg, whom he had visited in Manchester in 1857:

The cotton country - not that merely where cotton may be
easily grown, but where they are actually growing it,
begins 20 or 30 miles below the cataracts, and extends up
to tne Lake and proDabxy far beyond, both on the plains
and in the highlands; the foreign cotton growing at the
UaKe and in different places for 30 '"lies below, and also
again below the cataracts, while the native is cultivated
througnout tne wnole extent of tne country...23
Ouite obviously, ail tnat Charles had seen and heard about

cotton convinced him that this was indeed cotton country, and he

felt secure enough in his judgement, wnich was of course

supported by his brother, to notify both H.M. Government and a

leading cotton merchant of Manchester. In support of his opin¬

ion, Charles forwarded to Clegs si* specimens of Lambezi/Chire

cotton, 3 of which were native varieties, and three of which

were exotic. Clegg judged the samples as "all exceedingly good

and useful qualities, particularly the four first. The last two

I -The cl&rs.t, account is £j-.OImSf£d .The CoHtsc 3 don\ (l&bl).
-narles Livingstone, "Lescripiion of the Country and Jour¬

ney to Lake Nyassa," 4 -November 1859> 20 63/871, ff. 242-247.
This paper was published as "On the latest Liscoveries in Couth-
Central Africa," by Dr. D. Livingstone, in Deport of the British
Association, 1860, Lection 2, pp. 164-168.

23
C. Livingstone to Thomas Clegg, 4 November 1859, Glasgow

Herald. 3 March 1860, p. 3. Much of the information contained
in tne Deport cited above is also included in this letter to
Clegg.
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(i.e. the worst of the lot) will be substitutes, till improved,
24

for oast India cotton." After he had heard from Clegg, Char¬

les wrote to harriette:

The specimens of cotton we picked up growing near some
huts and not cultivated at ail is considered worth 8
pence sterling in Manchester, i.e. 16 cts. a pound and
the cotton near the LaKe <x through 2* degrees of lati¬
tude is equal if not superior to that.2-5

And with reference to these same samples he later wrote her:

The samples that I sent are better than Mobile, Upland
and Kew Orleans except the best of the last, and be it
remembered - some X piciced on the march were only the
leavings of the crop.26

Clearly, both of the Livingstones visualized the fruition

of their plans nere instead of in the Batoka highlands. Only

David had seen both regions, and for reasons already discussed,

he preferred the Bhire highlands. It had the strategic

difference to Livingstone: it lay athwart the major slave

trading routes from natanga to Zanzibar and Kiiwa, and ne be¬

lieved that British presence on Lake Malawi could effectively

cut tnis artery.

When first at the southern tip of the great lake, the men

met a party of slavers moving eastward, and each of the slaves

was carrying an elephant tusk. Upon learning that the smaller

party was British, the slavers quickly left by night, but not

24.
Glegg to the Editor of the Manchester Guardian. 29 Feb¬

ruary 1860; Glasgow herald, 3 March 1860, p. 3.

^GL - HCL, 26 March i860, 05/60. Charles exaggerated a
little: Clegg valued the top 4 specimens between 6 1/2 and
73/4 each.

26
CL - HCL, 28 November 1860, 05/61.
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before they had prompted Livingstone to ponder deeply the ram¬

ifications of this cnance meeting. He knew there were bulwarks

to be surmounted, the largest of which was the problem of trans¬

porting the trade goods in and out of the region at an expense

that would render the entire project viable.

hot only was the geographical problem posed by the rapids

a major one, but the position of the Portuguese in Kocambique

added a political dimension to the problem. They had made it

clear that the Zambezi was not open to the ships of ail nations

for trading purposes, and after the arrival of Livingstone's

expedition, they erected custom houses at the mouths of the

Kongone canal and the Shire River, to collect dues from non-

27
Portuguese vessels. Although the Portuguese government had

declared that cotton could be exported free from their African

possessions for 10 years, Charles noted that "they tax calico,

etc. which must be imported to buy the cotton, and no goods can

go downriver except under their national flag and by national
po

vessels - which do not exist." But spurred on nevertheless

by his vision, David Livingstone was to spend the next four

years trying to overcome these formidable barriers.

And Livingstone's zeal was motivated by more than cotton,

freed slaves, and conversions. Lven before he left Britain,

Livingstone had in the back of his mind the founding of a

27
Mainly canoes, of course: the "Ma-Robert" was the first

3team-powered craft to sail the Zambezi.

28CL to ?. Fitch, 1 July 1862, NARS, LI 3/1/1.
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British colony, and now he had no hesitation in broadcasting

his hope. Between 10 October and 10 November 1859» Livingstone

engaged in what was by far the most prolific burst of letter-

writing he experienced during the entire Zambezi Expedition, and

in almost every letter he either spoke of oolonization per se
30

or of trading and mission establishments, etc. To his

wealthy and influential friend, tne Baroness ^ngela Rurdett-

Ooutta he wrote, mentioning his wish for a new steamer, and

adding: "We nave no doubt of it paying as a commercial spec¬

ulation for we could secure ail the ivory that now goes to

Mozambique besides the cotton whicn people are quite ready to
31

cultivate for sale."^ Ivory, then was to play an important

role in the trading venture.

In a dispatch to Russell, the Commander wrote more compre¬

hensively:

It is highly probable that a small steamer on the chire
and Lake Nyassa would, through tne influence of the
English name, prevent slave parties from passing the
fords and should our mercnants not be obliged to pay dues

29^DL to Adam Cegwick, 6 February 1858, NMLZ on display; cf.
LWtl, p. 130; CuLL. p. 308; MGLR. p. 46 and JILl. p. 186. Two
days after writing Segwick, Livingstone shared thi3 idea, which
had been given him by the Duke of Argyll (That the idea for a
colony was Argyll's and not Livingstone's is clear from DL to
Argyll, 5 March 1859, A'DGD. p. 512 and DL to Kurchison, 15 Feb¬
ruary 1859, NaRB, LI 1/1/1, pp. 985-992.) with Whitwell Elwin,
in a letter dated 8 February 1858, OLWJ, A 348/A5.

30
Re wrote 38 letters and 3 reports; in the month following

Mary's death, he wrote 16. Only at one time did he ever write
more letters: February-March 1858, just before the expedition
sailed. Cf course, this may need revision as new letters appear.

31
DL to A.B. Coutts, 10 October 1659» privately owned.
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for entering upon English discoveries for trade by a part
of the Zambesi -unused by the Portuguese, goods could be
furnished to tne native traders at Lake Lyases as cheap
as they can get them on the East Coast which involves a
month's journey further, Ly purchasing cotton from the
people on tne banks of the Lake and ivory from the traders
who annually come past in great numbers from their tribes
far in the West, tnere is a high degree of probability
that we could cut up the slave trade of a large district
at its source.32

In all probability, it would have taken more than "a small

steamer" and "the influence of the English name" to halt the

slave trade. While a mission south of the lake might have cut

down the number of parties fording the Shire near it3 source, it

probably would have had little effect on the slave dhows crossing

the lake further north. Ihe steamer would nave had to have been

a gunboat, and if the slave traders attacked the mission/trading

station, the presence of a garrison might have been required.

furthermore, Livingstone's assumption that legitimate

trade would drive out the slave trade is suspect. Cairns wrote:

It seems clear on grounds of economic logic alone that
there was no valid reason to assume that an increase in
legitimate trade would nave destroyed the traffic in
black humanity, or the slavery which was its ultimate
cause. ... On the wnole, the eoonomic impact of legit¬
imate trade on illegitimate trade is indeterminate.33
Undaunted by such questions, Livingstone went ahead with his

plans. Because his Consular Commission strictly forbade David

to indulge in trade for profit (although he was allowed to repre¬

sent himself as being a trader to African leaders, and he did

5 October 1• kZnh. p. 334.
33ft. Alan C. Cairns, Prelude to Imperialism, (London, 1965),

p. 224. Hereafter CPtl.
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realize a profit from time to time, which he used to offset

expedition expenses), he advised the Foreign Secretary: "my

assistant, Mr. 0. ^ivingstone, is ready to take entire respon¬

sibility of the trade for a time.He also made this clear to

Kiss Coutts: "My brother will turn trader for the 3ake of the

boon which opening up this region will confer on -Africa."

Again, since H.K. Government might not approve of one of

her vessels being used to carry on a profitable trade, Living¬

stone wrote his friend and industrialist James Young, mentioning

that he required a steamer capable of carrying 100 tons and

being screwed together, so as to be capable of transportation

in pieces not exceeding 400 or 500 lbs. each. He added that

Mr. Rae thought the plan (of carrying these pieces around the

Shire cataracts) feasible, and said that if the government would

not supply one, he would have it built himself. And his vision

went further, for Young had to have his share of the profits:

We could secure all the commerce of the Lakes. If you are
sending another steamer which can trade from the Zambesi
to the Cape, the thing would be complete.

He closed this presentation thusly:

Remember I never recognized rash speculation or company
forming, but now our path lies open and plain, before us.
I send a plan to the Government of all X want. If they
fail, you must not. I shall pay everything rather (than)
fail to enter a field open to us by Providence.26

-^"Suggestions for the extension of Lawful Commerce into
the Aiave Market of Kastern Africa," 6 Dec. 1B59» tfZEL, p. 345.

to A.B. Coutts, 10 October 1859» privately owned.

'^12 October 1859» NL3, MS.Dep.237; extract in Young's hand.
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For his part, Charles was indeed ready to become a trader.

As early as 7 August, 1839 he wrote of tne potential of the

sugar and cotton trade:

As we can easily make a good profit by them, so we have
botn advanced one hundred and sent an order to Glasgow
for two hundred pounds worth of goods with wh we intend
to start a trade in the products of this country. How¬
ever, although tnere are so many fine and valuable things
in it 1 will most gladly leave it as soon as I have made
made a little.57

This is a most intriguing passage for a number of reasons,

vmen this was written, Charles had never seen the Shire high¬

lands or the lake region, so it seems that David saw enough on

his visit to Lake Shirwa to convince him to initiate the trade.

Secondly, there is no mention of the slave trade, or of any

benefits to Africans. Finally, both men sent j£100 to Glasgow

as the initial investment for tneir joint venture - theories
38

had been activated: they were now down to brass tacks.

once they nad seen the new country to the north, Charles

expanded on their plans:

We nave written Mr. Young of Glasgow to try + get some good
families to come + settle in the Highlands of Upper ohire.
Cnurcn missionaries will come,59 + we hope to stop the
slave trade across the sad path to the interior. Capt.

57CL - HUL, 05/17.
*58

An undated letter from David to J. Young (KKLZ, G3) gives
Young general guidelines on what to do with the money, 4100 of
which is to be taken from David's funds in Young's care, and an¬
other 41 00 which will be forwarded from Charles' agent in Lon¬
don (Goode & Co.). as further Livingstone-Young correspondence
comes to light, David's plans for the commercial exploitation of
Africa will be revealed in greater detail.

39̂On 15 October 1S59, DL wrote nenry Venn of the Church
Missionary iiociety, suggesting he send out a mission party.
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Berkeley captured a dow (sic) lately with what we believe
(werej the very slaves on board we saw at the Lake. Then

we will buy up all the cotton, Buaze etc. etc. the ivory
trade etc. We think we can get the whole trade of these
regions. Of course, others will come in + trade but it
is great country and room for ail. I think it will be
better for you to come out to this healthy, beautiful
country for a few years, perhaps as soon as we can get
settled.40

The fact that Charles invited his wife to join him only under¬

scores the fact that the Livingstone brothers knew they were on

the verge of something significant, indeed, David had written

earlier in the year: "I have no doubt our people would make

themselves rich...

Diversions and Distractions. Due to tne circumstances in which

they found themselves, the Livingstones could do nothing for the

time being but wait for the construction and arrival of a

vessel tnat would suit their plans, and hope that the political

climate would improve so as to permit free trade. As we have

seen, Livingstone used this hiatus to take his "faithful Kako-

loio" back home to the central Zambezi valley. While on this

trip they of course examined cotton wherever they saw it,

OL - HCL, 6 December 1859, 05/13. Over a year later,
Charles was able to inform Harriette; "We have had eleven
bales of goods sent to the Cape, but they have not come up.
They are just tne right sort for us to start a trade." CL -
HCL, 11 February 1861, 05/65. By that time, of course, things
with the men had so cnanged tnat large-scale trading never
commenced, and if the goods ever reached the Zambezi, they were
probably traded for food.

^DL to James A. Turner, 9 March 1859, William Monk, Dr.
Livingstone1s Cambridge Lectures, second edition, (London,

op7 559-060. Hereafter MLci.
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finding "cotton cultivated largely which according to Mr. 0.

Livingstone, resembles closely a superior South American

species and decidedly of better quality than that of the for-
/ p

eign seed which we had for distribution," which indicated

that David felt good cotton could not only be raised in the

lake region, but in the central highlands as well.

In a letter to the Editor of the Tines, Livingstone de¬

scribed this third kind of cotton found on the expedition: it

produces fine long glossy fibre (an<^ was found at Sesheke
right in the middle cf the continent to have a woody stem
of eight inches diameter and its branches covered a space
of twelve feet square, it had yielded a crop of cotton
though the native corn crop had failed from drought.43

Livingstone described this new species further in the Narrative:

the Baziaulu living near the Kafue had a variety yielding
cotton of a very fine quality and long staple, which can
only be described as of the Pernambuco kind, and at
Sesheke the stem of a tree of this species had attained a
diameter of eight inches, and was so tall that Dr. Kirk
had to climb up it for specimens as one would up an apple-
tree. 44

When they returned from this trip, they met at the sea a

new steamer for the Expedition, the "Pioneer," which was a time¬

ly arrival, as the "Da-Robert" had sunk a month earlier, .-ilong

with it came missionaries to answer Livingstone's call - Bishop

Oharles i\ Mackenzie end the men of the Oxford, Cambridge,

Dublin and Durham Universities' Mission to Central Africa.

to Russell, 6 September 1860, WZSL, p. 367.

^Undated, enclosed witn DL to J. Sevan Draithwaite, 7
March 1861, NLii, MS.Dep.237.

44LN£Z, p. 587.
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Because the missionaries (the U.M.J.A.) arrived in late January,

(1661), the rainiest part of the year, Livingstone decided for

the sake of their health (and perhaps for the sake of his own

curiosity as well) xo explore the Ruvuma River, which flowed

into the Indian Ocean just north of the boundary of Mozambique•
This was to be no idle jaunt, for on this trip David hoped

to solve at one fell swoop the political and geographical

problems hindering his enterprise. If the Ruvuma issued from

Lake Malawi, and if it proved navigable, it would not prove

necessary to build a road around the Shire cataracts, nor would

it prove necessary to pay duties to tne Portuguese.

Unfortunateiy, the attempt was not to be successful.

After they ascended the river only some 30 miles the water level

dropped, and to avoid being stranded, the party had to hurry

back to the sea. Iney returned to the Zambezi ana ascended the

Shire, and after leaving tne missionaries near Mt. Dzomba in the

Shire highlands, the Livingstones, Kirk and John Reil (Able Sea¬

man of the "Pioneer") with their usual contingent of Africans

made their way nortnward to Lake Malawi.

Instead of having to be content with a mere glimpse at

this great body of water from its southern extremity, this time

they planned to explore the whole lake, as well as some of the

surrounding country.

Livingstone•s plan was to explore the west shore of the

lake northward until the extremity was reached, then move down

the east snore to ascertain the location of the source of the
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Ruvuma. "his was a 3ound enough plan, but as Livingstone had

no real knowledge of tne lake, he understandably underestimated

its size and power. In addition to the difficulties posed by

sudden storms and huge waves which endangered their lives on

4.C3
more than one occasion, J the lake continued to stretch on

endlessly to the north.

After the party had advanced approximately 200 miles from

the soxtrce of the Shire, they had to turn back; the country on

the west shore was in turmoil, provisions could not be found,

and supplies were running low. On xand, David went as far north

as 11° 2b'3.Latitude; the boat with Kirk, Charles and JSeil went

on about 5' further. As the last latitude taken was 11°44'S.,

and as David guessed the boat to have gone 24* further, he be¬

lieved the northernmost point reached to be 11° 20'3. latitude.

By comparing David's map with a modern one, it is obvious that

the boat party reached Dankhanyo Bay, in 11°15'S. latitude.4^
This is probably the only part of southern Africa that Charles

visited which David did not, but he hardly enjoyed it, as both

Kirk and Reil were ill when the boat turned back.

46
"liere John hell, a fisherman from the north of Ireland,

was in his element. He was better acquainted than any of the
otners with the sea-like storms of Lake Malawi, and Livingstone
continually relied on his advice.

46JHCSL. vol. 35 (1863), pp. 263-4.
/ *7

Coupland thought the boat reached only 12#8'S. (CKoZ. p,
211), and ^rthur Kontefiore iDavid Livingstone: nis Labours and
His Legacy. London, n.d. 089O?J ), p. 99 wrote that - .I). Young
later ascertained that they had reached 91° S. As the northern
tip of the lake is 9#30'3. (9j°3.), Montefiore is incorrect.
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As the rough, waters prevented their crossing the lake,

David decided to return the way they had come, and upon reach¬

ing the southern tip they were to work their way northward

along the east shore until they solved the mystery of the

Ruvuaa. however, upon learning that the east shore was also

destitute of provisions, Livingstone had to abandon that por¬

tion of the plan as well: the Ruvuma question was still open.

En route down the Ghire the men visited for a short time with

the missionaries, and then went on to the sea, where they

arrived in January, 1862.

hirst rruits. With them they had a large quantity of un-

cleaned cotton which Charles had collected.

We were stationary at Chibisa's^W yet collected with ease
cotton equal to 300 lbs of clean cotton. The price (was)
very low... it is high time tnat regular cotton agents
should begin their work, had we been able to run up and
down, a great deal more could have been bought.50

as tne main objecA of this exploration was to seek the
Ruvuma, one wonders why Livingstone did not initially sail up
the east shore, when provisions were to hand, and leave the
rest of the lake to cnance. diddle1e proposition (p. 86, n. 68
above) seems relevant: Livingstone say have been unwilling to
put nuvuiaa, on which so much depended, to tne ultimate test.

49
Uhibisa was a Mang'anja chief who aspired to more power

than he had, and accordingly befriended Livingstone. (Of. vLXa).
His village is the modern Ohimwawa. Of this collecting, David
wrote: "we were restricted by the great draught of the "Pioneer"
to an area of less tnan seven miles." LN.LS, pp. 332-353.

50
DL to Washington, 6 December 1861. QLhW. p. 21. io

Russell, Livingstone added: "It was not the season of the cotton
crop, nor had tne people been stimulated by the prospect of a
market to plant more than was requisite for their own use." In-
closure 3 of Livingstone's dispatch of 10 November 1861, V/ZSI.
p. 407.
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The price was indeed low - David later wrote that it cost
61

"less than a penny per pound." This time the cotton was sent

to James Aspinall Turner of Manchester, as Clegg had fallen

from favour with Livingstone by sending tne expedition a bale

of useless remnants, when first-rate calico had been ordered.

Turner reported that "the quality was mucn superior to Indian

Cotton and if the length of the fibre had been regular it would

have been almost equal to American cotton," and when clean, it

weighed 371 lbs, and sold for £27 16 0 of which£22 10 0 was
q 2

profit. Earlier in the year, Kirk had noted that 42 pounds

of raw cotton when cleaned yielded 10t pounds of clean cotton,

thus Charles collected roughly 1500 pounds of African cotton,

with relative ease and in a tiny portion of the potential cotton

producing region. Evidently, a well-run large-scale cotton ex¬

porting operation would have realized substantial profits.

Anticlimax. Sadly for the Livingstones, this optimistic

beginning was a prelude to no successful conclusion. On the

second trip up the Kuvuroa River from the sea, in the second

half of 1862, Livingstone and the party advanced 156 miles,

only to ascertain beyond a shadow of even Livingstone's doubt

51lksz. p. 353.

"^Turner to DL, 30 January 1863, NARS. Whether or not the
cost of shipping is included is unknown. This was, of course,
the first cotton exported from Malawi. Livingstone later used
the profits to pay off trie men who crossed tne Arabian Sea with
him in the "Lady Kyassa," in 1864: CLLW. p. 79, n. 62.

^ELJK. 15 June 1861, p. 345.
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that the Kuvuma was not deep enough frequently enough to

support the heavy traffic the cotton trade would require, let

even here Kirk and David noted cotton growing, indicating that

the potential cotton field may nave extended well to the east
54

and the north.

As the Portuguese held fast to what Livingstone frequently

eritisized as a "dog in the manger" policy, and refused to allow

free trade on the Zambezi, the plan could only fail, -his fail¬

ure was further insured by the vast and tragic depopulation of

the lands east of the Lhire in 1862-1863, when slave raids and

war resulted in panic, mass migration, and famine, which left
55

any agricultural scheme 3hort of labourers.^

With cotton, Charles had done his best. He freely distrib¬

uted seeds to the Africans wherever he found them, he studied

cotton diligently enough to be familiar with the types of the

plant grow..: in Egypt, India, Couth .America, and the United

Ctates, and knew the merits and drawbacks of each, and whenever

he encountered a new species in Africa, he was able to evaluate

its potential immediately. When ne pronounced such cotton as

acceptable in quality, his testimony was backed by two merchants

of Manchester where it counted: in the pounds and penoe column.

b4Pi,Jh. 21 Sep. 1662 ip. 476) and 29 Cep. 1662 (p. 464);
ccLit. 4 Oct. 1662, p. 103. Time has proven the Ruvuma not to be
cotton country, and today it is better known for ebony and caBhews.

55
"a complete check has been given to our hopes of getting

cotton from natives - they are starving a all their thoughts are
directed to getting somewhat to eat," wrote uavid in his jour¬
nal on 17 April 1663, CNXDL, on display.
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might nave becone a prosperous merchant in the upper Lhire

valley; finally freed from the eternal nemesis of poverty,

he would probably have used a portion of his fortune to improve

tne lot of the African, hut this was not to be. When the

Livingstones reached the major crossroads of their lives,

following their first visit to Lake Malawi in September, 1659,

they were unable, due to circumstances far beyond their control,

to "turn the corner" and see their opportunity cone to complete

realization. Such is the way of History with men and nations.

And yet, there is an interesting sequel to tnis phase of

Charles' work; in 1893 Nyasaland exported 400 lbs. of cotton,

and by 1918 cotton was not only the largest industry in the

country, but it was in the hands of African cultivators. And,

in more recent times, the "Chikwawa Cotton Levelopment Project

and the Saliraa Cotton Development Scheme provide continuing

proof that Malawi is, indeed... a cotton field."-' Perhaps it

is not an overexaggeration to suggest that both figuratively

and literally, Charles Livingstone sowed the seed for this

eventual development.

^"hridglal Pachai, "The Zambesi Expedition 1858-1864: hew
Highways for Eld," PL:-.a, p. 55. iy 1914, cotton accounted for
4OA of Hyasaland's total exports: undglal Pachai, "Livingstone's
Criteria for Advancement with reference to the Malawi of Today,"
in n.tf. Lloyd, Livingstone, 1873 - 1973 (Cape Town, 1973) p. 66.
former article hereafter P-uiL; latter book hereafter A.;■■ L.



CHAPTER VIII

PHOTOGRAPHY

He waited long and very long,
Untill the sun waxed very highj Child, 109

Early Processes. We have seen that whenever Charles case

upon a skill which would prove useful in Africa, he set about

in the short time available to him to familiarize himself with

it as much as was possible. Photography was no exception: he

began learning this skill in late 1857 (pp. 84-85 above), and

he learned the "tricks of the trade" from a number of photo¬

graphers over a six month period. By the time he left Britain,

he had a basic working knowledge of the photographic principles

and processes of his day.

Of the latter txxere were two, and he had occasion to work

with both of them while on the expedition. One was the wet

collodion, or wet-plate process. Introduced in 1851, it pro¬

duced pictures on a glass plate which had previously been coat¬

ed with collodion (a viscous substance made by dissolving gun

cotton in alcohol or ether), in which potassium iodide had been

dissolved. Just prior to exposure, the plate was sensitized in

a bath of silver nitrate solution (hence the name of the pro¬

cess), and when taken, the plate was developed immediately in a

solution of pyrogallol and silver nitrate. It was then "fixed"

in a bath of sodium thiosulphate. Although an obviously tedious

process, it afforded excellent results.1

1 This is tiie process utilized by Kathew Brady in the Amer¬
ican Civil War.
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The second process available to photographers in those

days was the dry-plate process, which was perhaps 10 times

quicker than the wet-plate process, by this method, pre¬

arranged plates composed of silver bromide were "ripened" when

required by heating in the presence of potassium bromide.2 ho

further chemical manipulation was necessary. Although it was

not until the 1870's that the dry-plate process was improved to

the point of being practical, Charles and Kirk (who was also a

photographer) had good results with it on the Zambesi, almost

certainly due to the positive effect of the climate on the

plates.

Quite obviously, the earlier photographer had to be much

more than a mere "picture-taker" - it was prerequisite that he

be something of a chemist, capable of mixing the various chem¬

icals required and at the proper temperature. And, it was

another matter to make prints (positives) of his pictures once

the negatives had oeen rendered permanent by "fixing."

Equipment was far more cumbersome tnan today, and the photo¬

grapher had to understand basic procedures for packing and trans¬

porting his camera, plates, bottles, etc. It was not unusual

for a person to experiment with photography for a number of

years before competency was reached, xn the late 1850's there

was plenty of room - and need - for trial and error in the infant

science/art of photography.

2,
xt could also be heated for a longer period of time at a

moderate temperature in the presence of ammonia.
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Early Efforts in Africa. When David wrote up Charles* letter

of instruction, he took his brother's knowledge of photography

into account, and advised him accordingly:

5. As it is possible that you may remain at fete while
the luggage is conveyed up to the Kafue, you may have
ample time to get your photographic apparatus into oper¬
ation. You will endeavor to secure characteristic
specimens oi the different tribes residing in, or visit¬
ing lete, for the purposes of Ethnology, Do not choose
the ugliest but vas among ourselves) the better class of
natives who are believed to be characteristic of the
race, companies of hanyai and other strangers may be in¬
duced to sit for payment; and, if possible, get men,
women and children grouped together. Specimens of re¬
markable trees, plants, grain or fruits and animals may
be taken, if opportunity occurs, and so may the scenery
around Tete...>

The emphasis was obviously placed on portraits of people, espec¬

ially family groups, with some effort to be made with regard to

nature whenever it was convenient, shortly after the group

headquarters became established on Nyika island, Charles

xmpacked his camera and related gear and began his work.4
The very next day, kirk noted in his journal:

Mr. L. tries the wet collodion process and succeeds to get
something naving a faint likeness to a picture, but it is
a nasty unhealthy work in the dark room in a tropical
country and as he nas no idea of chemistry or of manipula¬
tion, i dorrs anticipate much to come of the photography.5

again on tne following day kirk noted Charles' progress: "Mr.

L's photogy (sic) came nearer to something today, that is, we

3
ravid to Charles Livingstone, 10 may 1856, "Autograpns,"

00LOO; WELL, pp. 431-432.

4?ZJk. 7 July 1858, p. 50.
5
Ibid,, 8 July 1856. Of Charles' work with photography,

Wallis wrote: "Charles Livingstone seems to have made nothing
ox this part of nis work." WlrCi, p. 144.
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can Bee a white shirt or jacket or the shine of a gun barrel,

but tnis is dreadful work one minute in a close, suffocating

tent, quite dark, and steaming of Acetic acid and Colloid, the

next out in the bright sunlight, often without a hat..."6 Kirk

was correct, for later tnat night Charles became violently ill,

Ihis, his baptism of malaria, was indeed severe, and it

was almost a week before he recovered, Charles no doubt sus¬

pected that his exposure to the chemicals contributed to his

illness, for he apparently gave up his efforts with photography,

and spent the remainder of his time on the island measuring the

magnetic properties of the area. Baines' journal entry for 18

July, written when he himself was recovering from his first

contact with Zambezi malaria, indicates that he too felt that

Charles' illness was caused by "exposure to the sun in photo-
7

grapnic operations.'" after only 2 days practice with his

camera, Charles was forced to give up.

FZJK, 9 July 1858, p. 51. Dreadful work it was indeed;
from Tanganyika on 31 October 1860, John Bpeke wrote: "With
regret 1 also sent back .he camera; because I saw, had I allowed
my companion (Jam®8 A. Oran^ to keep working it, tne heat he
was suojected to in the little tent whilst preparing and fixing
his plates would very soon have killed him." SDQN. p. 43; this
was written only about a month after they left Zanzibar. In an
effort to reduce both tne heat and tne glaring light of the sun,
Charles painted his tent yellow: CL - HCL, 16 Rov. 1858, 05/10.

7
BJnl, 18 July 1858. Realizing this, Charles for a while

made it a practice not to appear under the blazing sun without a
felt hat and sometimes even an umbrella, a custom which, iron¬
ically, both Kirk and Baines mocked hin for continuing. (See
FkJK. 25 Rov. 1858, p. 128; Baines to 0. Thornton, 19 July 1860,
JoPL; JTLi, p. 226; and p. 143 above.) Portuguese in the region
alsw- used umbrellas for protection, and perhaps cnaries received
hie from them. Bosazza in DLaA (p. 220 above, hereafter BH3C),
p. 106
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After having seen Charles work with photography for only
A

one day, Airk predicted that nothing would come of his efforts,

on that occasion, he also wrote a line which may indicate why

he was so very quick to judge Charles* work which, after all,

would nave been retarded by a camera he had probably not used

before, and a climate which made developing a very different

process from that which it had been in xsritain; "I certainly

believe, as I said in London, that the paper process is the

only one which at present is worth taking on such an expedition
Q

as this." kirk had been experimenting witn pnotography for a

number of years, and he may have looked with condescension or

even resentment upon someone wno attempted to study photography

at such a nurrxed pace. In spite of his experience, there is

no record that Kirk gave Charles any benevolent advice, and in

later months when, as we shall see, Charles' work improved

dramatically, Kirk failed to record it in his journal.

first Successes, at Tate, Cnce Charles was situated in Tete,

ne again began to try making pnotographs, and he did so in

earnest. Bince the other expedition members were occupied in

transferring goods up to fete from downriver, he was for a

while free to operate with a minimum of distraction. His

8
however, Kirk's results during his first days of photo¬

graphic effort on the Zambezi were far from being uniformly
successful: see Thornton's comments in IPKr. 50 August - 5 Sep¬
tember, 1856, pp. 59-62.

Q
8 July 1858, p. 50. Whether or not Kirk's "paper

process" is the dry-plate process is uncertain.
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journal/letter to his wife covering September to .December, 1858,

contains a veritable clutch of entries regarding his work in

this field, b?giming with 23 September when he again unpacked

his equipment.^ his first apparent success came on 30 Sep¬

tember, when he x>frotographed the house hajor Sicard had loaned

tne expedition in Tete, and also Sr. Prat,^ ana on 4 October

he wrote: "hot and dusty - went 3/4 mi with a dozen Makololo

carrying txie photograph apparatus to get a picture of a baobab,

lot a terrible sweat - light comes through the tent and spoils

the pictures."* Ten days later he went to the same spot and

"took a good picture but wnile developing it in the dark tent

C disaster! down came the table, bottles + bath, breaking the

latter and one glass -r spilling all the nitrate of silver."*^11
Of this incident KirK wrote two weeks later: "hr. 1. has tried

1 3
photography but has made a mess of it," ^ implying that all of

Charles' work was useless - which implication Martelli was quick
14

to accept.

^GL - HCL, jnl/letter, 14 September - 21 December 1858,
15/10. "or reasons of space and simplicity, furtner informa¬
tion from this item will be marked in the text with an asterisk
(*), instead of with a more formal footnote.

^Prat was caretaker of the nouse, and is not to be confused
with Alfredo Duprat (often du Prat), longtime Portuguese Slave
Trade commissioner in Cape Town.

1 2
There were other pitfalls: on one occasion he had to stop

work to kill two cobras whioh were menacing him from the thatch
overhead.

^^PZJA. 3 November 1858, p. 115.
1A

mu-uiv. p. 92.
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Temporarily irritated but undaunted, Charles stuck to his

lenses, and on 19 November he could report that he nad taken

some "good negative pictures wh I hope to sell in 3ng."* Next

day he recorded further progress: "Took some pictures of Tito

[cicardj and Iratt, + in the aft. got a perfect negative of a

Baobab, but unfortunately got it slightly scratched while look¬

ing at it through a stereoscope."*

Shortly thereafter the expedition members left Tete to ex¬

plore the Cabora Bassa rapids, and Charles took his camera and

gear with him. /.hen on 25 November they rested at a rapid, he

"got my photog, placed it on a rock + took a view. It was
with a dry prepared plate + took half an hour after I got
all adjusted, I was rather 'used up' before by the long
walk but this roasting in the sun did for me."*

Kirk, by now clearly unsympathetic to Charles, wrote of this:

;v:r. L. gets up his photographic apparatus and mignt have
had several splendid views but having accustomed himself
to lounging indoors... he cannot stand tne fatigue of
remaining in the sun and after taking one which he subse¬
quently made a mess of, he knocked off and had a cup of
tea under a stone.15

In spite of illness and exhaustion, Charles took a picture

of the rapids when on the return leg of the journey, and was at

his work in Tete when again the mosquito struck: "worked at

KZJK, 25 November 1858, p. 128. Kirk failed to mention
tnat by this time Thornton had already given up and turned back,
and he also failed to report tnat in spite of his illness, Char-
lea endeavored to keep up with the party. On the 1st of Decem¬
ber he changed his outlook: "Livingstone is fatigued and 30 is
Kae. Indeed we have all had a good deal of hard tramping." In
a like manner, his understanding expanded after he suffered his
first serious attack of fever: "It lusted three days. These
fevers are the devil as far as work goes. When under tnem ana a
few days later, the head is confused." Ibid., p. 133 and p. 271.



Hocks in the Bed of the Zambezi River below

the Junction of the Lue, which is shown on

the Spectator's Right in the Sketch, 1858.

by
Thomas Baines

Copyright, the National Archives of Rhodesia.
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p/ioto til 2:50. It was fearfully hot in the tent, tne chem¬

icals almost boiled. I had to quit it as I could get no satis¬

factory picture. I did not get well again for a week."* Never¬

theless, Jharles persisted - by now his work was vary rewarding

and his results encouraged him to continue, on 13 December,
r

ten days after the above entry was written, he noted: "mince my

return I have been taking some prints - got 2 of women, one with

their water pots on their heads + the other some in gala dresses."*

And when he sent thxe letter to his wife, he encxosed for iiarriette

a number of photographs, one of which was "part of the river,

which gives a clear view of it... you will need a stereoscope."*^
Harriette Livingstone was not the only one to receive

photographs at this time, for David sent an undisclosed number

of tnem to the foreign office, he explained to the Larl of

Kalmesbury:

The photographs require varnishing and mounting for the
stereoscope. ~ne showing a dead hippopotamus while also
exhibiting the rock in the river, will be interesting to
Professor Owen on account of a rupture in the perineum
nearly healed when the animal was shot. Another photo¬
graph exhibits tne channel among tne rocks. One extreme
heat, of the climate presents many difficulties to the
operator.17

4 A.'

A stereoscopic camera had two separate lens systems so
aligned that it would automatically photograph the subject from
two slightly different angles. When printed and put into a
stereoscope - a tin and wooden hand-neid instrument which used
lenses to superimpose the two views together - the viewer saw
only one picture in startingly realistic three-dimension. Thus
the system functioned almost exactly as does human eyesight.

1^DL to Malmesbury, 17 December 1858, WZLL. p. 299.
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At the same time, Livingstone sent four photographs to John
18

Washington, and he may well have enclosed some in letters to

other correspondents.

Subsequent hesuj-ts. After this time we hear little of Charles'

actual efforts at picture-taking, but he kept a steady stream of

photographs flowing out of southern Africa, Harrietts received

more in nis next letter to uer:

I sent in my last a number of photographs... in this you
will find some illustrating African life and manners -
some musicians who at first started back in dismay when
they saw the instrument pointed at them, some women pound¬
ing their native corn into meal. One shows how they carry
their babies and their mode of hoeing.19
In the following month, David Livingstone sent some of

Charles' photographs, along with a choice pun, to the man who

originally prompted Charles' interest in tnis direction, Lord

Kinnaird:

One of the cases of mild fever we have had is that of my
brother wnom I sent to examine the rapids above this, and
he in working at photography may nave overexposed himself.
I encloss a few of his positives - the paper is said to be
bad... the pnotographe are for Lady Kinnaird.2J

ana anticipating Charles' success, which by now David, took for

granted, David advised Dr. Andrew Smiths "I shall be able to give

you some photographs of the people [of the ChireJ for your work
on ethnology, if you are not in a great hurry with it. My

to John Washington, 18 December 1858, MDNL, KCC. 120.

1 ^CL - HCL, 5 February 1853» J'5/11.
20

DL to Kinnaird, 2 March 1659, photocopy in 3NMDL.
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brother takes them." In ine previous month, Charles had

written his friend, Frederick Fitch, requesting that his stock
22

of photographic chemicals and bottles be replenished, and

before he left Xete for the Shire he managed to take a photo¬

graph of the cliff on the Kurrungoae where Thornton had been
2 '5

mining coal. At the same time, he mentioned in passing that

he had made a basic change in his process; "by tne way, 1 have

succeeded in preparing dry plates wn. makes taking views much
•I 24easier."

In spite of the fact that Charles was evidently taking

good pictures, David wrote otherwise, in the controversial

journal entry of 13 may 1860: "Photography very unsatisfactory."

Previously, David had thought well enough of Charles' pictures

to send them home to several government officials and personal

friends, and he even wrote in hia journal: "Ch. L. made some

improvement in the dry process and secured very good pictures
25

for tne stereoscope on glass."

Once again, the evidence, including David Livingstone's

own writing, belies the opinion he expressed when angry, and

Kirk called attention to this failing of David's : "Dr. L.

altnough kind and considerate to me, still is not to be

2*DL to Smith, 31 Kay 1659, SKKDL, on display.

22CL to Fitch, 10 April 1859, KAJRfc, Li 3/1/1.

23CL - HCL, 26 June 1859, G5/18. 24Ibid.
2^WDFL, 11 July 1859, p. 116.
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depended on and. any dap, if a misunderstanding should take

place, all former services would be lost sight of and performed
26

as leas than ought to have been done." Certainly Charles was

not the perfect photographer - David may have been upset when

Charles apparently forgot the silver nitrate when on the first
27

Journey to Lake Malawi, precluding the recording of the "dis¬

covery" in photographs - but this error does not eclipse Charles'

previous accomplishments. And indeed, Charles' work continued

long after this untruthful judgement was registered by his

brother.

There is little indication of how much photography Charles

was able to practice in tne Chire highlands, and it is almost

certain that he took no pictures during either of his two visits

to Lake Malawi, nor on the visit to Victoria Falls in 1Q60.

On ail three of those occasions, there was little time to spare,

and it was seemingly not possible to transport the camera and

the required equipment with them. Lvidently Charles' camera was

rendered disfunctional by the sun - perhaps the extreme heat and

dryness warped the wood and permitted iignt to enter - for on 28

November I860, he told Harriett©: "Mr. loung is sending me a

metal camera so the sun won't injure it..." He was disappointed

26FzJX. 29 July 1862, p. 463.

2 ^7ZED. 31 August 1859, p. 246; and John to Alexander Kirk,
29 November 1859. FAJA. p. 535.

2i5CL - HCL, 28 November 1860, 05/61.
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that it did not arrive on the "Pioneer", and after mentioning

that to Fitch, he went on to say: "I have some very good nega¬

tives - dont try to print any more - can do that at home."We

never had any place for it, and some of the materials got
29

spoiled." v

Once the new camera nad arrived, Charles could again turn

to photography, but it is melancholy to note that one of the

first subjects ne photographed with it was the grave of Mary
*2 Q

Livingstone under trie baobab tree near Snupariga House.

Beyond this, tnere is little to indicate exactly what

photographic work Charles did during his last two years in

south-central Africa, but that he continued to take pict\ires is

aimost oeyond doubt, for he did not come home empty-handed.

vvnen in London late in 1o63» Charles wrote the Foreign

Office:

I have... been engaged in raaxing arrangements for printing
about 40 different stereoscopic photaeraphs of the natives
in their various occupations and amusements, some remark¬
able trees, rocks, etc. for the use of Fir Roderick Murch-
lson and Professor Owen. The printing of these photo¬
graphic specimens v 111 cost about jf6.>1

Charles spent the last tnree weeks of hoveraber, 1863 in Hamilton,

where he nad tne prints made while he was recovering from an

attack of fever. Richard Owen evidently examined the results,

^OL to Pitch, 28 Feb. 1861 (dated in error as 1860), KAkO,
LI 3/l/l. The brass camera arrived with Mary Livingstone a year
later: CI - HCL, 28 Feb. 1862, G5/79.

^Cl - HCL, 24 June 1862, 05/81.

*^0L to Austin Layard, n.d. jrec'd by the P.O. on 8 Dec.,
1863J PO 97/322, f. 156.
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for at this time he wrote to Charles Spring-Rice:

With respect to the photographs, as these are most useful
+ faithful records of the physical characters of the native
tribes, I suggested the desirability of their being print¬
ed, in the interest of Ethnology. I have no doubt that the
photographs of the rocks would thereby be made equally use¬
ful to the Geologist and of the trees to the Botanist... I
am of opinion that the services which Kr. J. L... has ?sn-
dered in .ngland are such as to call for remuneration.-'2

Evidently the Foreign Office concurred, for on 11 December

Charles was advised tnat ne would receive nis regular Exped¬

ition salary up to 4 December, 1663, plus the expenses

incurred in the printing of the photographs.'''

ine Lost Photographs. During the following year, most of which

Charles 3pent in the United otatea, nis photographs were cir¬

cuiting around London. No doubt Murchison, Owen and perhaps

the Hookers saw them, and when he arrived home, David saw them

also. In October (1864) David took a set of tnem to Captain

Need, along with sketches to be used in illustrating the
34

Narrative. ' and a month later, David wrote to John Murray: "I

send ail the photographs made by my brother as the Artist may

35
get hints from them." Horace Waller, Lay Superintendent of

3^Owen to Spring-Rice, 9 December 1863, FG 97/322, f. 158.

35Fo to CD, draft, in FO 97/322, ff. 160-1. At /350 per
annum, Charles' salary for working on tne Zambezi Expedition
from 1 Feb. 1858 to 4 Dec. 1863 would nave been just under /205Q.
It seems tnat neither tne PROL, DLL, JbM(NH), nor the EG3L have
retained copies of these photographs.

34
Journal, 7 Oct. 1a64, Wilson family Archives. Capt. Need

aided David with tne illustrations for LDE1 as well as LI EZ.

"^DL to JM, 27 Nov. 1864, JMPL. These archives evidently
nave none of Charles' photographs either.
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of the U.X.O.A. probably saw then, b cause he wanted a set, and

wrote toward tnis end to James Stewart:

ft ill you be so kind as to get for me the address of the
Pnotographer at Hamilton who has Charles Livingstone's
negatives in hand : I want to write hita for a set, but
perhaps you are looking after a set for yourself.36

And in the Preface to the .Narrative. David gave Charles credit

for his work: the "photographs by Charles Livingstone and Dr.
'■57

A-irk, have materially assisted in the illustrations."

Piiese photographs may have been the best investment the

Government made with regards to tne Zambezi expedition, for

apparently for a mere /6, they received some 40 stereoscopic

photographs of Central Africa ana its people. There was no

expense for training a photographer, nor for cameras, film,

chemicals, or other materials. The pictures were taken by a

man receiving a modest salary of i550 per year, who had a great

many tasks to occupy his time, ne was not tne "Official ..xped-

ition Photographer," (and one wonders why David bothered to

write a paragraph on photography in his instructions), out

"^Waller to otewart, 15 November 1864, copy btewart's
journal, KAR3, ST 1/1/1, unpublished. The photographer in Ham¬
ilton was undoubtedly Thomas -s-nr.an, who lived adjacent to the
Livingstone's sisters and mother on Hurnoank Hoad, and wno took
wnat is generally regarded as the premier photograph of David.
Waller repeated his request to Htewart on 26 Feb. 1865. .v.-JC. p.
256.

*7
LNHL. vii. At least one of Charles' photographs survived,

for a guide to tne L'HLZ lists among its collection a stereoscopic
photograph of a baobab with Lakololo, taken by OL in 1858. Cf.
The Life and Work of David Livingstone: A Brief Guide to the Liv¬
ingstone Collections in tne Livingstone* Museum, (Livingstone!"
Zambia, 1865), p. 50. Prepared by G.C.h. Clay and Dr. B.X.
iadan. if tnis single photograpn has survived, tnere must be
otners waiting to be discovered.
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ratner ne was worxing in a private capacity, as was Kirk, and

for a great deal of effort received little or no remuneration.

Thus .dairies was wrong in writing:

i painted dr. Hanoel and afterward at the suggestion of
dr. Xirk38 and trie approval of Dr. Livingstone I attempted
that of major Oicard out aid not succeed very well, i was
then asked by everyone for portraits among others Sr.
Pascoai. I referred him to the Dr., who told me to 'do as
I liked' or words tc that effect. The officer in charge
(pilariesj knew what i was doing out made no objection to
it and was in fact himself engaged in taking photographic
likenesses of the same and other persons.^9
While it is true that both Laines and Charles were working

on Expedition time, Laines was using official property in his

capacity as Expedition artist; Charles was using his own mater¬

ials in a non-official capacity.

in summing up, it is clear that Charles accomplished far

more in nis photography than anyone has yet given him credit

for doing, and his brother's rash opinion written in early 1860

(p. 254 above) is not to be considered as definitive. No doubt

only a small portion of his work is discussed here: how much he

failed to mention in his letters may omy be discovered with

time. Nevertheless, enough records survive to indicate beyond a

aoubt that Charles' work with photography on the Zambesi was a

success, which made a contribution to the understanding of Africa

in his day.

V O

This seems very unlike the ciicumspect Kirk, and seems to
contradict his journal entry of 18 November 1858, (p. 160 above).

39
baines to Lord John nuseeli, 19 January 1860, i?0 63/871,

fx. 214 - 222.



SOME OP CHARLES LIVINGSTONE'S PHOTOGRAPHS

No. S u Lj e c f~ L oca! t on Date Disposition Source
i Expedition bouse-, Sr.P,at Tete 30 Sep. IBS8 p. zso
2 Sr. Si tarJ; Prat', baobab Tote 2 O Nov. 1053 p-251

3 Golcj Workers * fools Tete ZOMov. IB£8 W2EI, p. 62

4 Cabora Bassa rapids Zambesi 30 A/ov. IdSB p- 251

5 UUOrncn laith u/efer pots
On Ijeads j dless"'

Tete 3-13 Dec. 1838 ?• 252

6 Zambezi river Oct. -Dec. I8S~8 H.C.I. in

<hass*cbuse1f$

cc- net¬

s' Feb- IBSt

7 Dead hippo by rocks in
rtu*r-f 2.*mbcfi chanoef

Ca bora X? AfeO. 1038 ', J-T ar 1 of Wl£1, p. 66;

Bassa Oct-Dee. 105-8 Molmresbur/ ibiJ; p- 2 99.

8 Four, ofrn/tr + rap/4 * ? Oct.-Dec. 1858 J.Wasbmjton P• 253
9 Baobab, ouitb Afakololo Tete J 1858 A/M/.2 P- Z58
10 African hfe + manners',

musicians} women:
pound mj corn; h oe/njr,
Q*rtfi Carry/up babies

Tete zo Dec. 1958-
februafj, I&59

H-C.l. m

A/assacbusojls
p. ZSl

II Golcf or iron smiths Tete 2 6 Feb- >859 U/Z£l,r. 8$

12 A "few," Subject
mcrHer i/nbrtown

Tete? Octobert 1838'
February, /859

Lord

JC,nn aird
p. 25 5

IS Coat face Pel/ubu AJai -June 1839 P- Z5A

14 Poch/dM, AJocambtfuc Is. Zambezi IZ July 1059 WZ£l,p. lib

Pandanusf cocoa trees i

African but on piles
j2anrbc$ I

4e\fa 7
July - A uj ust

/05-9

CL-hCL

7 Auj. >859
lb £.yypt'an a*4 African

pyortars + pestles
£ hi re

Volley
A Uyust -

A/oVember, /8S9
Jo hn

Aturray

PL- Jrirl
I A/ov. IB59

17 House, baobab Sbupa*$cr May - June !BCr2 P- Z56

IB Africans tn Various

occupations aurd
amuse menTs; trees rocky

H- M-

Government
P.ZS6

il7 Miscellaneous ^as^f) Jobi Murrey P-Z57

6, 7» and 18, and perhaps all, were taken for a stereoscope.

3 and 16 may have been taken by John Kirk.

Page number under "3ource" refers to this thesis, where a more
detailed reference may be found.



phutggftaphic contributions to the narraiive

The following is a list of illustrations in the Narrative

which may have been based upon Charles Livingstone's photo¬

graphs. It has been noted aoove (p. 25b) that David gave

Charles credit for contributing to the book's illustrations,

but whereas he listed specifically those done by Haines, he did

not do the same with his brother. Following each entry is the

number of the corresponding photograph, taken from the table on

the preceding page.

5. The Grave of Mrs. Livingstone under the Baobab-tree,
near to bhupanga House 17.

9. View of a portion of Kebrabasa Rapids 4, 5.

10. Women with Water-pots, listening to the music of
the Marimba, Bansa, and Pan's Pipes 10.

12. African Fiddle of one String 10.

13. View of Steamer, Traps, and dead Hippopotamus b.

16. Blacksmith's Forge and Bellows of Goatskin 11.

22. !4usicai instruments 10.

23. Bellows and other tools 3» 11.

30. Females Hoeing 10.

The number of musically-oriented subjects reminds one that

it is obvious from the letters Charles wrote nis wife, that he

was more interested by far in music than were any of the otner

original European members of the Zambezi Expedition.



CHAPTER IX

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ORNITHOLOGY

He shot the buntin o the bush,
The linnet o the brier. Child, 98

Origins. While enduring tne privations of service on the Zam¬

bezi Expedition, Charles consistently exhibited at least one

admirable character trait which has been completely overlooked

by both his critics and his brother's biographers, and that was

his personal flexibility, as a result of the dismissal of

three of tne seven original members of the expedition, plus the

revision of priorities wnich is always necessary once an explor¬

ing party is in the field, Charles was obligated to take on

several tasks which were completely unanticipated, and for

which he had experienced no previous training. One such task

was the forming of a collection of birds.

Exactly when and why Charles began collecting birds is

difficult to say, for there seems to be no record of his having

been ordered to do so by any of his superior officers.* When

in the throes of fever on Nyika Island, he managed to shoot a

bird on the wing, but he confessed to kirk tnat he missed the
2

bird for which he was aiming. Perhaps this incident provided

Hro mention is made of bird collecting in Eavid's letter
of instruction to Charles, (10 May 1858, WZKI. pp. 431-2,
original in "Autographs," 0CL00); this task is specifically
given to Kirk in paragraph 6 of his instructions (18 March 1Q58,
WELL. p. 422), but of course Bedingfeld's untimely exit added
many responsibilities to Kirk's shoulders, and in the early days
he had little time for birds.

^FZJK, 16 July 1858, pp. 53-4. Incidentally, this candor
belies the arrogance of which Charles is often accused.
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Charles with the requisite inspiration, although he may not have

begun collecting in earnest until a few months later, when he

was settled in Tete. In nis journal entry for 7-9 March, 1859»

David notes simply: "C.l. collecting birds.At this time,

Charles informed his wife: "I have lately been doing a little

as a naturalist. Mean to get a good collection of insects and

birds, have skinned a number of birds."4
Ihe first recognition that Charles was accomplishing some¬

thing worthwhile comes from none other than John Kirk, the Ex¬

pedition Naturalist, who wrote in his journal upon his return

to lete on 23 June 1859: "He has made a good collection of

birds of which I am right glad, as Botany keeps me well occu-

pied." Over the ensuing four years, Charles consistently added

to the collection he had begun. Kirk wrote: "Iwo very handsome

birds have been added to the collection by Mr. C.L. One a

weaver (fincn) , the other I cannot say what it is."^ On 13
January 1860 he shot "a large parrot [with} orange-red shoulders

7
and legs..," which had "powerful jaws" and was "the first shot

here."^ Again on 27 July 1861: "Oeveral specimens of a new

q
kind of Lorie secured by G.L."J Another important contribution

^WZSL. p. 85. 4CL - HCL, 10 March 1859, 05/14.

3FAJK. p. 214. 6Ibid.. 19 August 1859, p. 233.

7W£LL, p. 147.

8i?KJK. p. 279.

^WZKL, p. 186.
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was made on 16 August 1b61 in the Upper Shire valley: "A mara¬

bou stork shot by C.L.: from tip of wings 106 inches,"10 and

"Mr. C.L. shot a marabout from which fine feathers are obtained

from under the tail."11 In one final example, it should be

noted that in early 1862 Charles sent to his friend .Frederick

Fitch a box of various items, including "A stuffed crowned
4 O

crane (halearica regulorum) for you."

What is potentially a most important comment on Charles'

collecting is found in a letter from David to his daughter

Agnes, dated 18 Decemoer 1862. On 30 October of that year,

Kirk and the Livingstones visited Lake laialanza, a small

crater lake on Anjouan ("Johanna"), in the oomoro Islands.

Here they saw a species of grebe which was incapable of flight.

Considered sacred by the island's indigenous peoples, these
1 3

birds were worshipped at regular intervals. ' This primitive

species had very small feet, which were set far back on the

body, with "each toe with a web sideways," all of which con¬

vinced David that they could not nave walked up to the lake.

"After various wise conjectures we had to say we don't know how

they got up there. But there they are, and Uncle Charles shot

and stuffed two."14

10WZ3L. p. 190. 11FZJK. p. 561.

120L to Fitch, 4 February 1862, NAR2, LI 3/1/1.
13'P.L. Bclater, "un the Birds of the Comoro Islands," The

Ibis, vol. iv (1864), pp. 296-7 and p. 301. Hereafter SBCI.

14WZiq. p. 226; MS in the BLL, Add. Mas. 50184, ff. 62-5.
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"•his passage is fascinating because it provides a glimpse

of the kind of situation which had led Darwin (and Wallace) to

revolutionize natural science (and in tine most serious Western

thought) subsequent to the publication of his Origin of Species

only three years previously, and it is noteworthy as one of the

very few instances in which David Livingstone could not offer

an explanation for a natural phenomenon. It may also be sig¬

nificant to note in passing that today the same or a closely-

related. species of grebe (Podiceps) is approacning extinction

in the mountain lakes of U-uatemala, and any notes Charles may

have made or the specimens he collected might prove valuable

in this context.

As Kirk and others also collected birds while on the ex¬

pedition, it is difficult to evaluate the exact extent of

Charles' contributions to this branch of zoology. While it

does appear that the collection was largely The result of

Charles' inspiration and labour, Kirk's article on the birds of
1S

the region gives not a word of credit to Charles. Bosazza

notes that two aviary species have been named after a Living¬

stone, and he raises the Telling question if they were so named
1 fi

in Charles' honour. Let us now attempt to discover what be¬

came of Charles' collection, and what recognition he received.

1 5
■'John Kirk, "On the Birds of the Zambesi Region of Eastern

Tropical Africa," The Ibis, vol. iv (1864), pp. 307-339. He
does, however, give credit to Dr. John Dickenson of the U.M.O.A.

p. 111, n. 12.
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Charles' Collection. The Bird Room Register of the British

Museum entry for 31 December 1860 shows the receipt of 194 birds

presented by Lord John Russell, which were collected by Dr. Liv-
17

ingstone's expedition. As all of the specimens were of course

exotic, and many were previously unknown, the scribe listed them

by generic name only. Without the specific name, it is almost

impossioie to tell where (and hence when} they were collected.

In the case of previously unrecorded species, the more detailed

and descriptive name could only have been added after compar¬

isons were made with other specimens, and further research

carried out.

Only one clue is given as to the identity of the collector,

and tnat is the word "Tette" which appears opposite the name of

the first bird listed. This is where Charles began the work

while David and kirk were off making the explorations in the

Dhire valley which led to the visits to Lakes Shirwa and Malawi.

Do doubt Kirk and others contributed many of the specimens list¬

ed, but it seems a fair assumption that the lion's share of this

collection was made by Charles Livingstone.

The next relevant entry to appear in the B.M. Register is

dated 8 December 1863, again presented by Russell, with the note
1 R

that it was made by the Rev'd Mr. Charles Livingstone.

17
The entire Register is in the British Museum (Natural

history}, Cub-department of Ornithology, Tring, Hertfordshire.
18

This complete entry, axong with annotations and comments,
may be found in Appendix D.
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Forty-three birds are listed here, some of which had specific

names assigned at the time of recording, and some of which had

such detail added later. No place of collection is listed, and

the species themselves range widely throughout south-eastern

Africa, including the Comoro Islands.

Leaving this collection for the moment, let us consider

the third relevant entry in the B.M. Lird Room Register. Fated

50 December 1865, this collection was presented as always by

Russell, and lists 59 birds collected by John Rirk. These were

the birds Kirk brought home with him, and they form the nucleus

of his article. It is worth noting that in said article Rirk

describes 150 species, wniie his collection consisted of only 59»

hence he could not have avoided referring to the two collections
1 Q

previously received by the museum from the Zambesi Expedition. J

Certainly it was Kirk's position as Expedition Naturalist
20

to write the definitive work on the birds collected, and he

was more qualified than Charles to do so. But in spite of the

fact that Kirk gave Charles no credit, the latter's contribution

to Kirk's article was undoubtedly significant. It is worth

noting that the collection of reptiles and. fishes made by Kirk

was written up for publication by Er. Albert Ounther of the

British Museum, who notes in the introduction: "In the

^Kirk's ooituary in PKOSL (1925) indicates that Kirk con¬
tributed 550 bird skins to the Natural History Museum, (xv),
but many of these date from his period at Zanzibar.

20
Livingstone acknowledged this in the introduction to INEZ,

where he also credited Charles with collecting "a large number of
birds, insects, and other objects of interest," p. 11.
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determination of several of the species, I have been aided by a

less complete series of duplicate specimens which had been sent
21

home by Mr. 0. Livingstone..." This is a rare reference to

Charles' having collected fish and reptiles, and while the

contribution was aright, the leading specialist of tne nntish

museum felt it was worth acknowledging in print. In the light

of this, Charles' ornithology seems even more worthy of recog¬

nition.

When one considers that Kirk and Charles were in the Zam¬

bezi region for over five years, and were collecting birds for

over four of them, the total of 276 skins (the total contained

in the three collections referred to above), many of which were

duplicates, seems a paltry number inaeed. Yet there was more

to making a collection than merely shooting and skinning birds:

tney had to get the specimens safely to London, and hazards

along the way were legion. The damp caused by leakage from

both above and below which plagued every vessel the men worked

on destroyed more specimens of all kinds than today's researchers

can imagine. Twice at least Charles had his specimens stolen by

Africans; Kirk lost his once by theft and once when his canoe

overturned and he barely escaped with his life; and many items

were lost or mishandled by well-meaning African bearers. Then

tnere was tne damage caused by heat, and tnere was always the

Albert Ciintner, "heport on a Collection of Kept ilea and
Fishes made by Dr. Kirk in the Zambesi and .Nyassa negions,"
Proceedings, Zoological oociety of nonaon, U864), P* 303. This
report was read at tne bociety's meeting of 28 June, 1864.
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danger of shipwreck, as Rae discovered vividly while en route

home in 1860. as Kirk wrote in his journal on 11 January, 1860,

before trie men had been struck by tneft, shipwreck, and the

canoe accident: "People at home have no idea of the thousand
'•22

obstacles to making a collection and getting it safely home,

io his wife two years later, Charles wrote that he had ?hot,

collected and skinned hundreds of birds which were destroyed by

cockroaches and other insects. J He suspected that the boxes

had been opened by suspicious Portuguese in Cuelimane - another

hazard - which allowed the insects to enter. And there were

still other possibilities.

In March, 1860, George Rae left the expedition to return

to Britain in order to supervise the building of the "lady

ftyassa" for Livingstone, and he had in his charge between 12

and 15 boxes of miscellania, several of which contained birds

collected by Kirk and Charles. Rae was forced to part with

some of the cases - 4 were seen in Mozambique several months
later - and in time all were recovered except four. As far as

all except Kirk were concerned, these were forever lost. How¬

ever, on 8 October 1835, eighteen years after Rae's death and a

decade after the two Livingstone brothers died, these four

boxes arrived at the lew botanical Gardens from Portsmouth,

where they had been deposited on 1 April 1870. The contents

22?LJK, p. 278.
23CL - HGL, 4 February 1862 (postscript to a letter begun

on 24 January 1862), G5/78.
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were immediately examined by Dr. Giintner: tne four cases con¬

tained 6y parcels, 54 of which contained bird specimens. Gtinther,

who no doubt rememoered kirk the Naturalist but forgot Charles

.uivingatone the aiaateur, listed them all as having been collected
24

by Airk. however, David x±ad written to Joseph hooker on 9

December 1B61, that one of the lost boxes contained bir,.s
25

collected by his brother, and in a letter to his friend

Fitch, written a few days later, Charles complained tnat 2 of the
26

lost boxes contained birds he had collected. By the time they

arrived, their importance was decreased by tne fact that in the

intervening years many birds nad been collected by persons

passing through tnese regions, and there were no new specimens

among the late arrivals. Jith all of these pitfalls and more,

it is perhaps fortunate that any specimens ever reached Britain

at all.

Thus in spite of all the difficulties kirk faced in making

a contribution to ornithology, Charles faced one additional

Duiwark: his superior officer was in a position to receive, by

accident or design, credit for work done by Charles. Neverthe¬

less, as we shall now discover, his work in this field did not

go completely unrewarded.

^Guntber's notes in RBGK, Book 1900-4/27, f. 47.
25DL to J. Hooker, RBGk, African Letters, 1659-1865, vol.

lx, no. 179. The younger Hooker was the Gardens' Assistant
Director.

26CL to Fitch, 21 December 1861, NAKS, LI 3/1/1.
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rewards at Last. On 30 November 1863 Lir William Hooker,

director of tne Kew Hardens, wrote to Lord John Russell,

acknowledging tne reciept of collections of Kirk and Charles

Livingstone, and adding: "They prove, as might be expected,

extremely interesting, and both numerous and well preserved,

considering the difficulties and the dangers which the Exped-
27

ition had throughout to contend with." ' It was roughly a week

later that Charles wrote the Forcjign Office, requesting his

salary be extended and that remuneration be granted him for the

photographs he had had printed (p. 257 above), and he further

commented tnat he had since his arrival home been working in

the British Museum with the "birds, beast3, fish and insects"

he brought witn him from africa, advising Hie department heads
pc

about tne skins, their habitats, etc. When his pay was grant¬

ed, Charles immediately sailed for New fork, and pernaps hi3

immediate removal from the scene contributed to the lack of

credit ne received for his work.

Ihe Foreign Office notified Kirk on 21 January 1864 that 3

cases had arrived from the Zambezi, of which two had been sent

to the hew Hardens, and the third to a friend of Charlea', as it
pa

contained nis personal property. Again, on 25 February 1864,

the British Museum thanked Russell for the gift of "Fish,

Mammalia, and Birds etc." collected by Dr. Livingstone and

27FO 37/322, ff. 151-2. 28Ibid.. f. 156.

29Ibid., f. 180.
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recently received, v These and subsequent deliveries may well

have contained items prepared by Charles, and in fairness to

-irk, they may have contained further specimens of his which

were described in his article, unfortunately, the bird Room

Register seems to nave no further record of birds received from

the Zambezi Expedition at this time, Xnat the iiritisn Ruseurn

was not thanking Russell belatedly for the collections received

from Charles and Kirk the previous December is evident by a

letter from the Principal Librarian of the museum to Russell
31

doing just that, dated 7 January, 1864. at any rate, cwen,

Looker and Cunther thought well of Charles' work, and less

importantly to us but pernaps more so to him, tne government

rewarded him with extra pay for his services, he cannot have

been less tiian satisfied.

Before concluding this discussion, let us return our

attention to the sole unquestionably documented contribution

Charles made to ornithology, the collection of 43 specimens he

presented to the British Kuseum in Russell's name late in 1863»

for thereupon hangs a tale.

The first two entries in this list give simply the generic

name "furacus," although at a later date tne specific designa¬

tion "Livingstonei" was added. Kirk wrote of this bird, which

^°P0 97/322, f. 203.
31

Ibid., ff. 166-7. The Principal librarian's signature
seems to read "a. Panmire," but unfortunately, queries directed
to the museum both in person and in writing failed to produce
the librarian's real name.
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he called "Corythaix Livingstoni," as follows:

This species... is peculiar to the mountains south of Lake
Nyanza [Malawi] , where it was seen by Dr. Livingstone and
myself in 1859, when passing to Lake Shirwa. On that
occasion we noticed it in the ravine at the foot of the
hills within a few miles of the river, but on no sub¬
sequent occasion was it seen so low down. It is most
common near a hill called Sochi, and in the wooded river-
banks of the region near the late Bishop Mackenzie's
mission station.52

It is worth noting that while Kirk mentions having seen the

bird, he does not claim to have collected it. Much later,

Roberts gives a more thorough description of this bird, for

which he gives the scientific name "Turacus livingstonii living-

stonii," or in English, "Livingstone's Lourie:"

Originally described from Manganja, Nyasaland, it is now
known to extend eastwards to the littoral in Boror and
southwards to tne forests of eastern southern Rhodesia,
with another subspecies in Tanganyika Territory. It
frequents the evergreen forests of the mountains and
galleries along the rivers below, feeding on berries and
fruit and uttering a loud harsh call-note, like a saw
operating on split wood, and a purring alarm-note when
disturbed.53

The Lngiish word "iourie" is significant, for it provides

the clue needed to determine the date the bird was collected.

David wrote in his journal on 27 July 1861: "Several specimens
34

of a new kind of lorie secured by C.L."^ While not mentioning

Charles, Lovell Procter noted in his journal five days earlier:

32
John Kirk, "On the Birds of the Zambesi Region of Eastern

Tropical Africa." The Ibis, vol. iv (1864), pp. 328-9; hereafter

33
^Austin Roberts, The Birds of Louth Africa. (London, 1940),

p. 135, no. 333. Another Lngiish name is "Livingstone's Plan-
tain-eater ." Hereafter RBSA.

54WZLL. p. 186.
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"We find a new kind of lorie here. It has red bill, black

tail k legs, but the rest of the body bright green together with

the topknot along the back of which is a fringe of white

feathers, the centre of the wing bright red like the others."-^
Since David, Charles and Procter were at that time crossing the

Shire highlands from the river to the eventual mission site st

Magomero, passing the while through Soche's village, there can

be no doubt that all sources refer to the same species.

The question remains: for whom was the bird named? In the

major work to date on the names of the birds of the world, O.E.

Wynne in 1969 derived the name from David Livingstone,-^ and

this has generally been assumed the case by tnose who pondered

the question both before and since, however, Finsch and Hart-

laub, who published the first known plate of this bird (see

illustration opposite p. 275)» and who also refer to it as

"Corythaix Livingstone!," note that the first published de¬

scription of the species was written by G.R. G-ray.'^
'"55
-^Lorman Robert Bennett and Marguerite Ilvisaker, The Cen¬

tral African Journal of Lovell J, Procter, 1860 - 1864. (Bos¬
ton, 1971 J» 66; hereafter BJLPT"

36
0.3. Wynne, Biographical key - Lames of Birds of the

World - to Authors ana tho 3e"~0ommemorateal (Ford ingbr idge, T 969).
L ot examined T~~xhe~ pre sent writer is grateful to Mr, I.C.J. Gal-
braith, BM(RH), Tring, for this information.

570. Finsch and Q. hartlaub, Die Vogel Ost-Afrikas, (Leip¬
zig und Heidelberg, 1b70), pp. 476-7; hereafter FtLvA, The authors
note that 20 years earlier a specimen was brought back from
soutnern Africa and deposited in the Museum of Bologna.
Evidently, no one at that time knew African birds well enough to
describe it accurately; zime has revealed the existence of a num¬
ber of sub-species, and the earlier specimen may have been such.
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As far as Charles is concerned, Gray's description of the bird

is monumental:

A new species of the interesting genus Turacus has just
been brought by tne Rev. 0. Livingstone from tne Man-
ganja Highlands of Last Africa, where it was obtained at
an elevation of 3000 or 4000 feet above the sea.

It approaches the Turacus albocristatus in its general
appearance, but the crest differs in form, being as it
were bicrestea; viz. the plumes from the crown are long
and narrow, thus forming a crest pointed posteriorly,
while those on the occiput are very short and closely set
upon it. All the plumes of both parts are tipped with
white. The rest of the plumage is very similar to that of
Turaeus albocristatus; but the feathers of the back and
wings are margined with snining golden green instead of
bluish green, as is seen on the latter-mentioned species.

I propose the name of Turacus livingstonii, as a slight
acknowledgement of that gentleman's merit in adding so
interesting a species to our knowledge of this showy
genus.53
The reason Roberts repeats "livingstonii" in the bird's

name is significant tp. 273 above), for it indicates that sub¬

sequently other related species or sub-species were collected,

and Peters' Ch€?ck-list contains five additional "lauraco living¬

stonii S," which, by implication, owe their scientific

names, blissfully unaware though they may be, to Charles living-
xq

stone.Peters' name for the bird indicates that Gray was

correct in originally ascribing tne species to tne genus "Tura¬

cus," as opposed to "Corythaix," which Kirk and Finsch and Hart-

70

G.R. Gray, "Notice of a New Species of Turacus from East¬
ern Africa," Proceedings, Zoological Society of London, (1864),
p. £4; hereafter PZSI. Presented at the meeting of 9 Feb. 1864.

39
Jaraes Lee Peters, Check-list of tne Birds of the World,

vol. iv, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1940), p. 4. The correct
spelling of "livingstonii" is such; tnoae using the form with
"ei" for an ending are incorrect. Peters' Check-list is a mon¬
umental work of several volumes only now nearing completion.
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laxxb preferred. All six subspecies, indeed all eighteen

members of the family, are found in Africa south of the Sahara.

To avoid being carried away by tne fact that men have

named this magnificent bird after one of their own, let us

digress a moment to pay further homage to the bird itself.

Since its discovery, it has been ascertained that the lourie's

range of incidence extends from the mountains east of Lake

Malawi through the Shire highlands and on to the mountains

dividing Rhodesia from Mozambique, it cannot, be seen

throughout this entire region, however, as the habitat it

prefers is the evergreen forest at relatively high altitudes,

and like the majority of tropical birds, it is non-migratory.

however, its many sub-species occupy various habitats with¬

in a rough triangle across southern Africa, the apices of which

would oe near Nairobi, Lao Paulo do Luanda, and Maputo. Cf

imposing size at eighteen inches in length and distinctly

marked with an unusual crest, this is a creature worthy of

human contemplation. After considering such a specimen of

wildlife, one can perhaps better appreciate the custom in many

pre-literate societies of naming humans after natural phenomena,

as opposed to tne Western practice of naming natural wonders

after themselves.

*^The complete scientific name of this species, omitting
Kingdom and Phylum, is as follows: Aves (Llass), Luculiformes
(urder), Musophagi (Sub-order)^ Muaophagidae (Family), Tauraco
i.tienus), uivingstonii (Species), Livingstonii (Sub-species).
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Space will not permit the thorough examination of every

bird in Charles' list, but one further species deserves our

attention. This is the last one on said list, named "Erythro-

cercus livingstonei," or "Livingstone's Flycatcher." Although

both the generic and specific names were added to the list at

a later date, we can be certain that this bird was collected by

Charles Livingstone.^
Xhe first published description of tnis species of fly-

catcner was made by Finsch and hartlaub in 1870; they credit

C.E. Cray with having suspected it to be a distinct species,

and having planned to name it accordingly.^ Sharpe, however,

in his Catalogue, mentions that Finsch and Hartlaub named the

bird from a manuscript of Cray's in the British Museum, and
4.3

this is echoed by Warren and Harrison. However, a careful

Hacnel L.K. Warren and C.J.G. Harrison, Type-Specimens of
Birds in the British Museum (.Natural history), vol. 2, Passer¬
ines, (London, 1971 ), p. 50b.

^FHVA, pp. 303-4. When one considers that Livingstone
frequently railed against Germans for trying to publish his maps
and findings before he himself could do so, it is refreshing to
see now careful these men were to honour the hunch of their
British colleague. G.E. Cray, Hand-list of Cenera and Bpecies
of Birds, (London, 1869), p. 323» no. 4854 indicates that Cray
was still pondering this specimen in 1869.

J ~2

^R. Bowdler Sharpe, Catalogue of the Fasseriformes. vol.
iv (London, 1879), pp. 298-9; Plate 9, figure 2 of tnis volume
is a colour engraving of this species. Warren and Harrison,
note 41 above, p. 305. Enquiries to tne British Museum sections
in Bio012sbury, hnightebridge, and Tring failed to produce this
Cray manuscript, and it is remotely possible that all are refer¬
ring to the entry of Charles collection in the Bird Room regis¬
ter (Appendix D), where the scientific name of the species was
added later in another hand.
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reading of xinsch and hartlaub's description reveals no mention

of a specific manuscript, but merely indicates that Gray was

planning to name the bird thusly. Anyway, the bird was probably

named for Charles also, since he collected it, but at this point

the issue is merely academic. It may have been named for David,

and an extract of its description by noberts deserves our

attention: it is "A very active arid restless bird that is con¬

tinually flitting about in small parties... Can a mora

fitting human name than "Livingstone" be bequeathed to such a

bird?

finally, let us add to the record one other species named

for a Livingstone, in case the serious ornithologist wishes to

pursue this avenue further. In 1867, the Rev. H.B. Trie tain

proposed the name "Campicola livingstonii" for a species which
45

Kirk in his article referred to as "Campicola pileata." This

is the only member of the chat family (Turdidae) nirk observed

in the entire region, and it was seen among the rocks in the

Shire rapids.

Two years later, in his nand-list, Gray renamed this bird

"Saxicola livingstonii," apparently feeling that both Kirk and

Tristam erred in placing it within the genus Campicola. As

^fiboA. p. 287. A subspecies of this oira is named "Kry-
throcercus livingstonii livingstonii:" C.W. Benson, et al.,
The Birds of Zambia, (London, 1971), p. 275, no. 552; nBDI.

a is

Tristam, "On Kew Species of Birds from south Africa,"
i-roceeaings, Zoological Society of London, (1867), pp. 886-888;
KBZR, p. 318, no. 19.
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neitner name is apparency listed in Peters' massive Check-iiat,

it seems likely tnat in time this bird was once again renamed,

and tnis time without reference to Livingstone. Although

evidence is lacking, we may speculate that it was finally named

"Oaxicoia torquata," the Otonechat seon locally in areas above

3000 feet in Uganda, henya, Tanzania and Malawi, and at lowe*
t

levels in Rhodesia.

Ly way of conclusion, let it be repeated that Charles

Livingstone made a significant contribution to ornithology,

which field he apparently took up on his own in the early days

of the expedition, and which he stuck with after his work in

south-cexitral ^frica was completed. The evidence indicates

that he was rewarded for his work during his lifetime, and we

a century later may now realize that such rewards as ne received

were entirely justified.



CHAPTER X

CHARLES ON THE ZAMBEZI: FINAL CONSID3RATIONS

Then out it speaks the second son:
Our travel's a' in vain; Child, 71

The Trip Home. On 26 April 1863, over five years after he had

begun his two-year hitch with the Zambezi Expedition, Charles

asked his brother to let him go home. He had long been con¬

vinced that the proposed road around the cataracts of the Shire

would not be completed, and that the recall of the expedition

was forthcoming, Furtnermore, conditions in the Shire valley

were incredibly depressing: drought, famine and warfare had

combined to fill the surrounding hills with desperate refugees,

and the river literally ran with dead bodies. Death beckoned:

on New Year's Day henry Scudamore of the U.M.C.A. had died; on

17 March John Dickenson, Medical Officer of that mission died;

and on 21 April, Richard Thornton died on board the "Pioneer."

And this was not alls Dr. Charles Meller of the "Pioneer" was

labouring under a complication of diseases from which he would

never recover; Richard Wilson, Abraham Pearce, and Thomas Ma-

grath of that ship were all tnree gravely ill; and blacksmith

William Maoleod had left the Expedition on 27 February, choosing

to go down to the sea alone rather than watch nis health further

deteriorate. This was the valley of the shadow of death and no

mistake, and for Charles, it was time to go home.

He was not well, but suffered from fever and dysentery,

kirk, who had requested to be sent nome when on Anjouan the
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previous October, was also seriously ill, and David, realizing

that his scheme had failed, gave Kirk his leave to go also.

The two men packed their personal property and the specimens

tney had collected, received their final written instructions,

and were about to depart, when a final delay intervened, lavid

Livingstone, that absolute paragon of pnysical strength, took

ill on 2 May, and Kirk would not leave while his leader was in¬

capacitated. It took 16 days for David to come around - next

day, 19 May 1863, Charles Livingstone and John Kirk began the

long trip home. It was to be, at least the first half of it, a

nightmare.

They were not alone. Pearce, Xagrath, William Saunders

and Charles Hewell of tne "Pioneer" were all invalided home, as

was Richard Clark, the shoemaker/tanner of the U.M.C.A. Also

in the party were Ali and Mabruki, two Zanzibar! men hired by

Richard Thornton as his personal servants, who were returning

to tneir island. An unknown number of paddlers and bearers

completed the party.

Virtually ali of the white men were seriously ill, and

Livingstone later wrote: "If a party were all 3oaked full of

malaria at once, the life of the leader of the expedition would

be made a burden to him."^ This is the situation in which John

Kirk now found himself, and in addition he was gravely ill him¬

self - in fact, this may have been the most severe attack of

malaria, with complications, that Kirk had suffered when on the

1
Lapp. p. 74.
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expedition.

hn route down the Shire, tne men were plagued by mos-

2
quitoes and rain, ana rather than attempt to sleep in wet

clotning under a wet tent pitched on wet ground, they chose on

3
at least one occasion to travel all nigat long. Upon entering

the Zambezi, they found Snupanga desei-tea, ana at Vianna's they

found everyone drunk, and learned of tne deaths of many Portu¬

guese from Sena to Suelimane. From, tne Zambezi they made a

tnree-miie portage and entered the Rwakwa Riser (also known as

the quelimane River or the Mutu Canal), uy this time, both Kirk

and Livingstone had improved somewhat in health.

After experiencing delays caused by a shortage of canoes,

the small party made its way towara the sea. It was the first

time Kirk or Charles had ever travelled on this river, and we

can be certain that neither ever wished to repeat the exper¬

ience. Pearce, tne "Pioneer's" quartermaster, had an epiiiptic

fit ana became delirious - he hac to be forcibly held in the

bottom of tue canoe thereafter, and nights for all were sleep¬

less. One person had to watch the quartermaster at all times.

When on land, he rolled about on the wet grass naked, as he

refused to allow himself to be dressed.

p
'A most graphic account of the horror caused by mosquitoes

is found in a short article from the journal of Henry Sewell,
Paymaster, H.M.6. "Gorgon." Written in Feb. - March, 1662, on
tne lower GhIre River, he tells of men nearly driven mad by the
torture, with the faces of the victims hardly recognizable next
morning: Cape Monthly Magazine, vol. xi (Hay, 1662), p. 276.

*/FZJK. 22 Kay, 1663, p. 521. Further details in this sec¬
tion are also taken from Kirk's journal.
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The harried band reached ^uelimane on 3 June, and learned

that the expedition had been recalled, as there was no money

in Livingstone's account with Jose Lunes (his Vice-Consul and

general agent), Kirk was low on funds, with sick men to house

and feed until a british ship came along. Meanwhile, fever

broke out anew in Kirk and Charles, and on 4 June b'earce died.

In the days that followed, xwirk was confined to bed, Kagrath

almost died, and Charles' condition is unknown.

On 4 July they left uuelimane with no regrets at parting,

and in a small boat reached Mozambique (City) four days later,
wxxere the unusual prolongation of the rainy season continued,

here quarters were better, but the disease lingered - Kirk and

Charles both developed a quotidian fever, which came inter¬

mittently but at regular intervals (Charles' was tertian, thus

occurring every three days), and was characterized by a greatly

enlarged spleen.

Kot until 13 August could they leave Mozambique, and at

last they were truly on their way home. After brief visits to

Anjouan, Zanzibar, the Seychelles and Aden, they landed at Juez

on 24 September.^ After taking the train across Egypt to Alex¬

andria, they departed that ancient city on the 27th, stopped

briefly in Malta, and reached Zouthampton on 9 October 1863.^

4
brief notes on the trip from Mozambique to Zanzibar, cover¬

ing the period from 12 to 26 August, may be found in Captain Alan
Henry Gardner's log book of H.M.C. "Orestes," on display, OKMLL.

3Keitner Kirk nor Charles mentions having crossed France.
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The ordeal of almost 6 months - indeed, of almost 6 years - was

over. Un the day ne arrived in ureat Britain, Charles wrote to

his wife, saying: "My spleen, which was swollen so as to look

like a lady in the interesting state, is now gone down nearly
fi

to its natural size." evidently shipboard food, cabins, and

better weather served the men well.

Accomplishments of the Expedition. ho much has been written

about the results of the Zambezi Expedition that a complete

discussion would require a full-length study in itself, and we

are here concerned with Charles' individual contributions as a

member of that team. Nevertheless, the following brief review

may prove helpful to tnose wishing to pursue the matter further.

Politically, the Expedition drew the atteiition of Britain

and nuch of the Western world to 30uth-central Africa, and

intervention in various forms was bound to follow. This was

especially true with regards to the Cape Colony, and as such

was monumental in determining tne recent history of Zambia,

Botswana, hhodesia (which may in time be renamed "Zimbabwe"),
and adjacent arras.' Even more direct was its influence on

Malawi, to which missionaries, traders and settlers came in the
O

wake of Livingstone's wanderings. Portugal's attention was

fi
GL - HCL, undated fragment (9 October 1863), ^5/4.

7
GMo... pp. 260 et passim.

£

. pp. 54-56; see also Pachai's other works on the
history of Malawi and/or David Livingstone.
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again. drawn to the vast corridor separating angola from Mozam¬
bique , and although this region eventually fell prey to Cecil

hhodes, Portugal's reforms in these two southern colonies were

not instigated in vain, finally, the expedition and Living¬

stone's later travels had a profound effect on Zanzibar and

adjacent regions to the northeast, for here Great Britain

emerged as the "most favoured nation," and the Consulship of

John Kirk presided over the decline of the east branch of the

African slave trade.

The scientific accompiisruaents of the expedition are also

noteworthy. In addition to the work by oharles discussed at

length above, nirk of course made major contributions to

botany and to several branches of zoology, and Thornton's work
Q

with mapmaking and geology was not completely unproductive.

The men made many reports on the peoples they visited, plus the

flora, fauna, and avifauna of the region, and these were all

contributions to man's understanding of his fellow man and his

world, and while Baines apparently did not write a great deal

while on the expedition, his paintings, drawings and sketches

provide a massive statement of Tete and its environs as he found

them.

In nia own day, Livingstone was convince' that his exped¬

ition was a failure, and of course by his standards, it was.

Tie saw no station established beyond the Xafue, no road built

^JBosazza (BLTK, Chapter xvii) discusses the mapmaking and
other scientific accomplishments of tne expedition.
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around the Shire cataracts, no permanent mission station founded

in the Shire highlands, and no British colony taking shape in

any of the new regions he visited. He could only have hoped

that someday, some of these would come to pass; he could not

have known that all of this ana more would eventually be real¬

ized, as a direct result of his vast personal influence.

In at least two ways, however, Livingstone was content,

and even proud. When on this expedition, he and his men had

"discovered" the upper Shire valley, Lake Shirwa and Lake Mal¬

awi; nad explored a considerable portion of the latter lake and

its hinterland; and had ascended the Ruvuma River well further

than any Briton (at least) had done previously. In addition,

he carried out the first systematic measurement of the Victoria

Falls, one of trie Earth's natural wonders. These were major

contributions to geography, and Livingstone knew it.

True to his original calling, however, Livingstone was

proudest of the medical knowledge he advanced in conjunction with

John Kirk. Among other tilings, they showed erroneous the wide¬

spread belief (held in the very highest British medical circles)

that quinine was an effective preventative of malaria, but

further indicated that it was r necessary element in the cure.

They recorded a number of previously unknown tropical diseases,

including blackwater fever,^ and dealt with an incalculable

number of rashes, irritations, and other epidermitoiogical ills.

^Michael Gelfand, ''Livingstone's Contribution to Malawi:
Some Aspects of the Medical Factor." PLMa. p. 184; for an
analysis of his work with malaria, see GLth. pp. 221-226.
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Like the great Darwin before him, Idvingstone did not hesitate

to expose a bared limb to the bite of an unknown insect, in an

effort to evaluate the effect of the venom on the human system.

'While undoubtedly far frora being one of the great figures in the

history of medicine, Livingstone's medical research in Africa
*

was significant; and unlike some other medically-oriented explor¬

ers, he used his skills to benefit Africans as well as Euro¬

peans.11 Livingstone's pride in the medical record of his ex¬

pedition, which showed a much lower mortality rate than that of
1 2

several previous British expeditions to Africa, was entirely

justified. All in all, the time spent in Africa by the men on

the Zambezi Expedition was not spent in vain.

Charles' Duties: Fulfilled or Lot? as he was approaching the

end of his edition of Livingstone's Zambezi journals, Wallis

could not forbear a final remark defaming Charles Livingstone:

The contrast between his responsibilities, as set out with
marked emphasis in the letter of instructions, and his
complete failure to come anywhere near the fulfilment of
them is strikingly manifest in later pages in the journals
and elsewhere.13

11Eeorge Shepperson, "David Livingstone, 1813 - 1873,"
British Medical Journal, vol. 2, no. 5S60 (28 April 1973), pp.
232-234.

1 2
An excellent summary of the mortality rates of previous

Britisn expeditions to Africa is in OrLtD. Appendix C, pp. 297-
303 (reprinted frora the Lancet. 24 August 1861). Mortality
rates for the Zambesi Expedition and the U.M.C.A. are in
Gelfand's article In X'LKA (note 10 above), p. 187.

1 :'kZKL. p. 412.
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m the version of Charles' instructions which appear 19

pages later, there are five paragraphs instructing Charles to

perform specific duties, and they are, respectively; to keep

tae chronometers running, make observations on Terrestrial mag¬

netism, purchase buaze and cotton, take photographs of people

and natural phenomena, and "take the greatest care of your

nealth." ,ie have seen above tnat his work witn magnetism,

cotton and photography was in each case performed conscientiously

and as well as the vicissitudes of time and space would allow,

and that although he was accused by Bedingfeld of negligence

with regard to tne chronometers, the final verdict was "not

proven." Thereafter, Charles did not have tne absolute control

of these sensitive timepieces: kirk mentions that Rae was left
1 5

in fete to keep them running, and at other times this duty was

probably shared by any of the seamen who were from time to time

attached to the .expedition.

In addition to the tasks assigned, we have also seen that

Charles did a great deal of work with ornithology for which he

was totally unprepared; no doubt he learned his basic taxidermy

from kirk in the field. Much of his time was taken up by more

mundane tasks: tne journaxs are rife with reports of his hunt¬

ing for tne common pot, and one visitor mentions his bartering

*pp. 431-2, which is essentially no different from
the original in OCLOQ. In paragraph 3 of David's instructions
from the Foreign Office, Charles was only ordered to work with
cotton and be David's "general assistant;" FO 63/842, ff. 204-20.

1%SJK. 17 March 1859, p. 157.
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for food with trie Africans. ' He also dici a great deal of

copying of his brother's papers, and he found time to write a

number of original reports which remain valuable today for

their record of the first contact between European and African.

There were other ways he occupied his time: Kirk refers to

him, albeit sarcastically, as being "Minister, teacher, tailor,
17

and perhaps a few other things." As a clergyman, he took an

interest in the spiritual lives of the Europeans which David
1 Q

refused to show, and in addition to holding Sabbath services
*g9

he also at time led the men at vespers.^
In the line of teaching, he "Tried to teach some of the

Kakololo Do, he, Mi, etc.,"- and for the past week he had been

teaching them "The Campbells are doming" (which they liked!)

and the Lord's Prayer, plus Genesis chapters 1-3 in SeTswana.

And later, when writing in reference to the 50-odd "ololo who

were led home in 1660, he wrote:

They had been taught some religious truths, had often
heard of the Redeemer of mankind and the way of Salvation
through him. All could repeat the Lord's prayer in their
own language, and some knew the creed too.*^

16W. Cope Devereux, a Cruise in the "Gorgon," (London,
1869), p. 197 (entry for 71 February 1662), hereafter DCiU.

^John to Alex. Xirk, 30 January 1660. FZJK. p. 546.

1"Many commented on David's lack of Sunday observance:
rhJK. 15 April 1660, p. 300; DCiu. 23 February 1862, p. 229,
WZJS. 2 February 1862, p. 3 and 23 February 1862, pp. 17-18.

1^CL - hOL, jnl/letter 14 Sep.-21 Dec. 1858, 20 Sep. G5/10.
Charles to John Livingstone, 4 February 1861, NLS, MS.

10769, f. 10.
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Evidently Charles had some satisfaction with his teaching. As

far as his work as tailor is concerned., no further details are

available, but it can be imagined that he repaired clothes,

sails, canvas, etc. as required.

Thus the evidence indicates that he fulfilled the duties

enumerated in nie instructions, and accomplished more besides,

and perhaps the remark quoted from Wallis at tne beginning of

tiiis section may fairly be deemed due for revision.

The ..oral Agent. Many writers have abused Charles for not

having functioned as a "moral agent" while on the Expedition

(although we have just seen that he did some proselytising when

he had the chance), and as always, we find Wallis in the van¬

guard of the critics. With reference to David's written in¬

structions to Charles, Wallis wrote:

Notable, too, is the fact that no mention is made of
Charles as 'moral agent,' as if this were an after¬
thought invented for the published Narrative to warrant
his presence in the expedition.^

Another critic, this one usually more reliable, wrote tnat David

listened to what Charles the Moral Agent told him,
accepted his often inaccurate and sometimes unbalanced
judgements on persons and situations, took note of his
gossip about the crew; and thereby committed some of
his mistakes.22

^ WZKL. p. 412. The present writer has found no reference
to Charles tne "moral agent" in said Narrative.

22 COKG. p. 26. To this charge but in another context,
Livingstone replied: "I am just the weakling to be so led."
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Several other writers take a similar viewpoint, but further

repetition of tne point is naraly necessary.

The phrase "moral agent" is very overworked, and requires

closer examination. Evidently, it was used only once in the

official papers of the day: wnen David Livingstone originally

recommended his brother for a position on the expedition, he

suggested to Lord Clarendon that Charles serve as "general
2**

assistant and moi'al agent." J The implication was that once the

expedition headquarters and trading post was established in the

iiatoka highlands, Charles would act as a Christian missionary

toward whatever Africans were in the region, whether settled
V

peoples or itinerant traders.

however, when clarendon replies with David's instructions,

ne merely mentioned Charles' role as "general assistant.

Evidently, Clarendon did not think the phrase "moral agent"

as appropriate for describing a member of a government exped-
25

ition. And in his address to the ii.G.b., Lurchison refers to

Charles' position as "secretary and superintendent," and in¬

dicates that he would serve his brother as required and take

charge of the central depot.

251 January 1858, FO 63/842, ff. 60-68.

"^20 February 1858, FO 63/842, ff. 204-220. Incidentally,
tnese instructions are addressed to "Andrew Livingstone, Esq."

O r~

The vagueness of the phrase is attested in a memo by John
Washington estimating various costs of the venture: he refers to
Charles as "ueneral Assistant arid Mail Agent:" FO 63/842, f. 113,
29 January 1358.

^°24 May 1858. PRQSI, vol. ii, no. v, p. 316, note.
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-allio is indeed correct in noting that David's instructions

to Charles make no mention of his functioning in that particular

capacity, because long before the expedition sailed, that phrase

had been dropped from the official paperwork. However, Coupland

noted the phrase when preparing his work on Kirk - and perhaps

•avid used it in private letters - and since Coupland took

Charles to task for this "failing," most writers since seemed to

have assumed that Charles was supposed to be a "Horal Agent" on

the Zambezi, and because he did not, he was derelict, etc. Of

course the Kafue, for all practical purposes, was never reached

by the Expedition, so Charles could have been excused on those

grounds, but he wasn't. In the final analysis, since neither

David's nor Charles' instructions exhorted the latter to act as

a moral agent (whatever that implies), Charles cannot be blamed

for failing to do so.

health, This brings tne discussion to the final paragraph of

Charles' instructions, which enjoined him to exercise judgement

with regards to his nealth. iilaikie referred to Charles as

27
naving been "always delicate," and we have seen that when in

Ohio he contracted pleurisy, wnich almost took his life, and

left a permanent mark on his lungs. In addition, he had been

long troubled by a nervous insomnia, and indeed a main reason

for his going to Africa was to regain his health; to Harriette

he wrote: "You need not aread the fever - where we go tnere is

27
OWL, p. 69.
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none - not even a headache." After his first round with

malaria on Nyika Island, which his brother dismissed as a

common cold, Charles looked sharp to his health whenever

possible, and avoided the terrible mistake made repeatedly

by dairies of pushing himself beyond his physical limits.

David no doubt realised that the pleurisy had weakened

Charles, and after leaving him on Nyika Island as long as was

29
practical, David took nirn up to 'fete immediately and de¬

posited him there. Thus while the others had to make several

trips to and fro on the river, loading and unloading the ship,

heaving her over sandbanks, etc., Charles had the less stren¬

uous tasks of taking magnetic observations and photographs in

the base camps. Kirk certainly resented this, and branded

Charles "lazy."

In his first really strenuous effort, the exploration of

Cabora Bassa in late November 1858 - the roughest piece of

travelling his pedestrian brotner ever experienced (to date, at

least) - Charles quickly succumbed to exhaustion and fever.

Unlike Thornton, who gave up and had to return, Charles dragged

himself along, and could inform his wife (after continually

telling her of his failure to keep up): "Terribly rough

23"WCL - nCL, 26 July 1837, 63/34. had he gone to the Kala¬
hari fringes David knew so well, his health probably would have
improved, but the Cambezi-Shire system is a different climate.

2°
he was there from 18 June to 1*3 august 1838 ^except for

23-23 June, when he was on board the "Pearl"), more than any
otaer member of the Expedition, with the possible exception of
Kruman Tom Will.
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travelling - my shoes are done for... (but| I begin to get U3ed
to travelling - suffered fearfully the first 2 days, but each

30
day after less + less."^ btill weak but itsproving, he went as

far into this wilderness as anyone, until when on the return

trip David decided to go back -jnd examine further and irk

volunteered to accompany him. By the time Charles "toughened

up" and became acclimatized, Dirk's journal was already rank

with comments on Charles' laziness and weakness.

After this effort, Charles remained in Tete over six

months, with the exception of the two week trip he and Baines

made back to Uabora Baasa in January, 1859, which trip ruined

the health of both men temporarily. In August and September of

that year, Charles accompanied David, kirk and Rae across the

Shire highlands to Lake Malawi and back, and was totally ex¬

hausted by the time they reached Xt. Zomba. He was also suffer¬

ing from malaria, and had to rest in a village while David and

Kirk tried to attain the summit, and at this time Kirk wrote:

"Mr. O.L., not being accustomed to such work, was often sick
31

for several days." Some have chosen to assume that this in¬

dicates that Charles was not accustomed to any work, but Kirk

is saying that Charles was unused to long periods of tramping

over rough terrain, which, when compared to Kirk, he was.

Up to this time, Kirk had enjoyed almost perfect health,

but at this very juncture he caught malaria for the first time,

-^OL - HCL, jnl/letter G5/10, entry for 28 November 1o58.

>1John to Alex. Kirk, 29 November 1859, fZJK, pp. 557-8.
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and for the rest of his tenure in the region was susceptible

to serious bouts of illness. Also, for tne remainder of their

time together, Kirk's opinion of Charles improved. Lavid's

first major attack came the following Spring, and thereafter

he was not as spry as he had been, and on tne remaining jaunts

made by the men, each had nis chance to delay progress by virtue

of illness, nevertheless, it does seem that Charles was more

prone to malaria than his two stronger companions - due to the

pleurisy perhaps - but what he lacked physically he made up for

with determination, for he almost always went where they did.

Of the thirty-five men who served on the expedition, plus the

personnel of the U.K.C.a., only one person - the indomitable

'.avid Livingstone himself - served in the region longer than he
* 2

did.-" Like his brother, Charles was made of tough fibre, and

all things considered, he cannot be faulted for failing to

carry out the final paragraph of his instructions, or any of the

previous paragraphs for that matter.

Compassion. There are other pnases of Charles Livingstone's

experience on tnis expedition which warrant inclusion at this

time, because they were contributions to the work of trie enter¬

prise, but more importantly because tney reveal soraetning about

tne nature of tne man. The following three sections fall into

tnis category.

David uivingstone frequently said "Tspend on it, a kind

32To the day, Kirk and Charles drew for second in this
category.
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word or deed is never lost [upon Africans] and no doubt as a

clergyman Charles was aware of this himself: at any rate, the

following anecdote throws that statement into dramatic relief.

In the .Narrative, Bavid wrote:

i'.'hile Charles Livingstone was at lebrabasa during the rainy
season, a hungry, shivering native traveller was made a
OOnrsdl for life... by some food and a snail piece of cloth,
eighteen months later, while on our journey to tne interior,
a man came into our camp, bringing a liberal present of
rice, meal, beer and a fowl, and reminding us of what had
been done for him (which Charles Livingstone had entirely
forgotten), said that now seeing us travelling, he 'did
not like to see us sleep hungry or thirsty.'

Charles himself wrote an account of the incident, which took

place on 27 or 28 January, 1859:

x found three fishermen in a cave, made friends with them
by giving them some of the dinner my men cooked for me...
§hevj told me when the river is full there is no catar¬

act - all is smooth.^4
•StK

At a time when Thornton, like B.B. Young a few years later,

was gaining a reputation for cruelty to Africans, Charles was

sharing his food with tnem, in a section of Africa wnere food

wa3 often scarce.

It is unfortunate that Charles made no mention of the

sequel in his letters to Harrietts, and curious that David
"56

apparently failed to mention it in nis journal. x'here is

55LNEZ, p. 149.

*^0L - HCL, 5 Feb. 1859, 05/11. He adds that the men
snared tneir eaten with him, and tneir opinion of tne river may
explain why he at first thought the river navigable, while Baines
did not. He later changed nis mind: CL-HCL,28 Nov. 1860, up/61.

"55"'^ee o-uhh. p. 106, and BL to Oardiner, 15 Oct. 1862, "JOTL.
% £
y He may nave omitted it as he was upset with Charles in

mid-1860.
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always the possibility that it occurred on the trip from -

rather than to - Seaheke; the Narrative contains a host of

inaccuracies, and there is apparently no contemporary record,

dux if so, it was a timely gesture, for in late uctober and

early November, 1860, the men were truly starving. one sen¬

tence of Cirk's illustrates their plight all too graphically:

"I felt considerably refreshed by sucking the husk of tue
-*7

motunda fruit which someone had eaten before us."^

And while commending Charles for his virtue, let us not

neglect this unnamed African fisherman. In a furopean liter¬

ature filled with reference to and examples of the supposedly
rzQ

universal lack of gratitude among Africans, his example to

the contrary stands out, after which he vanished into the land¬

scape and out of history.

wooding. It frequently became Charles' lot, especially after

1859* to lead the wooding parties which were required to fell

and cut the fuel needed to keep the steam vessels running.^
Hugged work it was - it usually took 1* days work to cut enough

wood to supply the steamer with fuel for 1 day's sailing,

and in a land where wood was often at a premium, it frequently

had to be dragged a mile or more to reach the ship. In writing

37FZJK, 17 November 1860, p. 306.
38

"gratitude, as white men know it, is not a general trait
in natives." Waliis, introducing WhJS. x.

hCio. 19-23 Feb. 1862, pp. 220-228 tells of such a party.

to Jose hunes, 17 August 1858, NARS, LI 1/1/1, p. 870.
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to a friend, Lavid said that j their time was spent in cutting
^ 1

wood,' and surprising tnought that may seem, it was no exagg¬

eration.

On at least one such occasion, Charles was called uj)on to

exercise decisive leadership. This occurred during the exped¬

ition's first attempt to ascend the Kuvuraa Liver, on 14 Larch

1861, when the party was approximately 25 miles from Ruvuma

hay. One wooding party consisted of Charles, the Engineer of

the "Pioneer" Charles Hardesty, and an undetermined number of
a y

..alola, of whom Hobita was present headman. " While the men

were procuring fuel, a party of Afro-Arabs arrived, armed with

muskets and spears,4"^ and offered vegetables for sale. Cn the

spur of the moment, they demanded payment for the wood being

out, and Charles "offered to give it provided that they [the
«, 44

Afro-Arabs} should cut the wood." when the local people

became forceful and unruly, and began to take the wood from his

men, Charles "sent off [hardesty in] a boat to the ship to
46

bring his revolver, and tne muskets of the Makoiolo."

41DL to E. Gabriel, 7 October 1858, BUS, Book no. 6745.
42

Mobita had accompanied David from Linyanti to loanda and
back in 1855-55.

4501 to Wm. Logan, 22 April 1861, The Christian Mews (Glas¬
gow), 20 July 1861, p. 3. The present writer is grateful to Mr.
diehard A.G. Dupuis, of London, for this reference.

44DL to Sir George Gray, 4 April 1861, AuPL.
a

"Henry Rowley, The Story of the Universities' Mission to
Central Africa, (London, 1866), p. 20.



Realizing that Charles was no pushover, and that the Xololo

were not to be taken lightly, tne aggressors fled precipitately,

even leaving behind the food they had brought to sell. Mobita

was inclined to maintain pursuit with a boarding pike, and
A

•desisted only after Charles called him back. 5 in time, tne

Afro-Arabs returned, thoroughly chastened and pacified, and

were duly paid for the food. They discreetly made no mention
A 7

of the wood.

This was probably Charles' first brush with "action" in

Africa, and while hardly a major confrontation, it does illus¬

trate that he could lead effectively when called upon to do so.

The show of force had some significance:

But for this little show of pluck we should nave had the
company of those half-castes at every village, fines
levied on every possible pretext, and the word passed
beyond their beat that we were a herd of she-asses to be
milked for the public benefit.^®

And perhaps more importantly, Charles undoubtedly learned a few

things that served him well a few short months later.

righting the Clave Trade, The Livingstone brothers had en¬

countered a number of slaving parties prior to tne major con¬

frontation which took place in the Liiire highlands - tney nad

set and traded souvenirs with one such group when visiting Lake

A6CL to P. Fitch, 10 April 1861, NARS, LI 3/1/1.
47

Rowley gives the most complete account of this incident;
kirk mentions it very sketchily, with no reference to Charles;
David mentions it neither in bis journal nor the Narrative.

to Sir George Gray, 4 April 1861, AuFL.
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Malawi in September, 1859» and had seen groups of African women

sold at Xete being led off into the interior. However, in July

1861, for the first time, David - perhaps partly out of personal

frustration at the way his dreams were not materializing -

lashed out physically at what he later called "this trade of

hell." i'his reflexive action was so sudden that Bishop Mac¬

kenzie and two members of his mission, who were bathing in a

nearby stream, were unaware of what had taken place until after
80

the dust had settled. In the brief skirmish, the men of the

Expedition and their auxiliaries*'1 had freed 84 Africans who

had been chained and bound for tne markets of Kilwa and Zanzi¬

bar, or perhaps the island of Bourbon (Reunion). As one of

those involved, Charles no doubt had his share of the action.

In a lesser-publicized incident two days later, Charles

was instrumental in the freeing of at least six persons who

were being held in Mongazi's village, pending sale. According

to Chadwick,

Charles Livingstone seized 6 more slaves (three women and
three boys) at Mongazi's viixage, and told the tipsy old
chieftain that if they found him selling his people they
would burn his village and drive him from the land.52

Bishop Mackenzie in his journal shed more light on this action:

49LNhZ. p. 392.

9°BLJP. 16 July 1861, p. 82.
51

Procter lists 56 in all, and he fails to mention Rowley,
Alfred Adams and Samuel Gamble: BhJP. 15 July 1861, p. 81.

*^0QHG. p. 49; GGD-u. p. 390 credits David Livingstone and
Bishop Mackenzie with freeing these six Africans.
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"Oh. Liv. + Waller had surprised 2 slave drivers (with] 4 guns

+ freed three boys, three women, and perhaps two (pore} besides."-'^
Oharles has little to say about this incident, but he opens

the topic with a melodramatic phrase better suited to Tombstone,

Arizona than the Ohire highlands: "I walked into Mongazi's at
64

the head of my party with a loaded six-shooter in my hand..."^

Waller wrote a more detailed account in his journal, recording

that he and Charles "headed one division and pushed on hard

through the beautiful pass of nangue and Pengue," approaching

iiongazi'a at 4, and "marcned straight in." a group of 300 men

in the open space quickly fell silent, + in searching the huts

Charles and Walxer found three women tied together. They put

the slave dealers into a guarded hut, and later found 3 more
cc

slaves hiding among the trees.JJ

Obviously, there is no reason to believe that Charles acted

either singie-hanaediy or heroically - Waller was a capable man

and they would have been accompanied by a strong contingent of

Africans - but he did help free at least six more people, and

that is significant.

What followed is indeed intriguing. By this time, the

party of explorers and missionaries had split into several

smaller groups and were moving in all directions chasing

551S July 1861, UBPG.

^CL-KCL, 15-23 July 1861, entry for 18 July, 05/75.
^18 July 1861, in journal 6 (15 July-12 Kovember 1661),

entry for 18 July, Waller Papers, M8S. Afr. s. 16, vol. iv,
RHLO.
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various sections of the slave train. Of the next encounter,

Charles wrote in much greater detail:

On Monday (22 Jul£j we left Chigunda'a and met crowds of
fugitives fleeing from the war. While breakfasting at
Rongwe's we heard of a large slave party a few miles West,
do some of us went to take them. We came on them just
after they had exxtered a vilxage. All their goods, guns
etc. lay at the foot of a large fig tree and the slaves
some 30 or 60 seated in front of them. X went up to the
dealers and could easily have secured them but the
cowardly Makololo and Senna men who were only thinking of
plunder made a dash at the goods. The slaves rose up in a
panic + fled to the woods. Two or three of our greatest
cowards fired. Knocking some over and punching the ears
of otners with my revolver, I stopped the plundering and
firing as speedily as possible. Most of the slaves came
back. We took a good deal of cloth, "Lowell Chesting,"
beads, brass rings, some guns and powder, i took the
cloth + gave each slave woman a large fathom, clothed the
girls, boys + men. We transferred two of the slave
forked sticks from the necks of two poor fellows to the
necks of two of the slave drivers. They gave two fathoms
of cloth for a man, for a woman, and 1 or less for a ^
boy or girl. We returned with our captives to Rongwe's.-5

Coming as it did six days after the first foray in which 84

persons were freed, this event was evidently regarded as anti-

climatxc by those concerned as well as posterity, yet it

resulted in the freeing of a substantial number of people.

David Livingstone was tnere, and his comment is indeed brief:

56
Kirk, for example was back on the Shire, chasing slavers

xn the "Pioneer," arid William Howe, a stoker loaned the exped¬
ition by H.M.S. "Lynx,"was in another part of tne highlands,
where he and his companions were instrumental .in liberating
eignt more would-be slaves.

"^OL - HOL, 15-23 July 1861, entry of 22 July, C5/75.
Coming from Massachusetts, Harriette would have been amused to
learn of the "Lowell Sheeting." The Senna men had been loaned
to the expedition by Anseimo Henriques Ferrao, Livingstone's
friend in Sena. The reading of the word "ears" is dubious.
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22nd (July, 186j] Left Chigunda's and in three hours came
to Kurongue1s at Kanyanga and were informed that a party
of Tette people [slave traders) had passed that morning;
followed. We got them 4 miles west and liberated about
43 captives.50

Another version was recorded by Procter, who only learned what

transpired several days later:

Shortly before arriving at the place they (the Dr., Bishop
and the rest) captured one, who told them that in it (the
village) were three of his companions with a band of about
30 slaves. These they succeeded in taking with the three
others, but some of the Senna men foolishly beginning to
fire on entering the village, a good number of the slaves
being frightened, escaped into the bush, 43 or 44 taken.59

Mackenzie's journal gives no additional details of this incident.

Charles' account reads almost like a one-man effort, and is

unusual in that he was not in the habit of bragging to his wife.

In fact, .Rowley's published version of the encounter while wood¬

ing on the Ruvuma was longer and more detailed than the version

Charles wrote home, and also, Charles' story of his freeing six

slaves with Waller was sketchy at best. This time he wrote in

unusual detail, and it seems reasonable to believe what he

says. Certainly h© implies that he was not acting single-hand¬

edly, and it may be that in the melee David subdued the guards

while Mackenzie rounded up the slaves cowering in the woods, or

whatever - under those circumstances, who played which role

might well have depended upon whom was standing where with what

in his hands when the action began. Whatever may have been the

case, Charles, both figuratively and literally struck another

blow at the inhuman traffic in humans, with conviction.

5aWZDL, p. 185. 593IJP, 30 July 1861, p. 92.



General Observations. From these specific examples of Charles'

adventures, let us turn once again to general considerations of

his Zambezi-Dhire experience. Although it has been averred

above that Charles probably argued vehemently with no member

of the expedition except his brother, the conclusion that he

was unpopular with the others is inescapable. Certainly he

had very little in common with the rest of them, and Chadwick

has written:

More than anyone on the river-steamer he longed for home,
for his wife and family, he would brood over photorgapns
of his wife and children with an intensity of home-sick¬
ness, he dreamt of them at night, their images kept
recurring to him in the day.6^

Chadwick failed to point out, however, that of Charles' six

original fellow expedition members, four were single, one w°s

recently married (Bedingfeld), and only the Commander had a

wife and children, by this time David had lived apart from

his family for over four years, yet his journals still indicate
6 1

occasional lonliness for his wife and children. Kirk of

course frequently wished he could go home to his brothers and

mother: indeed, such sentiments are not unusual, they are in

fact normal. There is nothing in the available evidence to

indicate that Charles' longing for home was either abnormal or

60
OuMG. p. 26. similar thoughts are repeated in KLLh.

pp. 8b-6 and o'TLi. p. 199.
61

In a letter to Miss Coutts, David wrote of the "bitter
parting ceremonies" with his children, his efforts to make them
smile, and he mentioned that when the railway carriage did not
move away promptly, the tears came in spite of his efforts to
restrain them; 4 Karch 18b8: the present writer is grateful to
Mrs. ~rina neaiey of uondon for this reference.
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distracted him from his duties - and it could he tnat he simply

felt freer than the others to mention his emotions in letters.

While the highly expurgated version of James Stewart's

journal indicates a strong dislike for Charles, it fails to

show what the original maKes very clear: Charles was perhaps the

victim of Rae's loose tongue. Before ever seeing the Zambezi,

Stewart heard Rae's version of the series of quarrels between

the brothers in 1860, and Stewart resolved in his journal "Let
/" p

me keep all this in mind when 1 meet him (i.e. Charles) ."

Stewart did, and it is hardly surprising that he and Charles

clashed immediately. Only two days after his arrival on the

Zambezi, Stewart wrote: "At noon through, I fancy, the meddle¬

some interference of C. Livingstone, I was sent to remove s'me

65
of my boxes ashore."

Of course Stewart's hasty conclusion may have been in

error, but in time Charles does lodge a complaint against

Stewart which is seecaingly relevant. When discussing the pro¬

blems caused by the arrival of the missionaries, he wrote:

"They take care of their own boxes as this Stewart tried to do
fi d

by turning our boxes out into the rain." naving seen too much

^Journal, 17 January 1862, WARS, ST 1/2/1. It is very
curious tnat Stewart complained all the way from Cape Town about
Rae's gossip benind his back, yet on this and subsequent occas¬
ions (30 liar; 5 Apr. 1862, WZJS. pp. '39-40 and 43-48) he belie¬
ved Rae's words about Charles completely.

WZJo. 3 Feb. 1862, p. 3. Evidently Stewart travelled
heavily: "Mrs. L. gave me a note referring to my bulk of luggage.
I was asked to reduce it to two packages." jnl, 14 Apr. 1862.

^CL to F. Fitch, 16 March 1862, NAR8, LI 3/1/1.
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Expedition and personal property destroyed by rain and damp,

Charles was protecting Government property. Stewart was not

very appreciative, and he seems never to have said or written

a kind or gentle word about Charles. What 'Callis in his poor

edition of Stewart's journal failed to indicate (by a staggering

amount of censorship), was that the journal as written is filled

with invective against just about everyone, including Mary

Livingstone. To have been unpopular with Janes Stewart is no

distinction.

it has also been written that Charles did not like the men

of the U.M.C.A.: Stewart wrote that Procter "Mentioned trie uni¬

versal dislike of everyone to Charles Livingstone. Lven the

Bishop, who tried to like every one, was obliged to confess that
65

he failed in tnat case, even after trying." while one would

have expected Charles to befriend the men of the U.M.C.A., as he

was mission-oriented, he withheld his unqualified admiration:

"We have no room [in our ship] for these missionaries. They
f fi

eat up all our nice things, and we can't get them replaced."

To his wife, Charles complained: "An exploring ship is not

a place for missionaries real or false. We have no room and

they always contrive to get their own things out of the rain,
f7

even if our things are exposed." he goes on in this letter

^WZJS, 8 Sep. 1862, p. 120; not mentioned In .bLJP, p. 333.

^GL to P. Pitch, 16 March 1862, KARS, LI 3/1/1.

^CL-riCL, 17 March 1862, G5/80; in Feb., 1862 David began
referring to his ship as "H.M. Exploring Ship Pioneer."
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to decry how the mission people wrote from Magomero that they

were dangerously low on provisions, out when Captain John ».xlson

(of H.K.S. "Gorgon") and John Kirk completed a grueling journey-

to bring relief - on which trip Jilson very nearly died, and

Kirk was too ill to crawl - they found the missionaries fat,

and well provided with tea, coffee, preserved meats, &oats,
66

fowls, native meal, etc. And Charles writes on:

If they [the missionaries) had been with us on Lake Nyassa
they would have known what hunger really was. That trip
was the most trying we ever had. It made the white hairs
start in my whiskers and beard.69
And the men of the Expedition had other reasons to resent

the missionaries. For example, upon examining the gear the

missionary ladies brought on the "Hetty Ellen," Devereux wrote:

"I never saw people so superficially provided," adding that they

were "gorged with luxuries regardless of expense," and he sus¬

pected that many of their goods, including two lounge chairs

for the yet-to-be-constructed "Lady hyassa," would nave to be

abandoned.^ Anne Mackenzie, the chief offender in this case,

thought otherwise: "Dr. Liv. I was told opened his eyes at the

quantity [of gear) but I thought I had been moderate."^

^Kirk's opinion is found in FZJK. 5 March 1862, p. 423,
and he and Charles were not alone in condemning the mission¬
aries: "I have never yet (hear<3 a good word from any member of
the Expedition on behalf of the Mission party or of any member
of it." WLJ3. 29 June 1862, p. 77.

69CL-HCL, 17 March 1862, G5/80.
v 70LCiG, p. 182. levereux was the "Gorgon's" Asst. Paymaster.

71
Journal, 7 February 1862, USPG.
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indeed, one can hardly avoid getting tne impression that

the mission party whicn arrived in January, 1862 was of a

completely different nature from the vanguard who were with

oharies Mackenzie during the previous year, and it seems tuat

tne guiding influence of the later ax'rivals was the bishop's

own sister Anne. Apparently sne carried with her an arrogant

and snobbish frame of mind, buttressed by the conviction tnat

she was bound to convene Uhrist's court in deepest dark Africa,

as tne right hand of her semi-divine brother - a contrast not

only with Mackenzie himself, but also with the quiet compassion

and extraordinary patience radiated by Lnily Unwin Moffat at

this very time in tne lair of Mzillkazi far to the southwest.

Little wonder tnat both the Livingstone brothers were offenusd

by tnis brash and presumptuous intrusion. Even Kirk wrote:

"The bishop's men nave been very inconsiderate in some of their

doings.

But Charles had been offended by tne missionaries even

prior to the arrival of this second wave, for on 9 January 1862

he wrote to Mrs. Frederick Fitch, teiiing how late one night

while the rest slept, Procter was caught "in the jampots" by

the officer of the watch, and they all suspected that he

surreptitiously ate the supply of dates in the Expedition's
n-x

stores. Kirk went so far as to set a trap for the culprit.

^John to Alex. Kirk, 5 February 1862, F2JK. p. 367.

^NAAS, LI 3/1/1. This incident probably took place
during the voyage from Johanna to Chibisa's, between 8 April
and 8 July 1861. Mrs. Fitch's given name is unknown.
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If Charles himself was the officer of the watch, there is no

doubt Procter would have failed to appreciate his reaction,

and even if not, Charles may well have confronted Procter for

his behavior. Thus Procter's remark on Charles' unpopularity

must be taken with a generous grain of salt, furthermore,

Charles' letters show he was very fond of both Mackenzie and

Henry Scudamore, and he evidently thought well of both Kowley
74

and waller.

Charles' greatest drawback seems to have been a bad temper.

He certainly lost control at Sinamani's in 1860, with near-fatal

consequences: an African raised his spear against Charles but

did not strike, causing Kirk to remark; "I never expected so

78
much moderation among savages."'J Surprisingly, there is

nothing to indicate that Charles lost his composure so dras¬

tically at any other time during the Expedition - certainly he

was frequently impatient and irritated, but if he ever acted so

rashly on another occasion, no one bothered to record it.

Perhaps one of the most accurate of statements ever written

about Charles Livingstone is from the pen of none other than

Richard Thornton, who wrote, after he had known Charles for

about six months: "Mr. Charles Livingstone is 6 feet of worn

out pepper and salt clothes, with a long face which does suit

the natives, taut quiet when nothing crosses him and works well
76

at odd jobs."' It may well be that the phrase "quiet when

74CuMG. p. 41. 7**PZJK. 27 November 1860, p. 310.
76

Thornton to his sister Kitty, 27 September 1858, BLPK.
Chapter 3» p. 3.
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nothing crosses him" x>rovides r significant key to the under¬

standing of his character.

Among the many other things which set him apart from his

companions was the seventeen years he had spent in the United

States - a longer period than his brother (up to that time)

had spent in Africa. During his first visit ever to London,

he wrote to his wife: "Everyone takes me for a Yankee. Isn't

it rather trying to be regarded as a Scotchman in itaerica and

a Yankee in my native land. Why it seems as if I had no

77
country at all.' it seems as though his speech had changed

in America, for brother John told him that their mother could

not understand half of what Charles said. It seems hardly

disputable that when in the United States Charles learned many

new ways of thinking and behaving that his Zambezi Expedition

partners would have found distasteful, and from both David's

and Kirk's journals it is unmistakably clear that after 1860

Charles withdrew from the others, and kept 10 himself. Often

he would "wander in the bush" or walk along the shore while the

others made progress in the boat.

When Charles lived in Massachusetts, the two most influent¬

ial resident philosophers were the great Ralph Waldo Emerson

and the even greater Henry David Ihoreau, and their effort to

introduce elements of oriental thinking which stressed

77CL - HOL, 7 May 1857, 05/23.
/0CL - HCL, 17 June 1857, Op/29.
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simplicity and tranquillity into the main stream of American

thought earned for them and their followers the sobriquet

"tran3cendentaliQta." Charles was assuredly not of their

school, but he may have been influenced by it. In the most

monumental work produced by either of tne two men, Ihoreau

wrote: "If a man does not keep pace with hi3 companions,

perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him
79

step to the music he hears, however measured or far away.'"J

Charles may have listened to a different drum.

There were of course other reasons why the men of tne

Expedition did not get on well. Before the "Pearl" even left

Birkenhead, David wrote to his brother-in-law: "Coop men up in

a miser"hie tub and then 'alas they quarrel.' Of course they do,

and ought to do. The only fault I can find with them is that
80

they don't abuse the right persons but each other." And so

it came to pass; the "Ma-Robert" leaked from all directions,

and no one could find a tear when it finally sank.

And Fate is not always cooperative. In a speech before the

B.C.3., Livingstone said: "I would also say with our Scotch

^r..D. Thoreau, Walden. (Boston, 1834). Only four years
Charles' senior, Tnoreau lectured throughout eastern Mass., and
Charles may have met him or heard him speak. In a like manner,
it may be oi interest that nearby lived Harriet Beecher Stove,
whose monumental Uncle Tom's Cabin (Boston, 1852) may well have
influenced the thinking of both Charles and his wife.

80DL to John 8. Moffat, 14 January 185b, BARS, MO 1/1/6,
pp. 278-285, J.P.R. Vallis, The Matabele Mission: u Selection
from tne Correspondence of John and Emily Moffat. David Liv¬
ingstone and others. 1658 - 1878. (London, 1945), pp. 2-3.
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poet Burns: 'The best laid schemes o* mice an' men, gang aft-

a-gley.' There nay be 3ome little hitch; we may meet with some

misfortune, with something we do not expect. But we mean to do
Q 4

our best, and we are determined to do our duty." Many of the

hitches were not so little.

And along with the physical problems cane the psychological

ones:

Isolation in the midst of tribalism created serious psych¬
ological problems for these early pioneers. Relations
among Europeans and between the races were beset with
petty natreds, personal animosities, and suspicion. In
part this was due to malaria. *'hen an attack of fever was
coming on, claimed Dr. Robert Laws, 'things look black and
gloomy, the actions of companions are sure to appear dis¬
torted and their motives apt to be misconstrued. 82 It was
doubtless this aspect of malaria which produced what the
veteran missionary W.P. Johnson called a 'very trying' and
'fairly common' illness - an abnormal degree of sensitivity
and suspicion among whites who became 'firmly convinced'
that others were plotting against them. In addition, there
was the lonliness, the frustration, and the frequent irrit¬
ability evoked by working with people of a different cul¬
ture. The result was almost endemic quarrelling among
these standard-bearers of civilisation. The squabbles and
misunderstandings among whites which marred Livingstone's
leadership of the Zambezi Expedition were far from being
unique.^3
Indeed they were, and only in more recent times, after the

results of the various polar expeditions of the early twentieth

813 February 1858, PEPSI, vol. ii, Session 1857-8, p. 162.

At this point it is well to recall tnat while we have a
good idea of what Charles' companions thought of him ana his
actions, we know relatively little about wnat he thought of
them. This is, of course, because his journals are still miss¬
ing, but if he did anything like the complaining about them that
they did about him, his journal will someday make lively reading
indeed!

^CPti. p. 6.3.
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century were in, has it become realized that small groups of

men in unusual environments all too often fall victim to the

"endemic quarrelling" spoken of above. A modern behavioral

scientist comments on the

so-called polar disease, also known as expedition choler,
0*hich| attacks small groups of men who are completely
dependent upon one another and are thus prevented from
quarrelling with strangers or people outside their own
circle of friends. From this it will be clear that the
damming up of aggression will be the more dangerous, the
better the members of the group know, understand and like
each other. In such a situation, as I know from personal
experience, all aggression and intra-speoific fight behav¬
ior undergo an extreme lowering of their threshold values.
Subjectively, this is expressed by the fact that one re¬
acts to small mannerisms of one's best friends - such as
the way in which they clear their throats or sneeze - in a
way that would normally be adequate only if one had been
hit by a drunkard.84
Such concepts throw the behavior of the men of the Zambezi

Expedition into an entirely new light, and while it is both

impossible and superficial to attempt to psychoanalyze these

men through their letters and other papers, which only reveal a

small portion of a man's total being, it is instructive to be

aware of the various types of stress under which they were

forced to operate, and to be cognizant of the behavior of other

men in similar circumstances. When all of these things are

taken into consideration, the record of the Zambezi Expedition

is satisfactory, and the record of Charles Livingstone is more

admirable than has heretofore been supposed.

Konrad Lorenz, Cn Agression, (London, 1969), p. 52;
translated by Marjorie Kerr Wilson. The present writer is
grateful to Mr. Arild molstad, of Uslo, for this reference.
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Lav id ' a x max i/eraict. Although D&vid watt momentarily con¬

vinced of nis brotxier's wortnieasness early in 1660, we have

seen that oy tne end of tne year the two brothers had patcx.ed

up their differences, and tx*at to a large extent David's neg¬

ative opinion waa based more on the emotion of tne moment tnan

upon disinterested and rational evaluation, /or tne remainder

of their time together, Charles apparently did little to alien¬

ate his orotner and Commander.

Yet according to Wallis, David later confessed: "the one

85
mist&xe of the expedition has oeen bringing Charles into it."

apart from tne fact tnat the statement itself is patently false,

txie circumstances under which Livingstone allegedly made this

statement would indeed prove interesting, out for the moment

txtey must unfortunately remain unknown, on the otxxer hand,

Livingstone at one time wrote: "ail the exploration effected
86

would nave oeerx setter done aione, or with my brother aione."

wix montns after writing this, Livingstone was thinking ox

Charles in more negative terms: David's statements, especially

about Charles, are tenuous at best if taken out of context.

■»ith this in mind, let attention be directed to David's

opinion of his brother's service on tne Dambexi at the time

that service was coming to an end. io Lord John Russell, David

bb
itlJw. xiv. x-his quote is repeated in RLLD. p. 85, but

neither Wallis nor Ransford gives the source of the quote. The
present writer has been unable to find where Livingstone either
wrote or made that statement.

B6
»~LL. 1 December 1859, P» 136.
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Livingstone wrote of Charles and Kirk: "they have faithfully

and honourably fulfilled tneir agreement. ihey have frequently

performed their duties under great privations and borne hard

toil with cheerfulness. iheir moral conduct has been uniformly
ft*7

very good." hardly the greatest of praise, and Livingstone

(who was disgruntled at this time) does neither man justice oy

mumping tuem together, furthermore, one really can't expect

that Livingstone would have given a negative report on his

brother to Britain's foreign secretary.

however, by tnis time David and .-.aimer had established a

very close friendship, and we can expect that Livingstone wouia

not have felt obligated to say anything to Waller merely for

the sale of form, io his miaaioxiary friend, David wrote; X

am sorry to part with my brother and Kirk but tney nave honour-
88

aoly served their time and more.""'" Again, tuis ms not the

most remarkable of praise, but in tne absence of anything else,

it must suffice.

*his conclusion is supported oy relations between the bro¬

thers in 1864, when Lavid supported hie brother's application

for another government post, and they worked together on the

Narrative. After all was said and done, mavid realised that

Charles had served well when on the Lambesi expedition, and

f^ave him credit for so doing.

o/Incl. 1 of Lis. 2, 28 Apr. 1863, journal, LI...LL.
oo

28 Apr. 1863, BhlO, Waller Papers, vol. i, 1488. Afr. s.
16, ff. 21-26.



CHAPTER XI

1864 - A YlAk OF UNCERTAINTY

It was long or sevexx yeara had an end
She longd fu sair her love to see; Child, 53

Reunion in Massachusetts. It has been indicated earlier

(pp. 256-7; 271 ) tiiat Charles remained in Creat Britain for

over two months after his arrival from T,he Zambezi. During

that time he visited Hamilton, where prints were made of the

photographs he had taken, and he worked in the British Museum

(Natural History) aiding in the classification of the birds,

insects, reptiles and mammals he brought home with him. On

11 December 1863 the foreign Office advised him that his pay

was to be extended to the 4th of that month, and his work com¬

pleted, he had no further reason for remaining in London.

After spending a few days collecting his pay and packing

his bags, Charles set sail for the United States, happily

anticipating the long-overdue reunion with his wife and children.

Exactly when or wnere he embarked is not known, but an idea of

the date can be found in a letter from W. Soule, who wrote:

I called upon Mrs. Livingston this evening, tney are all
well. She is expecting Mr. Livingston this week, as he is
on his way home, he is coming to N. York in the Steamer
Hew York or City of New York. She could not tell exactly
which, you may perhaps see his arrival. I shal call upon
him as soon as convenient.^

Wm. Soule, jr., to his father, 5 Jan. 1864, E. Camb (ridge
Mass?) , "Soule Collection," SNMDL. It will be remembered that
the Livingstons lived with tne Soules in the early years of their
marriage at Plympton; and it nay be that Harriette had not yet
added the final "e" to their name.
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Very little is known about Charles* activities in the

United States in 1864, but no doubt it was a period of consider¬

able uncertainty. He had survived almost six grueling years as

a member of the Zambezi Expedition, but had failed in his

attempt to return with either a fortune or a steady income.

Now he was unemployed, and while he probably could have ob¬

tained a post as a minister - especially in the light of his

African experience - he nad long ago given up the pulpit, and
2

probably gave little serious thought to returning. His

health continued to bother him, and he wrote his nieoe about a

month after his arrival: "I have had some touches of African

3
fever since I came here."-^

It may be tnat Charles did not seriously seek employment

in Massachusetts, for when still in Britain he had written: "I

wish there was some vacancy in the Consulships of Boston, New

fork or Portland as I should then apply for the situation."4
Iwo weeks later, he wrote that he would speak to Murchison and

Owen and apply for a Consulship, adding "when perhaps if D. re-
c

turns next March he may find something for me."J Having laid

such groundwork as was necessary when in London, and perhaps

2
LNBi (V3164) indicates that at this period of his life,

"His health would not allow him to resume his ministerial
duties..," but this may be only half true.

3CL to Agnes Livingstone 3, 14 Feb. 1864, Wilson Collection.

4CL - HCL, 27 October 1863, 05/3.

^CL - HCL, 12 Lovember 1863, 05/6.
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Duoyed by confidential assurances from influential quarters,

Charles upon arrival in the united States may have felt free

to turn to writing.

In the first half of the year, Charles must have spent a

great deal of time at his desk, for he wrote four volumes of

memoirs of his experiences in Africa. Unfortunately, they were

not written in the form of a journal, but rather a narrative,

and indeed, they seem to comprise the earliest version of the

Karrative.^ As volume 4 is dated "July 14, 1864" in Charles'

own hand, we can surmise that he spent most of Spring and

Summer that year engaged in this task. The very existence of

such a work causes one to consider the possibility that it was

agreed even before he left the Shire valley that Charles would

write the basis of a book that the brothers would publish

jointly. All of those on the Shire at the time expressed sur-

7
prise at Charles' departure, and tne Livingstones had seen

Missionary Travels enjoy a wide success in the United States

and Canada, for which David received not one penny. Wnile not

tne shrewdest of businessmen, it seems likely that they would

strive to avoid such a situation a second time, and although

there is not a shred of evidence to indicate that this was in

fact the plan, it does seem feasible.

^Volumes 1, 3 and 4 are in OCLOG, 091.916 L763; volume 2
was at one time in this library but is now missing.

^oee John to Alex. Kirk, 14 July 1863, 1LJK, p. 395, and
BIJP. 30 April 1863, p. 423.
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Return to Great Britain. On 3 September, 1864 Charles left
g

the United States to return to Britain, ana when David

arrived in London following his address to the British Asso¬

ciation's annual meeting in Bristol, he wrote in his journal:
q

"Rind Charles weir ot at Mr. Fitches." in two days David began

working on the kari'atxve. and before a month was out, he noted:

I use Charles' Journal as a groundwork because his impress¬
ions were new. Many things attracted his attention wnich
gained from me onxy a passing notice. j.nis may be inter¬
esting to the public. Many parts I leave out and insert
otners. His name is on the title page in order that he
may nave ail the American profits.^
Larlier that month, David recorded in his journal an event

of much greater significance to hie brother Cnarles, for it

determined the course of the final decade of his life: "Hear

that Sir Roderick has got the Consulship for Charles of Fernan¬

do Po."11 As was tne case througnout most of the nineteenth

century, the appointment of H.M. Consuls was at this time at

tne discretion of tne Secretary of otate for Foreign affairs.

Charles' appointment was made by Lord John Russell at Murch-

iaon's request, with of course the shadow of David Livingstone

in the background. On 11 October, Cnarles wrote to Murchison

0
Charles to John Livingstone, 18 December 1864, privately

owned•

9
28 keptember 1b64, Wilson Family Archives.

1 0wibid.. 29 October 1864. David did not see Charles' "Jour¬
nal," but rather the four volumes Charles wrote from his jour¬
nals. ^his is evident, as the four volumes are heavily edited
in David's hand.

^ ^Ibid.. 9 October 1864. David wrote that very day to tnank
Murchison: MRS, LI 1/1/1, pp. 1909-1912.
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1 2

acknowledging the appointment, and. on 17 October, the

official date of his appointment, he out of gratitude to Murch-

ison left a letter of thanks and a walking stick made from the
1 "5

horn of a wnite rhinoceros at Murchison's home in Belgravia.

Charles' first commission named him as H.M. consul at

Fernando Fo; on 3 December 1864 it was amended so as to include

the area on the mainland between Cape Fermoso and Cape St.

John, witnin the night of Biafra.^

Final Weeks and Departure. While preparing to assume his new

position, Charles enjoyed a month with his wife, who evidently

came to Britain for tne first time, her first impressions can

hardly have been favourable:

Aunt Harriett© caught cold first thing, at Liverpool. She
landed Friday morning (25 November 1864} + we took the one
o'clock train to Motherwell. Had a collision - ran into a

goods train about 6 o'clock, smashing two of its carriages
+ our engine a good deal I believe too. We were detained
an hour and a half a few miles south of Carlisle* No
injuries except a man who nad his nose smashed.'5

When they arrived in Hamilton, the harried couple began a rest¬

ful period of about two weeks' duration, during which time they

visited Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Meanwhile, David had established contact with John Kirk,

1 2
GL to Kurchison, 11 Octooer 1364, BLL Add. Mas. 46127,

f. 86.

^NLS, MS.2522, f. 68; see illustration opposite.
14

The Foreign Office List and Diplomatic and Consular Hand
Book, July, 18737 p» 130.

15CL to Agnes Livingstone 3» 27 November 1864, Wilson
Family archives.
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and to him he wrote: "My brother a his Yankee wife are invited

[here) to save me the trouoie of going down to Scotland. he

enjoys everything African, he is much troubled with one or two

bits of cartilage floating about in his <nee joint. I have
1 fi

objected strongly to any operation being attempted.' Thus

tne v.:ebbs invited Charles and Harriette to visit Newstead Abbey

so that David would not have to abandon his writing to visit

them in hamilton.

Cn 8 December David again wrote to Kirk: "C.L. comes on

Monday 02 December) and goes off in a day or two,"^ ' and on the
16th he wrote: "C is Mrs. Livingstone leave us tnia morning, the

first for Fernando Po and the second for America. God bless

18
them ana preserve & make them useful." Frior to going their

separate ways, the couple spent a few days in London together.

The three days spent at Kewstead represent the only tine

the brothers were together when the Narrative was being written,

and during this time David was engaged in writing the descript¬

ion of the Victoria Palis, having seen the Niagara twenty
1 9

years earlier, Charles was able to contribute a comparison.

^30 November 1864, R. Foskett, The Zambesi Doctors, (Edin¬
burgh, 1y64), p. 85; hereafter FRED. Thanks are due to Mr. I.C.
Cunningham for pointing out that date of 3 November as published
is incorrect. The last three sentences of the quote apply not
to Charles but to W. P. Webb: either a page is missing from the
manuscript at this point, or Livingstone had a mental lapse.

17 1B
PRED. p. 94. Journal, Wilson Family archives.

19
""'between ourselves, ay brother says Victoria trirows Ni¬

agara quite into the shade, chiefly from its strangeness. The
smoke is wonderful." PL to Thomas Maclear, 17 August 1860,
(from Ceaheke), SNRDL. See also LNEZ, p. 237.



ihis orief visit also marked the only tine David ever saw his

American sister-in-law, and in fact he never saw Charles again

either, for two days after Christmas he wrote in his journal:
20

"C.L. sailed from Liverpool on 24th and mra. L. for Boston."

it was not a happy Christmas for Charles and Harrietts Living¬

stone .

20
Journal, Wilson Family Archives



CHAPTER XII

THE FINAL YEARS - FERNANDO PO

0 little did my mither ken, the day she cradled me,
The roads I'd hae to travel in, or what death I suld dee!

Child, 173

Tae Setting. after having hoped for a posting in New York,

Hoston or Portland, Charles' appointment to Fernando Po must

have been disappointing, but it was a post, and Charles could

always hope that e,ooa service would result in a transfer. He

was doubtless well aware of its reputation as one of the more

unsavoury spots on the notorious Guinea Coast, parts of which

had been known for centuries as the "wiiite man's grave." Ouch

couplets as "Beware and take care of the Bight of Benin, where

few come out though many go in," were nardly harbingers of

happiness, ana that a consulate anywhere on the West Coast of

Afrioa was defined as "a corrugated iron case with a dead consul

inside"1 would not have lifted his spirits Very much.

These were not exaggerations: the regional reputation was

well deserved. Prom the time the first Consul at Fernando Po

was appointed in 1849 until Charles was appointed, there had

been four consuls, serving 4-tr» 1» 6, and 3t years respectively;

the first two died in office and the others were transferred,

xhe tliird consul, T.J. Hutchinson, was removed for accepting
O

bribes from Liverpool traders at Bonny. At Lagos, on the

1I).C.H. Piatt, The windereila Service: British ConsulB
since 1823, (London, 1971). t?. 28: hereafter FBCST"

2
A. Gnwuka Dike, Trade and Politics in the Higer Delta,

1830-1883, (Oxford, 1956;, p. 124; hereafter DPND.
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mainland far to the west, in the same time period there had

been five consuls; the first four died in office, the incumbent

died in 1865, and the longest term by far was served by the

second consul, benjamin Campbell, who performed hie duties for
36 years and 2 months. Europeans neither had nor deserved a.

rejjutation for longevity in this part of the world.

Oituated at the junction of 2 N. Latitude and 9 E. Longi¬

tude, the island of Fernando ?o is nestled close to the African

continent near the point where the long coastline turns south

after having extended eastward from Lierra Leone. Only 30 miles

from the continent, the island is in fact a continuation of the

Cameroon mountain chain. Discovered by the Portuguese navigator

Pernao do Do (from whom it obviously tools its name) in 1469» the

island remained nominally Portuguese until ceded to Spain in

1778. Neither of the Iberian overlords made any serious attempt

at colonisation, and from 1827 to 1834 it was occupied by the

British, who used it as a base irom which to contest the slave

trade, when Charles arrived it was once again controlled by

3pain, who regularly provided a resident Governor. Today it is

a part of Equatorial Guinea.

Altnough this was to be Charles' headquarters, the bulk of

his work concerned the Oil Rivers of the Niger Delta region,

which included the Benin, the Run, Brass, New Calabar, Bonny,

Old Calabar and the Cross River settlements, Cameroon, and later,

Gpobo. As the map opposite p. 325 indicates, the actual number

3
"Statistics compiled from several editions of the Foreign

Office List.
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of "rivers" in the region seemingly apj>roaches infinity. It was

in this labyrinthine system of waterways, choked with clutching

mangrove and rank with malaria and yet-io-be-named afflictions

that Livingstone was to do most of his work. Indeed, as he

wrote after he had been there only a short time: "Verily„ this

is tne lean end of creation and no mistake."^
and if the natural conditions were not formidable enough,

the human element was truly staggering, ihe Africans on the

coast were organized into city-state/trading house corporations,

arid the same men wno were excellent entrepreneurs, imbued with

an economic sawy which enabled them to match and often surpass

tne skill of the traders who came to them from Liverpool and

elsewhere, would also on occasion indulge in cannibalistic

practices, and would witr.out hesitation order the entire des¬

truction of a village and ail of its inhabitants regardless of

age or sex, if they felt it necessary to protect or enhance

their position or prestige. Some had studied in Sierra Leone

or even Britain herself, and tneir decorative script still

adorns the oilicial papers as mute witness to their abilities.

Indeed, these coastal traders presented one of the most fascin¬

ating and incongruous studies of humanity which could be found

anywhere in the world in the nineteenth century.

further inland were tneir suppliers and middlemen, who had

far less contact witn the invaders from across the ocean, but

who possessed not a whit less tinders tending of the ins and outs

^dL - HOL, undated /August, 1865*3 » ^5/88.
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of capitalism than their coastal cousins. To these groups of

Africans, who spoke different dialects and even languages, were

added r-uropean traders, whose goal was of course to realize

maximum profits with a minimum of effort} European (and some

African) missionaries, wnooe goal was to replace African trad¬

itions and religious beliefs with tneir own, while hoping to do

the same with the European traders; and sailors of the Royal

navy, who came to enforce a myriad of treaties between Her

Majesty and various groups of Africans, as well as to protect

British "property and interests."

To further complicate affairs, each of these groups were in

one way or another affected by a steady supply of gin, firearms

and African women. Into this seething maelstrom of humanity

was thrust tne unsuspecting Consul, who had many duties pesty

and noble, among them the preserving of peace between rival

African trading houses, (who considered it a breach of peace and

an insult if otner house members even sang their own theme song,

or anthem); maintaining fair practices which would keep trade

moving smoothly; arid supporting policies which would not arouse

the wrath of the missionaries. The Consul who survived the post

with nis health intact, or merely his life, was to be congrat¬

ulated; if he maintained also his sanity, he was a creature

upon wnich to marvel. Such was the nature of the district of

Charles Livingstone, H.N. Consul, Hernando Po.

^CL to his daughter hattie, 17 Jan. 1d73, KMLZ, ^5/193.
6
Although many items were exported from this region, the

most important by far was tne oil produced by the oil palm.
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Arrival and Orientation: the Consular Residence. Charles

arrived at Santa Isabel, the only European settlement on the
7

island and the site of hia consular residence, on 28 January

1865, and could not have been overly impressed by the site

which greeted him. His plight was set down in his third dis¬

patch to the Foreign Office:

The Consulate is in sad need of repairs. Sight panes of
glass are broken; some of the wooden posts are nearly
eaten through by the white Ants. The corrugated iron of
the frame has a most disreputable appearance from rust,
and grievously requires another coat of white wash. The
palm leaf thatch is worn and snouid be renewed before the
rains set in. A tornado visited us yesterday and the rain
poured into the house in all directions, making an um¬
brella absolutely necessary indoors. The boat belonging
to the consulate, which was not new wnen brought here,
is worn out and useless.8

Having received his baptism into life on the Guinea Coast,

Char.": es was now to learn a few tilings about governmental bureau¬

cracy. "hile attending to his normal duties he continued to

request permission to repair his residence, J-his topic is

pursued further as it says much about the position in which

Charles found himself.

Local conditions caused the building to deteriorate even

further. In mid-:1.ay, 1865, a tornado "blew so many of the palm

leaf mats off the roof of the Consulate that, with the exception
q

of one room it is now uninhabitable." He went on to request

7
Actually, tne consulate was on Clarence Island, offshore.

3'
51 January 1865, F0 2/46, item 4. The residence stood

vacant since March, 1864, when Consul Burton was transferred.

^CL to the Foreign Office, 3 June 1865, FQ 2/46, item 12.
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permission to repair, iwo months later ne advised his super¬

iors tnat as the rams would come soon, and

relieving that under the circumstances Your Lordship would
approve of my getting this done without taking the usual
and proper course of first astcing Your Lordship's per¬
mission, which could not have been received in less than
three months, X had tne work done as economically as if
it had been my ov:n private property.^

He requested a reimbursement of /21 13 3.

Late in November Charles filed another request for repairs:

the wooden stairs of tne Consulate were rotten and dangerous, and

iha Commander of one of Her Majesty's Cruizers fell through
the back stairs before dinner jimplying that he was sober
at tne time/ but fortunately escaped without breaking any
of nis limbs, ana tnat stair can no long r be used.

Ihe picket fence was also failing down: Livingstone got a repair

estimate from a white roan for Jt40, then found a black carpenter

who would do "tne whole of the carpenter work for a(7." Wood
1 1

and paint for tne job were to cost an additional j£20 4 0.

During the hiatus between Burton's and Livingstone's ten-

lire, Acting Consul Wilson colxected j(\9 2/ in fees, and Living¬

stone suggested that this money be applied to the repairs of

the building. Ihe tenor of the reply (unfortunately not con¬

fined to either British bureaucracy or the nineteenth century)

was stiffly official: Livingstone was advised that his request

was improper, tnat he must fill out the correct forms in the

CL to Russell, 1 August 1865, FO 2/46, item 21. Liv¬
ingstone paid for this out of his own pocket, and protested over
15 months later that his Loudon agent had yet to be reimbursed
for this roof repair; CL to the Foreign Office, 3 November 1866,
FO 2/46, dispatch marked "Separate."

^CL to the Foreign Office, 29 November 1865, FO 2/46,
item 28.
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proscribed manner, and stick to official procedures in future,

and this was written over a year after Livingstone had first

requested permission to repair his residence!1^ Shortly there¬

after nis requests were finally approved.

Nevertheless, due to the unsuitability of the building,

Livingstone in early November 1866 advised the Foreign Office:
1 &

"I am now obliged to lock up the house and live elsewhere."

Later that month he received permission to effect further re-

1 5
pairs, and presumably he was able to move back into the Con¬

sulate early in the new year. It had taken two years to make it

habitable.

we can imagine the frustration Charles must have felt -

and the few documents quoted from constitute only a fraction of

the volume of correspondence which flowed to and fro on the sub¬

ject of the consular residence and its repairs. What are less

easily imagined are the difficulties he endured attempting to

reside in and attend to his duties in a nous** apparently on the

verge of collapse, and open to all the elements of nature and

some of its l?ss desirable creatures as well.

^foreign Office to CL, 20 February 1866, FC 2/47, item 1.
13

iiie apparent callousness of the roreign Office is indica¬
ted in a memo in an unknown hand wondering why Charles did not
draw his salary to pay for wnatever repairs he wanted, as if he
had no family nor better things to do with his salary than re¬
pair government property! Ibid.. undated and unnumoered.

1^CL to the Foreign Office, 3 November 1866, FO 2/47, dis¬
patch marked "Separate."

^SL to the Foreign Office, 26 November 1866, FO 2/47.
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It does indeed seem astonianing that the Srapire upon which

the very 3un itself was reluctant to set could not simply send

i1 00 to the vtueen's representative stationed at the end of the

earth for the purpose of repairing his abode and her property,

yet so it was. dimple economy seems not the complete answer,

nor does the Government's general policy to retard expansion

and even pull back in some cases provide the solution, for ex¬

pansion into Nigeria was the order of the day at this time.

Certainly the British government of the day deserves no special

reputation for either callousness or inefficiency, for when

compared with previous empires or contemporary governments, its

record is reasonably admirable. It may be, however, that the

position of the Consular Service with respect to the Diplomatic

Service and the overall functions of the Colonial Office and

the Foreign Office did not count much for attention or credit,

according to a recent student of the Consular Service:

The members of the Consular service suffered more than
most from the snobseries of government service. Certainly
for the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
high social position was regarded as Indispensible for
diplomacy, the social gulf between the diplomats and con¬
suls was enormous, practically unbridgeable.^

as a result, Consuls were

Treated as second class citizens within their own Depart¬
ment, £an<3] ... without a friend in Parliament or in the
Press, fthey] fell victim to the Victorian obsession with
economy in government expenditure.17

Livingstone's experience does seem to oe a case in point, al¬

though conditions may have been better in Constantinople,

^Pdcd. ix. ^ ^Ibid., p. 3.
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Boston, Marseilles, etc. In addition to having become ac¬

quainted with the geographical conditions of his post, Living¬

stone by now had an idea of the Oovernment's interest in re¬

sponding to his needs.

Consular Luties, 1665 - 1667. Prior to his arrival at Santa

Isabel, Charles had visited Bonny, and had become somewhat fam¬

iliar with the nature of normal affairs in his consular district.

his predecessor, Richard Burton, had imposed a fine upon Ring
1 fi

Pepple of bonny, and this fine had yet to be collected.

Fepple refused to pay, and in tnis he was evidently supported

by members of tne rival trading houses, to whom he was usually

opposed, ihe Commander of H.K.S. "Lee" had ordered all trade

suspended - the severest penalty short of bombardment - until

the fine was paid, and British traders wanted the fine collected

by mid-March, when the main trading season began.

Livingstone immediately informed the Foreign Office of this

situation, and requested permission to go inland to open trad-
1 Q

ing relations with tne people away from the coast. Not long

thereafter the dispute was settled when the fine was reduced by

one-half and immediately paid, as Livingstone was stranaed in

banta Isabel with no regular means of transportation to tne

18
Pepple was a dynastic name; this individual was William

Lappa Pepple.
19

vL to the Foreign Office, 30 uanuary 1865, FO 84/1249,
if. 15-17. So xnis request an official noted that when Laird
went up tne river, his men were shot at and some killed, and it
was not recommended that Livingstone make the trip.
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raainland, he was not instrumental in the settlement,^ but he

received his first practical lesson in delta politics.

for most of the year 1863, Livingstone was on his island,

and he used the time well. He spent days studying the volumes

of regulations regarding his duties and conduct, as well as the

papers left behind by previous consuls, which were of obvious

practical importance, he even found time to collect a new (to
21

him] species of turaco, which he forwarded to Richard Owen.

Several times in 1866 Livingstone visited the Oil Rivers

because nonny and New Calabar were on the verge of war. This

was nothing unusual: "It had always been the policy of the
22

Pepples (of BonnyJ to conquer and annex New Calabar," and
this was merely another renewal of hostilities. Bonny's inland

suppliers, the Okrika, were also disgruntled with the trading

houses of New Calabar, and added a third dimension to the prob¬

lem. In July, Livingstone arranged several meetings between

the parties, and although he was successful in settling (for
the moment) the differences between ^ormy and New Calabar, the

latter was unwilling to cease hostilities until Bonny applied

sufficient leverage to restrain the Okrika. To the British,

20
It was settled by Gapt. Buxton, of h.h.S. "Pandora."

^OL to the foreign Office, 29 January 1866, Fu 2/47; OL -

HCL, same date, 05/93. No record of receipt is ir BM(NH), and
as tne island had long been visited by luropeans, it was probably
not a new species.

22
DPND. p. 92; Bonny also resisted British authority ever

since tne Consulate was established in 1849: Ibid., p. 131.
"Bonny" and "Calabar" are European corruptions of "Ibani" and
"Kaxabari."
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the Gkrika were an unknown people who overtly partook of can¬

nibalistic rites, and had never successfully been visited by
23

white men before. v Ouch a visit would have been a violation of

"Ju-ju," for which life was readily forfeited.^ On 21 July

1866, Livingstone wrote from Bonny to Captain Douglas of ii.M.3.

"Torch," that he and the Bonny chiefs were leaving on the mor-

26
row for the Ckrika country.

lie was their guest for a few days, " and was successful in

persuading the Okrika leaders to send back to the coast repre¬

sentatives to "palaver" with New Calabar. Representatives of

the three peoples met on K.ft.S. "Oberon" on 8 Spetember, but no

permanent settlement was reached, due to the Intractibiiity of

the Bonny chiefs. However, Commander Edmund Veraey of the

"Oberon" sent Living tone a note which indicated that although

an agreement was not reached, the influence of the Consul's

action and the conference were such that a tacit understanding

was made that would at least prevent the outbreak of hostilities
27

and allow trade to flow smoothly.

23
^Statement made by Sir Bartle Frere to the R.G.S., 22 June

1874. PR03L. vol. xviii, Cession 1873-74, p. 514.
O A

"Ju-ju" was a muitifaceted concept for which of course
tnere was no European equivalent, it was akin to the lolynes-
ian "tabu," which was not to be broken; it applied to the steps
followed in various rituals ana ceremonies - to be out of order
was contrary to "Ju-ju" - and it could be applied „o a person:
J.D. Peppie was "Ju-ju" (not the "Ju-ju"), and as such had a
constitutional authority ail other local kings lacked.

84/1265, f. 258. ^Cee his report in Appendix E.
^

CL to the Foreign Office, 28 September 1866, FO 64/1265,
it. 256-60.
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From Bonny he went eastward to the Cameroons, where he

sought to settle amicably a dispute between King iicqua and King

Bell, which was originally instigated by the injudicious actions

of two traders from Bristol. Evidently he arrived just in time

to prevent war: "warriors of one of the parties had actually

embarked in their war canoes, when they heard that the consul
pO

was coming up the river in a man of war." Certainly the

latter had as much influence with the warriors as did the for¬

mer; nevertheless, Consul Livingstone convened two conferences,

and with his next dispatch he enclosed the text of the treaty
29

to wnich the parties agreed.

Livingstone spent most of the remainder of the year back

on Fernando Po, giving attention to more routine consular dut¬

ies, which included preparing annual reports, etc. Early in

the next year (1867), he went back to Bonny to attempt to im¬

prove the fragile truce with hew Calabar. In approving his pro¬

gress, H.M. Covernment instructed him to try to induce the Ok-

rika to desist in cannibalism, an assignment few consuls no

30
doubt ever had to contemplate.

28CL to the P.O., 1 October 1866, FO 84/1265, f. 304.
29
/Ibid., f. 306. Of course, both Livingstone and Verney

negotiated and signed the treaty.

30P.G. to GL, 10 June 1867, FO 84/1277, ff. 11-12. Living¬
stone's visiting the Okrika in violation of "Ju-ju," and his
subsequent attempt to interfere with their rites and rituals,
causes one to question Ayandele's opinion that Livingstone al¬
ways made decisions in favour of local "religious tradition¬
alists:" B.A. Ayandele, The Missionary Impact on Modern Nig¬
eria. 1842 - 1914. (New York, 1967). i>. 74; hereafter AHIB.
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While so engaged, Livingstone's consular district was

enlarged westwards; the consular post for the Bight of Benin,

which had been combined with the governorship of Lagos, was

abolished, and Livingstone'3 jurisdiction was extended to the

eastern boundary of Lagos, excluding the mouths of the Niger.^

A month later, the exclusion was itself excluded, so that the

western mouths of that great river (the most important of which

were the Porcados and the Nun) were also added to his district.^2
When his new commission finaluy arrived, it delineated his region

as the coastline extending from Gape St. Paul on the west to Cape

St. John on the east, including tne moutns of the Niger and the
-j,-2

water communications between it and the Brass Kiver. ^

In July, 1867, Livingstone was ordered to .he Nun River,

where the African Steam Ship Company's "Inkerman" had been

plundered the previous May. He was to inquire immediately, get

the chiefs to restore the 3tolen property, confer with the

Senior Naval Officer in demanding just compensation to prevent

31P.O. to CL, 23 May 1867, FO 84/1277, ff. 7-9.

52P.0. to CL, 24 June 1867, FO 84/1277, ff. 21-24.

^F.O. to CL, 7 November 1867, FO 84/1277, item 14. Liv¬
ingstone had originally been granted a salary of .£500 plus an
additional £200 for office expenses (Burton's salary was £750),
and he now applied for a salary increase of £200 per annum. On
24 July, 1868, 13 months after his district had been enlarged
the second time, he was Informed of a pay increase of £100 sal¬
ary per annum, and an additional £100 allowance for expenses,
which was to be retroactive only to 1 April 1868, ten months
after his district was enlarged, ihis could hardly have given
Livingstone an improved opinion of the Foreign Office. F.O. to
CL, 24 July 1868, FO 84/1290, f. 92.
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similar "outrages" in future, and conclude a treaty with the

chiefs concerned which would protect British traders and their
34

property.

i'he year 1867 saw open hostility between Bonny and hew

Calabar, and Livingstone made several visits to the region to

restrain the recalcitrant chiefs. Late in 1866 William Lappa

Pepple died, and was replaced by Prince George Pepple, his son.

George had spent about 6 years abroad when his father was in
35

exile, and as a result he had little of his father's former
36

power. In fact all he inherited were titles and debts. Thus

in addition to the problem posed by hew Calabar, George Pepple

was involved in a struggle to preserve his succession.

During one of Livingstone's visits, George accused the Hew

Calabar chiefs of invading Bonny waters, insulting the Bonny

flag, and killing one person while making others hostages. He

only refrained from making war, he said, because the Consul had

previously told them to keep the peace. Livingstone went immed¬

iately to hew Calabar, where Prince Will claimed that his people

34F.G. to CL, 31 July 1867, FO 84/1277, ff. 29-31. He did
so. This incident is just one of a myriad of such disputes he
was called to act upon; space does not permit an examination of
all in this work, as the Bonny-Hew Calabar and its offspring the
Bonny-Gpobo difficulties were the most important with which Liv¬
ingstone had to deal, they are given top priority.

35
^Wm. Lappa Pepple was deposed and exiled in 1854, at the

instigation of the first Consul of Pernando Po, John Beecroft.
By the time of his restoration, in 1861, his political and econ¬
omic bases had been destroyed, and even his being "Ju-ju" was
in question: DPKD. p. 164.

36Ibid.
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had kept the peace, but that the Okrika had waylaid one of his

canoes, and had executed, cooked and eaten seven Hew Calabar

men. In retaliation, Hew Calabar burned an Okrika fishing stat¬

ion, returning with five oaptives, who were promptly executed.

Prince Will promised not to invade either Bonny or Okrika

waters (wnich implied infringement on their trading preroga¬

tives), but would continue to capture any Okrika who ventured

into Hew Calabar waters. Tney tnen challenged Bonny to a con¬

frontation before the "long Ju-ju."

What Europeans referred to as the "long Ju-ju" was to

Africans the Ghuxu Oracle, situated inland at Aro, among the

Ibo peoples. Here "Ju-ju" interpreters were imbued with semi-

divine powers, and their pronouncements were agreed to by

Africans throughout the delta region and its hinterlands. All

tribes believed tnat here one spoke solemn truth or would in¬

stantly suffer death at the hands of incensed diety, and the

name of the town was always spoken with great respect. Thus
37

the oracle served as a kind of court of appeals.

Dike discusses the Oracle (DPRD. pp. 37-41), noting that
the Aro, who were middlemen in the trade in slaves and oil, used
their position as interpreter to become "the economic dictators
of the hinterland," achieving both wealth and political influ¬
ence. The oracle was destroyed by the British in 1900.

An nfrican of the last century left his views of the or¬
acle: James ^fricanus iiorton, west African Countries and
Peoples. (Bdinburgh, 1969), pp. 164-67, originally published in
16b8. Thomas Kodgkin, Nigerian Perspectives, (Oxford, 1975),
2nd edition, pp. 336-8 reprints Baikie's excerpt on the "Long Ju-
ju," from W.G. Baikie, Narrative of an Bxploring Voyage up the
Rivers Kwo'ra and Bi'nue"! (London, 1856), pp. 310-314.
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Livingstone returned to Bonny, well aware that nonay's

purpose, as it had been for many years, was to oust Lew Calabar

from its luci'ative Ociatibo oil market. He chastised George

for acting on rumours and hearsay, and remonstrated with him

for not condemning the Gkrika for eating the seven unfortunate

New Calabarese. George shrewdly asked Livingstone if the

"long Ju-ju" were to pronounce Hew Calabar guilty, would he

allow Bonny to pillage New Calabar, to which Charles of course

had to answer in the negative. Before leaving -"onny, he told

George Peppie that if he continued to keep the country in a

state of war, "some other employment would be provided for him
38

where he could not injure British interests." Of this action,

an unidentified P.O. official wrote: "I think Consul Livingstone

acted with judgement and firmness in this affair, and that his
■50

conduct should be approved." 13

Again, Livingstone hastened to the Gameroons, where he

collected a fine of three goats and three puncheons from King

Bell for an outrage committed by his people on a bolt's crew,

wisely lowering the fine from seven puncheons in the light of

Bell's past adherence to treaties.

The list of such incidents is seemingly endless - the dis¬

trict was wide, and the competition for profits was sharp. Hu¬

man life did not have a high priority. British traders were

X'his and preceding information on this series of visits
is from CL to P.O., 23 April 1867, FO 84/1277, item 15.

^F.O. memo, 3 June 1867, ibid., item 16.
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frequently the cause of the strife (Livingstone later wrote

that they became roaring drunk, while the Africans did not40),
and dnarles submitted to his superiors a four-page report on

the problems he had with traders' continually cheating the

Africans, and thus causing the disruption of order.4^ In it,

among other things, he reports unfavourably on the case of one

Nathan Lyons of the mrass Liver, with whoa he had had a strong

disagreement.

In a memorandum on tnat report, an official commented;

I'he cases reported in this dispatch show the necessity for
a constant supervision of the proceedings of British
Traders in the Oil Rivers, and also the necessity for our
Consuls being armed with Magistrial Powers. I have no
hesitation in stating that in nine cases out of ten the
disputes occurring in the African Kivers which often lead
to a stoppage of free trade and occasionally to bloodshed,
have their origin in the high-handed and illegal proceed¬
ings of mritisn or otner European traders... and although
Kr. Livingstone stay not nave been legally justified in
threatening to detain Mr. Lyons (of the Company of Afri¬
can merchant^ as a prisoner if he did not pay his debt,
X think under the circumstances we shall be borne out in
approving his proceedings. St¬

ills traders protested: the Court of Kquity, Brass, accused Liv¬

ingstone of "unnecessary and abusive language" toward Mr. Lyons,

and complained of receiving "no satisfaction on any one point

brought under jhis0 notice."4-^ Lyons, the court's Chairman,

40"Report on the Trade and Commerce of Old Calabar for the
Year 1672." Parliamentary Papers, 1673, vol. ixv (54(3) , p. 697.

41CL to P.O., 21 Dec. 1867, FG 84/1277, ff. 132-153.

42Memo, 5 February 1868, ibid.. ff. 156-9.
43

Ibid., 20 November 1867, f. 165a. This document was
signed by five traders.
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wrote to protest against tne "uncalled for and insulting lan¬

guage you thought fit to apply to me during yesterday's pro¬

ceedings."^ Charles defended himsslf by suggesting that the

Liverpool association and their Brass agents failed to tell the

whole truth, distorted what little truth they told, and he added:

If I had not intervened with King Okea. against the injus¬
tice of Mr. Lyons, the ensuing war would have stopped the
trade for many months and the Liverpool African associa¬
tion would really have made deep groans.45

Evidently the Foreign Office agreed with Livingstone, for there

the matter seems to have rested.

Meanwhile, problems arose in Old Calabar, when King Archi-

bong of Duke Town sent a party to massacre all the people of a

nearby village. Livingstone fined him the stiff fee of 20 pun-

cneons of oil (worth about /15 each) for breach of treaty, and

all, including the F.O., agreed that the action was just, and

wisely done. The merchants and missionaries of Old Calabar sent

Livingstone a warm testimony of approval, complimenting his

prompt action, his service to humanity, and his sound judgement
46

in levying an appropriate fee. one of the missionaries pres¬

ent recorded in his journal: "The slaugnter of prisoners in

cold blood by the native authorities was clearly established,

and was declared by the Consul to be a breacn of treaty with the

44Lyons to Livingstone, 20 November 1867, FO 84/1277, f.
166. This is reminiscent of David Livingstone's treatment of
Bedingfeld and William G-edye, to name only two.

45CL to P.O., 24 February 1868, FO 84/1290, f. 114.

46FO 84/1277, 6 December 1667, f. 198.
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English government. He imposed a fine of twenty puncheons of

palm oil as the penalty, This is the beat lesson -a* least

the most effective - that ling A. has ever got, and, as a
A 1

precedent, is invaluable."

She year was not to end without furtner reference to the

enduring animosity between Bonny and Hew Calabar. In an ear¬

lier dispatch, Livingstone had referred to a split in tne house

of Peppie: George's Hanilia branch (of which oko Jumbo was real

leader, as George was merely nominal leader) was being challeng¬

ed for supremacy by the Anna Peppie branch, which was being led
48

by Jaja. George's position was so precarious that he re¬

quested Livingstone bring a man of war and compel the other

Bonxiy chiefs to do whatever Livingstone desired, but the Consul

refrained on the grounds that n.M. Government did not like to
49

interfere in the affairs of any nation. This scenario was

repeated in late December, and this time Livingstone once again

reprimanded Jionny for not restraining Okxika, and now Brass,
SO

from their continual narasameut of Lew Calabar.

By this time, Livingstone's patience with George Peppie and

his fellow Bonny chiefs was running low, and. they wrote a bitter

a rt

f.-ii. Anderson, journal, 3 December 1867: Wm. Warwick. Cm.
and Louisa Anderson, (Edinburgh, 1897), p. 427. On 11 Feb.,
1868, Anderson notes that the fine has been collected; ibid., p.
428.

48
Jaja's election to lead this branch is discussed in noag-

kin, Higerian Perspectives, pp. 369-71, as written by de Cardi.

4913 July 1867, FG 84/1277, f. 105. ^°24 Dec. 1867. ibid.
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complaint to the Foreign Office. Ihey denied Livingstone's

cnarge that they nad supplied Ckrika and Brass with arms and

ammunition with which to attack New Calabar, and complained

of the threats used b,y (him^ against themselves and
particularly against their King, and generally of the
discourteous terms in which tney allege tnat you
address them.

Noting that similar allegations had been raised by "some of

the English traders... His Lordship wishes to impress upon you

the necessity of being ooncilatory but fira."x

Evidently, a lack of firmness was not Livingstone's

problem, and if a Consul were to make any headway in the cil

Rivers, he had to behave differently than he would have at

one of tne innumerable and seemingly perpetual Paris conven¬

tions. In reply, Charles pointed out that the language he

used wnen addressing the Bonny cniefs was taken directly from

the instructions he received from the P.O., and added:

The English agents in Bonny have frequently remarked that
they thought I treated the Rings and cniefs with overmuch
courtesy, and it is singular too that the Kings + Cniefs
invariably apply to me for assistance directly they get
into trouble.>2

So further complicate this round of accusation and counter-

accusation, the Foreign Office informed Livingstone that they

had expressed regret to the African Association of Liverpool

that their agents had failed to abide by treaty obligations

with African chiefs, and that H.M. Government could not force

P.O. to CI, 23 January 1868, ?C 84/1290, ff. 62-64.

52GL to P.O., 24 February 1868, F0 84/1290, f. 112.
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Africans to honour treaty engagements unless British subjects
53

observe them. as Charles himself later wrote with ie^ard to

Brutish traders; "Loud is the call for the immediate presence of

the consul in a man-of-war to punish the lawlessness of the

blacK goose, but not the lawlessness of the white gander."

By this time, mivingatone had endured enough of the petty

politics of the Niger delta, and in requesting a leave of ab¬

sence, he noted that it was the first time in nine years of

African service he had done so. It was approved, and on 1 April

1668 he left Fernando Fo, passing out of his district on the

twelfth. By 4 may he was in Hamilton. He was to have only two

months leave with pay, but due to illness and perhaps indecision,
55

he did not resume his duties until 21 June 1869. It may very

well be that he seriously considered leaving the oerviee, for

earlier he advised his wife that he was now in his second year

of service, and that soon the last half of his tenure would
56

oegin.

53>.0. to GL, 13 April 1868, FO 84/1290, ff. 83-64.
54

Aannan A. ..air, xoiitics and Society In Louth Jastern
Liberia. 1641-1906. (Evanston, 1y72), pp. 144-145; hereafter
LPoh. Quoted from Livingstone's report (p. 339, n. 40 above).

55t
ill nis absence, John Holt was Acting consul from 12 April

to 29 Sep., 1868, and Joim Wilson filled this post from 30 Sep.,
1668 to 20 June, 1869. Luring this time, Livingstone's salary
was docked /507 8 4, of which jf50 5 6 was to oe returned if he
took no further leave; Memo, 12 Aug., 1869, F0 84/1308, f. 45.

**GL - HGL, 29 January 1866, G5/93; the implication is that
ne would serve at his post for three years, in another letter,
he wrote that as he had been there over a year, his time was 1/3
completed; GL - hCL, n.d. (early 1866) , G5/101.
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Consular Duties, 1669 - 1670« Little had changed in Living¬

stone's absence. Ins split in the house of Peppie was wider,

and Oko Jumbo and Jaja were now implacable enemies. There had

been no improvement in uonny - Lew Calabar relations, ana

things were no better in the other haunts of Livingstone's

domain, smile he was on leave, a Royal Aavy officer brought to

the attention of the Admiralty the problems of administration

on the oil Rivers as ne saw them, pointing out: a) trading nas

increased quicker than the Consul could cope with it;9^ b) the

extension of the district made it impossible for the Consul to

cover the entire area - only Old Calabar and the Lenin River had

been visited in the previous 12 months; c) a Vice-Consul should

at* appointed; d) the Consul should visit all of tne rivers per¬

iodically, and should have a Cruiser at his service to enable

him to do so; e) implementation of these /and otner measures

not reproduced nere] measures would do much to prevent the

frequent disputes and difficulties whion continually occur in
58

the oil Rivers. And the tenuous situation was further compli¬

cated by the arrival into the region of American and German

traders, which made punitive steps tamen against African
cq

oflenders "a delicate affair."

57
In 1866 there were 16 British and 1 Dutch firms at Old

Calabar; by 1872 there were 24 British, 1 Dutch arid 1 German,
an increase of over 50/. Livingstone's Report, p. 339 above.

58„
Commodore W'.M. Lowell, H.K.3. "Rattlesnake," to the Admir¬

alty, 1o69, DO 84/1308, ff. 76-8.

59CL to the P.O., 28 August 1869, P0 84/1308, f. 157.
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For the remainder of 1869, Livingstone was very busy keep¬

ing peaoe between Brass and New Calabar, while finding time to

settle another outbreak in the Cameroons, about the latter of

which, he noted in a classic understatement: "It is difficult

for these chiefs to control their sons + slaves.

however, momentous events were taking place in Bonny -

events which were to have a significant effect upon tne future

state of Nigeria. Civil War had again broken out between Jaja

and Gko Jumbo, and Jaja was forced to leave the port of Bonny
6 1

for the interior. apparently the victor, Gko Jumbo was not

bent on the bloody revenge which so often followed local dis¬

agreements, but more upon bringing peace to Bonny at last.

Jaja, who nas been called the gx*eatest Ibo of the last cen-

6 P
tury, was neither vanquisned nor defeated, but instead pro¬

claimed the existence of a new state xxamed Gpobo (after an early

leader of the house of Pepple), with of course himself as

6*5
king. Opobo was strategically situated astride the inland

waterways leading to Bonny, and Jaja was in a position to out

off Bonny's oil supply and send the greatest of the Gil Iiiver

city-states into eclipse. In February, 1870, Jaja presented

60CL to the P.O., 29 November 1669, F0 84/1308, f. 248.
^ An excellent discussion of the nonny civil war is in

U.I. Jones, The Trading Gtate3 of the Gil Rivers, (London,
1963), pp. 127 - 132; hereafter JBOh.

62DPKL. p. 163.
63Be Cardi's account of the creation of Opobo is reprinted

in Hodgkin, Nigerian Perspectives, pp. 371 - 373.
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Livingstone with a fait accompli, and requested recognition by
64

oreat Britain. Meanwhile Bonny, of course, wont to war.

What followed was an incredibly intricate series of

battles, skirmishes, visits and negotiations between and. among

65
ail p ,rtie3 concerned. an order to keep the trade flowing,

Livingstone considered it absolutely necessary that Bonny be

maintained as a viable entity, and his efforts were designed to

restrain Jaja and limit his success to reasonable proportions.^
On 22 August 1870, Livingstone proclaimed a truce between

en

Uko Jumbo and Jaja, but during the following months he rec¬

eived letters from both sides accusing the other of breaking

the terms, lie immediately returned, renegotiated the truce,

and on 15 November could report that the fragile peace still

prevailed, and that as a result of the development of the

okriKa trade, the flow of oil through Bonny had increased from
68

100 to 600 puncheons per month. in another dispatch of the

same date, Livingstone requested another leave of absence, for

physical reasons.^

64Jaja to CL, 15 February 1870, FO 84/1326.
8%'he best treatment of this is in DPLL. pp. 187 - 138.
66

hevertheless, Ayandele sees Livingstone has having been
almost solely for Jaja's success: AMIN, p. 76.

67
chiefs of Manilla house to GL, 3 September 1870, FO

84/1326, ff. 300 - 301.

68GL to the F.O., 15 Noveraber 1870, FO 84/1326, f. 296.

6^lbid.. f. 326.
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Luring 1870, Livingstone spent a great deal of time and

effort working with the belligerents in and around Bonny, in

addition, he worked very hard trying to revive the Courts of

equity in Bonny, the Cameroons and Lew Calabar. These courts

were made up of traders, chiefs and headmen, and the occasional

missionary, and during his visits the Consul presided over the

^ourt, and heard cases beyond their jurisdiction. At this time,

British traders wanted the Coxisul invested with "more absolute

power," mainly to strengthen their own position vis a vis the

Efik middlemen, and the supercargoes "often exaggerated [their

fears) in order to convince the home government of the strength
70

of their case."

Over the next two years, a.L. Government instituted reforms

wnich reorganised the courts, investing tne consul with

"magisterial powers and jurisdiction over British subjects in

the Consular district," which of course gave tne Consul greater
*71

discretionary powers. as his reports testify, Livingstone did

a great deal of work in bringing this reform to a success-

72
ful conclusion.

^NP3h. pp. 147-9; see p. 339 above. ^ Ibid,
72

Mee Charles Livingstone, "Suggestions Toward removal of
difficulties in way of granting Coxisul magisterial Powers, etc,"
19 May 1671, FO 84/1343, If. 96-97; "Rules and Regulations
framed under her Majesty's Crder in council of the 21st day of
February, 1872, by her Majesty's Consul at old Calabar," 29
april 1g72, Fu 84/1336, ff. 162-169, (printed version is in ff.
134-161); and "Hulea for the Courts of Lquity," FO 84/1356, ff.
173-175 (printed version, f. 172).
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In addition to requeating a leave of absence, Livingstone

requested permission to remove the Consular Residence from Fer¬

nando xo to Breaker island, at the mouth of the Bonny and Lew

O&labar hivers, mis reasons were that the island was being

abandoned by the Spanish government and Rrigiish merchants alike:

ail of the latter save one had already sold out at a loss and

relocated on tne mainland. The development of the Cameroons

trade increased the volume of trade conducted on the dross

River, and when this trade began being shipped directly to

Britain instead of going via Fernando Po as formerly, traders
7"5

left tne island in droves. Furthermore, Charles saw clearly

that his main work was to be done at Bonny, where great

changes were taking place, breaker island was healthier tnan
7/1

Fernando Po, and certainly healthier than Bonny itself;

(' asides being a kind of neutral ground between the two trad¬

itional antagonists), and as it was centrally xocated it would

reduce transportation costs. To clinch his argument, Living¬

stone noted that he had a rare offer of 41 50 for the Consulate
7S

from a Methodist missionary. J

73NPLR. p. 143.
74

At Bonny and throughout the coastal settlements, Ruro-
peans rarely lived on the mainland (Old Calabar is a notable
exception), but found it far healthier to live in ships perm¬
anently anchored in the river, where ocean breezes laundered
the air, and thus kept fever at bay.

76CL to the P.O., 2 September 1b70, FO 84/1308, f. 282.
Two years later he informed the F.j. that a Baptist missionary
offered 450 for tne materials in the building, adding that it
would probably be blown over before it could be 3oid. 0L to
the P.O., 29 October 1872, FO 84/1356, f. 266.
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Ihe trying period spent attempting to restore order in the

bonny civil war had so reduced the state of Livingstone*s

health that he was unable to stay at his post to learn if his

leave request (of 13 November) was granted, end on 27 December
76

1670 he left hernando xo for ladeira. as lodging was com¬

pletely unavailable on tuat island, he continued on to naiaii-

ton. Livingstone did not return to his post until 1 April 1372.

consular nuties, 1672 - 1673. throughout Livingstone1s second

period of leave, he maintained a regular correspondence with

Foreign office officials, and during this time he compiled

several statistical reports as well as various suggestions de¬

signed to improve tne effectiveness of the Consul. Upon

arriving back in his district ne took up residence in old Cal¬

abar with William Anderson, a missionary living in Luke Town.

xhe most important item for his consideration was, of

course, the continuing dispute between George Pepple and Oka

Jumbo on the one hand, and Jaja on the other. Luring Living¬

stone's absence, Jaja's strategic position began to have its

effect, and the trade of bonny slowly became paralysed. When

in early 1073 Livingstone reported that Liverpool trade with

bonny and Opobo had fallen by ^500,000 during the past two
77

year3, it became obvious that Jaja's victory was being felt

far beyond the coast.

760L - HCL, 31 January 1871, G5/122.

77^xhl, p. 197; nemo, 8 February 1873, FQ 34/1377, f. 81.
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During 1872 the Consul was once again engaged in making

innumerable visits to Bonny and upobo, and evidently his per¬

sonal disagreement with George Pepple did not abate. In Oct¬

ober he regretted Foreign Office disapproval of his dealings

with King George, observing that during Peppie's recent visit

to Great Britain, he must have succeeded in convincing H.K.
'70

Government that he was far more important tnan he really was.

In the last month of the year, Livingstone and John

Gommerell, Commander, M.M.S. "Pioneer," combined their utmost

efforts to preside over a lasting peace between Bonny and

Opobo. Their efforts were rewarded on 3 January, 1873 when a

treaty was agreed to by all, and was signed by both Commerell
7g

and Livingstone. On the next day he negotiated the first
OA

commercial treaty between Opobo and Great Britain, which

recognised Jaja as King of Gpobo and ended tare© centuries of

domination on the Biafran coast by Bonny.

78QL to the P.O., 29 October 1872, FO 84/1356, f. 264.

^^Livingstone's copy in HMLZ, G5/229J text in JSQR. Appen¬
dix B, item 8, pp. 237-239. Of the Consul, Oommerell wrote?
"During the settlement of the Jaja and Oko Jumbo dispute nothing
could exceed his energy and tact with the natives. To this and
their confidence in him I consider the settlement so advantag¬
eous to British commerce is due." Commerell to Hariette Living¬
stone, quoted by the latter in a letter to Susannah Braithwaite,
5 June 1874, Wilson family Archives.

^Livingstone's copy in NMLZ, G5/230$ text in DPHD, Appen¬
dix 0, p. 223. Although David Livingstone's "Pioneer" was later
detailed for service in West African waters, and although these
two documents were signed on CoiBsnereli's "Pioneer," it seems they
were two separate vessels.
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Unfortunately, Livingstone's problems were far from over.

Henshaw Town was at war with Duke Town in Old Calabar, and, as

might be expected, both sides in the Bonny-Cpobo difficulty

accused the other of violating the treaty. One if its clauses

called for the return of one Oko Epella8^ (who agreed with the

proceedings) from Bonny to Opobo, and in the months that

followed, George Pepple refused to cooperate in this matter.

After one procrastination too many, Livingstone threatened to

stop the Bonny trade altogether until the conditions of the
Op

treaty were respected.

For his part, Jaja was not to be placated. He declared

that if Oko Epella did not return, he would go to Bonny and get

him himself, ana that as far as he was concerned, the whites

could stop the trade, and take all of their ships and depart if

they deemed it necessary, but he was going to see Oko Epella re¬

turned When George Pepple and Oko Jumbo failed to take

action, Livingstone declared the Bonny trade suspended as of

1 April, justifying his action on the grounds that it fore¬

stalled for the moment an invasion of Bonny by Jaja, and point¬

ing out that it would not harm the British importation of oil,

as the oil which would have gone through Bonny would now be

diverted to New Calabar and Opobo.84
Q 4

Oko Epella claimed his branch of the Anna Pepple house
was independent of Jaja, but the latter did not agree.

82CL to the F.O., 31 Iter. 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 167-8.

85B. Stephens to CL, 23 Mar. 1873. ibid., ff. 169-171.

84CL to the F.O., 2 April 1873, ibid., ff. 174-5.
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Of course this was small consolation for the Liverpool

traders at Bonny, who had watched their volume dwindle steadily

for at least two years, and now, just at the beginning of the

season, when hopes were high for heavy trading in spite of the

existence of Opobo, their business was closed down altogether.

The vendetta between Pepple and Livingstone continued: the

Consul referred to a note from the king dated 1 April as "an

appropriate production for All Polls's Lay," which neither

Pepple nor the Foreign Office thought an appropriate reply.8-*
To underscore their plight, a delegation from Liverpool

went to London and complained bitterly against Livingstone * s

action. On 3 May, an official in the F.O. wrote:

I cannot but think that Mr. Livingstone has acted most
unwisely in taking the strong measure of stopping the
whole trade of the river without first referring home
for instructions. There was no occasion for his doing
bo, and I would propose to disapprove of his proceed¬
ings, and to instruct him to reopen the trade at once
if the affair has not been settled when he receives our

Dispatch..., we should take measures at once to dis¬
approve Mr. Livingstone's proceedings, for we already
have all the Liverpool Merchants and others interested
in the Afr. Trade on our backs.

85CL to the P.O., 2 April 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 185 and 182.

88Memo, 3 May 1873, ibid., ff. 154-8. Nevertheless, an¬
other F.O. memo, with reference to "the petty bickerings be¬
tween the rival chiefs in the neighborhood of the Bonny" /which
statement reveals a total lack of understanding of the signif¬
icance of the Bonny civil war) , says, "A competent Consul would
settle them without referring them home." 26 July 1873, FO
84/1377, ff. 248-267. One gets the impression that Consul Liv¬
ingstone was condemned if he did and condemned if he didn't;
and the final sentence of the above quotation makes it clear
that the disapproval was perhaps based less on Charles' action
than upon the activities of the interest group which applied
pressure in London.
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Meanwhile, Livingstone sent further dispatches to the

foreign Office, giving further relevant details and reporting

on the daj-by day progress of the dispute, but his elaborations

did little to soiten the official viewpoint. When Livingstone

persuaded Jaja to refrain from open warfare as long as the

matter was in the Consul's hands, Livingstone lifted the trade

ban (14 April) and imposed a fine of 25 puncheons on George
07

Fepple for continuing to harboui- Oko Epelia. 1

For unknown reasons, the Foreign Office thought the fine

was 150 puncheons (in spite of several references to it in Liv¬

ingstone's hand which clearly read "25"), thus considered it to

be unenforceable, and resloved to disapprove either his collect¬

ing the fine or closing the trade again, and this position was
QO

made clear to the Liverpool African Association.

Complications and misunderstandings in this case continued:

the Acting Chairman of the Court of Equity of bonny told Living¬

stone, after trade had been resumed, that the Court would rather

see trade stopped again until every point of the treaty was

settled, rather than see the fine of 25 puncheons collected.

When Livingstone expressed reluctance to stop the trade again,

the Acting Chairman (Kenry Cottereil, of Irwin & Woodward, Liv¬

erpool) handed Livingstone a letter, datea over a week earlier,

which protested tne stoppage of trade (which had already been

87CL to the F.O., 14 April 1873, FQ 84/1377, ff. 202-3.

88F.O. to CL, 17 May 1873, ff. 204-5.
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lifted), which stoppage the traders wanted reinstituted! 3

In time conditions settled down - in May Jaja was pacified

by the return of Qko Bpella, and since Bonny and even Old Cal¬

abar to the east were suffering from a fever epidemic, Liv¬

ingstone was reluctant to request that the Royal Iffavy collect

the fine, out of consideration for the health of the seamen.

For the time being, Livingstone left the fine to be collected
QQ

"as your Lordship may determine."

Unfortunately, this period proved to be the ca3.m before the

storm, and it was ended by what has to be the most startling

letter Charles Livingstone ever wrote. Along with this letter,

he enclosed a document "purporting to be a Foreign Office dis¬

patch," noting that the name and the watermark differed from

known F.G. paper, and adding that the contents made it clear

that it could not have emanated from that office. At great

length, Livingstone quoted from earlier documents, revealing

inconsistencies of form and fact, which indicated to him that

the document in question must have been forged.

A slightly different tack followss he pointed out that in

July, 1871, the Acting Consul (David Hopkins, a trader at

Bonny) stopped trade not in one but four of the Oil Rivers

"without previous consultation with H.M. Government," and this

action was approved; in August, 1870, the Consul stopped the

trade of one river witnout similar consultation, and this

89CL tc the F.O., 17 April 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 217-8.

90CL to the F.O., 20 May 1873. ibid., ff. 235-6.
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action was also approved, Livingstone continued on and on in

this vein, noting that an item in a Liverpool paper reported

that a delegation from that city had gone to London to protest

his action, but ne remembered:

At the foreign Office a few years ago, the Consul was
assured that, while for selfish purposes, traders fre¬
quently contradicted official reports of proceedings,
'We always stick Jwitim our own officers..,' ..{grkO
It is hoped that the forger may be detected.-

The result was a foregone conclusion, and in late Sep¬

tember 1873 Onarles Livingstone received a letter of recall,

which made it clear that the foreign Office did not believe

that Livingstone really thought the document to have been
qp

forged. His reply to the recall was gentle but forthright:

it seemed "more respectful to your Lordship" to regard the

document as a forgery, whicn in censuring tne Consul for

prompt obedience to a foreign Office Standing Order, and
careful conformity to approved precedents, necessarily
censured the late Sari of Clarendon and even your lord-
snip as the Authors of the Standing Order and the Approved
Precedents, and I may add., censured also the Lords of the
Admiralty who had just approved the very act censiired in
the Dispatch, vis. tne mutual act of tne Commodore and the
Consul in stopping the Bonny trade for a few days, and
thereby preventing a war which must have been deadly to the
British interests represented by Her Majesty's Naval Ser¬
vice inasmuch as H.M. Govt, had pledged its word to stop
the was by force if necessary.93

On 15 October 1873, Consul Livingstone handed over his duties

91CL to the F.O., 10 June 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 237-41;
received on 26 July and replied to on 5 August.

92Memo, 26 July 1873, ibid., ff. 242-3.

"(JL to Lord Granville, 24 September 1873, ibid., ff.
317-8.
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to George Hartley, and prepared to go home for the last time#

She tone of Livingstone's letter of 10 June 1872 seems to

make it clear that he did not really consider the censure a for¬

gery (although he makes a good case for it), and in hie letter

replying to his removal from office, he points out that "the

Commodore" also thought it a forgery. He may veil have:

writing to Husannah Braithwaite ammost a year rater, Harriette

Livingstone quoted from a letter which Commodore -ommerell had

written to her:

The letter to tho foreign Office which led to his being
suspended was I am certain written under the idea that the
letter to which this one was an answer was a forgery from
the pen of a gentleman who in the earnest discharge of his
duty he pharles) had offended. I know that Fir. Living¬
stone did think so... I think the .gentleman referred to
was on tho African Coast and in no way connected with
Government... if it had been a forgery they would not have
considered it improper.94

Perhaps Livingstone knew it was not a forgery, but upset with

the accumulation of wrongs he felt had emanating from the For¬

eign Office, from its lack of sympathy with his residence

problems, to its support of King George Pepple and finally the

Liverpool African Association, he may have felt like Conrad's

Presleven, and had had the last straw: "he had been a couple

of years already out there engaged in the noble cause, you know,

and he probably felt the need at last of asserting his seif-
Q5

respect in some way." His requests for a transfer had not

^5 June 1874, Wilson Family Archives. The date of
Commerell's letter is unknown.

9^ •

"Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, (Uew York, 1960), p. 34.
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materialized, his health had continued to deteriorate, and. the

lack of confidence from above was the straw that broke the

camel'e back.

Clearly, he was called upon to appease a myriad of parties

whose appeasement was beyond his ability, somewhat cue to events

beyond control, hike's assessment that "Consul Livingstone was

in an unenviable position,"Jv is an understatement. Obviously,

the Liverpool merchants had their way with the Foreign Office,

and their interests were recognized. This was not lost upon

Commerell, who wrote to Harrietts Livingstons:

1 think the wrong began when that Liverpool clique rushed
to the Foreign Office and they censured a tried and faith¬
ful servant without inquiry. The clerk, whoever he was,
should have pacified them and promised tan] inquiry•97

Whatever, Charles Livingstone's public career came to an end.

An evaluation of his Work aa H.M. Consul. In spite of the fact

that Livingstone was removed from his post for making a politic¬

ally unpopular decision which was compounded by a ratner in¬

solent letver to his superiors, it does seem that overall, his

service was of a high caliber, and like many another civil ser¬

vant both before and since, he gave more to his government taan

he received in return.

The attempt to bring order into the Oil Rivers was an al¬

most insuperable task. As we have seen, there was a veritable

stew of opposing factions, each fiercely dedicated to the real¬

ization of its own particuiarist goals, at the expense of any

^DPND. p. 190. ^See n. 94 above.
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and all of the others, if necessary. The closest British admin¬

istrative center was far to the west, in Lagos - the chance for

the creation of e. formal British administrative center in Fer¬

nando Po, with its code of law and organised courts, etc.,

surfaced Briefly in the 1830's and was lost, and thereby the

region was itself sentenced to two more generations of dis¬

order. The atrocities committed by African and European alike

were both heinous and innumerable: often it was the Consul's

duty to bring such perpetrators of evil to "justice." Indeed,

a more thankless job can hardly be imagined: the ways in which

the Consul oould err were legion, and trie pitfalls were dark

and deep. Rewards were few, and the ways in vhioh the Consul

could improve his lot were two: paradise was a transfer to a

metropolitan area in a healthy, friendly climate; a decent

alternative was a healthy retirement to that cottage with a

garden surrounded by a white picket fence, complete with geran¬

iums in the window-box and a regular pension cheque in the post

box. The government failed to award Livingstone the former,

and, as we shall see, fate was to deny him the latter.

The number of wars he was influential in preventing, and

the number of treaties ho either negotiated or co-negotiated,

are not known, nor is the statistic vital; but if the Biblical

injunction with regard to the peacemakers has yet substance,
Qk

than Livingstone is in for his share.? For most of his tenure

^Many treaties he helped to organize and to write were
finalized by Acting Consuls in his absence.
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he wa3 "on his own" so to speak, with nothing other than Her

Majesty's reputation - which was considerable, to be sure - to

lend influence to his pronouncements. Frequently he had no

vessel of his own for transportation, and as at that time the

West Coast Squadron consisted of only 13 ships and 2 river gun¬

boats, charged with patrolxing tne coast from Cape /erde to far

south of the Zaire/Congo viver mouth,he could not rely upon

a regular shew of force to enforce his opinions. Livingstone

must have possessed some diplomatic abilityi during his first 6

years on the coast, he only had to impose fines on two occasions;

when he was on leave, his replacement (Hopkins) imposed three
1

fines within the space of six months. Almost invariably his

initiative and solutions were approved by his government; on

the one occasion they were not, his service was speedily ended.

From the day he took the post, Livingstone looked forward

to the day when he would be transferred,^preferably, of

course, to the eastern half of North -America, where he could

have set up a home for his family, and provided for them for the

remainder of his days, ^uch contentment and security was the

will-o-the-wisp which directed him toward Africa in the first

place, back in 1857. His chance came in 1870, when the British

99 \

^-"iveport from the select committee on Africa (.'.est ooast),"
Parliamentary Papers, 1865, vol. v ei?], xii.

100CL to the P.O., 21 July 1871, FO 84/1343, ff. 161-2.

should have preferred a Consulship in America but
thought it best to accept this as it may leact to something
better." Charles to John Livingstone, 18 December 1864, London,
privately owned.
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Consul in Boston died. Livingstone immediately wrote the

Foreign Office, humbly requesting to be transferred, pointing

out that he knew the city and its people well as he had lived

there, ana adding that he had now served in Africa for eleven

The Foreign Office's reply has not yet come to light, but

a short memo in the files reveals the tenor of its contents:

If you refer to the Consular Scheme which I gave, you will
see I think it was a question which should be promoted,
Hay or Livingstone. I believe Ld. Clarendon preferred the
former + I think you did too.103

Transfer within tae Consular Service was not easy to come by: a

Vice-consul served 50 years in Lisbon before being promoted to

Consul, wnich post he filled for a decade,and Piatt wrote:

If a Victorian consul showed outstanding talent, if he
happened to be around at the right place at the right time,
and if he had a few friends or admirers well placed at the
ear of the Private Secretary of the Secretary of State...
then there was a cnance that he might find himself pro¬
moted. Isobel Burton worked wonders for her husband.'^2

Of course, Burton was an Army Officer and a veteran of many cam¬

paigns, which Livingstone was not. Small wonder that Living¬

stone, after he had failed to get his transfer, and after the

102CL to the F.O., 8 August 1870, FO 84/1308, f. 235.

^^Memo, 10 September 1870, ibid.. f. 237.
104

P.DCS. p. 49. are not told if the man actually
wanted to be transferred.

105 Ibid.. p. 51. Sir Richard Burton served as H.M. Consul
in Fernando Po, Santos, Damascus and Trieste before his career
in the "Cinderella Service" came to an end.



hard negotiations which marked the turn of 1872 into 1873, (but

before he vented his spleen at his superiors) could write:

"Seems that I am becoming singularly indifferent about my fate

in this life."106
Few writers have ventured an opinion on the work of

Charles Livingstone when serving in the Bights of Benin and

Biafra: only one of David Livingstone's major biographers
107

mentions that Charles did good work in this capacity. Sir

Bartle Frere wrote that on the coast he was known as "the

Settle Man" due to his ability to settle disputes,10® but it is

not known if this title wa3 bestowed upon all consuls due to

the nature of their office. When commenting on the subsequent

African careers of the Europeans on the Zambezi Expedition,

Simpson doesn't even mention Charles Livingstone, although he

mentions Edward Young and James Stewart, both of whom spent far
109

less time associated with the expedition than did C/iarles.

Dike, who has much to say (comparatively) about Living¬

stone's work in the Oil Rivers, writes:

As a Consul he was a failure, being eccentric and strongly
individualistic, and was dismissed for his refusal to
carry out the orders of the Foreign Office.11^

106CL - HCL, 21 May 1873, C5/154. W7RLLN. p. 302.

108Address to the R.G.3., 22 June 1874. PRG-SL. vol. xviii,
Session 1873-74, p. 513. When on the Zambezi, Charles was known
to the Africans as the "Long One," probably because he was at 6'
by far the tallest of the party, or less likely, because he had
a long face.

1G9SDDC. p. 52. 11°DPKD. p. 182, n. 2.
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i'he latter clause, it seems, cannot be borne out by available

evidence: Livingstone indeed always executed his orders wita

iispaton, and was dismissed because no wrote an infamous letter

to his superiors, oertainly, in tnis act he nay be considered

"eccentric," and like his father and brother(a) before una, he

was always individualistic, in sorue parts of the x-nglish-

speaking world, individualism is considered admirable, wniie in

others it is quite the opposite, and Charles Livingstone was

well acquainted with both. Nevertheless, no government en¬

courages individualism in its citizens and still xess in its

civil "servants," and perhaps in this sense there is merit in

dike's cnarc.es. it is surprising to note, however, that in his

treatment of the entire period in which Charles Livingstone

served on the Guinea Coast, like is much more sympathetic to

the man and the position in which he found himself than he is

in the brief quotation reproduced above.

In all, it seems that Charles Livingstone served his gov¬

ernment and the peoples of Africa well during his tenure on the

Vest Coast, and that the man was recalled in disgrace should

not detract overmuch from nine years' faithful and effective

service under very trying circumstances.

onarles and Lavid Livingstone. 186b - 167?). Luring the final

eight years of their lives, the Livingstone brothers never saw-

one another, and they exchanged very little correspondence.

Nevertheless, family correspondence and a steady supply of
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newspapers kept Charles au courant of David's travels and the

controversies surrounding them, and nis views and conjectures

as recorded in his letters to his family in Dew Lngland deserve

brief consideration at this time.

When Livingstone sailed for Fernando Fo the first time, he

was evidently unaware of what the future held for his brother,

for in one of nis earliest letters to his wife, he wrote:

I 3av a paragraph (In a newspaper) that D was soon to
renew his exploration in the region north of Lake Dyassa
etc. which 1 presume may be true. I should like that work
much better than this though I hope to do something of
that sort up some of the rivers on the West Coast.

A year later, with reference to David's explorations, he wrote

that in spite of what the quarterly said, "1 am satisfied that
11?

there is no connexion between Kyassa + Tanganyika."

Charles made no further reference to David until it was

reported in early 1867 that David was dead, killed by the Nguni

near his favourite lake. Surprisingly, when one considers his

remoteness from the scene, Charles doubted the story told by

the Johannamen from the very beginning:

everything seems consistent with the idea of these 9
Johannamen deserting nim on entering the Kaziti (Dguni)
country, while there are many inconsistencies in their
story. The spear is the Maziti's fighting weapon and.
not the axe. gt was reported that David Livingstone was
felled by an axe-blcw, directed where the neck joins the
shoulderI) At the first moment of an attack these cow¬
ardly Johanna men would have fled arid never stopped til
far from danger. They never for a moment would have re¬
turned to bury the dead. Besides, each of the nine would

111CL - HCL, 20 April 1865, 05/87.
112CL - HCL, 1 March 1866 , G5/89
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at tna very time be carrying goods belonging to i. and
would surely have brought back something or other belong¬
ing to aim. The 6 £«&unl) ne met formerly Southwest of
Lake Malawi late in \36'5\ were armed with spears and
sheilds and were afraid of a white man. all the dead
bodies we^aaw on Lake Nyasea killed by Maxiti had spearwounds.* *J

Charles closed this discussion by predicting that after "some

months" nad passed, his brother would be heard from again.

In a later letter, he remembered Musa, the spokesman of

the Johanna men: "he was a thief as well as a liar - he used to

steal our sugar till one day the mate put a lot of powdered

jalap + Auubarb (in i-0 . The effect of that cured him of
114

stealing our suear."

This is ail that survives of Charles' opinion i^at this

time) of David's first disappearance when on his last series of

explorations, and, of course, time bore Charles out completely.

Almost three years later, however, there appeared in the Glasgow

herald an excerpt from a strange letter written by Charles to

his neice (and David's daughter, Agnes). It said that a Portu¬

guese traveller in the interior was told by Africans in June,

1868, that David met death when "he had to drink the muange,

and was cut to pieces by tne natives, as some of the poison

CL - hOL, 26 April 1867, 03/105. Kirk was one of the
chief interrogators of tne Johanna men, and he believed their
story, as did Thomas Baines (Cf. Baines to John Koble, 7 March
1867, BaLC, Noble Papers, Box >); L.L. Young did not. Incid¬
entally, the above passage reveals Charles to nave had a good
eye for anthropology/ethnology.

1UCL - HCL, 10 July 1867, 05/108.
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showed that it had taken effect on him."

hot until five years had elapsed did David begin to appear

regularly again in Charles' letters, when of course David began

appearing regularly again in the world's newspapers. Again, it

was over a question of his whereabouts. An expedition sent out

from the . j .. arrived in Zanzibar from 3ritain at about the

same time an expedition previously sent out by a New York news¬

paper was arriving at Zanzibar from Ujiji, having already pro¬

vided relief for the great missionary explorer, ■'here was bad

feeling between the two parties, and it spread to three contin¬

ents, and the situation was exacerbated by the fact that David's

son had been a member of the R.0.3. party. Instead of going

inland to see his father, William 0. Livingstone returned to

Hritain, and published in the Times an ill-advised letter which

detracted from Stanley's accomplishment.

Hearing of the situation, Charles spared neither kin nor

Society:

The Livingstone Search Fxpedltion (E.O.sT] made a miserable
ending. 1 fear Oswell missed his chance in not going on
with the supplies which Stanley forwarded inland to Ujiji
upon returning to Zanzibar , as it is not likely he will
be sent out again. He was ill-advised in sending his
letter to the Times.

•^Glasgow Herald, 10 February 1870, p. 5, e. 1; date of
letter unknown. This information was forwarded to the Foreign
Office by Consul Vredenberg of Luanda, who believed it left
"little hope of the safety of Dr. L." This reference is due to
the kindness of Mr. Richard A.G. Dupuis, of London. "Cuange" is
a misspelling for "znuavi," or ordeal by poison.

116C1 - HCL, 11 September 1872, 05/133.
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Line days later, Charles wrote; "X saw from the papers that

Stanley brought me a letter, but it has not yet arrived here.

what a contrast between Stanley and our "Search expedition."
117

1 don't like to speak or even to think of the latter."

Upon arrival in Lngiand, Stanley was astonished, mortified,

and insulted to learn that the Royal Geographical Lociety con¬

sidered the letters and journals Ctanley brought back from

Livingstone to be forgeries, implying, of course, that ne had

never met Livingstone at all. This collossal blunder of judge¬

ment as well as courtesy was so widely believed in Britain, that

-uivxiigstone' s correspondents wrote the limes as well as their

local journals to register their opinions in favour of Ltan-

ley . Among this group were Robert Moffat, Agnes Livingstone

(havid's daughter), and J. Sevan Braithwaite. Although Charles

had seen none of the documents, he never for a moment doubted

Stanley1s story;

Stanley is quite a lion, notwithstanding the efforts of
some to deprecate him... Mr. Webb of hewstead Aboev takes
up strong for Btanley, + most sensible persons do.'1®
in other letters from this period, all of which are written

to his only son, Charles amplified his views on these subjects.

^^OL - HCL, 20 September 1872, 05/134. Charles never did
receive this letter, although he always wondered whRt became of
it. Cf. "The Letters h. L. Stanley Brought Back from Africa,"
in Appendix 4, LLC!,.

118CL - HCL, 27 September 1872, 05/135.
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tie wrote:

lou will see from the limes that some of the Geographical
Carping crew appear, as a Mr. Disk© writes to the Tines,
to oe sorry that Dr. Livingstone has oeen found, or at
least found by Mr. Stanley; and (he) suggests very pro¬
perly that they might be better employed in devising some
reward for dtaniey, who has shown great pluck, and per¬
severance. I am sure that your Jncle was very glad to
meet Stanley.1 * 9

Charles also recorded his opinion of David's son;

A'hat a thundering Ass your Cousin 0. has made of himself!
ne had one of those golden opportunities so exceeding rare
and which never return, but he had not mind enough to
seise it, and can now only snap and snarl at Stanley, who
has given proof of having the pluck and bravery which 0.
nas proved himself entirely destitute of.120

And again he wrote; Agnes

says Osweli has been acquitted of blame and is going on
witn his medical studies, otanley could have been ac¬
quitted of blame had he turned back on account of the War
at Uny&nyeabe but he had the nluck to go on.121

The following May, Charles, witn keen insight, made one final

reference to the whole matter;

119
•vn - Charles h. Livingstone, 19 August 1872, DILL,

C5/214. David was indeed; he wrote; "here was the Good Samar¬
itan and no mistake," DL to Maclear and Mann, 18 August 1872?,
RC8L, Copy Book ii. He also referred to "my good Samaritan
Stanley" in a letter to John Livingstone, December 1872, h
Copy in HaHG, LI 1/1/1, pp. 2301 - 2304.

^^OL - Charles H. Livingstone, 8 October 1872, WELZ,
G5/216.

1 21
OL - Charles a. Livingstone, 22 October 1872, HML2,

G5/217. These letters to his 3on are noteworthy in that Charles
speaks more candidly to him than he does to either his wife or
his daughters. Lot only do they indicate that he is trying to
give His son advice on tne world and its ways, but the letters
are also mute testimony to the fact that his son was now
approaching maturity, having passed his eighteenth birthday.
Thus tne letters provide an interesting contrast to those David
wrote nis sons under similar circumstances.
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I see that the Geographical (pociet^J have given nr. Kirk
a 'massive silver service' for assistance in African dis¬
coveries. As Stanley blamed the society more than he
blamed Airk, perhaps this,is a sort of solatium to them¬
selves a3 well as Kirk.^22

before his time in West Africa had expired, Charles had

one further encounter with an expedition seeming his brother.

He informed his wife: "The Livingstone Congo Expedition is on

board this ship. I don't expect much from them as explorers,

1 23
and as for their meeting D. it is ail moonshine." J never¬

theless, ne thought well enough of their prospects (or perhaps

he ras merely being polite) to give them a letter addressed to

1 24
David, as it was "barely possible you may meet."

In this letter, he advises David that the geographers at

heme had decided that he was actually on the Congo, but out of

fraternal loyalty Charles hopes the contrary, as "I should

greatly prefer your own opinion that you are on the grand old

Kile and will settle its sources for all time." And one of his

last sentences expresses the poignant wish: "If you get out of

Africa this year we shall i hope meet shortly afterwards in

Lngland and I suspect neither of us will ever return to Africa."

Cnarles' aeaitn in West Africa. as should be obvious by now,

Charles' health when in West Africa was no better than it had

1 ?P
OL to Hattie Livingstone, 16 May 1873, KMLZ, G5/196.

^2>CL - HC1, 8 January 1873* Gp/140. The ship was the
Mail bteamer "Africa."

124C1 to DL, 9 January 1873, NMLD, G5/141.
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been when he was on tne other side of the continent. The

climate, of course, wa3 much worse: one traveller, who had

visited North America and the West indies, wrote of Bonny:

I have never been so thoroughly impressed with the fatal
nature of climate to Europeans... Sooner or later the
seeds sown during exposure must reap a harvest on the .

frame of the white man, too often resulting in death... 5
In the early years, he seems to have kept tolerably well,

noting only in July, 1867: "I have to write and read at night

witn spectacles which is a sign that one is getting old .and
1 26

that African fever is not good for tne eyesight." '

Although his first furlougn was to last only two months,

it was expended and reextended until the period encompassed

over 14 months (12 April 18b« - 21 June 1869). When applying

for an extension, he informed Clarendon:

My system appears to have become so poisoned with malaria
that I have still to struggle with African fever...,

and he added that for the first five months at home he was

obliged to be under a physician's care, and that he suffered

constant attacks until the end of the year, luring tne first

two months of 1869 he had no such problems, but had suffered
1 27

"a number in the past fortnight." He was correct - his

system was indeed poisoned, and while he enjoyed periods

1 25
W. Nicholas Thomas, "on the Mil Rivers of West Africa,"

?Rv>81, vol. xvii, Cession 1872-73> p. 155.

12^0L - hOL, 10 July 1867, G5/108. At this writing, he was
four months pasx his forty-sixth birxhday.

1270L to xne F.Q., 19 March 1869, PO 84/1308, f. 132.
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relatively free from disease, he never regained his health

again,

His second and final period of leave was also taken due to

declining health, and this time his state deteriorated so

rapidly that he left his post before he received permission to

do so, in his request for another leave of absence, ne men¬

tioned how he had suffered severely from asthmatic cough,

accompanied by haemorrage of the bronchial tubes, which he con¬

tracted while attending to Consular duties aboard H.M.S. "Pert."

Thinking the dry season in the tropica would benefit him, he

expressed a preference to remain at his post until April, 1071,
1

thus avoiding the "English winter." However, on 31 Dec¬

ember he wrote the foreign Office that he was leaving immed-
1 29

lately for madeira, due to chronic bronchitis,

As Madeira offered no lodging, he continued on to Ham¬

ilton, from which he wrote his wife soon after his arrival: "I
1 ^0

was never so thoroughly done up in my life." J On each of the

three nights prior to writing, he did not think he'd live until

morning, and he requested Harriette sell their house and join

him. Another letter only three days later indicates that he

was almost invalid, and he wrote: "X don't know whether I shall

120GL to the P.O., 15 November 1870, NO 84/1326, f. 326.
129

OA to the N.O., 31 December 1870, ibicu. f. 340. xn
a later letter, he told his wife he departed on the 27th (p.
349, n. 76 above;: he probably left Hernando To on the 27th,
and wrote the P.O. four days later from Bonny.

130UL - HCL, 31 January 1871, G5/122.
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ever ©6t well again,"

In June ana July of xnat year he was at Rothesay, Isle of

nute to ta±ce salt water baths, and his health slowly improved,

aie spirits were no doubt buoyed by the presence of his wife,

wno had apparently sold their home "lock, stock and barrel" to

come and be with him. His daughter Rattle accompanied her

motner, and was soon enrolled at school in Rt. John's .iood with

the Fitch's daughter. His son Charles visited him also during

this summer of mixed emotions, only his firstborn, iiary, who

seems to have had some debilitating disease since childhood,

remained in the United States.

On 13 July 1871, his wife wrote their daughter in London,

noting, "Papa seems so cneerful and like himself it is cheering,
132

but that horrid cough still clings closer than a brother."

Very slowly he improved, but he did not return to Africa until

the following Spring, while his wife went to live in Switzer¬

land. Rack in his district, he took up residence in Old Calabar,

which ne thought would be slightly healthier than Fernando Po

had been, for most of the next eighteen months his health was

surprisingly good vail things considered, of course), and to his

son he wrote on 9 June 1873 tnat his health was about as good as
4 "Z tZ

ever it would be again.

- hCL, 3 February 1871, G5/123.
^ ^Harriett® to Kattie Livingstone, 13 July 1871, U3/181.
133yQL to Charles H. Livingstone, 9 June 1873, 05/221.
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In late February or early March, 1873» Livingstone

received a note from his friend commodore Coronerell, now in

sierra Leone, advising him to take care as fever was creeping

down the coast. Charles assumed that the seasonal tornadoes

would stop it, and anyway he considered the danger season

1 34
past. It was not: two months later the coast raged with

fever. On four consecutive days (23-26 April 1873) the Captain,

Chief Engineer, white clerk and owner's son of the steamer "Ant"
1 "56

died on board, leaving only 2 whites surviving, and in early

June Charles reported that 28 whites died in Bonny of yellow
1

fever. This was roughly 3/4 of the Europeans living
1 37

there. At a time when Europeans were literally "dropping

like flies" on the Bights of Benin and Biafra, Charles began

wrapping up his official duties and preparing for the journey

home.

He was looking forward to it: dejected by the failure to

be transferred to Boston is 1870, dispirited by the lack of

faith exhibited by his government, depressed because he had so

far been unable to provide a home for his family, and resigned

to spend tne rest of his days in poor health, he was ready to

1:5*CL - HOL, 5 March 1873, 05/146.

1350L - HCL, 3 May 1873, 05/153.
1:56C1 - HCL, 2 June 1873, 05/155. 2t weeks later he added

that it was the worst epidemic on tne coast in 10 years: CL -

HC1, 20 June 1873» 05/156.

157CL to the P.O., 1 July 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 244-7.
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retire: "I shall not be sorry when I turn my back upon the

whole pack of palm oil twisters and a coast never created for
1 38

the residence of wnite men." His son oharlea, who even¬

tually became a mining engineer, was considering entering the

iron business in Pennsylvania, and Charles dr. advised Harriett©s

look out for a place where we might all live, a comfort¬
able, cosy house - not a big chilly one - and having a
piece of land for a garden, etc. where we mignt spend what
little of life remains to us. It could oa ready when I
return next year.139

He added, with more bitter truth than he could nave realized,

tnat taeir daughter Hattie had better find a livelihood, as

"her father may not be able to provide for ner long, as life and
1 A O

health are very uncertain."

When his official duties were handed over to his successor

on 13 October 1873 in Old Calabar, Livingstone had already

arranged to leave the country. He left Old Calabar on the

"Ethiopia" Mail Steamer, which was making her maiden voyage, on

the 18th, and in a day the ship put into Bonny. Here it was

delayed until the 23th taking on cargo. Adjacent to her berth

in Bonny was the "Bboe," a smaller mail steamer which plied the

rivers where the larger class of vessels could not venture. The

"Bboe" was rife with yellow fever ("the number of deaths that

have taken place on board, of her during the last two or three

1^80L - HC1, 20 June 1873, 03/136.

1*/JcL - nCL, 9 February 1873, 03/144.
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months is truly startling," } and shortly after embarking from

Bonny on the 25th, four of her passengers died of yellow
1 £2

fever. One of the unfortunate quartet was Captain Croft,

"one of the most vigorous men connected with the African
i / a

coast," and also one of the most popular, another was

Charles Livingstone. Chen the "Ethiopia" landed at Liverpool,

it was met by Harrietts and Hattie Livingstone, who for the

first time learned that husband and father had been buried at

Pnge one of the Times, 27 November 1873, contains the

following obituary:

On the 28th Oct., of African fever, on board the "Ethiopia"
Hail wtsamer, homeward bound, Charles Livingstone, Esq.,
brother of Or. Livingstone, and late Her Majesty's Consul,
west Africa, aged 52. he leaves a widow and three child¬
ren, whose anticipated joy is turned into deepest mourn-
ing. his death is deeply lamented oy ail who Anew him.^45

1 A1
George Hartley (Livingstone's successor as H.H. Consul,

former Vice Constu. at .Alanda let. 187"^ ) to tne P.O., 18 Bovem-
ber 1873, FO 84/1377, ff. 340 - 343.

142
Alan Lloyd, the Drums of Auaasl, (London, 1965), p. 104.

14*3
williaa Anderson to John Chisholm, 13 November 1373, in

tfrn. Harwich. Wm. ana Louisa Anderson, (Edinourgh, 1897), p. 518.
144

ihe London limes, 24 November 1873, p. 5, c. 5,
mentions the death of Captain Croft, plus recent news of I-avid
Livingstone, but makes no mention of the fact that Charles Liv¬
ingstone died on board the ship.

145
Column 1. Pike's statement (DPNL, p. 197), that Living-

atone died in Bonny on 6 November is incorrect. Phe Lew York
Limes, 23 November 1873, p. 7, c. 4, has a brief obituary of
Charles which reads: "Death of Dr. Livingstone's Brother, ^ondon,
Nov. 22-5 A.M. Charles Livingstone, brother of Dr. Livingstone
the African Lxpiorer, is dead."
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Perhaps not all lamented, cut seme of those who were cast

by fate onto that woebegone shore along with Livingstone record¬

ed their opinions of the man, Henry Hoe, a missionary on Her¬

nando Po with whom Livingstone lived for a short time in "acem¬

ber, 1370, wrote that Charles was "in all respects, a gentle¬

man that our nation may be proud of... nis kindness was great."

Hoe writes on: "his liberality and kind offers could not all be

received, nor mentioned here... and his 'good tilings' from Scot¬

land greatly helped to keep us longer out of our graves. .ay
4 A £

his good name be for ever cherished!"

John Oommereli, Commodore, R.H. wrote that Livingstone died

"in the execution of nis duty after a long and meritorious ser-
1 A *7

vice in a pestilential climate." Another naval officer

wrote:

I have great pie .sure in bearing testimony to the valuable
services rendered by Mr. Chas. Livingstone, consul for the
Lights of Lenin and Biafra during the three and a half
years i commanded on tne West Coast of Africa ana Cape of
Good Hope Station. 1 had always great confidence in "!r.
Livingstone and a hign opinion of his tact and judgement
in the arrangement of the numerous and somewhat intricate
questions which were constantly arising in the oil Rivers
with the Native Chiefs.^48

William Anderson, the missionary with whom Livingstone

boarded for a time in Old Calabar, referred to the Consul as

0Henry Hoe, West African Scenes, (London, 1u74)f pp. 36-7.
147

uommerell to harriette C. Livingstone, quoted in a
letter from HCL to Susannah Braithwaite, 5 June 187k, Wilson
ramiiy Arcnives.

4 J* £1

W.l'i. Lowell, Captain, R.H. to Hattie I. Livingstone,
1 Apr11 1874, H.M.S. "Hercules," Port smouth.
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"our good friend," agreed with his handling of his consular

duties, appreciated the example Charles set to the rest of the

community by attending church service regularly, and in gen-
1 49

era! spoke well of him.

Chile perhaps something may be subtracted from each of the

above as they -were written out of respect for the deceased, they

do indicate something about the man's character. Ihe following

opinion is noteworthy as it goes into greater detail about Liv¬

ingstone, and was written by Henry Ootterell (p. 353 above), a

Liverpool trader based In nonny:

Consul Jjiivingstone... had much to do in the settlement
which was ultimately arrived at between the belligerents...
of the bonny 'far; ho was frequently my guest, and at times
would be a most interesting; as well as amusing companion;
he had travelled much, and had his mind stored with much
tuat was interesting; his unfortunate failing was a vitriol¬
ic temper, which at times was uncontrollable, and often got
him into serious trouble; it was in consequence of this that
he was recalled.150

Ootterell seems to have evaluated Charles very well, and it

is worth remarking that although the two men were at odds in the

aftermath of the Bonny - Opobo settlement, the Consul's personal

behavior seems to have retained the trader's respect.

If we can oelieve Livingstone's own testimony, and there

seems to be no reason why we cannot, at least one group of

.v.:;. i-iarwicK, siliiara and oouisa .tnderson, (Edinburgh,
1897), pp. 418, 426-dj and 462-5.

1 50
i-.h. Davies (ed.), trading in West Africa, 1840 - 1920,

(1976), p. 62. for tnis reference the present writer is grate¬
ful to Mr. J), h. himpson, of uondon. Cottereil's "amusing" and
narriette's remarw on entries' being "cheerful" indicate another
side of Charles which was lacking apparently in his brother.
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Africans also thought well of him. In an unfinished letter,

seemingly the last personal letter he ever wrote to anyone,

Charles L ifarmed his son:

I'he Kings and Chiefs of [pldj Calabar wrote to me wh< n I
first came here, telling me they did not want a Consul to
live here and requested me to go back to Fernando Po. I
took no notice of this. The other day on hearing that I
was going away they told Hev. Mr. Anderson that they were
sorry I was going off - that I was l&J verv .good man and
did not trouble them as they had feared...«5i

Phis seems plausible enough, especially when one considers that

most of the time his residence was in Old Calabar, he was busy
152

worxin^ to solve the Bonny - wpobo War, and indeed tne

praise is simple enough to ring true. Phus we have it from

sailor, missionary, European and African traders that the man

served well. Co doubt many others would not have thought so

well of Charles Livingstone, but given the nature of his

office and tine extent of his duties, it is commendable that

upon leaving his post for the last time, there were many persons

who thought well of tne man and his work. Perhaps no one could

have expected anything more.

^OL to Charles B. nivingstone, 11 October 1873» 05/224.
1 52

In the Old Calabar area he had to intervene at least
once between Cuke X'own and Henshaw 'Iown, and doubtless there were
other problems.



CHAPTER XIII

HIS PLACE IN HISTORY

But now to conclude, an end I will make,
In time, as I think it good. Child, 150

Until recently, Charles Livingstone's place in history

seemed to be little more than a mere footnote on a page of his

famous brother's career, and an unhappy note it was. Unlike

his brother, he was not among the greatest European explorers

of Africa, and wnile he was a competent administrator, he was

far from being a Lugard or a Johnston.

In a number of ways, his fame suffered - rather than

having been enhanced - as a result of his relationship with

David Livingstone. For almost a century after his death, David

was revered as having been almost semi-divine, and in any com¬

parisons between the two, Charles could be expected to come off

second best. Works on David such as those by Jeal and kartell!,

whatever their shortcomings, rendered service by removing

David's halo, so to speak, and with the glory no longer shining

around, Charles could be examined in an entirely different

light. In the past, Charles was subjected to comparisons with

David on all of David's strong points, where few men could hope

to compete; no one noticed that Charles had his positive side,

apparently, no one compared Baines with Thornton, or Bedingfeld

with Rae, or any of the four with David; but few have resisted

the attempt to compare and contrast David with Charles, always

to the detriment of the latter.
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As an explorer, Charles had his momentss he was one of the

first Europeans known to have seen Lake Malawi, and to have ex¬

plored far up its western shore; he was among the first to

ascend the Rongwe River and cross the Batoka highlands, and to

visit many parts of the Shire highlands as well. Perhaps his

only claim to fame as an individual explorer is better placed

in a book of African trivia than in a history of exploration,

for he was apparently the first person to have seen both the

Niagara and the Victoria Falls.1 Some may wish to consider his

visit to the Okrika as a feat of exploration, but this seems an

overly generous viewpoint.

It nas been indicated in the previous chapter that his

accomplishments as an administrator were both numerous and

varied, such as preventing wars, negotiating peace, exercising

petty judicial responsibility, and the like. While neither of

his records as explorer or administrator is remarkable nor out¬

standing - both had their ups and downs, their sublime and rid¬

iculous moments - the sura total of each and hence both is a

job well done.

In addition, he made small but not insignificant contrib¬

utions to the vast amount of scientific data collected in the

nineteenth century. Hie work in ornithology and geophysics was

worthy of notice, and in other fields he made minor contrib¬

utions. In time, hie writings and his photographic efforts may

i

CILW. p. 9. William Cotton Qswell visited Hiagara four
years before Charles visited the Victoria Falls, and although
Qswell was very close to the Victoria Falls in 1851, he never
saw them.
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similarly add to the societal studies being currently con¬

ducted on pre-literate peoples around the globe.

Charles Livingstone was, in at least one way, a product of

his times. He was a speck among tne masses who left Europe

around the middle of tne last century, bound for every corner

of the earth for every possible reason: they "won the west,"

"tamed the jungle," preached the gospel, and committed every

good and evil imaginable. When considered with his fellow way¬

farers, Charles' record places him far closer to the top of the

heap than to the bottom. More specifically, he was typical of

the many Scots who left home for the hew World and Fortune,

remaining a while before moving on to Africa, India, Sustralia

or Hew Zealand, or even elsewhere.

His life may also be seen as analogous to the human con¬

dition in general - Man is always searching, yet apparently

rarely, if ever, finding, and death more frequently comes at a

beginning rather than an end. The irony of Charles Livingstone *s

"royal road to romance" (a phrase coined by Richard Halliburton)
is great: supposedly always in bad health, he survived the

rigours of one of the world's most unhealthy climates for longer

than any of his predecessors in office, and some of those wno

followed, only to be cut down by a rare and virulent strain of

fever contracted while en route home to his family and retire¬

ment. Of such fibre is great literature often weaved.

Finally, although by its very nature this study was made to

disassociate (as much as reality permitted) Charles from his
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brother David, let the final thought be dedicated to both, for

when your elder brother was considered by some to be "the most

important European in the history of the continent" (Ifrica, of

course] , you can never escape his shadow. So often in the

past writers have advanced the idea that David was influenced

by Charles in making decisions, an explanation which was all

too often used to explain away David's decisions or behavioral

patterns which said writers found personally distasteful, that

the following should be considered: of the four major decisions

Charles made throughout his life, three and perhaps all were

largely influenced by his elder brother's opinion. Had David

opposed, Charles may well not have gone to Oberlin; had David

not so requested, Charles would not have gone on the Zambezi

Expedition; and without David's support, Charles may not have

entered the Consular Service and gone to Fernando Do. He was

able to choose a wife - and apparently a very good one - without

David's advice or approval; nevertheless, when the couple

wavered during their long period of engagement, David, as we

have seen (p. 38 above), firmly recommended that Charles keep

his vow, and Charles did so. Furthermore, Charles almost went

to China as a missionary, and had he done so, it would have been

at David's wish and through his influence. Is short, it seems

that David was the most influential person in the adult li"e of

Charles Livingstone, and existing evidence would have to be

'"Janies Duffy, Portuguese Africa, (Cambridge. 1959), p. 175.
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stretched tenfold for the contrary to even approach credit-

ability.

This, then, has been a tale of two brothers, like brothers

everywhere and in all times, they were alike in many ways and

unlike in many others. Each had his strengths and his weak¬

nesses - David's strengths made historyj Charles' weaknesses

made uncomfortable reading in David's biographies, as time

passes, Charles' strong points may be considered more seriously,

and perhaps some day a special niohe may be created in his mem¬

ory in the museum which today commemorates his brother's birth¬

place, on the bank of the Clyde in low Bl mtyre. After all,

Charles was born there too.
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AP2BNBIX A

THE LIVINGSTONES AND SHERLOCK BRISTOL

We have seen above (p. 19» n. 16) that in later years,

Bristol recorded a very different version of his meeting with
Charles Livingston, and as Bristol was a very important figure
in Charles' life while in the United States (the men married

sisters, and Bristol officiated at Charles' ordination cere¬

mony), and as his account involved also the great missionary-
explorer, it is worth examining in detail at this time.

He wrote that in the .autumn of 1842 wnile passing through
Albany, he heard a "piteous appeal" from a boy who was fright¬
ened and backing away from three rough-looking youths, while
stretching his hand toward them and begging for something.
Upon investigating, Bristol learned that the three had taken
a gold dubloon (worth S15 - S16) from the boy on the pretense
of procuring for him a ticket to Buffalo on the Erie Canal.
Although Bristol could not understand the boy's name, he thought
it was "Stone." Bristol manfully scuffled with the youths, fin¬
ally retrieved the ooin, and escorted the boy to the boat, where
he saw that he was sold a legitimate ticket. Only in subsequent
days on the boat did he learn it was Charles Livingston. After
journeying to Cleveland witn the boy, they parted ways: Bristol
went to Franklin, Ohio (in Portage County), while the boy went
on to Oberlin.

Bristol went on to say that when Charles first wrote home
from Oberlin, he mentioned Bristol by name, giving "a full
account of his trouble in Albany, end the singular deliverance
from the roughs..." Three monthB later, Bristol received
letters and a package of books from Scotland, thanking him for
his "timely interference in behalf of... |the| brother of their
beloved David Livingstone. Some months later a letter written
in the wildB of Africa reached me from David Livingstone him¬
self, full of thanks for the risk I took in rescuing his brother
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from the Philistines at Albany, and desiring me to be his Amer-
ican correspondent. This was followed by another and another,
until communication with the civilized world was well nigh im¬

possible."^
Many obvious inaccuracies appear in Bristol's account.

Not only is the date 1842 incorrect, but Charles' letter home
makes it unmistakably clear that he was accompanied all the way

to Oberiin by both Bristol and Ingraham, and that Bristol helped
him considerably during his first days on campus. Perhaps in
1842, when Bristol was en route to Pranklin, a similar event
befell him, and in writing 58 years later, he confused the two.

Charles could hardly have had $15, especially after paying
for two nights' lodging in New York City, buying his ticket to
Albany, and incurring the incidental expenses he would have en¬

countered; and even had he had that sum, it seems very un-

liKexy that it would have been in the form of one gold coin,
when Charles' transactions were being conducted in both British
and American currency. And if Charles - who was no "boy" but a

man of 19 years, and tail at taat - had seen tnrough the ruse of
two "ticket runners" just two days earlier in New York City, why
would he fall for their line a mere two days later in Albany?
furthermore, if uristol (who first went to Oberiin from Cheshire,
Connecticut around 1855 and henoe knew well the Brie Canal)
helped Charles buy his ticket to Buffalo, how is it possible that
Charles might have been seriously overcharged? His letter home
does not, as Bristol attests, give a "full account" of this in¬
cident: it doesn't even mention it. Yet his letter home does

speak well of Bristol, and rightly so.

This letter arrived in Blantyre before David left for lon-
2

don and Africa, and in appreciation David could have written

*
Sherlock Bristol. The Pioneer Preacher. (New York, 1898),

pp. 320 - 324. An earlier edition of this work (1887) makes no
mention of Charles or David Livingstone.

2
Lii to Margaret ^ewell, 3 August 1840, original unknown,

copy in SALC.
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Bristol from either Britain or Africa. But as these were very

busy days for him (he left Blantyre about a week after Charles'
letter arrived), it is more likely that hell Livingston wrote
a letter of thanks and sent Bristol a few religious tracts, and

maybe even a book or two. As at this time D^vid was as unknown
to the world at large as was the far side of the moon, it seems

hardly likely that Neil Livingston would nave mentioned him or

his relationship to Charles.
Later, when in Africa, David might well have written to

Bristol a number of times - Bavid wrote to anyone and (.evidently)
evex*yone, and tnere is some evidence suggesting he wrote people

3
in Qberlin. As Bavid was still unknown, Bristol probably didn't
bother to preserve the letters. Nothing in David's papers

suggest he ever even heard of Sherlock Bristol, but during his
early years in Africa he kept no Journal, and relatively few
of his letters from this period survive.

It is Just possible that in describing this relationship
with Bavid, Bristol was "name dropping." The reader of the 1887
edition of his book can hardly escape the conclusion that Bris¬
tol was overwhelmed by his own self-importance, and he may have
sought to enhance his reputation by connecting himself to the
great Livingstone.

on tne other nand, Charles' first letter home from Oberlin
does have its inconsistencies (most of which are calendar errors),
and if the incident occured in Albany as portrayed by Bristol, he
may have wanted to suppress it, but it seems equally plausible
that he would have related it in detail and praised Bod for de¬
liverance in the form of Bristol. Thus it seems that Bristol

confused his meeting with Charles with another event, and while
he may indeed have corresponded with Bavid Livingston, the pres¬

ent writer has seen no evidence of this other than Bristol's own

testimony.

3
For example, he may have written Krs. Hamilton Hill: see

SLFL. ii, p. 56, n. 22.



APPENDIX B

LIVINGSTON'S PROGRAM OF STUDY AT ODERLIN

During his 7? years as a student at Gberlin, Charles Liv¬
ingston studied in three departments of the Institute. The
courses he attended while in the Preparatory Department have
been listed above (p. 26); below is the course of study he
followed when enrolled in the College and Theological Depart¬
ments. It is to be remembered that Charles did not complete
the Middle Year in the Theological Department, but he completed
thttv ana the Denior Tear at the Union Theological Seminary.
The courses for these two years are listed here anyway on the

assumption that they would nave been similar to those he
attended at Union.*

College Department
Freshman Year

Davlee' Bourdon's Algebra; Davies' Legendre's Geometry and
Trigonometry, begun; Cicero d© Asticitia ©t de Ueneetute; Grotius
de Veritate; Cicero de Contemnenda Morte; Xenophon's Cyropaedia,
four booics; Acts of the Apostles; Practical Lectures on Physi¬
ology; General History, begun; English Bible, one lesson a week.

Sopnomore Year
Davies1 Legrende's Geometry and Trigonometry, finished;

History continued; Bridges' Conic Sections; Cicero de Officiis;
Xenophon'a Memorabilia; AE«chines and Demosthenes on the Crown,
oegun; Whately's Logic; Whately'a Rhetoric; Lectures on the
Evidences of Cnristianity; Lectures on Rhetoric and Elocution;
English Bible, one lesson a week.

Junior Year

Olmsted's Natural Philosophy; Olmsted's Astronomy; Chemist¬
ry; Anatomy and Physiology; AEschines and Demosthenes, finished;
Tacitus-the Germania and Agricola; Greek Testament - Epistles;
Bush's Hebrew Grammar and a part of Genesis; Cousin's Psych¬
ology; English Bible, one lesson a week.

Taken from the Catalogue of the Officers and Students in
the Oberlin Collegiate Institute, 1646 - 47, (Oberiin, 1847),
pp. 31 - 32. The present writer is very grateful to Mr. Wm.
Bigglestone, Gberlin College ftrchivist, for bringing this infor
mation to his attention.
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Senior Year

Hebrew Bible-Genesis and Psalms; the Prometheus Yinctus of
ABsohyliie; Butler's Analogy; Karnes' Elements of Criticism;
Lectures on Hebrew Poetry; Lectures on Intellectual and Moral
Philosophy; Political Economy; Chemistry reviewed; English
Bible, one lesson a week.

Compositions and either Extempore Discussions or Declam¬
ations weekly throughout the whole course; and also public
original declamations monthly.

Theological Department

Junior Year

Evidences of Divine Kevelation; Bacred Canon; Introduction
to the Study of the Old and Mew Testaments; Biblical Archae¬
ology; Principles of Interpretation; Creek and HeDrew Exegesis;
Mental and Moral Philosophy; Compositions and Extemporaneous
Discussions.

Middle Year

Didactic and Polemic Theology; Greek and Hebrew Exegesis;
Compositions and Extemporaneous Discussions.

Senior Year

Pastoral Theology; Sacred khetoric; Composition of Ser¬
mons; Sacred and Ecclesiastical History, including the History
of Theological Opinions; Exegesis, continued; Church Govern¬
ment; Extemporaneous Discussions.

as can be seen from the above, especially the courseo list¬
ed in the College Department, Charles' education was much
broader than is generally assumed.



APPENDIX C

ENTRT IN THE JOURNAL OP JOHN KIRK, 2 JUNE 1859

FACSIMILE

ash s /Ts**-»r t^°^y
Sr^^.S?eU~. <^6^- o^aSk MacS~- -t>SUy

~v^agg^ - ^yj j ■> fc -j

<rtS~ __ /tvt/ / ~*2&h^ /$Ce*S
*- **-* ^5*"-? ^dC&yiyff <ar^ o^^C, 6

SjjZ * hints'* &S^*< <2tS~~ <xS

hCt^^cst; ^A^-ysu^,

/<£asds <s*^<5^UL»-*j
£^J<— £jf- /i^a^y ^u<*-

g^Ls- dcs~ —»

Above is a facsimile of a paragraph written in Arabic,
English and Turkish by John Kirk in his journal on 2 June, 1859.
Omitted from the published edition of the journal, which merely
notes "Sixteen lines of Turkish follow," (FZJK, p. 208, n. 58).
the transcription into modern Turkish and the translation into
English which follow were done by Mr. John R. Walsh, Department
of Turkish, the University of Edinburgh. The present writer is
very grateful indeed to Mr. Walsh for freely and generously
sharing his expertise in this matter. The extract occurs on
two pages in the original manuscript, which accounts for the
gap after line 4. Warm thanks are due the Director, NMLZ, for
kindly providing a copy.



TRANSCRIPTION

-— 0OR&9 —-
When at Senna bir mektub var Idl

kardeaten; cok 90k haber verdi.
Karriesiaiz der ^^yj/p2S)(2hornton} rakl icer
uyur, yiyor ve iger-ba^ka yok.

J(paines) kir k<*yi& yapiyor, aiama bir sey bllmez,
ve her sey fena yapiyor; dana bei^ci raki

i9«r. Karde^ kendiden guzel
lakirdi yazar. Hekirn bilmez bu ad am;

sevildigimiz (iwo words struckove^J dogru degil.
X.nai bir ?.y bilm.z.
In^aallah, eger ben Nyanzaya gideeek, bu
seytan ve kelb boynumu tutmaz.
Bize Sir sey fena yapmadi, atniaa

adettir ——

Comment on the Transcription.
The two "words" on line 1 represent kirk's attempt to form

in Arabic the equivalent of the Turkish words "valiahi" and
"billahi," which taken together and loosely translated mean "By
God" or "God help us." Apparently Rirk could not write Arabic,
as he fails to join the characters properly. Also, the trans-

scription is hie own, and as it is simple and unidiomatic, it is
far from perfect Turkish. The present writer regrets that as no

Turkish typewriter was available at the time this page was pre¬

pared, phonetic symbols had to be added by hand. Furthermore,
as in some cases in modern Turkish the letter "i" is not dotted,
such cnaracters have been indicated by underscoring.

i



TRANSLATION

"When at Senna, there was a letter from our (or my) [his]
brother; It gave a good deal of news. Our (Lis) brother says:
Thornton drinks arrack, sleeps, eats, and drinks, and nothing
else. Haines is making a beat, but he knows nothing and does
everything wrong. Probably he, too drinks arrack. (This could
also be rendered "He drinks too much arrack," but the former
translation seems more likely). Cur (hie) brother writes
amusingly of him. It is not true that ne likes us. The Doctor
does not really know this man. Please God, if I should go to
Hyanza (Lake HalawiJ this devil and dog will not get his claws
into aw. He has done nothing bad to us, but this is the custom
(or "this is his way.")."

(Items in parentheses are the Translator's; those in brac¬
kets are the present writer's. Arrack is an alcoholic drink made
from roots, and is common throughout the Hidale LafctT)

Comment on the Translation.

Hxact translation is difficult because Kirk's Turkish was

rudimentary, but the gist of what he is saying is clear.
Obviously, Charles is reporting on the conduct of Thornton

and Haines (one wonders wnat he would have said about Kae), but
as Kirk records it, the charges are not severe and in fact seem

to contain a great deal of truth. Certainly Kirk's comments on

Charles are more scathing, and one wonders why Kirk feared going
north to the yet unseen Lake h&lawi with Charles, when he was the
letter's superior officer, ouch a severe tone is all the more

remarkable when one considers tn&t since their arrival on the

Zambezi a year earlier, Kirk had seen relatively little of
Charles Livingstone.

A further clue to the letter's contents is recorded in

Kirk's journal two days later: "Hr. L. can't prevail upon the
Portuguese to sell him grub. There is such famine there but
there must be something not going on smoothly, for when there I
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found no difficulty in getting any mortal thing, as Skead used
to say. The Portuguese don't like us as an expedition and some

have a personal dislike also."1 Ividently, Kirk was unaware

of the upcoming famine Charles mentioned in his letter to
Thornton of 22 April 1839 (p. 124 above), and, of course, tne
seasons hod changed since Kirk was last in 1'ete.

Nothing more is definitely known about this letter Charles
wrote to his brother, and it can only be hoped that someday the
actual document itself will come to light.

1r£JK. 4 June, 1859, p. 209.
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BIRD ROOM REGISTER, BM(NH), 8 DECEMBER 1863

Presented By Sari Russell and collected "by the Eev'd Mr.

Charlea Livingstone.

✓1. iuracuB nivingstonei fWBEC, pp. 127-8, 130 includes aj[sketch. Livingstone's Turaco.j
2. M

✓ 3. Leptoaomus afer

4 •

ESCI. p. 299, no. 11 lists L. discolor^
noting it was previously nained L. ai'er.;
It is either a roller or a cuckoo. J

,/5* iuracus {§. porphyreolophus? PZ3I. p. 451 Purple Crested]
[Loerie, BSDI. p. 127, no. 227.

6.

✓7. Hypsipltea Ourovang /SbCI. p. 298, no. 5; English naae un-j[known; also taken by Kirk on Mohilla,/
LdBCI, p. 295. J

8. It ft

✓9. Trlchophorus (& bulbulTj
10. Spaliinago

11. oycobius

12. Lanclostoaus pCBZR. p. 327, no. 84 lists 2. aeneus^
13.

14.

15.

Symplechee Faudia
»♦ ft

Vidua (Coliostruthus) 'KBZR. dp. 321-2, nos. 49-53 lists §)
species of vidua (widows), but no J
poliostruthus.

16. Motacilla [XB2R, p. 318, no. 21 lists M. vidua, a wagtailj
17. Colius jXBZR. p. 329# no. 93 lists C. quiriva, a mousebirdj]
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16. lockus [KBLR. p. 327, nos. 80-2 lists 3 species of ToccusT][which are hornbills.

✓19. Planus [K3ZR, p. 316, no. 10 ana 3BDD. p. 305, no. 9 list)\J3. melanopterus, a kite.

Kuplectes piBZk. p. 322, noa. 54-6 lists 3 species of][Suplectes, which are bishops or widows, j
20.

21.

22.

✓23. Falco vespertinue ohii. p. 76, no. 108, Western Red ]

24. Bias rausicus

25. " "

26.

27.

Footed Falcon; PBSA. p. 76, Western!
Red Footed kestrel. J

(TCBZR. p. 319, no. 32; PB3A. p. 259, Black)
[and White Flycatcher.

Flatysteria fhbZR. p. 319, no. 32, lists P. pririt, a)[flycatcher.
28.

29. Philinopus (Puningus)

30. Francolinus rouvuaa /PB3a. p. 89, Kirk's Partridge; JfBECj)
I?" 12' -':irk'6 '>ar.colin. J

31. Coracopsis coaorensis fSBCI, p. 300, no. 13, which Charles!
collected on Anjouan; ibid.. p. 295J

_a dark parrot. "

32. Alcedo pSZKt p. 329, no. 73 lists a. cristata, a king-^1(fisher. —3

✓34. ketupa Peli

35. " rt

✓36. Athene faBZR. p. 317, no. 16 lists a. capensis; SBhi). p."!
[307, no. 18 lists A. woodfordi; perhaps a falcon.)

✓37. Circaetus sonurus jGBDD. p. 304, no. 5, Snake Raglej
38.



39• Ardea rufiventris
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p. 301, no. 17 lists A. comata;
KBZ-a. p. 332, nos. 116-8 list 3 species
of ardea; a heron. J

40. Pratincole f&aBl. pp. 113-4, nos. 197-9: WBEC. pp. 111 andl
114; and PBSA. pp. 130-1 list a total of three
pratincoles which cay be found in the region.J

41. Fgretta calcoeiata (An egretTj
✓42. Bubo p. 307, no. 20 and 21 lists two species of |

[bubo; KBZH. p. 317, no. 14 lists B. lacteue; an owlj
43. Buceros flCBBk. pp. 326-7, nos. 78, 79 lists 2 specxes of}[huceros.
44. Frythrocercus Livingstone! B3BI, p. 275, no

p. 259, Livingst
catcher.

>. 532; ?BSp
rone1s Fly-

The information in brackets is taken from four articles and

three bird guides, and is provided in an attempt to identify the
specimens whenever possible. Svery relevant reference from each
of the seven sources is provided here, with priority being given
to the articles, which are the most relevant of all contemporary

publications. References are made to the modern bird guides
only when generic and specific names are retained today. When
the sources consulted give no information whatever, the Bnglish
family name is provided; hence no. 41 is a species of egret.
Lntries lacking comment do not appear in any of the seven

sources, and in time their names may have been changed in the
light of subsequent research.

Although in some oases 2 or 3 specimens of the same species
are listed, this does not necessarily indicate that Livingstone
collected duplicates; almost always the plumage of tne sexes

differs dramatically, and frequently the plumage of juveniles
differs enough to warrant separate description.

The following notes correspond in number with the specimen
as listed above:

*"Livingstone!" was added in a different hand at a later
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date, as wex*e the specific names for 3, 13, and 30. Ko explan¬
ation can be given for the check marks (✓") which appear oppo¬
site this and several other numbers.

30
Although this bird is listed in neither KBDR nor in

Kirk's collection registered in the BM(NK) on 30 December,
1863, this bird is known today in Dngiish by his name.

34.
There is no number 33 in this list: it may have been

removed and later added as no. 44.

44
both generic and specific names were added in a different

hana at a later date, probably by either iinscn or Hartl&ub.



APPENDIX £

LIVINGSTONE'S VISIT TO THE OKRIKA

The following report describeo Charles Livingstone's visit
to the Okrika people and country, located inland from nonny in
the Oil hivera. It is ©specially interesting since Livingstone
was evidently the first white man to visit these people, who

i

engaged in cannibalistic practices. The original is found in
the PR01, FO 84/1265, ff. 260 - 263.

Fernando ?o

August 2, 1866
My Lord ,

At early dawn on the 22d ultimo 3 Bonny chiefs, 4 mem¬

bers of the Court of Equity and myself started in 4 boats and 2
canoes for the Okrika Country. Our course was N.N.W. at first
with more of westing as we ascended. The river is fringed with

mangroves, and intersected by a number of creeks some 20 miles
above Bonny. We turned into one of these and in a short time
saw Gp'ukrika, the chief town of the Okrika. It is built on a

dry ridge, part of which is adorned with majestic trees.
A stockade defends-through which peep some guns defends

the water point of the town, which seemed longer tnan Grand
honny. Dense masses of people crowded the beach at the public
landing place. The nonny Chiefs, Prince George, Banijo, and
Oalendusi landed, but we remained in the boats until they had
seen the King. In 15 minutes they returned and beckoned us to
land.

The stench was terrible; all the stinks at the outskirts

of all the African villages I ever entered, though mixed and
shaken together, would be weak compared to this. After passing
through the crowd we met some fellows who tried to stop us.

"It was contrary to juju for white men to enter the town."

Sir H. Bartle Frere. "Address to the Society." I-RGSL,
vol. xviii, Session 1873 - 1874, pp. 513 - 514.
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She Bormy Chiefs scolded, and we pushed on, but soon met a mob
of hundreds and further progress became-was impossible. In vain
did Banijo and Calendusi scold, and push and even knock some

down, the otners pressed closer together shouting, barking and
gesticulating frantically.

After looking at the performance till we got tired of it we

returned to the boats. A canoe came off with 2 messengers from
the king, inviting us to come ashore. Guards armed with long
sticks stood at the corners of the streets and the town was

quiet. *e were conducted to the King's audience chamber, which
had no light except what came in by the door. Chairs were

brought, and the chiefs and others crowded in. A beating of
drums announced that the King had gone to the juju house to
consult the spirits before proceeding to business. In half an

hour King libia appeared, a strongly-built man of 45 with a

round, good-natured-looking face. He shook hands, and sat
down on a low stool in the corner. Apologizing for the rude
reception his people had given us, he asked us to remain till
the following day as some of his chiefs had not yet arrived
from their villages.

A table of native manufacture was brought in; the Queen

spread a table cloth over it and "tombo" (unintoxicating Palm
wine) was presented. Permission to see the town was given, and

2
we paid a visit to the juju house. A noisy crowd attempted to
rush in after us but a vigorous application of the long sticks
of the guards drove them back. Masses of human skulls hang
from the walls and numerous rows of skulls cover the roof of a

sort of altar. In part of the altar sat the juju man, having
a footstool of human skulls. Ihe Gkrika had eaten the victims

whose skulls decorate the juju house. An old man who accom¬

panied us spoke with evident gusto of the different cannibal
feasts he had partaken of, and .even ■ of .those mentioned the

2
Inscriptions of the juju houses in Bonny and New Calabar

at this time are in ¥. Nicholas Ihomas, "On the Oil Rivers of
West Africa." BRGSL. xvii, Session 1872-3, PP» 149-50, and
152-4.
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parts of the human body which he considered as the sweetest.
We saw men at work tarring ropes; others retailed gin in

the streets by the wine glass. We oaught had a glimpse of the
Okrika funeral ceremony. Three young men, facing the same way,

had the corpse of a boy, done up in matting placed over-on their
shoulders. They twisted and tugged and appeared as if - wrestling
struggling with unseen spirits who wished to drag the body to
tho a shallow open grave by the side of a house. At times the
young men had the advantage and brought the body back from the
grave, then the spirits prevailed and dragged them forward. A
man -wshbhkept beating a drum at the time.

The Okrika are well clotned, most of the cloth being made
from the Palm leaf. The Okrika They are acquainted with several
vegetable dyes. Two, a yellow and a blue, are used to paint
their persons.

We slept in Ogolome, a large village which has an oil
market, + about 2 miles from the capital. A good dinner was

provided, and we were pffered a choice of sleeping apartments,
close inner rooms or the open veranda. My companions preferred
the latter. I was conducted to a neighboring house and found
the people very kind. My bed, small boxes of unequal height
unluckily, was in the best room, in which was a I found a good
fire, 30 Kegs of powder and a considerable quantity of cloth
and gin. X managed to sleep tolerably well, but my companions
were badly bitten by the sand flies.

A King's messenger came for us at sunrise and shortly
after seven we were seated with the King and his Chiefs. King
Fibia remarked that in bonny the King + Chiefs could settle
public affairs by themselves but in Okrika the people always
wanted to be present; he thought it would be better to have the
interview in a public place so that his people could hear all
that was said and not have to pester him with questions after
we were gone. We accordingly adjourned to the street.

There was some disturbance at first but nothing like that
of an excited political gathering in a civilized country. King
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Fibia requested them to be silent and listen to what was said,
his Prime Minister + orator, having before him specimens of 2
epooioo kinds of dried fish, a fish trap + piece of net,
commenced by remarking that they were glad to see me. They did
not understand the customs of the white men? no white man had
ever been in their town before, arid they hoped I would excuse

them if they proceeded in their own way. He then picked up the
dried fish, the trap and net and handed them to me, sayings

bonny and Calabar have ships to trade with, but Okrika has
nothing but fish. It is on fish we live, it is with fish
we buy the oil we nave to sell and this has been so ever
since Okrika became a country. It was in the Creeks I saw
in coming that they caugnt their fish, and Calabar men came
into these creeks and stole tneir fish out of their nets
and also robbed their canoes.

he then rehearsed in wearisome detail all the wrongs Cal¬
abar had inflicted on ckrixa for many years? and tnrew down a

small pebble at the close of each tale of outrage. At last he
touched on the cause of the present war. Brass men had offered
human sacrifices at times, and the Abua Country was the hunting
ground where they caught the victims. King Amaeree of Calabar,
father of Prince will, determined to stop this inhuman practice,
but the Brass men plead ancient custom and said they should
continue to hunt * to sacrifice. Amacree declared war against
Braes, and asked Okrika to join him, and on their declining to
do so, Calabar men began to rob their canoes + flog their men and
this caused tne present war. He closed the story of their wrongs

by saying as at the beginning that they were glad to see me and
to hear that I was trying to nave the troubles removed.

he proceeded next to state tne conditions of peace with
Calabar. 1. Calabar men must not come into Ckrika filming
grounds. II. Calabar must give up to ukrika the Cbiatibo
(Isukpo) oil market, + cease to frequent it. 1 said I thought
Calabar would accede to the first condition, and if they would
allow Ckrika men to trade in the Obiatibo laarket as they were

willing to aixow Bonny men to trade in otner markets, the
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wkrika King -»• Chiefs ougnt to be satisfied with tnat. it wae

objected that the respective Iraders might quarrel with each
other, and a fine as a remedy or prevention was suggested. X
asked-hie-Fibia to send down two of his chiefs to meet the

Chiefs of sonny + Calabar on Breaker Island and have the
differences settled and peace restored to the country; but he

proposed wished that 4-me to go to Oaxabar with his conditions
and come bacK + tell him if Calabar accepted them.

as ne obstinately refused to send his chiefs, I rose, say¬

ing if he would not send I could do nothing more for him, and he
was to understand distinctly that if he refused to have the
difficulties settled, he could nave no assistance from nonny; Her
Majesty's uov't would punish Bonny men severely if they rendered
any. X then withdrew, but was sent for in a few minutes and
told tnat they had agreed to send two men to Bonny, but not to
Breaser Island, because Calabar had broken the juju they once

made there with the Okrika. X said X would try to get the Cal¬
abar Chiefs to meet tnem in Bonny about the middle of august,

ihey promised also not to molest Calabar Canoes in the meantime,
provided X could induce Calabar men not to molest their canoes.

Ihe session lasted four hours and a half, Bever before in

Africa have I seen such powerful-looking men as the Okrika. I
could not but admire the physical strength of the men, cannibals
though they be.

As they sat before me, chewing bits of "chopstick" to clean
their teeth, and gazing earnestly at me the thought occasionally
flashed across my minds "Are these Cannibals wondering how a

piece of roast Consul would taste; and which would be the most

savoury, Cold Consul or hot?"
On parting, Fibia made me a present of about a cart-load of

gigantic yams, 2 goats and a fowl. We returned to Ogolome for
breakfast to which we did ample justice, and then started for
Bonny.
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The Light Honourable
The larl of Clarendon

X have the honour to be

My Lord
Tour lordship's Obedient Servant

Charles Livingstone
H.M. Consul

It is interesting to note that in spite of their cannibal¬
ism, the Okrika were good hosts, and, all things considered,
ware very polite. Clearly, the people resented the violation
of juju which the white man represented, and force was re¬

quired to maintain order.
Livingstone described what he experienced rather well -

one can easily visualize the setting of the main meeting, with
the King's Orator and his symbolic and visual aids. Obviously,
the Ckrika were not a "primitive" people; their social and po¬
litical institutions were far from rudimentary, and while they
had not been previously visited by Europeans, King Fibia knew
enough of them and their customs to shake hands. One wonders
what language the Orator used in his address? Livingstone
mentions neither language nor translator, and the Bpeech may

have been given in the picgin-Kngliah of the coast.
Occasionally, the text has been corrected with regards to

punctuation, and all strikeovers are Livingstone's. And it must
be remembered that in every case reference is made to Calabar,
the town being discussed is New Calabar, and not the old town of
that name far to the east in the Cross River estuary.



APPENDIX ¥

REV. CHARLES LIVINGSTONE

Biographioal Sketch

Prepared by Rev. Isaac C. White of Plymouth

The following paper was read at the 200th anniver ary of tne
Second Congregational Church of Plympton OoycJ •

It is eminently fitting on the 200th anniversary of this
church to bring to grateful remembrance the character and work
of the devout and godly men who have ministered at this altar;
and it gives me great pleasure to speak in precious memory of
on with wxiom X had the good fortune to be associated in study,
in preparation for the work of the gospel ministry, and to whom
X nad the privilege of extending the right [hand) of fellowship
when lie was ordained and installed paetor of this church.

Charles Livingstone was born in hlantyre, Scotland, a few
miles from Glasgow. He was the son of Neil and Agnes Hunter,
who were most devoted Christians, and brother of David Living¬
stone, the distinguished missionary and explorer in Africa.
His humble home was pervaded with a missionary spirit which did
not fail to impress itself upon the minds of David and Charles,
and inspired them to leave the cotton-mills where they worked for
a livelihood and pursue a course of study which would fit them
for the responsible work of the gospel ministry, and for a most
commanding influence in the establishment of the kingdom of God
in the world.

The approaching departure of David for missionary work in
the dark continent made a deep impression on the mind of Charles,
and he determined, although almost insuperable obstacles had to
be encountered and overcome, that ne would obtain a liberal ed¬
ucation. The fame of Oberiin College had reached Cootland as

early as 1839* on account of its advanced anti-slavery senti¬
ments and introduction of manual labor whereby students of
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Halted means could support themselves, so David advised
Charie3 to go to America and avail himself of the rare privil¬
eges of this college, and at the same time giving him J5, all
the money he could command.

kith this scanty sum he left his humble but dear Scotch
home, his parents, brothers and sisters, and all the interesting
associations of early life, a youth of only 17 summers,1 and
sailed without intimate friend or companion to accompany him for
this, to him, foreign country. On landing in New York City his
whole stock of cash amounted to jf2 13s 6d. Purchasing a loaf
of bread and a piece of cheese, he started for Oberlin College,
500 miles away, an immense journey at that period of no rail¬
roads and slow coaches, but unaided and alone, with Scotch

patience and perseverance until he reached the goal, where he
found congregational society and an institution of learning that
afforded him the privileges of a liberal education. This un¬

yielding persistency, indomitable energy and dauntless courage

reveal a character of inestimable worth, and more frequently
found in fthej Scotch nationality than in any other people. He
completed the full college course of study, with credit to him¬
self, and with the satisfaction of the faculty, and was grad¬
uated with honor in the Class of 1845» the theme of his oration

being "Christian Civilization," a subject especially congenial
to him on account of his brother's missionary work in Africa.

having completed his college course of study, he entered
the theological department for one year. He then entered Union
Theological Seminary, New York City, where he finished his
theological studies and was graduated with honor.

His brother's missionary work in Africa had now kindled
into flame his early aspirations for the same work, but his
native Scotch abomination of the iniquitous system of slavery
which had been increased by the anti-al&very sentiments of the
college where he studied, would not allow his to receive an

appointment from a missionary board sustained by pro-slavery
churches, so he made application to the London Missionary
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Society for appointment to missionary work. But the officers
of that society could not, in consistency with their rules,
make the appointment without a personal interview, and not
having the means to cross the ocean, he abandoned the idea of
foreign missionary work for the time and accepted a call to the
cnurch in Williston, Vt., where he faithfully devoted himself
to the work of the gospel ministry as Acting Pastor for two

years. He then in the autumn of 185* accepted a unanimous call
to this church and was ordained and installed pastor, Oct. 15,
the introductory services being conducted by Rev. Btillman
Pratt.

His devoted pastorate here of between four and five years

it remembered by comparatively few of this congregation, but it
will never be forgotten by the twenty or more who united witn
this church under his ministry, but will be remembered by them
with increasing interest and preciousness while the church tri¬
umphant continues to ascribe blessing and honor and power and
dominion unto their divine Redeemer, Bavior and King.

After closing his ministry here he was Acting Pastor of
the cnurch in Mattapoisett for two years. Me then returned to
his native land, the dear old Scotland home. His brother had
aiso returned from his first missionary expedition to Africa
and had been commissioned by the British government Consul for
the Eastern Coast of 'frica and Commander of an expedition for
exploring Eastern and Central Africa, of which expedition
Charles received and accepted the appointment of General Assist¬
ant and secretary. Of the terrible hardships, perils, and

2
trials of that four years exploring expedition and its splen¬
did beneficent results to Africa, the kingdom of God and the
world, I have no language to describe nor you any time to hear.
Suffice it to say that the courage and devotion of Charles Liv¬
ingstone were equal to all the tremendous emergencies of that
remarkable expedition.

After the completion of this expedition, he returned to
England and was commissioned British Consul to Fernando ?o,
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West Africa, which appointment he accepted without in the least
abating his ministerial and missionary spirit, but conscien¬
tiously believing he could do more in that position for the
Christian civilization of Africa and the establishment of the

kingdom of God in the earth than in the simple capacity of a
3

missionary and minister of the gospel, and after two years

of faithful service on the West Coast of the dark continent, he
died in the triumphs of faith, and entered into eternal fellow¬
ship with the devoted ministry of this church who had gone before
hirc, and received the joy and crown of rejoicing whicn his con¬

verts here and elsewhere afforded him, and above all, the crown

of life from the King of Kings which will forever shine with
increasing brilliancy and beauty and never fail to impart un¬

speakable and perfect blessedness.

^Although 19 years of age, Charles had seen only 18 sum¬
mers.

2
for Charles, the expedition lasted 5 years, and for

David it was 6.

■^Charles served as H.M. Consul in West Africa for 9 years.

The typescript of this sketch, which is found in the
"Louie Collection," 8HMDL, contains a host of punctuation,
spelling arid typographical errors, most of which have been

hopefully corrected, in preparing this short item, White was

obviously influenced by Biaikie, and he evidently drew some¬

what from local sources. This item is included herein as it is

the only article the present writer has seen which is devoted
to the life of Charles Livingstone.


